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Among ongoing concerns for firms is the need to remain relevant and
competitive. To address these concerns, firms often turn to technology to meet rapidly
changing consumer demands, to provide differentiated offerings and to increase firm
efficiency and productivity. Thus, the decision-making process that leads to the adoption
of new technology is of great importance to marketers. Grounded in the resource-based
view of the firm, this dissertation examines absorptive capacity and technological
opportunism as firm dynamic capabilities and their role in delivering successful, firmlevel technology adoption decisions. This research also examines the moderating role of
internal micro-politics on the technology adoption process. With a qualitative and
quantitative approach, this dissertation develops and tests an empirical model of the firmlevel adoption decision process and its outcomes. Theoretical and empirical evidence
provided by this research offers insights into the firm-level technology adoption process
that should be of value to both researchers and practitioners. Analyses show that firm
absorptive capacity and technological opportunism are instrumental in shaping the firm’s
perceptions of a transformational technology, which in turn positively influences overall
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satisfaction with the adopted technology. In contrast to theoretical support, results also
show that the positive relationship between a firm’s dynamic capabilities and its
perceptions of a technology’s characteristics is negatively influenced by the presence of
micro-political strategies used to garner internal buy-in and support for the technology
adoption decision. These findings indicate marketers of technology should utilize this
knowledge to guide client firms through the technology adoption process based on
evaluations of the client firm’s level of dynamic capabilities and micro-political
environment. Further, managers seeking to enhance product or service offerings through
technology adoption should seek to develop their dynamic capabilities that inform
adoption decisions. Additionally, managers should carefully manage stakeholder
relationships to minimize any negative influence micro-political strategies may have on
the decision-making process. Study limitations and areas of future research are also
discussed.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION

The primary objective of this dissertation is to develop a deeper understanding of
the firm-level mechanisms that drive innovation adoption decisions and the success of
those decisions. It is generally accepted that innovation and the implementation of new
products and processes is a primary method by which firms both respond to market
pressure and leverage strategic resources to achieve superior financial performance
(Hurley and Hult 1998; Hunt and Morgan 1995). Innovation has been described as an
engine of economic growth (Sorescu, Chandy, and Prabhu 2003) and as source of
competitive advantage (Porter 1990; Rubera and Kirca 2012). In practice, firms are
encouraged to focus on the acquisition and utilization of innovations that enable them to
produce the best product or service (e.g. Sekora 2014) and national associations are
advocating among policymakers and the public the importance of innovation to our
nation’s economic competitiveness (see National Association of Manufacturers 2014).
Innovation research in business, and marketing in particular, has historically
focused on new product development (Kerin, Varadarajan, and Peterson 1992), the
diffusion of innovative new products and services (Mahajan and Muller 1979) and the
impact of innovations on firm performance (Olson, Walker, and Ruekert 1995; Robertson
and Gatignon 1986). The firm’s ability to develop innovative products has been shown to
be an important factor in developing strategic advantage (Webster 1969; Hult and
1
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Ketchen 2001); however, not all firms have the resources or capabilities to innovate new
products. Therefore, when firms are unable to innovate internally to gain competitive
advantage, they must adopt value-adding innovations from sources external to the firm in
order to remain relevant with customers and to maintain their competitive position.
Research suggests that the adoption of technological innovations can facilitate
and develop firm capabilities (Day 1994). Numerous examples exist in the marketing
literature of firms adopting technological innovations in order to increase the value of a
market offering. For example, the past decade has seen the widespread adoption of ecommerce (Alba et al. 1997; Achrol and Kotler 1999), mobile commerce (Risselada,
Verhoef, and Bijmolt 2014) and social media platforms (Senecal and Nantl 2004; Wang,
et al. 2007) by traditional brick and mortar firms. The utilization of these technologies as
channels for direct selling (Grewal, Comer and Mehta 2001), communications (Kozinets
et al. 2010), consumer engagement (Adjei, Noble and Nobel 2010) and distribution
(Peterson et al. 1997) has dramatically changed how consumers search for product
information, make purchase decisions and interact with firms and their brands (Hoffman
and Novak 1996; Chowdhury et al. 2014). Other firms seek to remain competitive by
reducing operating costs and enhancing the consumer service experience by adopting
self-service technologies (e.g. Meuter et al. 2000, 2005) or technology facilitated
services, including tele-medicne or distance education programs (e.g. Chowdhury et al.
2014). Still other firms seek to enhance the performance of their marketing and sales
efforts through the adoption of enterprise resource planning (ERP) systems, including
sales management (Lee and Grewal 2004), marketing decision support systems (Achabal

2
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et al. 2000), and customer relationship management (CRM) systems (Hillebrand, Nijholt,
and Nijssen 2011).
Unfortunately, not all firm-level adoptions of technological innovations are
successful, placing firm performance and customer relationships at risk. Recent examples
include the 2013 decision of Avon Products Inc. to abandon a $125 million order
management system. After investing 4-years in the Canadian rollout of the system, frontline employees deemed it so onerous and disruptive that it contributed toward a large
percentage of Avon’s Canadian sales force left the firm, prompting cancelation of any
future implementation of the system (Fitzgerald 2013). Similarly, a point-of-sale and
inventory management system adopted by Lumber Liquidators Holdings, Inc., in the
hopes of enhancing customer convenience and increasing efficiency, resulted in reduced
worker productivity, lost sales and reduced profits (Kanaracus 2010). Even government
entities are not exempt from technology adoptions that fail to meet expectations. For
example, the troublesome rollout and implementation of the U.S. healthcare insurance
website, HeathCare.gov. Even with top-level support from President Obama, in which he
lauded the convenience and ease with which consumers could purchase health insurance,
HealthCare.gov did not function as promised, and the glitch-ridden, billion-dollar website
left many consumers feeling frustrated and confused (Woodhill 2013), resulting in their
bypassing the system entirely (Rudansky 2013). As these examples illustrate, the firmlevel adoption of technological innovations can have a dramatic impact – positive or
negative – on the firm and the firm’s relationships with its customers. Therefore, given
the influence the adoption of technological innovations can have on firm success, it is

3
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important to understand the aspects of firm-level decision processes that contribute to the
success or failure of a firm’s technology adoption decisions.
To address this issue, I draw insight from Christensen (2011), who offers a
number of possible explanations as to why some innovative firms falter when confronting
technological change. These include firm capabilities and competencies, the firm’s
perceptions of the value of a new technology and organizational and managerial factors.
First, Christensen argues a firm’s capabilities and accumulated knowledge regarding a
new technology can impact successful outcomes. Second, Christensen argues that the
firm’s expectations for the performance of a technology can influence resource allocation
decisions and which technologies it pursues. Finally, Christensen argues that a firm’s
structure and culture can influence the way its internal groups work together and their
ability to effectively deal with a new technology. Therefore, this dissertation will focus
on firm capabilities related to knowledge accumulation and technological aptitude that
are likely to influence the firm’s perceptions of a new technology. Further, this
dissertation will focus on firm structure and factors that influence interactions between
internal groups specific to technology adoption decisions. This dissertation will also
explore a number of gaps in the literature, including a paucity of research that
investigates: (1) the contribution of dynamic capabilities to successful technology
adoption outcomes; and (2) the influence of firm micro-politics on strategic decisionmaking regarding the adoption of technology. To develop a basis for this research and
explicate these gaps, the following sections provide an overview of the concepts
presented in this dissertation as they relate to firm-level decision-making regarding the
adoption of technological innovations.
4
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Firm Characteristics and Capabilities
Rogers (1995) suggests that the factors influencing the rate of diffusion of an
innovation can be attributed to characteristics of (1) the adopting entity, (2) the
innovation, and (3) the environment in which the adoption occurs. This dissertation
focuses on firm-level technology adoption decisions; thus, this discussion begins with an
examination of firm attributes that influence technology adoption decisions. Firm-level
technology adoption decisions are influenced both by characteristics of the firm and firm
capabilities. Among firm characteristics shown to influence, technology adoption
decisions are firm innovativeness and corporate structure, which includes size,
centralization of decision-making and formalization of procedures.
Firm innovativeness refers to the capacity of the firm to develop innovative
products, processes or technologies (Deshpandé, Farley and Webster 1993). This
capability is positively associated with firm financial performance (Hurley and Hult
1998), and market position (Rubera and Kirca 2012). Innovative firms are entrepreneurial
in nature and are less risk averse (Moorman 1995), thus they are more willing to adopt
new technologies than are more risk adverse firms. Further, firm innovativeness is
positively associated with the size of a firm; thus, larger firms tend to be more innovative
(Rogers 1995). Finally, structural characteristics of the firm, including centralization and
formalization tend to be negatively related to firm innovativeness. The centralization of
power and decision-making in the firm restricts the range of new ideas a firm is exposed
to (Rogers 1995; Damanpour 1991); thus, firms with centralized decision making that
rely on formalized procedures are often slower to adopt new technology than are firms
with less centralized authority or formality of procedures.
5
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In addition to structural characteristics of the firm, a number of firm capabilities
have been shown to influence the firm’s adoption decision. Firm capabilities can be
distinguished as operational or as dynamic. Operational capabilities enable to the firm to
carry out specific, on-going activities that directly affect firm outcomes (Helfat and
Winter 2011), while dynamic capabilities allow the firm to acquire and deploy resources
and to modify or integrate operational capabilities (Day 2011). Dynamic capabilities
associated with innovation and technology adoption decisions include: knowledge
management capabilities, market orientation, technological orientation, technical
capability, and technological opportunism. These capabilities, which are discussed next,
are critical to organizational learning.
First, as the learning organization accumulates knowledge and experience, it
develops “knowledge-based resources” (Galunic and Rodan 1998) that can be utilized to
create value for its customers (Slater and Narver 1995). The firm’s knowledge resources
can be a source of competitive advantage (Vargo and Lusch 2004), are positively related
to the firm’s level of innovativeness (Cohen and Levinthal 1990) and are positively
related to its ability to exploit opportunities for commercial gain (Jansen, Van Den
Bosch, and Voberda 2005). Therefore, firms that have superior knowledge management
capabilities are better able to evaluate knowledge related to a new technology and exploit
that knowledge to enhance financial performance by adopting it.
Second, market oriented firms are closely tied to their markets and are responsive
to the wants and needs of their customers (Slater and Narver 1995). Utilizing market
intelligence related to its competitive environment, market oriented firms are able to
marshal firm-wide support to meet customer demands (Jaworski and Kohli 1993).
6
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Therefore, market oriented firms are more likely to make resource allocations to innovate
or adopt technology that enables them meet the needs of their customers (Atuahene-Gima
2005).
Likewise, technologically oriented firms and firms with high levels of technical
capabilities utilize their substantial technology-related backgrounds and broad knowledge
of technology to develop new products to meet the needs of their customers (Zhou and
Wu 2010; Gatignon and Xuereb 1997). These firms leverage past experience with
technology to gain and maintain technological advantage in their respective markets.
Therefore, firms with these capabilities are likely to recognize technological
opportunities and possess the skills necessary to successfully implement technology they
chooses to adopt.
Finally, technologically opportunistic firms are entrepreneurial firms that
continually scan their technological environments and actively seek new opportunities
related to technology (Srinivasan, Lilien, and Rangaswamy 2002). These firms value
responsiveness and flexibility (Moorman 2005) and are willing to take risks regarding
new technologies if they perceive them to be advantageous. Therefore, a firm’s degree of
technological opportunism will influence the degree to which it is willing to adopt
transformational technologies that it perceives be advantageous.
Because dynamic capabilities of the firm are used to acquire, deploy and integrate
firm resources, it stands that strategic-decisions regarding technology adoptions is
informed by the dynamic capabilities the firm possesses. While many studies have been
conducted in this area, the vast majority of research focuses on the antecedents of the
innovation adoption decision (Webster 1969; O’Neal, Thorelli, and Utterback 1973;
7
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Davis 1989). While many insights have been drawn from these studies, Abrahamson
(1991) argues that innovation research focuses too much on what drives adoption
decisions and too little on what drives firms to adopt inferior innovations and reject
superior ones. Indeed, few studies choose to explore the outcomes of the adoption
decision (e.g. Lee and Park 2008; Lee and Grewal 2004) despite the impact poor adoption
decisions can have on the performance outcomes of the firm. The tendency of researchers
to “ignore the study of ignorance about innovations” has resulted in a significant gap in
the adoption of innovation research (Rogers 1995; p. 100). This gap, considered in the
context of the firm’s dynamic capabilities, prompts the following research question:
RQ1: What influence do firm dynamic capabilities have on the success of firmlevel technology adoption decisions?
Innovation Characteristics
In addition to the influence of firm characteristics and capabilities, endogenous
characteristics of innovations can also influence the technology adoption decision. First,
the type of innovation being adopted has been shown to influence the rate of adoption.
For example, Damanpour and Gopalakrishan (2001) find in a longitudinal study of
financial institutions that product innovations are adopted at a greater rate than process
innovations and that the adoption of product innovations is positively related with the
adoption of process innovations. Additionally, the degree to which an innovation is truly
unique can influence the decision to adopt (Cooper 1998). Incremental innovations refer
to minor improvements to existing offerings (Tushman and Anderson 1986) that perceive
to pose minimal risk to the firm but can enhance the firm’s value proposition (Sorescu
and Spanjol 2008). Moreover, incremental innovations, by their very nature, are likely to
8
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minimally alter consumer behavior or substantially influence profits (Aaker 2011).
Radical innovations, on the other hand, potentially pose a greater risk to the firm and
contain greater technological novelty (Dewar and Dutton 1986). Thus, firms that are
more risk averse are less likely to adopt technology that it perceives to be radical
(Christensen 2011). However, radical innovations have the potential to drive superior
financial performance (Sorescu and Spanjol 2008) and can dramatically alter consumer
behavior (Rogers 1962). Though both types of innovation are important, the high-risk/
high-reward characteristics of radical innovations present situations within firms that are
likely to require input from many parties (Dewar and Dutton 1986). Therefore, given this
important distinction between radical and incremental innovations, this dissertation will
focus on the adoption of radical innovations, as evaluated by the adopting firm.
The final innovation characteristics of interest here are the adopting entity’s
perceptions of an innovation’s relative advantage, complexity, compatibility,
observability and trialability, which can influence the decision to adopt the new
technology (Rogers 1962; O’Neal, Thorelli, and Utterback 1973; Davis 1989). Because
unrealistic expectations for the performance of a technology can negatively influence
attitudes and perceptions of adoption success (Oliver 1980), it is important to understand
how the firm’s perceptions of a technology are informed. Therefore, this dissertation will
seek to evaluate how the firm’s perceptions of a technology influence successful adoption
decision outcomes.
Firm Micro-politics
The firm’s strategic decision-making process regarding technology adoption can
also be influenced by inter-firm conflict between rival groups seeking to affect
9
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organizational change (Zahra 1987; Sethi, Iqbal, and Sethi 2012). Micro-politics is a term
used to describe the internal politics of organizations (Burns 1961). Numerous studies
have examined the influence of political behaviors in the firm, including their impact on
employee satisfaction (Witt, Andrews and Kacmar 2000), perceptions of innovativeness
(Parker, Dipboye, and Jackson 1995), and strategic decision-making (Zahra 1987). In
particular, micro-political strategies of coalition building (Lechner and Floyd 2012;
Narayanan and Fehey 1982; Sethi, Iqbal and Sethi 2012) and framing (Griffith and
Northcraft 1996; Barrett, Heracleous, and Walsham 2010; Sethi, Iqbal, and Sethi 2012),
have been shown to influence firm-level strategic decision-making. While firm micropolitics have been primarily studied in the organizational management literature
(Narayanan and Fehey 1982; Zahra 1987; Pfeffer and Salancik 1974; Burns 1961), it is
likely that firm micro-politics will partly influence strategic decisions regarding the
adoption of technology (e.g. Sethi, Iqbal, and Sethi 2012). Therefore, to further explore
this research gap, a second research question is posed:
RQ2: What influence do firm micro-politics have on strategic decision-making
regarding the adoption of new technology?
Dissertation Objectives and Contributions
This dissertation will contribute toward the development of a model of the
processes organizations utilize in the adoption of technology. First, this dissertation,
grounded in the resource-based view of the firm (Barney 1991; Wernerfelt 1984; Hunt
and Morgan 1995), will investigate the role dynamic capabilities (Teece, Pisano, and
Shuen 1997; Eisenhardt and Martin 2000) have on the success of firm-level technology
adoption decisions. Second, this dissertation will utilize an expectation-disconfirmation
10
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approach to model the adoption decision process and provide insight toward firm-level
technology adoption decisions. Finally, this dissertation will examine the relationship
between micro-political strategies and firm dynamic capabilities used in strategic
decision-making regarding technology adoptions.
Organization of Dissertation
This introduction chapter outlines the key objectives of this work, presents the
primary research questions I endeavor to answer and discusses contributions of this work
to the academy. The remainder of this dissertation is organized as follows:
Chapter II reviews the relevant extant literature from the fields of strategic
management and marketing in order to develop a theoretical framework that will be used
to investigate the proposed aspects of firm-level technology adoption decisions.
Chapter III details the design, execution and analysis of a qualitative study using
semi-structured depth interviews with key informants to build upon the theoretical
framework developed in Chapter II. From this analysis a conceptual model and research
hypotheses are developed.
Chapter IV of this dissertation discusses the research design and methods used in
this study as well as results and analysis of a pre-test utilized to validate the proposed
measures and of a primary study designed to test the robustness of the conceptual model
and research hypotheses.
Chapter V concludes this dissertation with a discussion of the research findings of
the primary study, their contributions to the development of marketing theory and
specific managerial implications of the results. Limitations of the dissertation as well as
areas for future research are discussed.
11
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CHAPTER II
LITERATURE REVIEW

Introduction
An organization’s adoption of an innovation is concerned with strategic decisionmaking regarding the acquisition of resources for the purpose of delivering value to
customers, gaining competitive advantage, and achieving superior financial performance.
For example, the widespread adoption of online banking technology by financial
institutions between the late 1990s and early 2000s brought about a sea change in the
financial services industry. As discussed by Bradley and Stewart (2003), the new
technology brought about a fundamental change to the value proposition of traditional
banking. Online banking allowed customers to virtually conduct routine banking
transactions ‘24-7,’ increasing their control, convenience and access to their financial
assets. The new technology also provided financial institutions alternative channels of
distribution and communications, opened new markets, increased market coverage, and
eliminated costs normally associated with brick-and-mortar branches and phone banking.
Advantages provided by the technology allowed banks to achieve competitive advantage
and protect their strategic positions. This example illustrates the impact the adoption of
technology can have on a firm’s relationship with its markets and the impact it can have
on firm strategy. It also underscores the importance of understanding the decision-making
processes involved in the firm-level adoption of innovations.
12
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The marketing literature has predominantly examined the processes and strategies
associated with innovation adoption decisions from a resource-based view of the firm
(Lee and Grewal 2004; Zahay and Hanfield 2004; Zhou, Yim, and Tse 2005; Li, Tan, and
Yang 2013), implying that the adoption-decision process is both influenced and informed
by the resources the firm has at its disposal. Therefore, it is important to explicate the
nature of firm resources and their role in the strategic decision-making processes of the
firm related to the adoption of innovations. This chapter will review the relevant
literature, which combines the literature streams of innovation diffusion, resource-based
view and micro-politics, in order to address the proposed research questions from a
strategic resource perspective. I conceptually ground this investigation in the resourcebased view by giving specific attention to knowledge-based resources, the knowledgebased view of the firm, and firm dynamic capabilities. Further, I explore the roles of the
firm’s knowledge-based resources and dynamic capabilities in the firm-level adoption of
transformational technologies. Finally, the influence of organizational politics and micropolitical strategies on the adoption decision process is explored.
I first discuss innovations, innovation typologies and characteristics of
innovations in order to clearly define what an innovation is, to discern between various
levels of innovations and to define the characteristics of innovations that influence the
innovation adoption decision. Second, the innovation diffusion literature is reviewed and
the firm-level innovation adoption process, identifying the stages of the innovation
adoption decision, is discussed. Next, I review of the resource-based view literature as it
applies to knowledge-based resources, the knowledge-based view of the firm and
dynamic capabilities. Through this discussion, the present research is theoretically
13
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grounded in the resource-based view of the firm by linking the innovation adoption
decision to the knowledge-based resources and dynamic capabilities of the firm. Then,
building upon the innovation adoption discussion, absorptive capacity and technological
opportunism are identified as specific firm dynamic capabilities particularly suited to
inform firm perceptions of innovation characteristics and to influence the outcomes of
transformational technology adoption decisions. Lastly, a review of organizational
politics literature is provided, with emphasis on micro-political strategies that have been
shown to be influential in firm-level strategic decision-making, particularly with regard to
the adoption of innovations.
Innovation
The competitive need for innovation is driven by rapidly changing customer
demands and lifestyles, market dynamics and advancements in technology (Rowley,
Baregheh, and Sambrook 2011; Wood and Moreau 2006). While the concept of
innovation is generally accepted as important to firm success (Hurley and Hult 1998;
Prins and Verhoef 2007), it is important to define the term “innovation” and to
distinguish among the different types of innovations and their relative influence on firm
outcomes. The concept of innovation is multidisciplinary and therefore many definitions
of innovation are presented in the literature. For example, from an innovation diffusion
perspective an innovation is “an idea, practice, or object that is perceived as new by an
individual or other unit of adoption” (Rogers 1995; p. 11). From a business and
marketing perspective, innovations are “improvements in technology and better methods
or ways of doing things… manifested in product changes, process changes, new
approaches to marketing, new forms of distribution, and new conceptions of scope”
14
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(Porter 1990; p. 45). From a business management perspective, innovation is “the
development and implementation of new ideas by people who over time engage in
transactions with others within an institutional order” (Van de Ven 1986; p. 590). In an
effort to arrive at a unified definition of innovation, Baregheh, Rowley and Sambrook
(2009) synthesize 60 distinct definitions of innovation that appear in leading academic
journals in business, management, economics, organizational studies, innovation,
entrepreneurship, technology, science, engineering, knowledge management, and
marketing between the years 1934 and 2007. Using content analysis of these definitions
to isolate key terms, those authors propose the following multidisciplinary definition of
innovation:
“Innovation is the multi-stage process whereby organizations transform ideas
into new/improved products, services or processes, in order to advance, compete
and differentiate themselves successfully in their marketplace” (Baregheh,
Rowley and Sambrook 2009; p. 1334).
Technological innovations are defined as innovations generated by technology
that “are often associated with the opportunities available to the organization as a result
of advances in technology” (Rowley, Baregheh, and Sambrook 2011; p. 77). The
innovation literature further classifies innovations as administrative, technical, product,
process, radical or incremental (Cooper 1998). Cooper further notes that radical
technological innovations often drive administrative and technical innovations or are
embedded in product and process innovations. Thus, given their ability to influence other
types of innovations, the focus of this dissertation will be firm-level adoption of radical
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technological innovations. For clarity, the following discussion will highlight the key
distinctions between these various types of innovations.
Administrative/Technical Innovations
Evan (1966) classifies administrative innovations as implementations of new
ideas or transformations related to organizational policy, recruitment of human resources,
job tasks, institutional authority and rewards. Further, Evan classifies technical
innovations as implementations of new ideas or transformations to products, services or
processes. The primary distinction between these two categories of innovation “relates to
a more general distinction between technology and social structure” (Evan 1966; p. 51).
Technical innovations are related in some way to the use or implementation of
technology and administrative innovations are related to the administrative and social
systems of the firm (Daft 1978). An important distinction should be made here between
technical and technological innovations. Technological innovations are distinct from
technical innovations in that technological innovations are innovations generated by
technology, whereas technical innovations are influenced by or are dependent on
technology to influence the technical, operational or production systems of the firm and
their functions (Rowley, Baregheh, and Sambrook 2011). For example, a new, precision
controlled die-cutting machine installed at a factory might represent a technological
innovation based on its utilization of advanced, state-of-the-art hardware and software
components. A new product design or redesigned production line that takes advantage of
the increased capabilities or efficiencies of the new die-cutting machine would represent
technical innovations to products or processes.
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Product/Process Innovations
Both product and process innovation have been shown in the literature to be
important sources of strategic advantage (Slotegraaf and Atuahene-Gima 2011; Speier
and Venkatesh 2002; Parthasarthy and Sethi 1992). While both product and process
innovations are distinct, they are also interrelated concepts (Utterbeck 1996). Product
innovation involves changes or transformations to the end product or service, and process
innovation involves changes to the way the end product or service is produced (Cooper
1998). Research suggests that the relative importance of product or process innovation to
the firm is dependent upon product class (Tushman and Anderson 1986), product life
cycle (Utterback 1996) and firm capabilities (Parthasarthy and Sethi 1992).
Radical/Incremental Innovations
An innovation’s strategic importance to the firm depends on the degree to which
the innovation is a departure from existing solutions (Cooper 1998). Incremental
innovations generally refer to improvements or enhancements that extend or expand
existing technology (Tushman and Anderson 1986). From a product marketing
perspective, incremental innovations are innovations that improve the profitability or
attractiveness of the product, but do not change the consumer value proposition (Aaker
2011). Research suggests that incremental innovations are associated with little to no risk
to the firm and increases in normal profits but not economic rents (Sorescu and Spanjol
2008).
Radical innovations possess greater technological novelty and are embedded with
more new knowledge than are incremental innovations (Dewar and Dutton 1986).
Radical innovations pose greater risk to the firm than incremental innovations, yet they
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are also shown to drive superior financial performance and profits (Sorescu and Spanjol
2008). Radical innovations are also shown to have a positive influence on the firm’s
value (Tellis, Prabhu, and Chandy 2009) and can have from 10 to 20 times the impact on
firm performance than incremental innovations (Aaker 2010). Therefore, given the
potential impact radical innovations can have on firm performance, this research focuses
on the processes involved in firm-level radical innovation adoptions and how the firm’s
perceptions of radical innovations are influenced.
Radical innovations are referred to throughout the literature as “transformational”
innovations (Aaker 2011), “discontinuous” innovations (Tushman and Anderson 1986),
“breakthrough” innovations (Sorescu and Spanjol 2008), “disruptive” innovations (Tellis
2006) and “competence-destroying” innovations (Tushman and Anderson 1986).
Generally, radical innovations are defined as “advances so significant that revolutionary
alteration of the organization and its support networks must occur to accommodate and
implement change (Cooper 1998; p. 497). For the purposes of this dissertation, the
following definition of “transformational technology” is adapted from Aaker (2011),
which addresses the firm’s perceptions of radical technological innovations from a
product innovation perspective:
A transformational technology is perceived by the adopting firm to provide a
fundamental change to its business model, including a new value proposition and
a new way to manufacture, distribute and/or market their offering (Aaker 2011).
Innovation Characteristics
The diversity of types of innovations and their varied importance and influence on
the firm illustrate the complexity and depth of the topic. Equally complex and important
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to the study of innovations are the characteristics of innovations that influence how they
are perceived and that drive their ultimate adoption or rejection. Among the most
commonly researched characteristics are relative advantage, compatibility, complexity,
trialability, and observability (Rogers 1962). These characteristics are frequently tested in
the innovation adoption literature for both consumer (Meuter et al. 2005; Moore and
Benbasat 1991; Labay and Kinnear 1981; Woodside and Biemans 2005) and firm-level
adoption decisions (Webster 1969; Heide and Weiss 1995; Frambach and Schillewaert
2002; O’Neal, Thorelli, and Utterback 1973).
Rogers (1995; p. 15-16) provides the following definitions for these key
characteristics:
relative advantage: the degree to which an innovation is perceived as being better
than its precursor;
compatibility: the degree to which an innovation is perceived as being consistent
with the existing values, needs, and past experiences of potential adopters;
complexity: the degree to which an innovation is perceived as being difficult to
use;
observability: the degree to which the results of an innovation are observable to
others; and
trialability: the degree to which an innovation may be experimented with before
adoption.
Tornatzky and Klein (1982) find in a meta-analytic review across 75 studies in the
innovation characteristic literature that among these and other commonly researched
innovation characteristics, relative advantage, compatibility and complexity have the
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most consistent relationships with innovation adoption. Therefore, these three innovation
characteristics will be included in this dissertation.
The Diffusion of Innovations
Innovation diffusion research focuses on three primary areas of study, which
include, (1) understanding the characteristics of the innovation; (2) understanding aspects
of the adopter and of the diffusion environment that influences the innovation-decision
process; and (3) the rate at which the innovation is diffused. Diffusion is the process by
which a new idea is disseminated and perpetuated among individual members of a given
population over time. Through this diffusion process, the individual “passes from first
knowledge of an innovation to forming an attitude toward the innovation, to a decision to
adopt or reject, to implementation and use of the new idea, and to confirmation of this
decision” (Rogers 1995; p. 20). Rogers (1995) further outlines the following five stages
of the innovation-decision process: (1) knowledge – one learns of an innovation’s
existence, and gathers understanding of its purpose and use; (2) persuasion – one forms
either a favorable or unfavorable attitude toward the innovation; (3) decision – through
some evaluative process, one makes the choice to either adopt or reject the innovation;
(4) implementation – one begins use of the innovation; and (5) confirmation – one seeks
information that will confirm their innovation-adoption or –rejection decision.
At the organizational level, the innovation-decision process is considerably more
complicated due to the number of people typically involved in the decision process
(Rogers 1995). However, the basic flow of the decision process from knowledge
acquisition to confirmation is similar. Within the organization, the adoption decision
process occurs in two stages – initiation and implementation (Zaltman, Duncan, and
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Holbeck 1973). The decision to adopt or reject the innovation lies between the initiation
and implementation stages, each of which contains multiple sub-stages. During the
initiation stage the “organization becomes aware of the innovation, forms an attitude
towards it, and evaluates the new product; it encompasses awareness, consideration, and
intention sub-stages” (Frambach and Schillewaert 2002). During the implementation
stage, the innovation is modified to fit the firm and firm structures are modified to fit the
innovation (Rogers 1995). As the organization attempts to integrate the innovation and
routinize its use, the change is often met with internal resistance and uncertainty
(Zaltman, Duncan, and Holbeck 1973). As the relationship between the firm and the
innovation becomes more clearly defined, the innovation becomes an ongoing element of
the firm’s operations (Rogers 1995).
In order to remain competitive, firms must adopt and assimilate new technologies
(Lee and Grewal 2004); yet, for the firm to realize competitive advantage and superior
financial performance, adopted technologies must successfully survive the initiation and
implementation stages of the firm-level adoption process. The adoption of
transformational technology represents an investment in strategic resources that will
allow the firm to build and sustain competitive advantage (Dierickx and Cool 1989). In
rapidly changing technological environments, competitive advantage gained from a new
technology may be short lived; thus, firms must continually seek new opportunities and
technologies to maintain their competitive advantage (Zhou, Yim, and Tse 2005).
Therefore, it is important to understand the innovation adoption decision from a strategic
resource perspective and to understand the processes by which firms identify
technologies that will provide a source of competitive advantage.
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Resource-Based View
The resource-based view suggests firms possess heterogeneous bundles of
resources and seek comparative advantage and superior financial performance by
executing strategies that exploit firm-specific resource combinations (Hunt and Morgan
1995; Wernerfelt 1984; Day and Wesley 1983). Penrose (1959) notes that the firm is a
“collection of resources” (p. 77), including tangible and intangible assets, capabilities and
processes that when bundled together, present a source of competitive advantage –
provided they are valuable, rare, inimitable and non-substitutable (Barney 1991). Hunt
and Morgan (1995) classify resources as financial (including cash reserves or access to
financial markets), legal (including patents, trademarks and licenses), human (including
tacit knowledge and capabilities of individual employees), organizational (including core
competencies, organizational culture, policies or processes), informational (including
codified knowledge and knowledge acquisition abilities), and relational (including
relationships with key stakeholders).
Resources are also considered in the context of their inherent function. Operand
resources are firm resources that are often tangible and static, upon which processes or
acts are performed, such as raw materials or land (Vargo and Lusch 2004). Operant
resources are often dynamic and intangible resources, including capabilities, processes,
knowledge, know-how and technology employed to manipulate operand or other operant
resources (Vargo and Lusch 2004). Therefore, operant resources include those resources
that inform the strategic decision-making of the firm, including decisions regarding the
adoption of transformational technology. Of particular importance to the firm’s
decisions-making capabilities is the level of knowledge it is able to acquire to make
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informed choices. The innovation diffusion process begins with the firm’s awareness or
acquisition of knowledge regarding an innovation (Rogers 1995; Zaltman, Duncan and
Holbek 1973), which therefore broadens the firm’s strategic opportunities (Penrose
1959). It is necessary, therefore, to understand knowledge resource in the context of the
firm and their role in the innovation diffusion process.
Knowledge Resources
Slater and Narver (1995) suggest that firm knowledge is the aggregation of
information acquired from internal and external sources, direct experiences, the
experiences of others, or organizational memory. While many facets of knowledge exist,
Grant (1996) identifies two broad categories of knowledge that are important to this
investigation – tacit knowledge and explicit knowledge. Explicit knowledge refers to
knowledge that is easily codified, transferred and sold. For instance, it is “knowing
about” or gaining awareness and understanding of a new technology, (Grant 1996; p.
111). Thus, explicit knowledge is not necessarily rare, inimitable or non-substitutable and
therefore it cannot be considered a source of competitive advantage (Barney 1991). Tacit
knowledge, however, is “know-how” – knowing how to do something based upon some
set of unique skills, processes, or capabilities that drive organizational action (Kogut and
Zander 1992). Knowledge “tacitness’ refers to the extent to which it is codifiable
(Galunic and Rodan 1998); thus, the more tacit the knowledge, the more difficult it will
be for other firms to duplicate and the more likely it is to be a source of competitive
advantage (Teece, Pisano, and Shuen 1997; Vargo and Lusch 2004).
The aggregation of tacit knowledge or “know-how” (Kogut and Zander 1992) and
explicit knowledge results in “knowledge-based resources” (Galunic and Rodan 1998),
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which are the means by which the firm manipulates tangible inputs and transforms them
to create value (Teece, Pisano, and Shuen 1997). Knowledge-based resources are
inherently strategic and include the processes and capabilities the firm employs to create
value for its customers (Slater and Narver 1995; Vargo and Lusch 2004) through the
acquisition, assimilation and exploitation of knowledge for commercial gain (Hunt 2010;
Rogers 1995; Cohen and Levinthal 1990). Knowledge informs firm decision-making in
several key ways, including the prediction of potential changes in the environment and
the applicability of strategic responses (Cohen and Levinthal 1990). Awareness of the
importance of knowledge to firm strategic decision-making resulted in an outgrowth of
the resource-based view to specifically address knowledge-based resources and their
coordination within the firm – aptly dubbed the “knowledge-based view” (Grant 1996).
Knowledge-Based View
The knowledge-based view is associated with the concept of organizational
learning and the firm’s capability to scan the market environment, identify, interpret,
integrate and store relevant information (Grant 1996). There is evidence in the literature,
that the firm’s ability to identify and respond to opportunities in the environment is
important for making successful technology adoption decisions (Srinivasan, Lillien, and
Rangaswamy 2002). Knowledge-based view research finds that knowledge-based
resource bundles, operationalized as resources used towards identifying and capitalizing
on opportunities, provide a significant contribution to firm performance (Wicklund and
Shepherd 2003). Likewise, research finds a positive association between a firm’s
knowledge-sensing capability and new product performance (Olavarrieta and Friedmann
2007). Further, knowledge-based resources have been shown to mediate the relationships
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between a firm’s market orientation and firm performance (Olavarrieta and Friedmann
2008), and between the source, quantity and specificity of knowledge and innovation
performance (De Luca and Atuahene-Gima 2007).
In the resource-based view of the firm resources and capabilities are
heterogeneously distributed among firms (Helfat and Peteraf 2003); therefore, the
potential to create a competitive advantage exists when a firm’s assortment of resources
enables it to provide a market offering that is superior to its competitors (Hunt and
Morgan 1995). Thus, the motivations for a firm to adopt a transformational technology
are linked to the technology’s ability to (1) reduce costs because of increased efficiency
or effectiveness, or (2) increase demand by increasing perceptions of value (Webster
1969). The competitive advantages received from existing knowledge resource may be
short lived in dynamic markets, thus it is important that firms reconfigure, adapt or
develop new resources to remain competitive (Teece, Pisano, and Shuen 1997;
Wernerfelt 1984). Dynamic capabilities are the mechanism by which firms achieve new
configurations of resources in rapidly changing markets (Eisenhardt and Martin 2000).
Dynamic Capabilities
In her seminal work, Penrose (1959) suggested that firm growth was a product of
the capabilities the firm possessed and not the result of economic conditions alone. Firm
capabilities have been described as the capacity to deploy resources using knowledgebased, firm-specific routines or processes that develop over time (Amit and Schoemaker
1993). Helfat and Peteraf (2003) distinguish between operational capabilities and
dynamic capabilities, noting that operational capabilities are those that enable the firm to
perform a specific activity (such as manufacture a product) and to coordinate the tasks
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necessary to perform that activity, while dynamic capabilities only indirectly affect firm
output through their impact on operational capabilities.
Operational capabilities are well-developed firm routines for carrying out firmspecific processes on an on-going basis (Helfat and Winter 2011; Day 2011). These highlevel routines receive inputs to the firm, which are then utilized for the production of
specific outputs (Winter 2000). Among product manufacturers, operational capabilities
include logistics and purchasing competencies, assembly and production skills, and
engineering competencies (Gebauer 2011). For example, the operational capabilities of
an automaker related to the production of a new automobile, include: engineering design,
parts inventory management, hiring and managing skilled workers, managing equipment
and technology utilized in the assembly process, procedures followed to ensure quality
and safety standards are met, and distribution of the completed products.
Dynamic capabilities act on operational capabilities and resources and alter how
the firm “currently makes its living” (Helfat and Winter 2011; p. 1244; Winter 2003).
Dynamic capabilities enable the firm to acquire, modify and deploy resources, including
knowledge-based resources utilized to inform innovation and strategic decision-making.
Further, dynamic capabilities allow the firm to meet the demands of the market and to
help shape the environment to the firm’s advantage (Day 2011). These capabilities
include sensing capabilities (recognizing opportunities and threats), response capabilities
(exploiting opportunities and minimizing threats) and reconfiguring capabilities
(modifying operational capabilities and resources) (Gebauer 2011). For example, an
automaker senses an opportunity related to the application of a new automation
technology. The firm adopts the new technology and reconfigures its assembly capability
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to exploit the technology and enhance the speed, accuracy and efficiency of its
automotive production line. Thus, through changes made to operational capabilities, the
firm’s dynamic capabilities have the potential to increase value to the firm and its
customers. In this research the following definition of dynamic capabilities is adopted:
Dynamic capabilities are the firm’s processes that use resources – specifically the
processes that integrate, reconfigure, gain and release resources – to match and
even create market change” (Eisenhardt and Martin 2000; p. 1107).
The diffusion of innovation process within an organization requires the use of
dynamic firm capabilities to sense and respond to opportunities in the environment. Firms
identify and understand the perceived benefits of an innovation, adapt the firm to
maximize the benefits of the innovation, and put the innovation into use (Rogers 1995;
Gao, Leichter, and Wei 2012). Because dynamic capabilities include the acquisition and
exploitation of knowledge (Cohen and Levinthal 1990), the integration and
implementation of ideas (Dickson 1992), and responsiveness to new opportunities (Slater
and Narver 1995), it is necessary to identify those firm dynamic capabilities that are most
likely to inform the firm decision-making process and influence the outcomes of
transformational technology adoption decisions. Absorptive capacity and technological
opportunism are identified as dynamic capabilities of the firm that have the potential to
inform innovation adoption decisions and provide a source of competitive advantage
resulting in superior financial performance (Barney 1991; Hunt and Morgan 1995). These
concepts are discussed in the following sections of this chapter and are contrasted with
related firm capabilities, including organizational learning, market orientation, firm
innovativeness, technological orientation and technological capability.
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Absorptive Capacity
The concept of absorptive capacity evolved in the management literature as a
means of understanding the firm’s ability to innovate (Cohen and Levinthal 1990).
Innovation research finds that a firm’s innovation capabilities are influenced by sources
external to the innovating unit (Mowery, Oxley, and Silverman 1996; Bierly,
Damanpour, and Santoro 2009). Cohen and Levinthal (1990) propose that the firm’s
internal capability to develop innovative new products, processes, or technologies is
directly influenced by its ability to recognize the value of external knowledge, assimilate
it and use it for commercial gain. Cohen and Levinthal (1990) further propose that the
“absorptive capacity” of the firm is “largely a function of the level of prior related
knowledge” (p. 128), including shared language, awareness of recent technological
developments and what Dierickx and Cool (1989) refer to as “R&D know-how.”
Early conceptualizations of absorptive capacity within the strategic management
literature first viewed absorptive capacity as a learning capability necessary for imitation
(Kim 1997) then as problem-solving skills necessary for innovation (Kim 1998). Other
conceptualizations viewed absorptive capacity as a range of capabilities needed to
manage the tacit components of technology and to facilitate modifications to externally
acquired technology for internal use (Mowery and Oxley 1995).
As research in this area evolved, absorptive capacity was conceptualized as the
combination of four organizational capabilities including knowledge acquisition,
knowledge assimilation, knowledge transformation and knowledge exploitation (Zahra
and George 2002). This conceptualization of the construct incorporated ideas, such as
value recognition, knowledge assimilation and knowledge exploitation dimensions
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proposed by Cohen and Levinthal (1990) as well as the concept of knowledge
transformation proposed by Kim (1997, 1998) and Mowery and Oxley (1995). For this
dissertation, the following definition of absorptive capacity is adopted:
Absorptive Capacity is as a set of organizational routines and processes by which
firms (1) acquire, (2) assimilate, (3) transform and (4) exploit knowledge to
produce a dynamic organizational capability (Zahra and George 2002).
This conceptualization of absorptive capacity defines it as a dynamic capability
that the firm employs to create and deploy knowledge resources for the purpose of
creating functional capabilities, including marketing, distribution and production routines
(Zahra and George 2002). The four dimensions of absorptive capacity are grouped into
two broader dimensions: potential absorptive capacity and realized absorptive capacity
(see Figure 2.1). A more in-depth review of these dimensions follows.
Potential Absorptive Capacity
Potential absorptive capacity enables the firm to recognize the value of new
knowledge, acquire and assimilate it. It includes the dimensions of knowledge acquisition
and knowledge assimilation.
Knowledge Acquisition
Acquisition of knowledge refers to the ability to identify and obtain external
information that is deemed valuable to the firm (Zahra and George 2002). In order for
knowledge to be valuable, it must be non-duplicative of existing firm knowledge and be
relevant to the firm (Gupta and Govindarajan 2000). External knowledge is often
obtained through consultants, market research, collaborative relationships, strategic
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alliances or acquisitions (Hamel 1991; Prabhu, Chandy, and Ellis 2005; Kogut and
Zander 1992). The acquisition of knowledge can be hindered by its intangibility, unless
investments are made to capture and translate it into a usable form (Galunic and Rodan
1998; Teece, Pisano, and Shuen 1997). However, once new knowledge is acquired that is
determined to be of value, it should be assimilated and disseminated throughout the firm
(Jaworski and Kohli 1993).
Knowledge Assimilation
Zahra and George (2002) define assimilation as the “routines and processes that
allow [the firm] to analyze, process, interpret, and understand the information obtained”
(p. 189). Thus, assimilation relies on the shared interpretation of the new knowledge and
the integration of the new knowledge into the organizational knowledge base (Flatten, et
al. 2011). When new knowledge does not easily fit with the firm’s existing knowledge
base, the firm’s knowledge structures must be altered or transformed in order to accept
the new information (Tordova and Durisin 2007).
Realized Absorptive Capacity
Realized absorptive capacity is the firm’s ability to leverage knowledge that has
been absorbed (Zahra and George 2002; Jansen, Van Den Bosch, and Volberda 2005). It
includes the dimension of knowledge transformation and knowledge exploitation.
Knowledge Transformation
Tordova and Durisin (2007) describe knowledge transformation as an alternative
condition to knowledge assimilation. Assimilated knowledge is that which easily
conforms to the firm’s existing context and cognitive structures (Zahra and George
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2002). Transformation requires the adaptation of existing schemas to accommodate new
knowledge that is inconsistent with current understanding (Tordova and Durisin 2007;
Zahra and George 2002). Once the new knowledge has been successfully integrated
within the firm it can be deployed and utilized for other processes.
Knowledge Exploitation
The successful assimilation of new knowledge or integration through
transformation allows the firm to exploit that knowledge for commercial gain (Cohen and
Levinthal 1990). Knowledge exploitation is the firm’s ability to alter existing routines,
capabilities or technologies in order to create something new based on the newly
integrated knowledge (del Carmen, et al. 2007). It is through the exploitation of new
knowledge that the firm is able to realize competitive advantage of the absorptive
capacity dynamic capability (Cohen and Levinthal 1990; Jansen, Van Den Bosch, and
Voberda 2005; Eisenhardt and Martin 2000).
Much of the absorptive capacity research has investigated the relationships
between potential and realized absorptive capacity and the influence they have over firm
performance outcomes. Therefore, this dissertation will examine firm-level decisions
regarding the adoption of transformational technology in the context of the firm’s
potential and realized absorptive capacity capabilities.
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Figure 2.1

Absorptive Capacity Model

Based on Zahra and George (2002)
Absorptive Capacity and Organizational Learning
Absorptive capacity is closely associated with organizational learning.
Organizational learning refers to the process by which firms develop new knowledge
through the acquisition, dissemination and storage of environmental information into
organizational memory (Slater and Narver 1995) for the purpose of confirming or
disconfirming organizational values, norms and behaviors (Hunt 2010). Moorman (1995)
suggests that the deployment of dynamic capabilities, including absorptive capacity, can
be influenced by antecedent conditions of organizational culture, defined as “the pattern
of shared values and beliefs that help individuals understand organizational functioning
and that provide norms for behavior in the organization” (Deshpandé and Webster 1989;
p. 4). Indeed research has shown that absorptive capacity influences knowledge transfer
and organizational learning (Szulanski 1996). While these two concepts are interrelated,
organizational learning exists as a firm-wide directive in accordance with organizational
culture whereby absorptive capacity provides the means by which the organization learns.
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Thus, absorptive capacity is the “learning” mechanism of the organization that places
value on learning behavior.
Technological Opportunism
Another important firm dynamic capability that has been identified from the
innovation management literature is technological opportunism (Srinivasan, Lilien, and
Rangaswamy 2002). Technological opportunism emphasizes an external orientation of
the firm, such that even in the absence of market or competitive pressure, firms
proactively seek and respond to new technologies (Srinivasan, Lilien, and Rangaswamy
2002). The term “opportunism” in this context is benign and suggests a proactive
response to opportunities in the market absent of violations of ethics or fairness (Salomon
1996; Isenberg 1987). From a strategic perspective, technological opportunism is the
firm’s capability to sense and respond to new technologies, and is a key determinant of
technology adoption decisions (Srinivasan, Lilien, and Rangaswamy 2002; LuciaPalacios et al. 2014). Technologically opportunistic firms operate in an enacting mode of
interpreting their environment (Daft and Weick 1983), whereby they assume the
technological environment is too dynamic to be analyzed and therefore they remain
actively engaged in the environment (Srinivasan, Lilien, and Rangaswamy 2002).
Technology Sense-and-Response Capability
The firm’s capacity to obtain knowledge about and comprehend technological
developments in its environment is driven by its ability to effectively acquire and
assimilate knowledge regarding those developments (Srinivasan, Lilien, and
Rangaswamy 2002). In rapidly changing environments, the ability to acquire knowledge
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resources and assess the need to adapt to those changes requires both the continual
monitoring of markets and technologies as well as a willingness to make necessary
adjustments (Teece, Pisano, and Shuen 1997; Wicklund and Shepherd 2003). Research
suggests that technologically opportunistic firms are able to gain competitive advantage
by more effectively managing the firm’s responses to technology and its strategies for
developing and adopting new technology (Srinivasan, Lilien, and Rangaswamy 2002).
Further, research has shown technological opportunism to have a direct influence on key
outcomes, including firm financial performance (Sarkees 2011; Chen and Lien 2013),
non-financial performance measures, including perceptions of customer relationship
quality and market differentiation (Lucia-Palacios et al. 2014), and of particular interest
here, on firm adoption decisions and integration capabilities (Mishra and Agarwal 2014;
Lucia-Palacios et al. 2014).
Therefore, as a dynamic capability of the firm with potential to inform
transformational technology adoption decisions and influence firm performance, the
following definition of technological opportunism is adopted:
Technological opportunism is a firm-level dynamic capability comprised of
technology-sensing and technology-response abilities that facilitate the proactive
search for and response to new technological opportunities (Srinivasan, Lilien,
and Rangaswamy 2002).
Technological opportunism is related to other firm-level traits and capabilities,
including absorptive capacity (Cohen and Levinthal 1990), organizational innovativeness
(Deshpandé, Farley and Webster 1993; Rogers 1995), technological orientation
(Gatignon and Xuereb 1997), technological capability (Zhou and Wu 2010) and market
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orientation (Jaworski and Kohli 1993; Slater and Narver 1995). However, technological
opportunism stands as a unique construct for a number of reasons, which will now be
addressed. These distinctions are summarized in Table 2.1.
Table 2.1

Technological Opportunism and Related Constructs

Construct
Technological
Opportunism

Definition
Source
Firm-level dynamic capability
Srinivasan, Lilien and
comprised of technology-sensing and Rangaswamy (2002)
technology-response abilities that
facilitate the proactive search for and
response to new technological
opportunities

Absorptive Capacity

A set of organizational routines and
processes by which firms acquire,
assimilate, transform, and exploit
knowledge to produce a dynamic
organizational capability

Organizational
Innovativeness

Technological
Orientation

Technological
Capability

Market Orientation

Distinctions
• Sense and response capability specific to
the technological environment
• Assumes environment is too dynamic to
be analyzed
• Can respond to internal or external
opportunities it senses
• Not specific to technology for use in the
development of new products or services
• Response to opportunities is not specific
to meeting customer needs or responding
to competitive pressures

Zahra and George (2002) • Broad sense and response capability
related to knowledge resources from
multiple internal and external
environments
• Assumes internal and external
environments are analyzable.
The degree to which an organization Deshpandé, Farley and • The firm’s internal capability to develop
diverges from existing practices or
Webster (1993)
new products, processes or technologies
processes when introducing new-to• Associated with product or service
market products or services
offerings
The ability and the will to acquire a Gatignon and Xuereb
substantial technological background (1997)
and use it in the development of new
products or to build a new technical
solution to answer new needs of users
The firm’s ability to make use of
Zhou and Wu (2010)
various technologies

• Focused on the acquisition and retention
of knowledge related to technology
• Leverages existing knowledge for new
product development purposes

The organization-wide generation of Jaworski and Kohli
market intelligence, dissemination of (1993)
intelligence across departments, and
organization-wide responsiveness to
it.

• Not specific to seeking knowledge related
to technology
• Seeks knowledge specific to the expressed
and latent wants and needs of customers
and the activities of competitors
• May lack responsiveness to technology if
it is not directly related to customer or
competitor dynamics

• Relies on existing knowledge of
technology to make technology-based
decisions
• Not exploratory – do not actively seek
new knowledge regarding technology

Technological Opportunism vs. Absorptive Capacity
Absorptive capacity has been shown to be a broad-based firm dynamic capability
by which the learning organization captures, assimilates, internalizes and exploits new
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knowledge it perceives to be of value based on the firm’s existing knowledge resources
(Cohen and Levinthal 1990). Organizational learning that is driven by absorptive capacity
is based on the assumption that the firm’s internal and external environments are
analyzable and that knowledge can be gained either passively, through routine data
collection processes, observations and interpretations, or actively, through formal
searches, trend analyses and forecasting to predict threats and opportunities (Daft and
Weick 1984).
As a sense and response capability of the firm, technological opportunism is
conceptually similar to absorptive capacity, however, the technologically opportunistic
firm operates from a very different interpretation of its environment. Technologically
opportunistic firms operate under the assumption that their environment is not analyzable
and therefore, they actively build new environments through experimentation and trial
rather than by following traditional paths or trends (Daft and Weick 1984). Thus, the
technologically opportunistic firm may explore several different technologies in order to
assess which technologies pose the greatest potential threats or opportunities (Srinivasan,
Lilien, and Rangaswamy 2002). Therefore, the technologically opportunistic firm
assesses the value of a new technology not by careful evaluation of existing knowledge or
experience, but through a process trial and error to determine what works best.
Another key distinction between technological opportunism and absorptive
capacity is the scope of information search behavior. Absorptive capacity enables a firm
to acquire, assimilate and act upon new knowledge from its knowledge environment, the
macroenvironment in which a firm operates (Van Den Bosch, Volberda, and De Boert
1999). Technological opportunism, however, has the more narrow focus of seeking and
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responding to opportunities or threats that it perceives specifically within the firm’s
technological environment.
Technological Opportunism vs. Organizational Innovativeness
Rogers (1995) treats innovativeness as a dependent variable and defines it as “the
degree to which an individual or other unit of adoption is relatively earlier in adopting
new ideas than other members of a system” (p. 22). However, an alternative definition of
organizational innovativeness is the degree to which an organization diverges from
existing practices or processes when introducing new-to-market products or services
(Deshpandé, Farley and Webster 1993). It is this later, broader view of organizational
innovation as a dynamic capability that is considered here. As conceptualized,
organizational innovativeness is concerned with the firm’s internal capability to develop
innovative new products, processes or technologies. Technological opportunism,
however, enables the firm to sense and respond to new technologies, whether they are
developed internally or externally or are or are not for creating new products (Srinivasan,
Lilien, and Rangaswamy 2002). For instance, a firm that chooses to adopt a state-of-theart technology to enhance its product development process is certainly innovative, but it
is not necessarily technologically opportunistic.
Technological Opportunism vs. Technological Orientation
The technological orientation of a firm is defined as “the ability and the will to
acquire a substantial technological background and use it in the development of new
products… [or] to build a new technical solution to answer and meet new needs of the
users” (Gatignon and Xuereb 1997; p. 78). Technological opportunism is distinct from
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technological orientation in that the technologically oriented firm relies on existing stores
of technological knowledge for the purposes of new product development, whereas the
technologically opportunistic firm is proactively seeking knowledge about and
responding to technology from internal and external sources that provide strategic
advantages that may or may not include new product development.
Technological Opportunism vs. Technological Capability
Technological capability refers to the firm’s ability to make use of various
technologies (Zhou and Wu 2010). Technological opportunism is also distinct from a
firm’s technological capability, which exploits existing stores of knowledge regarding
technology in order to make technology-based decisions, while technologically
opportunistic firms proactively seek out and respond to technology from both internal and
external sources. Thus, technologically opportunistic firm value exploration of
knowledge, while technological capable firms rely primarily on exploiting existing
knowledge. This is supported by the literature, which shows the technological capability
hinders explorative activities (Zhou and Wu 2010).
Technological Opportunism vs. Market Orientation
Technological opportunism is conceptually similar, yet distinct from market
orientation (Srinivasan, Lilien, and Rangaswamy 2002). Jaworski and Kohli (1993)
define market orientation as the “organization-wide generation of market intelligence,
dissemination of the intelligence across departments, and organization-wide
responsiveness to it” (p. 53). What is central to this definition, and what highlights the
distinction between market orientation and technological opportunism is the term “market
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intelligence.” Market intelligence refers to the capability to acquire, disseminate and act
upon new knowledge specific to the latent and expressed wants and needs of customers
and the activities of competitors (Day 1994). However, technological opportunities occur
not just within the domains of the customer or competitor environments; thus, the domain
of technological opportunism in this context is substantially broader. Indeed, many
market-oriented firms do not adopt new technologies because their customers do not
perceive their value (Christensen 2011). This is supported by research that shows that
market orientation negatively moderates the relationship between technological
opportunism and firm financial performance (Chen and Lien 2013). Furthermore, market
orientation does not necessarily imply responsiveness to technology (Slater and Narver
1995). Market-oriented firms may sense and respond to any number of non-technology
related market conditions, including pricing issues, relational issues, competitor
activities, etc. (Jaworski and Kohli 1993).
In support of this discussion, Srinivasan, Lilien and Rangaswamy (2002) find that
technological opportunism is empirically distinct from technological orientation, market
orientation and organizational innovativeness. Their results also show that technological
opportunism provides a significant explanation of technology adoption decisions over a
rival model based on organizational innovativeness and institutional pressures.
Organizational Politics
The adoption of new ideas that lead to changes in the social system of the firm
drives uncertainty, which can result in conflict between parties affected by the change
(Rogers 1995; March 1962). This conflict is often driven by resource allocation concerns
(Burns 1961; Pfeffer and Salancik 1974; Murray 1978), which fuel resistance to the
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change (Sethi, Iqbal, and Sethi 2012). Competition between rival areas of the firm for
rare resources can “instigate or release political action” (Burns 1961; p. 257). For
example, Livingston and colleagues (1995) discuss a case in which the visionary CEO
and pragmatic COO of a successful high-tech product company find themselves at odds
with their Vice President of Marketing, who is fighting for incremental funding to
support the firm’s latest product launch. The conflict arises from senior management’s
concerns over the financial and operational costs of an expensive product launch and the
VP of Marketing’s desire to garner power and influence and to establish the strategic
importance of the marketing department. A number of political solutions to the case are
presented, ranging from acquiescing to management’s financial concerns while building
consensus among the senior management team for the strategy behind the product launch,
to forming an internal alliance with the VP of Sales to increase support for the increased
marketing costs. This conflict over financial and operational resources between divergent
parties is illustrative of the conditions that instigate political action within the firm.
To understand the process by which transformational technologies are adopted by
the firm, it is important to consider the political nature of the firm, the political strategies
that are undertaken to gain approval and their influence on organizational decisionmaking. Micro-politics are political actions at the organizational level and are defined as
“intentional acts of influence undertaken by individuals or groups to enhance or protect
their self-interest when conflicting courses of action are possible” (Gray and Ariss 1985).
Prior micro-political research has focused on specific strategies that influence firm
decision-making (Sethi, Iqbal, and Sethi 2012; Narayanan and Fahey 1982).
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Micro-political Theory
Narayanan and Fahey (1982) argue that the content of a firm’s strategy is alone
insufficient to explain a firm’s strategic choices. March (1962) argues that the firm is
collection of political coalitions of internal and external stakeholders that place resource
demands on the firm, resulting in conflicts. Indeed, the composition and goals of the firm
are negotiated outcomes (March 1962; Murray 1978) between and among coalitions.
Coalitions seeking to initiate change form because of limited resources, information and
power asymmetries and disparate interests (Pfeffer & Salancik 1978). Therefore, the
ability to form influential coalitions in order to affect organizational change is an
important capability to develop.
Ciampa (2005) notes that CEOs must “master the art of forming coalitions and
winning support of people who are competitors” (p. 48). To resolve conflicts with rival
groups and to solidify power by gaining supporters, coalitions employ political tactics to
gain momentum in order to facilitate the desired change (Zahra 1987). The goal of the
coalition is to convince the organization to adopt its preferred solution from among
available alternatives (Narayanan and Fahey 1982). Critical to the success of the coalition
is the “innovation champion” (Schön 1963) or “evangelist” (Beatty and Gordon 1991).
Evangelists are the core of the coalition and are often powerful or charismatic
individuals within the firm that are able to overcome resistance to the innovation (Rogers
1995; Yadav, Pabhu, and Chandy 2007; Day 1994). These evangelists recognize the
potential of the proposed technology, adopt the project as their own and are personally
committed to promoting the technology. Evangelists then use their influence to garner the
support of important individuals throughout the organization and act to build a coalition
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(Markham and Aiman-Smith 2001), thus securing the necessary support and resources for
implementation (Beath 1991). Therefore, coalition building is defined as:
The act of building support for and consensus around the technology among key
stakeholders in the firm in order to gain approval for the technology and to
secure adequate resources (adapted from Sethi, Iqbal, and Sethi 2012).
Evangelists or champions and their respective coalitions often employ the micropolitical strategy of framing to gain the necessary support from important stakeholders
(Hillman and Hitt 1999). Presenting information about technology in the context of
existing technology and the organization’s competitive position can influence how others
perceive the technology and its strategic benefits (Griffith and Northcraft 1996). Research
has shown that the framing of an issue can influence the response from key decision
makers in the firm (Dutton and Jackson 1987). This includes perceptions of the strategic
importance of the change, the feasibility of making the change and the contextual
significance of the change relative to the normative beliefs of the firm and its available
resources (Dutton and Duncan 1987). For example, as one IT evangelist explains the
importance of coalition building and framing, “it wasn’t so much that there was
resistance to my idea but rather that the need was unrecognized – it was a matter of
education. It’s getting people to have a common view without feeling their turf is being
threatened” (Beath 1991; p. 362-3). Thus, micro-political activities that present
information in a given context can influence key decision makers to the coalition’s
viewpoint and ensure the sufficient allocation of resources (Sethi, Iqbal, and Sethi 2012).
Therefore, framing is defined as:
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The presenting of the technology to relevant stakeholders and others in such a
way that the technology appears to be linked to the existing technologies,
strategies and competitive goals of the firm (Sethi et al. 2012; p. 102).
Summary
Through this review of the literature, an understanding of the nature of
innovations, their characteristics and how they are diffused has been established. Further,
the strategic importance of transformational innovations to firm success has also been
highlighted. The firm-level adoption of transformational technology has been shown to
be a dynamic process by which the firm must employ its dynamic capabilities. These
capabilities enable the firm to scan the environment for new knowledge resources, to
effectively disseminate the new knowledge throughout the firm, to integrate the new
knowledge with existing knowledge, and to effectively capitalize on the new knowledge
to increase firm performance.
Dynamic capabilities enable the firm to make more effective resource allocation
decisions regarding the acquisition of new, transformational technology and are
influenced by the presence of micro-politics. To validate the theoretical framework
established by the review of the literature, Chapter III outlines the results of a qualitative
study whereby 10 semi-structured interviews of 11 key informants from five distinct
industries is used to support the literature review in the development of a conceptual
model and research hypotheses. Definitions of key concepts and constructs are
summarized in Table 2.1.
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Table 2.2

Definitions of Key Constructs and Concepts

Construct
Innovation

Definition
The multi-stage process whereby organizations transform ideas into
new/improved products, services or processes, in order to advance, compete
and differentiate themselves successfully in their marketplace.

Source
Baregheh, Rowley and
Sambrook (2009)

Dynamic Capabilities The firm’s processes that use resources – specifically the processes that
integrate, reconfigure, gain and release resources – to match and even create
market change.

Eisenhardt and Martin
(2000)

Transformational
Technology

The degree to which a technology is perceived by the adopting firm to provide
a fundamental change to its business model, including a new value proposition
and/or a new way to manufacture, distribute and/or market their offering.

Aaker (2011)

Technological
Opportunism

Firm-level dynamic capability comprised of technology-sensing and
technology-response abilities that facilitate the proactive search for and
response to new technological opportunities.
A set of organizational routines and processes by which firms acquire,
assimilate, transform and exploit knowledge to produce a dynamic
organizational capability.

Srinivasan, Lilien and
Rangaswamy (2002)

Potential Absorptive
Capacity

The firm's ability to recognize the value of new knowledge, acquire and
assimilate it. It includes the dimensions of knowledge acquisition and
knowledge assimilation.

Zahra and George (2002)

Realized Absorptive
Capacity

The firm’s ability to leverage knowledge that has been absorbed. It includes the Zahra and George (2002);
dimension of knowledge transformation and knowledge exploitation.
Jansen, Van Den Bosch,
and Volberda (2005)
The degree to which an innovation is perceived as being difficult to use.
Rogers (1962)

Absorptive Capacity

Perceived
Complexity
Perceived
Compatibility

Zahra and George (2002)

The degree to which an innovation is perceived as being consistent with the
existing values, needs, and past experiences of potential adopters.

Rogers (1962)

Perceived Relative
Advantage

The degree to which an innovation is perceived as being better than its
precursor.

Rogers (1962)

Coalition Building

The act of building support for and consensus around the technology among
Sethi, Iqbal, and Sethi
key stakeholders in the firm in order to gain approval for the technology and to (2012)
secure adequate resources.

Framing

The presenting of the technology to relevant stakeholders and others in such a
way that the technology appears to be linked to the existing technologies,
strategies and competitive goals of the firm.

Sethi, Iqbal, and Sethi
(2012)

Disconfirmation

The post-use evaluation of a technology’s performance as compared to pre-use
expectations of performance. Positive disconfirmation lead to satisfaction.
Negative disconfirmation leads to dissatisfaction.

Oliver (1980)

Satisfaction

The degree to which a technology has met expectations for performance.

Srivastava and Oza (2006)

Perceived
Performance

The firm’s perceived financial performance relative to its competition.

García-Morales, BolívarRamos and Martín-Rjoas
(2014)
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CHAPTER III
MODEL DEVELOPMENT

Introduction
In this chapter, I develop a conceptual model, based on key concepts drawn from
the review of the literature, to gain further understanding of how firms utilize dynamic
capabilities to inform strategic decisions regarding the adoption of transformational
technology. To gain further insight into this phenomenon, semi-structured depth
interviews were conducted with key informants to detail their firms’ processes in
adopting transformational technology. Semi-structured interviews allow the interviewer
to probe for deeper responses, thus providing greater detail and insight into a given
response. Following Biemans, Brencic and Malshe (2010), depth interviews with key
informants are used to gather textual data regarding organizational technology adoption
processes. Consistent with other innovation research (Rindfleisch and Moorman 2001;
Ganesan, Malter, and Rindfleisch 2005), the key informant technique is used in this
qualitative study. Campbell (1955) suggests that key informants occupy roles that make
them knowledgeable of the phenomena being researched. Therefore, a purposive sample
of 11 senior managers from organizations that had recently adopted transformational
technology was recruited.
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Depth Interviews with Key Informants
Key informants were identified through the business outreach office of a large
southern university and personal connections. Six respondents were initially identified
and five additional respondents were recruited through direct referrals from among the
initial six contacts. Respondents were asked specific questions regarding their firm’s
perceptions of the competitive necessity for acquiring new knowledge, the processes used
to gather, integrate and use new knowledge resources, and their firm’s perceptions of
technology and their processes for learning about and responding to new technology.
Then respondents were asked to recall a specific technology adoption decision their firm
recently made and describe in detail the adoption decision process from when the firm
first became aware of the technology through actual implementation of the technology.
Finally, respondents were asked to evaluate the success of the adoption decision and
using hindsight, discuss the success or failure of the adoption decision and the decisionmaking process. All respondents discussed multiple adoption decisions made by the firm
as well as examples of decisions that were perceived to be successful and unsuccessful.
Interviews were conducted either at the respondent’s place of business or via
telephone. All respondents were interviewed individually, with the exception of the final
interview, where Engineering Director “Nick” and General Manager “Ted,” both of the
same firm, were interviewed simultaneously. All interviews were digitally recorded and
then transcribed verbatim. At the onset of the interview, all participants were provided a
copy of an informed consent document (see Appendix A), which detailed the purpose of
the research, assured respondents of the confidentiality of their responses and informed
them that they were free to answer or not answer any questions asked and could end the
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interview at any time. Respondents ranged in age from 40-57 and nine of the eleven
respondents were male. Interviews ranged in length from 30 minutes to 85 minutes and
key informants were all senior level managers in their respective organizations from a
range of industries. Table 3.1 provides an overview of key informant characteristics.
Table 3.1

Key Informant Characteristics

Pseudonym

YOB

Job Title

Industry

Interview
Length

1. Jim
2. Gina
3. Rhonda
4. James
5. Adam
6. Jeffrey
7. Jackson
8. Don
9. Kent
10. Nick*
Ted*

1966
1973
1971
1963
1974
1961
1972
1965
1971
1960
1957

Deputy CIO
Assistant Director
Vice President
Logistics Officer
Retail Product Manager
Logistics Officer
Sr. Web Developer
Marketing Director
Product Manager
Engineering Director
General Manager

Higher Education
Higher Education
Financial Services
Healthcare Services
Financial Services
Healthcare Services
Higher Education
Utility Cooperative
Financial Services
Manufacturing
Manufacturing

34:39
31:33
35:20
68:55
30:42
44:18
51:32
38:06
54:58
85:14
–

*Respondents interviewed together
An interview guide was developed and used to direct the interviews and to
maintain continuity between interviews (see Error! Reference source not found.). In
order to explore in greater depth specific informant responses, the semi-structured depth
interview method was selected. This method allows the interviewer freedom to deviate
from the guide as respondents explain their firm’s technology adoption decision
processes and firm capabilities utilized in those processes.
After confirming the respondents had read and understood the informed consent
document, they were given a brief overview of the research project and its objectives. In
order to assure agreement on the definitions of key terms, the interviewer read aloud the
definitions for adoption decision, technology and transformational technology as they are
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applied to this study. After receiving confirmation from the respondents regarding their
understanding of these key terms, the interviewer obtained consent to begin recording the
interview.
Respondents were first asked demographic questions about their firm, the specific
responsibilities of their functional area and about their tenure and their specific jobrelated responsibilities in the firm. Respondents were then asked to broadly think about
their competitive environment and to describe the type of knowledge and information the
firm actively seeks and how the firm’s existing knowledge stores influence that search.
This question was specifically asked to gain understanding of the breadth of information
firms seek, the sources of information and how the information search is influenced by
prior experience. For example, is the firm’s knowledge search specific to customer,
competitor and market conditions, or does the firm seek knowledge beyond its industry
about a variety of issues that may impact its operations or represent potential
opportunities?
Respondents were then asked to describe the processes by which the firm
internalizes and disseminates new knowledge and the mechanisms by which the firm acts
upon new knowledge. These questions were designed to explicate the firm processes that
allow it to assimilate and exploit new knowledge resources. Next, respondents were
asked to describe the role technology plays in the firm’s day-to-day operations and the
processes the firm employs to learn about changes in their technological environment.
They were further asked about how the firm disseminates technology information
throughout the firm and how it leverages technology to achieve its operational goals.
These questions were designed to ascertain the relative importance of technology to
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individual firm operations and to assess the firm’s ability to recognize and respond to its
technological environment.
Respondents were then asked to think of a specific time their firm successfully or
unsuccessfully adopted a new transformational technology, to identify the specific
technology and why it was transformational, and to describe the circumstances that
prompted the decision to adopt the new technology. This final question was asked to
evaluate whether or not the technology was in response to specific competitor actions, if
there was an existing problem for which the technology was adopted to address, or if the
technology was identified and adopted as a strategic opportunity for the firm.
To evaluate important innovation characteristics, respondents were asked what it
was about the technology specifically that influenced their decision to adopt it. This
question was asked to illuminate which aspects of the technology held the most value for
the firm or those aspects that restricted firm choice. Next, several questions were asked
regarding the internal processes of evaluation that the firm used to arrive at its decision,
including internal interactions with other functional areas, input from outside sources and
vendors, and how the idea was “pitched” to internal groups. While the focus of this
research is at the firm level, it is ultimately individuals that make decisions and influence
the decisions of others; thus, this question was necessary to identify the presence and
influence of organizational politics, the influence of centralized power and the impact of
formalized procedures on the technology adoption process.
Informants were then asked to describe how the success for that specific
technology adoption decision was determined. After providing their response and
answering additional follow-up questions, respondents were asked to evaluate the pros
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and cons of their firm’s process for that particular technology adoption decision. This
question allowed for greater insight into the aspects of the technology adoption process
that proved most valuable and which proved to result in less than ideal results.
Respondents were given a final opportunity to add additional information or insight to the
discussion – either in specific terms related to a particular adoption decision, or from a
more gestalt view of the technology adoption process.
Analysis of Textual Data
Immediately following each interview, the recorded digital audio file was sent
electronically to a transcription service firm, who transcribed the audio file and provided
a completed transcript within 72 hours. Upon receipt of the transcript, the interviewer
confirmed the accuracy of the transcript and made any necessary corrections or revisions
(see Appendix C for full interview transcripts). To identify emergent themes in the
textural data, informant responses were broken down to individual sentences and/or
paragraphs and assigned a code to identify the key topic(s) or theme(s) represented by the
text. Through an iterative process, each new transcript that was coded was then compared
to previously coded transcripts, whereby new codes that emerged were added, or similar
codes were condensed into a single code. The emerging themes and codes reached a point
of saturation by the sixth interview. Additional concepts that emerged in subsequent
interviews were combined with earlier codes to form larger categories that are more
inclusive. From the ten interview transcripts, 975 individual sentences and/or paragraphs
of text were coded, resulting in 2,237 individual codes represented by 38 specific codes
in the final codebook (see Appendix D). Given the number of coded items used to
identify emergent themes, the coded interview transcripts were reviewed by an additional
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researcher to verify the reasonableness and inclusiveness of the selected codes. Any
disagreements regarding the use of a specific code were discussed between the
researchers until a consensus was reached.
Findings
Through the analysis of the interview data, a number of themes emerged as
important to the transformational technology adoption process. Among the data, three
major themes emerged: Knowledge-Based Capabilities, Adoption Decisions Drivers and
Adoption Success Factors. These main themes included subthemes supported by
individual codes. Knowledge-based capabilities included three subthemes, including the
type of knowledge sought, sources of new knowledge and knowledge processing. The
influencers of technology adoption theme had two subthemes, including innovation
characteristics and firm characteristics. Each of these subthemes is discussed in the
following sections of this chapter. The emergent themes are supported by direct quotes
from interview participants. Quotes used are for illustration purposes only and do not
reflect any significant difference from other quotes representing the same theme. Due to
the vast number of data drawn from the interviews, not all direct quotes are presented
here. Table 3.2 shows the main themes and subthemes that emerged from the analysis and
frequency counts for the specific code items. For frequencies of all coded items, refer to
Appendix D.
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Table 3.2

Emergent Themes and Frequencies

Themes / Code Descriptions

Frequency

Knowledge Type Sought
Market Knowledge

99

Environment Knowledge

30

Product/Service Knowledge

94

Technology Knowledge

160

General Knowledge

19

Knowledge Sources
Events/Training

51

Direct Contact

104

Media

23

Internal

92

Knowledge Processing
Assimilation

102

Transformation

79

Exploitation

75

Innovation Characteristics
Perceived Compatibility

83

Relative Advantage

92

Trialability

31

Observability

33

Complexity

64

Cost

66

Scope/Objectives

63

Perceived Risk

32

Vendor Relationship

80

Firm Characteristics
Centralization

84

Operations/Formalization

147

Technological Responsiveness

86

Market Orientation

107

Innovativeness

68

Coalition building

89

Framing

58

Success Measures
Use Behavior

17

Satisfaction

20

Competitive Position

39

Financial/Performance Metrics

26
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Knowledge-Based Capabilities
Informants were initially asked to explain how their firm’s existing knowledge
and experience influenced the type of new, external knowledge they actively sought and
how important they perceived this activity to be to their competitive position. All
respondents noted that the acquisition of new knowledge was vital to their operations and
identified various types of knowledge they specifically sought. Market knowledge was
shown to be extremely important to the respondents and included references to customer
information, competitor information or information regarding general market or industry
trends. For example:
It's looking around, and when we do get out and we see another process or we
hear or whenever we see something, well, can we adopt that? What are the
advantages associated with adopting that? And in some cases, it's possible to do
that, and others, it's not. (Nick, Manufacturing)

Extremely important, extremely important. Number one, in order to find out what
we need to be knowing, because you never know what's going on. We try to keep
abreast of what's going on in the different industries that we deal with. (Rhonda,
Financial Services)

We always have to continually keep up-to-date to see what’s out there, to see
when customers are adopting particular things, and if they are, you know, if we
don’t have that particular offering then maybe we need to move forward to
adding that. (Adam, Financial Services)
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Respondents also expressed the importance of gaining specific knowledge about
products and services that could impact their operations or about technology alternatives
that were being considered for adoption. For instance:
None of the other products ever came to the forefront. They just couldn’t do what
we needed to do. It was one of those things where you’d have a meeting. We
would learn about the open source, “oh it can’t do that, well deal breaker.” None
of the other products ever got to the point where we could actually put it on the
same level as [PRODUCT]. (Gina, Higher Education)

How are other people implementing [PRODUCT], are they doing a separate app
from their online banking product, are they integrating it into their online
banking app? (Adam, Financial Services)

One we use for industry product and pricing perspective, we use a company
called [VENDOR]… They help us in an attempt to find, products, pricing and
services that are going on in the industry. (Kent, Financial Services)
Respondents were also asked about the importance of technology to their day-today operations and the importance of keeping up-to-date with technology trends. All
respondents expressed that keeping abreast of their technological environment as
important, with respondents citing the need to remain competitive as well as the
importance of being up to date or “relevant.”
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Personally, I don't think it's necessarily most critical that we are bleeding edge,
state of the art, as it is that the technology we as the institution choose and deploy
and support is applicable, remains relevant. (Jim, Higher Education)

Usually what we're looking for is anything that would replace existing technology
that makes us more efficient, especially in as far as things that reduce the amount
of man hours involved to do a particular task or deliver a particular service… it
doesn't matter how good the technology is or what it can do, if it doesn't do what
the end user needs it to do, then you're wasting your time and money. (James,
Healthcare Services)

A lot of the people that were actually making that leap were the independent
manufacturers. So they saw that to be competitive in the future, they had to lower
the manufacturing cost, lower labor cost, be more cost-efficient associated with
the process. (Nick, Manufacturing)

We must always be looking at the new technologies, again if we sit here like we
are today 3 years from now. We won't be around, we'll be gone. (Kent, Financial
Services)
Respondents also noted the sources of new knowledge. Many respondents noted
they found out about new industry trends or technology from external events, including
industry trade shows, seminars and training sessions. For example:
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One of the biggest trade shows, one of the biggest conferences that we send
people to, [CONFERENCE], is all about that. There are vendors there and
there's a mini trade show associated with it, but the biggest focus of
[CONFERENCE] is not the trade show, it is the networking, the collaboration,
universities doing presentations about how they did this, that or the other thing.
How they solved this problem or that problem. (Jim, Higher Education)

At trade shows and stuff like that with some of these professional health care
organizations, when they have their conferences and stuff there's always vendor
shows. So, you get a chance to see what the vendors are putting out as their latest
and greatest. (James, Healthcare Services)

We try to attend at least one conference a year. That is, a web development type
conference is going to have people there speaking and talking about trends in the
industry and where it's going and where we are going and what skills we need to
be developing and working on. (Jackson, Higher Education)
Respondents also noted that they acquired new knowledge resources through
direct contact with sales representatives, peer organizations and industry professionals.
Well, there's a lot of industry support. There's the [ASSOCIATION], which is the
group over all the [INDUSTRY] around the country, 900 plus. That organization
is in place and helps as a clearinghouse for a lot of this stuff. They have experts
on staff that you can go to find to ask questions. (Don, Utility Cooperative)
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So the role of the advisory board is basically to assist in that process and be the
voice of the end user. And to that effect, there's one main meeting associated with
the automation industry from [VENDOR]’s perspective, that's the [TRADE
SHOW]. (Nick, Manufacturing)

We have schools that are considered our peers, or that we consider our peers,
that we'll talk to and just ask them. We're still plugged in to the folks at
[SCHOOL] and at [SCHOOL] and so forth. In some cases, if they're doing it,
they've got a good reason we shouldn't do it, or if they're doing it they're able to
share information that helps us understand how it might really work here and so
forth and so on. (Jim, Higher Education)

Yeah and we have a lot of vendors that reach out to us, especially to me directly.
If they reach out to me and say, "Hey, we've got this great new product." We do a
face-to-face meeting or we do a webinar or they just send me brochures and I
make sure that gets connected with whatever person manages that particular
program. (James, Healthcare Services)
Respondents also noted that new knowledge resources were acquired from
internal sources via cross-departmental knowledge sharing processes or they would draw
upon previously acquired knowledge and experience.
In that discovery process, we realize that our [DEPARTMENT] had a remote
deposit capture that was scanner-based, where you could, in small businesses,
could run a scan off of their desktop scanner. So we were able to leverage that
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existing vendor relationship and that underlying technology to then basically port
that into the mobile space. (Adam, Financial Services)

From our standpoint, the existing knowledge standpoint, my group specifically,
we're a PHP, MYSQL plant shop. So obviously anything that works with that and
is based on that, that's what we're looking for. With [PRODUCT] from the
[PRODUCT] side and the database side portal because we're a university, we
have a lot of money invested there, so we want to continue to leverage that as
well. (Jackson, Higher Education)

We also look at what our brethren in the other [FIRM] facilities are using. Like I
said, I am a level three facility. [LOCATION] is a level one complexity, they do a
lot more than we do. [LOCATION] is a level one, it is a very large facility. If we
can use some of their technology and some of their stuff, it never hurts to look.
(Jeffrey, Healthcare Services)
Respondents further discussed processes by which new knowledge resources were
assimilated and integrated into the firm’s existing knowledge structures. These included
informal processes to formal knowledge management procedures utilized to codify and
integrate new knowledge.
Usually it’s our grad students that are doing the research to be honest. They’ll
give it to us in a variety of ways, a spreadsheet sometimes. It depends on what the
information is. Sometimes it’s printed material that they’ve printed out and put in
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a notebook for us. It just depends on what we’re asking them to do. It’s typically
grad students compiling the information. (Gina, Higher Education)

It’s probably more ad hoc. If I’ve attended a webinar, or attended a conference
and that sort of thing. Of particular importance to another product manager,
someone up from the bank, I probably could set up and send it to him on an ad
hoc informal basis, basis that we don’t have anything formal in place, to share
that information. (Adam, Financial Services)

We have a whole technology division but they're mainly there to integrate new
things or to maintain what we've got. (Rhonda, Financial Services)
Adoption Decision Drivers
Innovation Characteristics
Consistent with Rogers (1995) description of important innovation characteristics
that drive adoption decisions, respondents identified relative advantage, perceived
compatibility, and perceived complexity as important aspects that influenced the
transformational technology adoption decision. In addition to these attributes,
respondents also mentioned as important influences the relative expense of the
innovation, the overall scope or objectives of the firm for which the innovation was
meant to serve, the perceived riskiness of the adoption decision and the relationship with
the innovation provider. Following are illustrations of each of these influencing factors.
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Relative Advantage
So one of the aspects is that within the process now, we've adopted a change-over
associated with those gearboxes to - in this case, it's another [VENDOR]. And
that gives us a basis of continuation of that product within the US. They have a
manufacturing base over here. It's a newer design. The motor and gearbox is
generally more efficient. (Nick, Manufacturing)
Perceived Compatibility
Compatibility to our current [SYSTEM]… They played well with a company
called [VENDOR] who has payment kiosks and we knew that having some sort of
outside the office payment was going to be key to this. (Don, Utility Cooperative)
Perceived Complexity
As we went through that process of implementing, we had our customer service
group, our customer facing people involved in that, to help us design that, the
look and feel of it. We weren't going to a fully custom system we did buy it off the
shelf and were able to brand it and just use it basically out of the box because it
was a proven technology. (Kent, Financial Services)
Perceived Costs
You're looking at a substantial capital expenditure – reinvest back in the facility,
and not wait until you have this time of failure but just to go ahead and prevent it
and move forward. (Ted, Manufacturing)
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Perceived Risk
Lord knows if it goes wrong, we don't want to be the one to get it wrong because
if you get it wrong, you're known forever for have gotten it wrong. (Rhonda,
Financial Services)
Scope/Project Objectives
It was a massive undertaking. It cost us multi-millions of dollars to do that, but we
believed that long term that was the right strategic move for us to do. (Kent,
Financial Services)

It's important because, you know, we maintain sites that are front-line,
prospective student viewed sites, and they are very important, and, you know, the
students expect to see things that they see on other big sites, and they expect, you
know, expect the bells and whistles that they're seeing in other places, so from my
group's perspective, we really try to stay on the front end of that. (Jackson,
Higher Education)
Vendor Relationships
When you build a facility such as this, one of the issues that I would look at far
more strongly than we did in this case in that is your aftermarket support. (Ted,
Manufacturing)

This was also the first time that [VENDOR] walked us through the process. We
paid for deployment services with them. Because we paid for these services, it
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meant they came to campus and spent three days with us. They would ask us
questions and probe us about this and probe us about that. Then they would lead
us down, “Okay here’s what you need to do now and here’s your time line.”
(Gina, Higher Education)
Firm Characteristics
Respondents also noted a number of firm characteristics that influenced the
technology adoption decision. Key themes centered on the degree of centralized authority
within the firm, formalization of procedures, the firm’s level of responsiveness to
technological change, the firm’s market orientation and innovativeness, and micropolitical strategies of coalition building and framing.
Centralization
Literally there was no top down, ‘Hey, we got to have a data network.’ It was, for
the most part built out, and for the central core, the main administrative and
academic buildings, us going out to departments and saying, ‘hey, you really
ought to get in on this.’ Here's what it costs; here's what it would take to get you
connected. Here's what you'll get once you're connected. (Jim, Higher Education)

This [PROJECT], that was a national project. There's an office that was stood up
in [CITY] to manage the whole project. They're funding it. The whole nine yards
from there. They mandated that each network hire a project manager to manage
the implementation at the network and then to manage it going forward after the
technology was implemented. (James, Healthcare Services)
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Formalization
Then we go through the standard business case, design and development process
of fleshing out the idea into a business case, cost, income, opportunity what would
it look like, what’s it mean to us? Then we take it through the final execution
committee, if you will, once that business case has been approved we said yes we
want to be this particular item. (Kent, Financial Services)

Once that decision was made, a committee was formed of [DEPARTMENT] and
[DEPARTMENT], and [DEPARTMENT] to go about the actual deployment of
[PRODUCT], and how that process would work. (Gina, Higher Education)
Technological Responsiveness
Technology is always evolving, product offering’s are always evolving so we need
to be on the cutting edge leading edge of those shifts to make sure that when
we’re moving forward in a sufficient manner, not necessarily maybe being the
lead, but that’s definitely being a fast follower. (Adam, Financial Services)

That was a good year before we finally went ahead and made the final decision to
just wait on [VENDOR], which then was probably another six months or so
before they got a workable version in place that we could implement. (Don,
Utility Cooperative)
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Market Orientation
The mobile app was just something competitively we just had to do, had to get on
that, obviously. Online banking was good for us. People liked it and enjoyed it.
Our customers start to ask about having an app. (Rhonda, Financial Services)

That's the most difficult part, is understanding the need of our clients, our clients
being students and staff, and beyond that prospective students, and we've got to,
that gives us a pretty wide audience there. (Jackson, Higher Education)
Innovativeness
And you get ideas, so it's good. And you learn along the way, not that I could ever
be an electrical engineer in automation. I wish, but I'm not. But to be able to get
those - and then you go back to the guy, say out of [CITY], who’s helped
immensely on a project on a simple trip up there. And we were in [CITY] to see
this conference. And then that vendor goes, "Yeah, I can do that. Let me introduce
you to this guy over here." And then a harebrained idea starts to take some shape,
and then it's executed. So it works. I mean, you bounce it and if one out of five
ideas stick. I think that's a great batting average. (Ted, Manufacturing)

We were [REDACTED] in the United States, I believe, to offer a, the same online
banking experience that you have as a retail customer, it’s going to be the same
experience that you have as a wealth customer, it’s going to be the same
experience that you have in treasure management and in small business. It’s all
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the back ends… the presentation area will be different. (Adam, Financial
Services)
Coalition Building
What happened was my boss, who reported through to the Provost’s Office and
the Provost’s Office at the time and these faculty sponsors, these faculty
evangelists, talked about it… Any technology like that, if you want it adopted on a
widespread basis for the institution, there's got to be buy-in by the true leaders of
the institution, the faculty or the customers of the institution, the students. (Jim,
Higher Education)

It hasn't in the past and there's been a lot of inability to get all the stakeholders in
place. Somebody will typically gin-up a project or I'll say in the past, people
would typically gin-up a project and decide to do it and then it would get driven
by one or two people and the silo would be in effect and you wouldn't get input
from everybody else who it touches. (Don, Utility Cooperative)

Our CEO and the owner of the bank did spend a significant amount of time
sharing, visiting with different groups, different departments, the different
branches, the different areas, and making sure they understand why we were
doing this strategically. Our entire executive team helped to champion this on our
behalf. (Kent, Financial Services)
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Framing
They will crunch the numbers and do the math, then they make a suggestion to all
the other facilities, "Hey, you need to look at Brand X because they are saving a
ton of money, it is a really good product, it is green certified maybe." (Jeffrey,
Healthcare Services)

It was very new. We had talked our executive team into it. They just were like, "I
don't get it, but okay, we understand. We hear a lot about it. We know it's
something we've got to do." (Rhonda, Financial Services)
Adoption Success Factors
Respondents were specifically asked during the interviews how they measured the
success of their respective technology adoption decisions. Among service-related
businesses, client use of the new technology was often cited as a measure of success. All
interviewees addressed aspects of satisfaction with the technology as a measure of
success, and many also mentioned increased competitiveness as a success factor. Also
mentioned were financial performance measures directly related to the adoption decision
as well as performance metrics related to the technology.
User Behavior
To use a course management system or not, I think the only real answer is does it
have its intended effect on student learning? From our perspective, the gearheads, the technical people, the only way we can measure it is how much is it
used. We track how many courses are taught in it, how many students are logging
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into it, how often students are logging into it, how many faculty are hosting
content there. Those have all continued to grow. In the absence of coercion, that
to us means a successful adoption. (Jim, Higher Education)

Lot of feedback, lot of positive feedback, and then since launching it, we put some
marketing muscle behind it. We’ve only seen that our acquisition rate go up, our
enrollment go up, our usage rate go up. (Adam, Financial Services)
Competitive Position
We can't afford to be on the bleeding edge, but I can't afford to be on the blunt
edge either. They are beating me into submission, even with technology. We've
got to find that happy medium between the two of implementing proven
technology that we can't afford to have huge missteps because, one, I can't afford
it financially, and two, I can't afford it because, if I do it wrong and I'm going to
drive my customers out the door. They demand that we continue to press forward
with technology. (Kent, Financial Services)
Satisfaction
You end up getting something that really doesn't benefit everybody as a whole. It
might do the one thing you thought it ought to do, but because you weren't aware
of how many other things it touches you've made a terrible, terrible mistake.
(Don, Utility Cooperative)
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Performance
When those changes come along, you have to spend the time to look at those
changes and how they are going to affect your day-to-day operations. Is this
going to make it more efficient? (Jackson, Higher Education)

There's another – uncollectible debt brought back into the system. What happens
is people leave. [PRODUCT] also gives us the opportunity to capture debt from
folks that have left the system owing us money in a seamless way of debt
management. Basically a percentage of whatever payment they make goes to
recover their old debt. Previously written off debt now becomes collectible, so we
get lesser in write offs too. Less write offs is another metric we look at. (Don,
Utility Cooperative)
Finally, respondents were encouraged to discuss adoption decisions that were not
implemented successfully in their firms and to reflect on the underlying reasons for the
failures. Responses ranged from failure to understand customer motivations, to top-down
directives that failed to heed concerns of stakeholders affected by the change, to a lack of
internal communication between departments and lack of ownership in the adoption.
It still boggles my mind. We thought e-statements was the best thing in the world
because you don’t have to get it in the mail, it’s right there, you can save it on
your desktop, and give it to your accountants. It’s all right there. We did the
incentive programs. We did, “We’ll give you $10 if you sign up today.” We tried
everything we could think of; statement stuffers… That is one thing that’s just
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never flown and I don’t know why. That fell flat pretty bad. (Rhonda, Financial
Services)

It was a [COMPANY] device and somehow the bolts had worked loose on the
camera and, unfortunately it fell during a patient scan. [COMPANY]'s immediate
reaction was they issued a Class One recall on that piece of equipment and
everybody had to take them out of service. It just so happened that our
[LOCATION] facility had nine machines with gamma cameras on them and six of
them were [COMPANY]. So they had to take six of their nine machines out of
service and that out-of-service condition lasted for months. They could not handle
the workload they had. They had to fee the stuff out. They were paying through
the nose to get these scans done. (James, Healthcare Services)

The latest one that happened to us was [SOFTWARE] which was a tool that was
going to let us do some things remotely in trucks with modems and laptops. Let
our guys do some stuff out in the field without having to come back. We
implemented it and we had one bit of training, but there were no goals
communicated, there was no policy set forth on how we were supposed to use it so
different people were using it different ways. Some people weren't using it at all.
There was no ownership of the program. There was no accountability, so at the
end of the day, even right now we had a conversation the other day about why
isn't tis thing working. Well, nobody's in charge of it. You know? There's no
accountability. IT ended up again having to do training, but they didn't know
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what they were ... you know, they could train you on how to do the software, but
they don't know the philosophical underpinnings of what's going on or what we're
trying to achieve. Nor should they. It's not their job, right? It's not even their
process. It's an outside process that ... it's just very frustrating. (Don, Utility
Cooperative)
Conceptual Model and Hypothesis Development
Based on the review of the literature and supported by qualitative interviews with
key informants, it is proposed that a firm’s knowledge-based dynamic capabilities
influence its perceptions of a transformational technology. Specifically, these capabilities
include potential and realized absorptive capacity and technological opportunism. It is
further proposed that the relationships between the firm’s dynamic capabilities and its
perceptions of key characteristics of the technology (complexity, compatibility and
relative advantage) are moderated by the micro-political strategies of coalition building
and framing utilized to gain support for the adoption decision. Each of these constructs
was identified in the literature and by key informants in the depth interviews, either
implicitly or explicitly, as centrally important to the technology adoption decision
process.
To effectively identify how firm capabilities contribute to successful adoption
decisions, it is necessary to evaluate the perceived success of the technology adoption
decision by the respondent firm. Rogers (1962) argues that following the adoption of a
new technology, firms will seek confirmation or reinforcement of the adoption decision
in an effort to avoid dissonance. If dissonance with the adoption decision cannot be
resolved, the firm may choose to reject the adopted technology (Zaltman, Duncan, and
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Holbek 1973). Dissonance can arise when an adopted technology fails to live up to
performance expectations that were formed prior to its adoption (Oliver 1980).
Expectation-disconfirmation theory (EDT) has been used to explain satisfaction and
continued use of technology following its adoption by an organization (Premkumar and
Bhattacherjee 2008; Goode, et al. 2005; Susarla, Barua, and Whinston 2003; Venkatesh
and Goyal 2010). EDT proposes that satisfaction or dissatisfaction and retention of an
innovation is determined by the agreement or disagreement between the user’s prior
expectations of the product and their actual product experience.
Oliver (1980) proposes a multi-step process used in the evaluation of
technologies. First, users form an initial expectation or attitudes about the innovation
based on acquired knowledge and prior experience. Following adoption, initial
evaluations of performance are compared with their actual experience to form a judgment
about whether their initial expectations were disconfirmed. Positive disconfirmation,
meaning the user’s experience was greater than what was expected, results in satisfaction
with the innovation. Conversely, negative disconfirmation, meaning the user’s experience
was less than expected, results in dissatisfaction. Unrealistically high pre-use
expectations of a technology can result in lower post-use performance evaluations of the
technology versus when initial expectations are more realistic (Staples et al. 2002).
Similarly, Ginzberg (1981) finds that users who hold unrealistic expectations of
technology are less satisfied compared to users with expectations that are more realistic.
Therefore, constructs of disconfirmation and satisfaction are included in the conceptual
model to evaluate the firm’s degree of adoption decision success. Other measures of
success that were found in the textual analysis of the depth interviews were competitive
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position and financial performance. Thus, a performance construct is included to measure
the firm’s perceived financial performance relative to its competition is included as an
additional measure of adoption decision success.
Therefore, based on the review of the literature, insight provided from depth
interviews with key informants and the theoretic framework of the expectationdisconfirmation model, the following conceptual model is presented (Figure 3.1).
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Absorptive Capacity and Perceptions of Technology
The innovation adoption process begins with what Rogers (1962) terms as the
knowledge stage, wherein a firm gains awareness and initial understanding of an
innovation. Potential absorptive capacity is the firm’s ability to acquire and assimilate
new knowledge resources (Zahra and George 2002). The value of new knowledge is
determined by the firm’s organizational memory and prior experience (Cohen and
Leventhal 1990). Knowledge of a new technological opportunity would have value to the
firm if it were relevant to the firm and was non-duplicative (Gupta and Govindarajan
2000). Assimilation of new knowledge occurs if the new knowledge is considered
valuable and is consistent with the firm’s existing knowledge schemas relative to their
technological environment (Jansen, Van Den Bosch, and Volberda 2005). Potential
absorptive capacity therefore influences how a firm’s expectations are formed regarding
new technology it observes in its environment (Cohen and Levinthal 1990).
An innovation’s complexity is the degree to which an innovation is perceived as
being difficult to use and is negatively related to its rate of adoption (Rogers 1962).
Cohen and Levinthal (1990) argue, “The ability to evaluate and utilize outside knowledge
is largely a function of the level of prior related knowledge (p. 128).” Thus, the
evaluation of a new technology’s complexity would draw directly on a firm’s existing
knowledge and experience with related technologies.
This process was illustrated in the depth interviews, where the complexity of a
new technology was evaluated on the firm’s prior experience with related technology.
For example, Adam, the Retail Product Manager for a financial institution, discusses
adopting a new remote deposit product to tie in with their consumer mobile banking
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technology based on the firm’s experience with a similar technology used in their
treasury management group.
“In that discovery process, we realize that our treasury management group had a
remote deposit capture that was scanner-based, where you could, in small
businesses, could run a scan off of their desktop scanner. So we were able to
leverage that existing vendor relationship and that underlying technology to then
basically port that into the mobile space.”
New knowledge regarding the complexity of a transformational technology would
be perceived as valuable by the firm based on the firm’s existing knowledge regarding
the complexity of related technology (Gupta and Govindarajan 2000). Therefore, the
greater the level of a firm’s potential absorptive capacity, the more likely new knowledge
regarding the complexity of a new technology would be assimilated into organizational
memory. The less complex a transformational technology is perceived to be will increase
the value of that knowledge for the firm (Cohen and Levinthal 1990) and increase the
likelihood the technology would be adopted (Rogers 1962); thus, it is hypothesized:
H1a: The greater a firm’s level of potential absorptive capacity, the
lower the perceived complexity of a technology.
Rogers (1995) defines the compatibility of an innovation as the degree to which
an innovation is perceived as being consistent with the existing values, needs and
experiences of the adopting firm. Since the compatibility of a technology must be
evaluated in the context of a firm’s knowledge of its existing systems and processes,
expectations regarding the compatibility of the new technology will be influenced by the
firm’s level of potential absorptive capacity (Cohen and Leventhal 1990). New
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knowledge regarding the compatibility of a transformational technology would be
perceived as valuable by the firm if it were shown to be unique and consistent with the
firm’s existing systems and processes (Gupta and Govindarajan 2000). Thus, the greater a
firm’s level of potential absorptive capacity, the more likely new knowledge regarding
the compatibility of a new technology would be assimilated into the firm’s organizational
memory (Jansen, Van Den Bosch, and Volberda 2005).
This relationship was observed in the depth interviews, where new technologies
were evaluated based on their level of compatibility with a firm’s existing systems. For
example, Don, the Marketing Director for a utility cooperative discusses the firm’s choice
of a new customer relationship management (CRM) system based on its compatibility
with the firm’s existing software systems:
“... we've already got a system that will be compatible with it. We're going to do
this and we're going to maintain our credibility and we're not going to
inconvenience our members, because as sexy as it was for us to want of jump in
and kind of invent something new, there wasn't any point in it.”
The more compatible a transformational technology is perceived to be by the
firm, the greater the value of the knowledge to the firm (Cohen and Levinthal 1990), and
thus the greater the likelihood the technology will be adopted (Rogers 1962); therefore, it
is hypothesized:
H1b: The greater a firm’s level of potential absorptive capacity, the
greater the perceived compatibility of a technology.
Because the adoption of a transformational technology often requires a
fundamental change to a firm’s business model (Aaker 2011), knowledge regarding its
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relative advantage to the firm is likely to be inconsistent with the firm’s existing
knowledge or experience. Rogers (1962) defines the relative advantage of an innovation
as the degree to which the innovation is perceived to be better than existing alternatives.
Realized absorptive capacity enables the firm to transform existing knowledge schemas
to accommodate new knowledge that is inconsistent with current understanding and to
exploit the new knowledge for commercial gain (Jansen, Van Den Bosch, and Volberda
2005). Therefore, a firm’s perceptions of the relative advantage of a transformational
technology will be influenced by its degree of realized absorptive capacity (Cohen and
Leventhal 1990). Knowledge of a transformational technology’s superiority over current
solutions would be considered valuable by a firm with realized absorptive capacity
capability and subsequently absorbed into organizational memory as a technological
opportunity to be exploited (Gupta and Govindarajan 2000).
The use of realized absorptive capacity to modify a firm’s current knowledge base
to accept new knowledge that is inconsistent with current knowledge is evidenced in the
depth interviews and is illustrated by Rhonda, Vice President of Corporate Marketing for
a financial institution discussing her institution’s development of mobile banking apps for
use on Smartphones using mobile Internet:
“Online banking was good for us. People liked it and enjoyed it. Our customers
start to ask about having an app. The whole concept of an app, I was like, "I don't
understand. Where do you get it and why can't I have it on my Blackberry or
what? I don't understand." It was very new. We had talked our executive team
into it. They just were like, "I don't get it, but okay, we understand. We hear a lot
about it. We know it's something we've got to do." We selected a vendor who, at
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that time, was our online banking delivery vendor. We were in discussions with
him and we went through the process of, "What's the development stage? What's
that look like? What do we need to do? What do you all do? How do we integrate
it?"
The greater the relative advantage a transformational technology is perceived to
have by the firm, the greater the value of the knowledge to the firm resulting in it being
assimilated into organizational memory (Cohen and Levinthal 1990), and thus the greater
the likelihood the technology will be adopted (Rogers 1962); therefore, it is
hypothesized:
H1c: The greater a firm’s level of realized absorptive capacity, the
greater the perceived relative advantage of a technology.
Technological Opportunism and Perceptions of Technology
Srinivasan, Lillien, and Rangaswamy (2002) define technological opportunism as
the firm’s sense and response capability regarding technological opportunities.
Technological opportunism has been shown to be positively associated with firms that
exhibit adhocracy cultures (Srinivasan, Lillien, and Rangaswamy 2002). Adhocracy
cultures are entrepreneurial cultures that are risk tolerant, place high value on flexibility,
adaptability and tolerance, have robust information acquisition processes and are willing
to experiment with new technologies (Deshpandé, Farley, and Webster 1993; Moorman
1995; Theodosiou and Katsikea 2012). Effectiveness within the adhocracy culture is
defined by the firm’s ability to identify new markets and new directions for growth
(Deshpandé, Farley, and Webster 1993). Firms with adhocracy cultures are willing to
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experiment and “learn by doing” rather than “waiting for an assessment of demand” (Daft
and Weick 1984; p. 289).
The inclination of the technologically opportunistic firm to experiment and try
new things (Daft and Weick 1984), plus its ability “to master the complex technologies
better” (Chandy and Tellis 2000; p. 8), suggests a willingness to adopt increasingly
complex technologies that it perceives to be advantageous. However, the technologically
opportunistic firm’s high risk tolerance and motivation toward innovation and growth is
grounded by the firm’s commitment to organizational learning and dynamic information
acquisition processes (Deshpandé, Farley, and Webster 1993). Therefore, it is expected
that the technologically opportunistic firm will possess broad knowledge of the
technologies in its environment, including knowledge regarding the relative complexities,
advantages, and compatibility of those technologies.
If a technologically opportunistic firm perceives an opportunity to gain
competitive advantage by adopting a technology, it is expected that the adoption decision
process will include several alternative technologies (Srinivasan, Lillien, and
Rangaswamy 2002) and the firm will base its decision on substantial understanding and
comparative knowledge of the competing alternatives. Thus, the more technologically
opportunistic a firm is, the greater the level of knowledge it will possess regarding a
technology, its alternatives and the relative complexities of those technologies. The less
complex a technology is perceived to be, the greater the likelihood it will be adopted
(Rogers 1962). Therefore, as a firm’s level of technological opportunism increases, it is
anticipated that the perceived complexity of the technology will decrease. Stated
formally:
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H2a: The greater a firm’s level of technological opportunism, the lower
the perceived complexity of a technology.
The adhocracy culture of the technologically opportunistic firm motivates its
commitment to flexibility, adaptability and entrepreneurship (Srinivasan, Lillien, and
Rangaswamy 2002). As previously illustrated, this culture results in a willingness to take
risks and adopt technologies that are complex or that require substantial adaptation to
existing systems to accommodate. For example, Mishra and Agarwal (2010) find that the
adaptability of the technologically opportunistic firm and its willingness to redesign
existing processes positively influences the adoption process and the assimilation of new
technology.
While the cultural elements of flexibility and adaptability are central to the
technologically opportunistic firm, they ultimately serve the greater organizational goals
of growth and innovation. Indeed, technologically opportunistic firms gauge success by
their ability to identify new markets and new directions for growth (Deshpandé, Farley,
and Webster 1993). Thus, the willingness of a technologically opportunistic firm to adopt
a new technology that requires substantial adaptation to accommodate is driven by the
firm’s understanding that the new technology will serve its broad organizational goals.
As conceptualized in this research, compatibility refers to the degree to which the firm
perceives a technology is consistent with its existing values, needs, and past experiences.
Therefore, it is expected that the technologically opportunistic firm will adopt
new technologies that it believes are compatible with its values and goals of innovation
and growth. The greater the perceived compatibility of a technology, the greater the
likelihood that the technology will be adopted (Rogers 1962); therefore, as a firm’s level
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of technological opportunism increases, it is anticipated that the perceived compatibility
of the adopted technology will increase. Stated formally:
H2b: The greater a firm’s level of technological opportunism, the
greater the perceived compatibility of a technology.
Technologically opportunistic firms actively engage in scanning the technological
environment to identify and respond to technologies that represent potential opportunities
or threats to the firm (Srinivasan, Lillien, and Rangaswamy 2002) – often experimenting
and testing multiple technologies to identify those with the greatest advantages (Daft and
Weick 1984). The relative advantages of an innovation are those that are perceived as
superior to the next best alternative (Rogers 1962). Since technologically opportunistic
firms actively seek and evaluate competing technologies in their technological
environment, it stands that the technologies they choose to adopt would be those that are
perceived to have the greatest relative advantage. Thus, the more technologically
opportunistic a firm is, the greater the likelihood it would adopt a transformational
technology it perceives as superior to existing alternatives. Therefore, the following
hypothesis is proposed:
H2c: The greater a firm’s level of technological opportunism, the
greater the perceived relative advantage of a technology.
Moderating Influence of Micro-Political Strategies
Organizational politics literature suggests that micro-political efforts within the
firm include coalition building and framing to gain support and buy-in for a specific
strategic initiative can have a positive influence on firm behavior (Sethi, Iqbal, and Sethi
2012). Specific to the adoption of innovations, Rogers (1962) expresses the critical
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importance of the “innovation champion” in influencing the technology adoption
decision. Schön (1963) notes, “the new idea either finds a champion or dies” (p. 84). This
suggests that the dissemination of knowledge via influential individuals or groups within
the firm can influence its subsequent assimilation and exploitation (Lane, Koka, and
Pathak 2006). Indeed, Volberda, Foss and Lyles (2010) call for more research into how
internal and external knowledge sharing and communication can influence the
effectiveness of absorptive capacity.
Internal communication systems may rely on specialized agents (“gatekeepers” or
“boundary-spanners”) within the firm to transfer new knowledge from the external
environment to key decision-makers within the firm (Cohen and Levinthal 1990; p. 132).
The value of this knowledge exchange is based upon the expertise of both the “boundaryspanners” and those within the firm to whom the knowledge is being transferred (Cohen
and Levinthal 1990). This communication process brings together a coalition of internal
stakeholders whose varying degrees of expertise facilitate the assimilation of knowledge
across functional areas of the firm (Jansen, Van Den Bosch, and Volberda 2005). Internal
power relationships can have a moderating influence on potential and realized absorptive
capacity capabilities (Tordova and Durisin 2007) because influential actors within the
firm are able to consolidate power and resources in order to obtain preferred outcomes
(Pfeffer 1981).
Realized absorptive capacity requires that the firm modify its existing knowledge
schemes in order to assimilate and exploit new external knowledge that is inconsistent
with its existing knowledge (Jansen, Van Den Bosch, and Volberda 2005). Bartunek
(1984) argues that schema changes occur in a dialectic process between opposing groups
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championing the old and new schemas, such that “the resolution of the process will
depend in part on the comparative power of these different groups to have their
perspective heard” (p. 365). Therefore, it is anticipated that the ability of influential
coalitions within the firm to effectively communicate the value of a transformational
technology will have a positive influence on the firm-wide acquisition and assimilation of
the new knowledge (potential absorptive capacity) as well as on the firm’s transformation
and exploitation of the new knowledge (realized absorptive capacity). Thus, it is
hypothesized:
H3: Coalition building in support of a technology will strengthen the
observed relationships between:
(a) potential absorptive capacity and perceived complexity
(b potential absorptive capacity and perceived compatibility
(c) realized absorptive capacity and perceived relative advantage
In addition to coalition building, framing is a micro-political strategy often used
in the technology adoption process to position the technology as important to the firm and
as consistent with organizational objectives (Sethi, Iqbal, and Sethi 2012). The relevant
existing knowledge that provides the basis of a firm’s potential absorptive capacity
includes the firm’s awareness of what knowledge the firm possesses and where the
knowledge is used within the firm (Lane, Koka, and Pathak 2006). Thus, when new
knowledge is transmitted between boundary-spanners to key internal stakeholders,
positioning that knowledge in the context of shared knowledge and understanding is
critical for successful acquisition and assimilation of the new knowledge (Cohen and
Levinthal 1990). Furthermore, research has shown that enhanced communications
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between functional areas of the firm enable employees to combine newly acquired
knowledge with existing knowledge to facilitate strategic decisions (Jaworski and Kohli
1993; Jansen, Van Den Bosch, and Volberda 2005). Thus, framing new external
knowledge regarding a transformational technology in the context of existing firm
knowledge and objectives will enhance the acquisition and assimilation of the new
knowledge (potential absorptive capacity) as well as on the firm’s transformation and
exploitation of the new knowledge (realized absorptive capacity). Therefore, it is
hypothesized:
H4: Framing in support of a technology will strengthen the observed
relationships between:
(a) potential absorptive capacity and perceived complexity
(b potential absorptive capacity and perceived compatibility
(c) realized absorptive capacity and perceived relative advantage
Technological opportunistic firms have been shown to have a strong futurefocused strategy and top management that advocates investment in new technologies
(Srinivasan, Lillien, and Rangaswamy 2002). Likewise, these firms are entrepreneurial
with a high-risk tolerance toward innovation and technology adoption decisions
(Deshpandé, Farley, and Webster 1993). Further, these firms highly value knowledge
acquisition through exploration, generative learning and the development of new
behaviors to leverage learning (Slater and Narver 1995). Further, technologically
opportunistic firms take on a proactive approach to technology adoption, favoring
responsiveness and adaptability, driven by a “focus on the firm's future rather than on the
past or the present” (Srinivasan, Lillien, and Rangaswamy 2002; p 55). This level of
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adaptability and responsiveness requires significant inter-departmental communication to
affect such rapid changes. Indeed, Jaworski and Kohli (1993) find that department
interconnectedness is extremely important for knowledge dissemination within the firm.
Therefore, it is expected that technologically opportunistic firms will rely on efficient
internal communications to disseminate knowledge regarding a new technology it has
identified as advantageous.
In a cultural environment where new technology adoption requires firm-wide
responsiveness and adaptability, it is anticipated that the micro-political strategies of
coalition building and framing will further strengthen the observed relationships between
a firm’s level of technological opportunism and its perceptions of an technology’s
complexity, compatibility and relative advantage. Therefore, the following hypotheses
are presented:
H5: Coalition building in support of a technology will strengthen the
observed relationships between technological opportunism and:
(a) perceived complexity
(b) perceived compatibility
(c) perceived relative advantage
H6: Framing in support of a technology will strengthen the observed
relationships between potential technological opportunism and:
(a) perceived complexity
(b) perceived compatibility
(c) perceived relative advantage
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Perceived Technology Characteristics and Disconfirmation
Expectation-disconfirmation theory states that expectations for the performance of
an innovation are negatively associated with disconfirmation of those expectations
(Oliver 1980). Through the knowledge stage of the innovation adoption process, a firm
will form specific perceptions regarding the complexity, compatibility and the relative
advantage of a transformational technology (Rogers 1962). These perceptions represent
the firm’s expectations for performance. If the firm’s perceptions or expectations for
performance are unrealistically high, its expectations are likely to be negatively
disconfirmed, while expectations that are more realistic are likely to be positively
disconfirmed. Therefore, it is hypothesized:
H7: Disconfirmation of expectations will have a negative relationship
with perceptions of a technology’s
(a) complexity
(b) compatibility
(c) relative advantage
Disconfirmation, Satisfaction and Perceived Financial Performance
Consistent with expectation-disconfirmation theory, a positive relationship is
anticipated between disconfirmation of expectations, satisfaction and perceptions of
financial performance (Oliver 1980). As a firm’s expectations for the complexity,
compatibility and relative advantage of a transformational technology are positively
disconfirmed, it is expected that overall satisfaction and firm performance will increase,
while if perceptions of the transformational technology are negatively disconfirmed, it is
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expected that overall satisfaction and firm performance will decrease (Oliver 1980).
Stated formally:
H8: Disconfirmation of expectations will have a positive relationship
with (a) satisfaction and (b) perceived performance.
Conclusion
Having developed a conceptual model and eight research hypotheses based on an
in-depth review of the literature and semi-structured depth interviews with key
informants, this study will now proceed with procedures to test the robustness of the
conceptual model and research hypotheses. Chapter IV will outline the development,
execution and results of a quantitative pretest designed to validate the psychometric
properties of the proposed measurement instrument. Further, Chapter IV details the
execution and results of the primary data collection utilizing structural equation
modeling.
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CHAPTER IV
METHODS

Introduction
To test the proposed conceptual model, a survey was developed (see Appendix G)
to measure the 14 latent constructs contained in the model. All scales were adapted from
existing scales used in prior research. To measure the components of potential and
realized absorptive capacity (knowledge acquisition/knowledge assimilation, knowledge
transformation/knowledge exploitation), 19 items were adapted from Flatten et al. (2012)
and Jansen, Van Den Bosch, and Volberda (2005). The eight-item technological
opportunism scale measuring two latent constructs (technology sensing and technology
responding capabilities) was adapted from Srinivasan, Lillien, and Rangaswamy (2002).
Because the distinct components of absorptive capacity and technological opportunism
represent dynamic capabilities of the firm that are heterogeneously distributed among and
within firms, they are typically conceptualized in the literature as distinct reflective
constructs as opposed to formative measures. Therefore, in this study they will also be
modeled as individual reflective measures.
Five items for relative advantage and four items for perceived compatibility were
adapted from Moore and Benbasat (1991) and five items for perceived complexity were
adapted from Dabholkar (1994). The four-item coalition building and framing scales
were adapted from Sethi, Iqbal, and Sethi (2012). The three-item satisfaction measure
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was adapted from Srivastava and Oza (2006), and the six-item disconfirmation scale was
adapted from Bhattacherjee and Premkumar (2004). Three control measures were also
collected, including centralization (three items) and formalization (three items), both
adapted from Jaworski and Kohli (1993), and a three-item firm innovativeness scale
adapted from Srinivasan, Lillien, and Rangaswamy (2002).
All scales are measured on a 7-point Likert scale (strongly disagree – strongly
agree) with the exception of perceived complexity, satisfaction, performance and
disconfirmation. Perceived complexity is measured on a 7-point semantic differential
scale. Satisfaction uses three items measured using a 7-point Likert scale (very
unsatisfied – very satisfied; very unsuccessful – very successful, and very unhappy – very
happy). Disconfirmation is measured using a 5-point Likert scale (much worse than
expected – much better than expected). Finally, perceived performance, adapted from
García-Morales, Bolívar-Ramos and Martín-Rojas (2014), contains five items and is
measured on a 5-point Likert scale (much lower – much higher).
To establish face validity of the measures before testing, the survey was
independently evaluated by four experts, including three marketing academics and one
business professional. Minor adjustments were made to individual measurements based
on input from the expert panel. The final measurement items appear in Table 4.1.
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Table 4.1

Confirmatory Factor and Reliability Analysis (Pretest)

Scale
Item
C.R.
Absorptive Capacity (Flatten et al. 2012; Jansen, Van Den Bosch, and Volberda 2005)
.92
Potential Absorptive Capacity (P_ACAP)
.82
Acquisition
ACAPaq1
The search for new knowledge concerning our industry is every-day business
in our firm.
ACAPaq2
Our management motivates employees to utilize information sources within
our industry.
Scale
Item
C.R.
ACAPaq3*
Our management expects employees to deal with information sources beyond
our industry.
ACAPaq4*
Our firm periodically organizes special meetings with customers or third
parties to acquire new knowledge.
.88
Assimilation
ACAPas1
In our firm, ideas and concepts are communicated cross-departmentally.
ACAPas2
Our management emphasizes cross-departmental support to solve problems.
ACAPas3
In our firm, there is a quick information flow across departments (e.g., if a
business unit obtains important information, it communicates this information
promptly to all other areas of the firm).
ACAPas4*
Our management demands periodic cross-departmental meetings to
interchange new developments, problems, and achievements.
.96
Realized Absorptive Capacity (R_ACAP)
.94
Transformation
ACAPtr1
Our employees have the ability to organize collected knowledge.
ACAPtr2
Our employees are accustomed to receiving new knowledge.
ACAPtr3
Our employees are accustomed to preparing new knowledge for further
processes.
ACAPtr4
Our employees know how to make new knowledge available to other areas of
the firm.
ACAPtr5
Our employees successfully link existing knowledge with new insights.
ACAPtt6
Our employees are able to apply new knowledge in their practical work.
ACAPtr7
Our employees have the ability to use collected knowledge.
.89
Exploitation
ACAPex1
Our management supports product or service innovation based on new
knowledge.
ACAPex2
Our firm regularly adapts existing technologies or processes based on new
knowledge.
ACAPex3
Our firm has the ability to work more effectively by exploiting new
knowledge.
ACAPex4
Our firm constantly considers how to take advantage of new knowledge.
Technological Opportunism (Srinivasan, Lillien, and Rangaswamy 2002)
.96
.90
Technology Sensing
TECHOPPs1
We are often one of the first in our industry to detect technological
developments that may potentially affect our firm.
TECHOPPs2b
We actively seek intelligence on technological changes in the environment
that are likely to affect our firm.
TECHOPPs3 b
We are often quick to detect changes in technologies that might affect our
firm.
TECHOPPs4
We periodically review the likely effect of changes in technology on our firm.
.95
Technology Response
TECHOPPr1
We generally are slow to respond to technological changes in the
environment.
TECHOPPr2
Our firm lags behind the industry in responding to new technologies.
TECHOPPr3
For one reason or another, we are slow to respond to new technologies.
TECHOPPr4
We tend to resist new technologies that cause our current investments to lose
value.
Perceived Complexity (Dabholkar 1994)
Prior to adoption, we believed the new technology…
CMPLX1
would be complicated / would be simple.
CMPLX2
would take a lot of effort / would take little effort
CMPLX3*
would be confusing / would be clear

Est.

t

.82

—a

.85

13.03

Est.

t

–

–

–

–

.87
.91

—a
17.95

.72

12.53

–

–

.76
.81

—a
12.64

.78

12.12

.82

12.87

.89
.86
.84

14.21
13.55
13.25

.79

—a

.84

13.62

.82

13.09

.84

13.62

.83

—a

.80

13.89

.92

17.20

.75

12.74

.94

—a

.94
.96

28.03
30.17

.81

17.53

.77
.98
–

—a
14.50
–

.89
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Table 4.1 (continued)
CMPLX4
CMPLX5*

would require a lot of work / would require little work
would be slow / would be fast

Perceived Compatibility (Moore and Benbasat 1991)
.85
COMP1*
Prior to adoption, we believed the new technology would be compatible with
all aspects of our firm’s operations.
Scale
Item
C.R.
COMP2*
Prior to adoption, we believed the new technology would be compatible with
the firm’s current systems.
COMP3
Prior to adoption, we believed the new technology would be compatible with
our firm’s production processes.
COMP4
Prior to adoption, we believed the new technology would be compatible with
our employees’ work routines.
Perceived Relative Advantage (Moore and Benbasat 1991)
.89
RELADV1
Prior to adoption, we believed the new technology would enable our firm to
accomplish tasks more quickly.
RELADV2
Prior to adoption, we believed the new technology would improve our firm’s
quality of work.
RELADV3
Prior to adoption, we believed the new technology would make our firm more
efficient.
RELADV4
Prior to adoption, we believed the new technology would enhance our firm’s
effectiveness.
RELADV5*
Prior to adoption, we believed the new technology would give our firm
greater control over its operations.
Coalition Building (Sethi, Iqbal, and Sethi 2012)
.82
COAL1*
Employees in the firm were informally approached to seek their buy-in on the
technology.
COAL2
Support from co-workers and other department members was used to
convince senior management of the technology’s potential.
COAL3
Support from employees in the firm was relied upon to show that it would be
feasible to implement the technology.
COAL4*
Support of some important people in the firm was relied upon to show that the
technology could be implemented successfully.
Framing (Sethi, Iqbal, and Sethi 2012)
.91
FRAME1
Care was taken to present a strong link between the technology and the
strategic goals of the firm.
FRAME2
The contributions of the technology were so defined that it appeared
consistent with the firm's strategy.
FRAME3
The technology was so defined that its competitive necessity was highlighted.
FRAME4
The technology was presented so as to highlight its long-term benefits to the
firm.
Disconfirmation (Bhattacherjee and Premkumar 2004)
.89
DISCON1b
Compared to the firm’s initial expectations, the ability of the new technology
to improve firm efficiency was (much worse than expected/much better than
expected).
b
DISCON2
Compared to the firm’s initial expectations, the ability of the new technology
to improve firm effectiveness was (much worse than expected/much better
than expected).
DISCON3
Compared to the firm’s initial expectations, the ability of the new technology
to integrate with current systems was (much worse than expected/much better
than expected).
DISCON4
Compared to the firm’s initial expectations, the ability of the new technology
to fit with current work processes was (much worse than expected/much
better than expected).
DISCON5b
Compared to the firm’s initial expectations, the ability of the new technology
to be easily understood was (much worse than expected/much better than
expected).
DISCON6b
Compared to the firm’s initial expectations, the ability of the new technology
to be easy to use was (much worse than expected/much better than expected).

.82
–

13.35
–

–

–

Est.

t

–

–

.91

—a

.80

12.38

.76

—a

.77

11.62

.90

13.57

.82

12.39

–

–

–

–

.82

—a

.84

9.91

–

–

.88

—a

.88

17.65

.80

14.91

.82

15.30

.77

—a

.81

14.17

.73

10.83

.81

12.14

.73

10.83

.71

10.39
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Table 4.1 (continued)
Satisfaction (Srivastava and Oza 2006)
SAT1
How satisfied is your firm with the adopted technology?
SAT2
To what extent does the firm feel the adopted technology is successful?
SAT3
How happy is your firm with the adopted technology?

.96

Scale
Item
Perceived Performance (García-Morales, Bolívar-Ramos and Martín-Rjoas 2014)
On average, how does your firm compare to other firms in your industry on
the following performance measures?
PERF1
Return on Assets
PERF2
Net Profit
PERF3
Sales Growth
PERF4*
Market Share
PERF5
Overall Performance

C.R.
.87

CONTROL MEASURES
Innovativeness (Srinivasan, Lillien, and Rangaswamy 2002)
.91
INNOV1
Compared to others in our industry, our firm tends to be first to market with
innovative new products or services.
INNOV2
Compared to others in our industry, our firm tends to be first to recognize new
markets.
INNOV3
Compared to others in our industry, our firm tends to be at the leading edge of
product or service innovation.
Centralization (Jaworski and Kohli 1993)
CENT1
There can be little action taken here until a supervisor approves a decision.
CENT2b
Even small matters have to be referred to someone higher up for a final
answer.
CENT3b
An employee has to ask their boss before they do almost anything.
Formalization (Jaworski and Kohli 1993)
FORM1
There are strict rules for how things are done around here.
FORM2*
Employees here follow specific procedures to complete their jobs.
FORM3
Employees here feel as though they are constantly being watched to see that
they obey all the rules.

.85

.75

.95
.92
.95

—a
25.85
28.76

Est.

t

.83
.85
.73
–
.74

—a
13.91
11.62
–
11.65

.88

—a

.82

15.98

.94

20.73

.60

—a

.85

11.81

.96

9.55

.63
–

—a
–

.91

9.10

CFA Model Fit Statistics
χ2(df=1570)= 2516.28, p < .00; χ2/df = 1.60
CFI = .91, IFI = .91, TLI = .90, RMSEA = .05, SRMR = .05

*Indicates deleted item
C.R. = Composite Reliability
a. Denotes relationship constrained to one (1) for identification.
b. Constraints freed allowing error terms to correlate.

Pretest Sample and Procedures
In order to test the reliability and validity of these scales, a pretest was performed.
The sample frame for the pretest is U.S. firms that have recently adopted a
transformational technology. Respondents for the pretest were recruited using the online
crowdsource research panel Amazon Mechanical Turk (MTurk). Internet panels have
been employed for a wide range of research topics, including experimental designs
(Amar et al. 2011; Parker and Lehmann 2011), consumer behavior research (Leonhardt et
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al. 2011) and supply chain technology adoption (Autry et al. 2010). Respondents for the
pretest were restricted to those responding from the continental United States and were
prequalified as management-level employees with decision-making authority regarding
new technology adoption and/or implementation for their respective. To incentivize
participation, respondents were offered a small monetary payment and were entered into
a drawing to receive a prize with an approximate retail value of $500. Following
recommendations from Kriauciunas, Parmigiani, and Rivera-Santos (2011), respondents
were also offered an executive summary of the study’s findings with a comparative
analysis of their firm’s performance on key metrics as compared to the entire sample.
Respondent Checks
Following Rindfleisch and Moorman (2001), respondents were asked to provide
information regarding their job title, number of years with the firm, and their level of
involvement with the technology adoption decision as a validity check. Respondents were
also asked to describe the technology that was adopted and how it was transformational
for their firm. Following recommendations from Meade and Craig (2012) to gauge
respondent attention, two attention items stating, “This is an attention measure. Please
select Disagree,” were placed within the survey. Further, to increase respondent
cognition, qualitative questions requiring the respondents to input textual responses to
questions were also included throughout the survey.
Sample
A total of 263 surveys were completed by the MTurk online panel. Of these
responses, five were eliminated due to incompleteness. An additional three responses
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were removed because either the respondents failed to report a job title, or the job title
did not reflect a management responsibility. Sixteen responses were eliminated because
the respondent failed to identify a specific technology that was adopted by the firm. An
additional sixteen responses were eliminated because the respondents were not
sufficiently involved in the adoption decision process (self-reported involvement of three
or less on the seven-point involvement scale). Finally, eight responses were eliminated
due to respondent failure to accurately answer the included attention measures. This
resulted in the total elimination of 48 responses for a usable sample of 215.
As a final check of response validity, a random sample of respondents from the
reduced set that provided an email address in the survey (n=140) were sent a follow-up
email to confirm their reported job title and firm industry. Using systematic random
sampling, email addresses were selected by using a skip interval and a random number
generator to indicate the starting point in the sequence of emails. A total of 35 email
addresses were selected. Of the 35 follow-up emails sent, one email address was returned
undeliverable. Responses were received from 12 respondents within 24 hours for a
response rate of 34.29 percent. Job titles and industry were then cross-referenced with the
survey data. Results showed 100 percent of follow-up responses were accurate, providing
support for the validity of the responses.
Respondent Profile
A broad range of industries is represented in the sample based on NAICS industry
descriptions. As is detailed in Table 4.2, the largest segments include manufacturing
(n=26), retail trade (n=22), professional services (n=30), and educational services (n=23).
The median number of employees per firm was 200 with a mode of 500 employees. The
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average reported time of the firm operating was 38 years, with a range of 1 to 201 years.
Seventy-four firms (34.4 percent) were reported as being publicly traded or publicly
owned firms, while 141 firms (65.6 percent) were reported as being privately held
companies.
Table 4.2

Respondent Firm Industry (Pretest)

NAICS Industry Description

n

%

Agriculture/Forestry/Fishing/Hunting
Mining/Quarrying/Oil/Gas
Utilities
Construction
Manufacturing
Retail Trade
Transportation/Warehousing
Information
Finance/Insurance
Real Estate/Rental/Leasing
Professional/Scientific/Technical Services
Management Companies/Enterprises
Administrative/Support/Waste Management/Remediation
Educational Services
Health Care/Social Assistance
Arts/Entertainment/Recreation
Other Services
Public Administration

3
2
2
6
26
22
7
16
16
5
30
15
1
23
11
13
13
4

1.40
0.93
0.93
2.79
12.09
10.23
3.26
7.44
7.44
2.33
13.95
6.98
0.45
10.70
5.12
6.05
6.04
1.86

Total

215

100.00

A variety of job titles were also reported. 0 details the managerial descriptor of
the 135 unique job titles reported. The average length of employment was 6.51 years with
a range of 1 to 25 years. Based on analytics provided by the online survey software, the
average time required to complete this survey was 20 minutes.
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Table 4.3

Respondent Job Titles (Pretest)

Respondent Job Titles
Administrator/Coordinator
Analyst
Buyer
Chief/Lead/Head
Consultant/Contractor
Director
Engineer
Executive/CEO/CFO
Fellow
Librarian
LPN
Manager
Officer
Owner
President/Vice President
Sargent
Supervisor/Forman/Coach
Teacher

n
2
2
1
14
9
15
3
5
1
1
1
143
1
3
3
1
9
1

%
0.93
0.93
0.46
6.51
4.19
6.98
1.40
2.33
0.46
0.46
0.46
66.51
0.46
1.40
1.40
0.46
4.19
0.46

Total

215

100.00

Finally, a variety of technologies were reported as being adopted by the
respondent firms. The majority of adoption decisions involved various software-based
solutions (n=72) and hardware solutions (n=27). Table 4.4 shows a summary of these
findings.
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Table 4.4

Adopted Technologies (Pretest)

Adopted Technology

n

%

3D Printing/Modeling
Administrative
Automation
Cloud Computing/Big Data
Customer Relationship Management
Cyber Security Systems
Audio/Video/Scanning/Digital Media
Digital Records
Enterprise Resource Planning
Equipment
Hardware/Equipment/Upgrades
Scientific Materials/Equipment/Instrumentation
Inventory Management
Knowledge Management
Supply Chain/Logistics Systems
Manufacturing/Industrial Technology
Mobile Computing/Apps/Tablets/GPS
Point of Sale Technology
Software/OS Upgrades

1
1
6
12
5
1
2
4
8
13
27
4
6
1
1
6
5
7
72

0.47
0.47
2.84
5.69
2.37
0.47
0.95
1.90
3.79
6.16
12.80
1.90
2.84
0.47
0.47
2.85
2.37
3.31
34.12

Total

211

100.00

Pretest Results
Exploratory Factor Analysis
To assess construct validity and reliability, exploratory factor analysis (EFA) and
reliability tests were conducted using SPSS 21. EFA of individual constructs showed all
constructs to be unidimensional and all items loaded with sufficient effect (λ ≥ .70;
Gerbing and Anderson 1988), with the following exceptions: CMPLX5 (λ = .52) and
COAL4 (λ = .68). Reliability analysis was then conducted for all scales. Results showed
an acceptable level of reliability (α ≥ .70; Nunnally 1978) for all constructs; however,
examination of squared multiple correlations indicated a number of items loading below
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the recommended .50 threshold (Floyd and Widaman 1995). Table 4.5 details these
findings.
Table 4.5

EFA Results: SMCs (Pretest)

Item Deleted

SMC

ACAPaq3
ACAPaq4
ACAPas4
COMP2
CMPLX5
COAL1
COAL4
PERF4

.32
.33
.38
.37
.20
.33
.30
.39

Following the removal of these items, analyses proceeded to include confirmatory
factor analysis.
Confirmatory Factor Analysis
To further assess the validity of the measures, AMOS 21.0 was used to perform a
confirmatory factor analysis (CFA). Modification indices showed a strong relationship
between error terms for absorptive capacity items ACAPtr2 and ACAPtr3. Likewise, a
strong relationship was found between the residuals of centralization items CENT1 and
CENT2, and disconfirmation items DISC1 and DISC2, and DISC5 and DISC6.
Following Park et al. (1994), the model was respecified, allowing the error terms to
correlate. Allowing the error terms to correlate is reasonable in this case given the high
degree of co-definition between items (employees absorbing knowledge/employees
preparing knowledge; referring to someone higher up/ask their boss; improve firm
efficiency/improve firm effectiveness; be easily understood/be simple to use). Additional
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cross-loading problems were observed with RELADV5, CMPLX3, and FORM2. To
minimize the number of items needing to be respecified in the model, these items were
chosen for deletion. Following these reductions, reliability statistics were recalculated in
SPSS (see Table 4.1). The final CFA results also appearing in Table 4.1 show all items
loading significantly on their respective constructs, thus providing evidence of
convergent validity. Fit statistics show adequate model fit (χ2(df= 1570) =2516.28, p < .001,
χ2/df = 1.60, CFI = .91, TLI= .90, IFI= .91, RMSEA = .05, SRMR= .05).
Following Fornell and Larcker (1981), convergent and discriminant validity were
further assessed by calculating average variance extracted (AVE) and shared variance
between constructs. Potential absorptive capacity (P_ACAP) is the summed total of
ACAPaq and ACAPas; realized absorptive capacity (R_ACAP) is the summed total of
ACAPtr and ACAPex; and technological opportunism (TECHOPP) is the summed total
of TECHOPPs and TECHOPPr. As the results in Table 4.6 show, each construct has an
AVE ≥ .50 and no shared variance between constructs exceeds the AVE per construct;
thus providing evidence of convergent and discriminant validity for each construct.
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13.68

14.78
12.27
8.58

PERF

INNOV
CENT
FORM

.88
.31**
-.06
-.03

.32**

.58
.60**

.71
.34**
.47**

10

.63**
-.22**
-.05

.20**

.76
-.02
.21**
.23**
.35**
.49**
.26**
.41**

3

INNOV
14.78
4.28
.33**
.31**
CENT
12.27
4.95
.00
.10
FORM
8.58
3.11
.05
.13
* p < 0.05 (2-tailed), ** p < 0.01(2-tailed).
Bold values on diagonals are average variance extracted (AVE).

3.19

9

.57**
-.11
-.09

8

.58**
-.08
-.06

.18**

.68
.59**
-.04
.25**
.37**
.37**
.52**
.27**
.33**

.70
.78**
.56**
.05
.24**
.28**
.42**
.43**
.17*
.28**
.12

2

1

.31**

13.68

PERF

4.12
4.90
3.44

Std Dev

4.28
4.95
3.11

3.19

5.32
9.98
12.08
5.20
2.39
3.43
3.02
4.12
4.90
3.44

Std Dev

.32**

23.31
22.02
18.37

FRAME
DISC
SAT

Mean

28.27
63.88
39.42
12.28
11.55
24.49
9.88
23.31
22.02
18.37

Mean

Means, Standard Deviations, Correlations and AVE (Pretest)

P_ACAP
R_ACAP
TECHOPP
CMPLX
COMP
RELADV
COAL
FRAME
DISC
SAT

Table 4.6
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.33**
.03
.05

.62

11

.15*
.23**
.16*

.13*

.74
.15*
.05
.14*
-.08
.07
.06

4

.78
.00
.04

12

.22**
.02
.12

.34**

.73
.56**
.16*
.40**
.39**
.49**

5

.67
.66**

13

.21**
.01
.01

.24**

.66
.13
.51**
.30**
.42**

6

.61

14

.38**
.14*
.18**

.16*

.69
.37**
.22**
.22**

7

Following the analysis of the pretest data, poor loading scale items of the coalition
building scale were individually examined and textual changes were made to increase
clarity and two additional items were added. After further consideration of the scales used
for absorptive capacity and perceived compatibility, new scales were adopted to measure
these constructs. To measure the multiple dimensions of absorptive capacity, the 21-item
scale developed by Jansen, Van Den Bosch, and Volberda (2005) was adopted. This scale
was selected primarily because it provides the bases of the 19-item Flatten et al. (2012)
scale utilized in the pretest and it has had a longer history of use and validation in the
absorptive capacity literature (Wales, Parida, and Patel 2013). The perceived
compatibility scale developed by Moore and Benbasat (1991) was replaced with a 4-item
perceived compatibility scale adapted from Karahanna, Agarwal, and Angst (2006). This
scale was chosen based on its specific focus on the perceived compatibility of an
adoption decision with user values.
Primary Data Collection Sample and Procedures
The initial sampling plan for the primary data collection sought to collect firmlevel data from senior managers within manufacturing firms across the southeastern
United States using email and purchased phone lists. Attempts were made to recruit
respondents with the assistance of state manufacturing associations in Tennessee,
Mississippi and Arkansas. These associations sent on my behalf a solicitation email with
a link to the online survey to their respective membership databases of management
contacts. These emails resulted in four completed surveys. In addition, a phone list of 200
manufacturing firms across North Carolina, South Carolina, Georgia and Alabama,
including direct contact information for senior management, was purchased. A
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professional call center with trained operators was utilized to contact the firms, prequalify respondents, obtain cooperation to complete the survey and collect a valid email
address to which a link to the survey was sent. Five surveys were completed as a result of
direct calling efforts. Given the low response rates to these data collection methods, it
was decided to utilize the Amazon Mechanical Turk (MTurk) crowdsource research
panel for the primary data collection. Respondents were recruited to participate in the
study using the same procedures utilized in the pretest. Respondents were restricted to
those responding from the continental United States and were prequalified as
management-level employees with decision-making authority regarding new technology
adoption and/or implementation for their respective firms and whose firms had adopted a
transformational technology within the past 10 years. To incentivize participation,
respondents were offered a small monetary payment and were offered an executive
summary of the study’s findings with a comparative analysis of their firm’s performance
on key metrics as compared to the entire sample.
Respondent Checks
The same respondent checks used in the pretest were utilized in the primary study.
Respondents were asked to provide information regarding their job title, number of years
with the firm, and their level of involvement with the technology adoption decision as a
validity check (Rindfleisch and Moorman 2001). Respondents were also asked to
describe the technology that was adopted and how it was transformational for their firm.
Following recommendations from Meade and Craig (2012), attention measures were
included in the survey to gauge respondent attention. Finally, qualitative questions were
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included throughout the survey requiring the respondents to input textual responses to
questions, which increased respondent cognition.
Sample
Atotal of 687 surveys were completed by the MTurk online panel. Of these
surveys, 36 were disqualified because the respondent’s firm had not adopted a technology
within the past 10 years. Fourteen responses were disqualified because respondents failed
to describe the technology that was adopted. Fifty-one responses were disqualified
because the respondents were not sufficiently involved in the adoption decision process.
Further, two responses were disqualified because the respondents either failed to report a
job title, or the job title did not reflect a management responsibility. Finally, 61 responses
were disqualified because respondents had previously taken the survey or participated in
the pretest. This resulted in a qualified sample of 523 responses. Of the qualified
responses, two were eliminated due to incompleteness and an additional 12 responses
were eliminated because the respondent failed to accurately answer the included attention
measures. As an additional validity check, any survey that was completed in less than 10
minutes was excluded. This resulted in the elimination of 61 responses. The presence of
outliers in a dataset has been shown to distort parameter estimates and to inflate error
rates in multivariate analyses (e.g., Zimmerman 1994, 1998). The Mahalanobis D2
statistic was calculated, which is used to detect influential outliers (Arbuckle 1997) by
measuring the distance of each observation in multidimensional space from the mean
center of all observations (Hair et al. 2010). This procedure identified eight outlier
responses, which were removed from the dataset. These reductions resulted in a final,
usable sample of 440 responses, for an effective response rate of 84.13 percent.
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As a final check of response validity, a random sample of respondents from the
final data set that voluntarily provided an email address in the survey (n=163) were sent a
follow-up email to confirm their reported job title, years employed with their firm, firm
industry, and type of technology adopted. Using systematic random sampling, email
addresses were selected by using a skip interval and a random number generator to
indicate the starting point in the sequence of emails. A total of 32 email addresses (20
percent of the sample) were selected and sent. Respondents were offered a small
monetary incentive to complete the follow-up. Of the 32 follow-up emails sent, three
emails were returned undeliverable. Responses were received from nine respondents for a
response rate of 28.13 percent. Job titles and industry were then cross-referenced with the
survey data. Results showed 100 percent of follow-up responses were accurate, providing
support for the validity of the responses.
Respondent Profile
A broad range of industries is represented in the sample based on NAICS industry
descriptions. As is detailed in Table 4.7, the largest segments include manufacturing
(n=45), retail trade (n=44), professional services (n=62), and information services (n=40).
The median number of employees per firm was 120 with a mode of 500 employees. The
average reported time of the firm operating was 22 years, with a range of 1 to 180 years.
Ninety-four firms (21.4 percent) reported being publicly traded firms, 324 firms (73.6
percent) reported being privately held companies, and 20 firms (4.5 percent) reported
being government agencies. Three hundred seventy-nine of respondent firms reported
being for-profit entities (86.1 percent), and 139 (31.9 percent) of the respondent firms
were family owned.
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Table 4.7

Respondent Firm Industry (Primary Data Collection)

NAICS Industry Description

n

%

Administrative/Support/Waste Management/Remediation

3

.7

Agriculture/Forestry/Fishing/Hunting

2

.5

Arts/Entertainment/Recreation

31

7.0

Construction

15

3.4

Educational Services

26

5.9

Finance/Insurance

37

8.4

Health Care/Social Assistance

36

8.2

Information

40

9.1

Management Companies/Enterprises

13

3.0

Manufacturing

45

10.2

Mining/Quarrying/Oil/Gas

2

.5

Other Services

34

7.7

Professional/Scientific/Technical Services

62

14.1

Public Administration

10

2.3

Real Estate/Rental/Leasing

16

3.6

Retail Trade

44

10.0

Transportation/Warehousing

14

3.2

Utilities

4

.9

Wholesale Trade

6

1.4

Total

440

100.00

A variety of job titles were reported. 0 details the managerial descriptor of the 234
unique job titles reported. The average length of employment was 7.45 years with a range
of 1 to 38 years. Based on analytics provided by the online survey software, the average
time required to complete this survey was 15 minutes.
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Table 4.8

Respondent Job Titles (Primary Data Collection)

Respondent Job Titles

n

%

CEO, CFO, CIO, COO, CTO, Chief
Consultant/Advisor/Planner/Agent
Coordinator/Processor/Trainer
Designer/Architect/Programmer/Developer
Director/Administrator
Executive/Partner/President/VP/Officer
Manager
Owner/Founder
Representative/Broker/Buyer/Producer
Superintendent/Chair
Supervisor/Lead/Head/Principal
Technician/Specialist/Analyst
Accountant
Engineer/Scientist
Lawyer/Paralegal
Librarian
Nurse/CRNA
Pharmacist
Veterinarian

14
6
9
8
43
17
248
16
8
2
30
14
2
15
3
1
2
1
1

3.18%
1.36%
2.05%
1.82%
9.77%
3.86%
56.36%
3.64%
1.82%
0.45%
6.82%
3.18%
0.45%
3.41%
0.68%
0.23%
0.45%
0.23%
0.23%

Total

440

100.00%

Finally, a variety of technologies were reported as being adopted by the
respondent firms. The percentage of respondents reporting the outcome of the technology
adoption decision as at least somewhat successful was 92.7 percent (M=5.94 on 7-point
scale). This is consistent with the measure of overall satisfaction with the adopted
technology (two-tailed Pearson correlation = .75; p < .000). The majority of adoption
decisions involved ERP solutions (n=71) and implementation of mobile-internet enabled
technology (n=49). Table 4.9 shows a summary of these findings. Overall, the
characteristics of respondents to the primary study are similar to the characteristics of
respondents to the pretest.
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Table 4.9

Adopted Technologies (Primary Data Collection)

Adopted Technology

n

%

3D Printing/Modeling
Audio/Video/Scanning/Digital Media
Automation
Cloud Computing/Big Data
Customer Relationship Management Systems
e-Commerce
Electric Cars
Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) Systems
Green Energy/Solar/Sustainability
Hardware/Equipment/Upgrades
Laser/Infrared Technology
Manufacturing/Industrial Technology
Mobile Computing/Apps/Tablets/GPS
Nano Technology
RFID
Sales/Project Management Systems
Satellite Technology
Scientific Materials/Equipment/Instrumentation
Software/OS Upgrade
Supply Chain/Logistics Systems
Telecommunications/VOIP
Virtualization/Digitization/Internet-based Solutions
Wearable Technology
Wireless/Fiber Optic Technology

7
13
12
26
35
16
1
71
8
22
5
29
49
2
3
25
4
5
31
7
14
51
1
3

1.59%
2.95%
2.73%
5.91%
7.95%
3.64%
.23%
16.14%
1.82%
5.00%
1.14%
6.59%
11.14%
.45%
.68%
5.68%
.91%
1.14%
7.05%
1.59%
3.18%
11.59%
.23%
.68%

Total

440

100.00%

Primary Data Collection Results
Exploratory Factor Analysis (Holdout Sample)
To validate the revised scale items utilized in the primary data collection, the data
set of 440 cases was split in half using random selection to form analysis and holdout
samples of 220 cases each (Hair et al. 2010). The holdout sample was used to test the
reliability and validity of the measures via exploratory and confirmatory factor analyses.
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All scales were shown to have adequate internal reliability (α ≥ .70; Nunnally
1978), and principle component analysis indicated all scales were unidimentional.
However, due to SMCs of less than .50, absorptive capacity acquisition (ACAPaq) items
1, 3, 5 and 6 were deleted, absorptive capacity transformation (ACAPtr) items 1, 4 and 6
were deleted, and absorptive capacity exploitation (ACAPex) items 2, 5 and 6 were
deleted. Further, coalition-building (COAL) items 1, 2, and 4 were also deleted due to
low SMCs (see Table 4.10). Due to cross loading issues, disconfirmation items DISC5
and DISC6, whose residuals were allowed to co-vary in the pretest, were also deleted. In
addition, item FORM3 of the formalization control construct, was deleted due to low
SMCs and FORM2, which was deleted in the pretest, was allowed to remain. All other
items from the pretest were maintained in the holdout sample analysis.
Table 4.10

EFA Results: SMCs (Holdout Sample)

Deleted Item

SMC

Deleted Item

SMC

ACAPaq1
ACAPaq3
ACAPaq5
ACAPaq6
ACAPtr1
ACAPtr4
ACAPtr6

.15
.24
.36
.34
.39
.31
.40

ACAPex2
ACAPex5
ACAPex6
COAL1
COAL2
COAL4
FORM3

.24
.33
.35
.36
.38
.34
.28

Following item reduction, a principle component analysis of all 17 constructs was
conducted with Equamax rotation with Kaiser normalization. Rotation converged in 18
iterations with a KMO measure of sampling adequacy value greater than the
recommended value of .50 and a significant Bartlett’s Test of Sphericity (χ2 = 10,170.61,
df = 1540, p < .001), indicating appropriate inter-item correlations to conduct a factor
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analysis (Hair et al. 2010). Table 4.11 shows the EFA results of the holdout sample with
factor loadings less than .30 repressed for readability. Results show all items loading on
their respective constructs, with DISC1 and DISC2 showing significant cross loadings
with the satisfaction component, TECHOPPs1 significantly cross loading on the
innovation control component, and control item FORM1 significantly loading on the
centralization control component. Given the high interrelatedness of these constructs, it
was decided to proceed to further assess item validity by conducting a CFA without
further item reduction.
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.73

.74

FRAME1

.74

PERF5

.77

.75

PERF3

7

FRAME4

.81

.71

COMP4

PERF1

.76

COMP3
.87

.79

COMP2

6

PERF2

.80

.71

TECHOPPr3

5

COMP1

.72

TECHOPPr1

.41

TECHOPPr2

.72

INNOV3
.82

.74

4

TECHOPPr4

.75

.78

RELADV2

INNOV2

.81

RELADV4

3

INNOV1

.81

RELADV1

.82

SAT3
.86

.83

SAT2

2

RELADV3

.85

1

.32

8

9

Exploratory Factor Analysis (Holdout Sample, N=220)

SAT1

Table 4.11
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10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

7

.82
.81

CENT3

CENT1

.82
.59

DISCON2

.61

.36

TECHOPPs2

.72

ACAPtr3

.82

COAL5

.75

.83

COAL6

14

ACAPtr2

.86

13

COAL3

.53

.81
.35

TECHOPPs3

.35

12

TECHOPPs4

TECHOPPs1

.82

DISCON3

.53

11

DISCON4

DISCON1

.58

.87

.88

CMPLX1

10

CENT2

.89

CMPLX4

.72

ACAPas1
.93

.72

9

CMPLX2

.75

8

ACAPas3

.65

6

ACAPas2

.60

5
.68

4

FRAME3

3
.72

2

FRAME2

1

Table 4.11 (continued)
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15

16

17

2

3

4

5

Extraction Method: Principal Component Analysis.
Rotation Method: Equamax with Kaiser Normalization.
Rotation converged in 18 iterations.

FORM2
FORM1

ACAPaq4
ACAPaq2

ACAPex3
ACAPex1
ACAPex4

ACAPtr5

1

Table 4.11 (continued)
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6

7
.44

8

9

.50

10

11

12

13

.39

.47

14
.80
.66
.55

15

.91
.88

16

.88
.70

17

Confirmatory Factor Analysis (Holdout Sample)
Initial assessment of modification indices revealed high covariance between
residuals for TECHOPPs3 (‘detecting changes in technologies that might affect our
firm’) and TECHOPPs4 (‘review effect of changes in technology on our firm’) and
between DISC3 (‘integrate with current systems’) and DISC1 (‘improve efficiency’).
Likewise, high covariance between residuals was observed between DISC3 (‘integrate
with current systems’) and DISC4 (‘fit with current work processes’) and between
COMP1 (‘compatible with firm’s mission’) and COMP2 (‘compatible with competitive
strategy’). In addition, high covariance was observed between the residuals for
RELADV1 (‘accomplish tasks more quickly’) and RELADV3 (‘make our firm more
efficient’). Given the high degree of co-definition of the individual items, it was
determined that loosening constraints and allowing the residuals of these items to covary
would be justified (Park et al. 1994). Following model respecification, the resulting CFA
(Table 4.12) showed all items loaded significantly on their respective constructs (Gerbing
and Anderson 1988) and acceptable model fit was achieved for the holdout sample
(χ2(df=1342) = 2218.35, χ2/df = 1.65, CFI = .91, TLI = .90, IFI = .91, RMSEA = .06,
SRMR = .05).
Table 4.12

Confirmatory Factor and Reliability Analysis (Holdout Sample)

Scale
Item
Absorptive Capacity (Jansen, Van Den Bosch, and Volberda 2005)
Potential Absorptive Capacity (P_ACAP)
Acquisition
ACAPaq1*
Our firm has frequent interactions with corporate headquarters to
acquire new knowledge.
ACAPaq2
Employees of our firm regularly visit other divisions of the firm.
ACAP3aq*
We collect industry information through informal means (e.g. lunch
with industry friends, talks with trade partners.)
ACAP4aq
Other divisions of our firm are visited frequently.
ACAP5aq*
Our firm periodically organizes special meetings with customers or
third parties to acquire new knowledge.

C.R.

Est.

t

–

–

.86

—a

–

–

.84

8.87

–

–

.94
.84
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Table 4.12 (continued)
Scale
ACAP6aq*
Assimilation
ACAPas1
ACAPas2
ACAPas3

Item
Employees regularly approach third parties such as accountants,
consultants, or tax consultants.
We are quick to recognize shifts in our market (e.g. competition,
regulation, demographics).
New opportunities to serve our clients are quickly understood.
We quickly analyze and interpret changing market demands.

C.R.

Est.

t

–

–

.86

—a

.87
.90

16.90
17.92

–

–

.70

—a

.81

10.86

–

–

.84

11.24

–

–

.81
–
.73
.84
–

—a
–
9.92
10.98
–

–

–

.84

—a

.85

15.90

.86

16.14

.67

11.10

.91

—a

.97
.95

26.74
25.84

.73

13.98

.81
.94
.86

15.72
—a
17.23

.78
.73
.84
.83

—a
13.83
12.57
12.48

.75

12.35

.91

Realized Absorptive Capacity (R_ACAP)
Transformation
ACAPtr1*
Our firm regularly considers the consequences of changing market
demands in terms of new products and services.
ACAPtr2
Employees record and store newly acquired knowledge for future
reference.
ACAPtr3
Our firm quickly recognizes the usefulness of new external knowledge
to existing knowledge.
ACAPtr4*
Employees frequently share practical experiences.
ACAPtr5
We easily recognize the opportunities for our firm from new external
knowledge.
ACAPtr6*
Our firm periodically meets to discuss consequences of market trends.
Exploitation
ACAPex1
It is clearly known how activities within our firm should be performed.
ACAPex2*
We pay close attention to client complaints.
ACAPex3
Our firm has a clear division of roles and responsibilities.
ACAPex4
We constantly consider how to better exploit knowledge.
ACAPex5*
It is easy for our firm to implement new products and services.
ACAPex6*
Employees have a common language regarding our products and
services.

.90
.83

Technological Opportunism (Srinivasan, Lillien, and Rangaswamy 2002)
Technology Sensing
TECHOPPs1
We are often one of the first in our industry to detect technological
developments that may potentially affect our firm.
TECHOPPs2
We actively seek intelligence on technological changes in the
environment that are likely to affect our firm.
TECHOPPs3 b
We are often quick to detect changes in technologies that might affect
our firm.
TECHOPPs4b
We periodically review the likely effect of changes in technology on our
firm.
Technology Response
TECHOPPr1
We generally are slow to respond to technological changes in the
environment.
TECHOPPr2
Our firm lags behind the industry in responding to new technologies.
TECHOPPr3
For one reason or another, we are slow to respond to new technologies.
TECHOPPr4
We tend to resist new technologies that cause our current investments to
lose value.
Perceived Complexity (Dabholkar 1994)
Prior to adoption, we believed the new technology…
CMPLX1
would be complicated/would be simple.
CMPLX2
would take a lot of effort/would take little effort
CMPLX4
would require a lot of work/would require little work

.96
.88

Perceived Compatibility (Adapted from Karahanna, Agarwal, and Angst 2006)
Prior to adoption, we believed the new technology would be compatible
with…
COMP1b
our firm’s mission.
b
COMP2
our competitive strategy.
COMP3
our view of how business should be conducted.
COMP4
our strategic objectives.

.87

Relative Advantage (Moore and Benbasat 1991)
RELADV1b
Prior to adoption, we believed the new technology would enable our
firm to accomplish tasks more quickly.

.89

.82

.94

.90
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Table 4.12 (continued)
Scale
RELADV2
RELADV3
RELADV4

b

Item
Prior to adoption, we believed the new technology would improve our
firm’s quality of work.
Prior to adoption, we believed the new technology would make our firm
more efficient.
Prior to adoption, we believed the new technology would enhance our
firm’s effectiveness.

C.R.

Coalition Building (Sethi, Iqbal, and Sethi 2012)
COAL1*
Managers in the firm were informally approached to seek their buy-in
on the technology.
COAL2*
Support from other department members was used to convince senior
management of the technology’s potential.
COAL3
Support from employees in the firm was relied upon to show that the
technology was feasible.
COAL4*
Support for the technology from employees in other departments was
sought.
COAL5
Support of key managers in the firm was relied upon to show that the
technology could be implemented successfully.
COAL6
Support for the technology from subordinate employees was sought.

.83

Framing (Sethi, Iqbal, and Sethi 2012)
FRAME1
Care was taken to present a strong link between the technology and the
strategic goals of the firm.
FRAME2
The contributions of the technology were so defined that it appeared
consistent with the firm's strategy.
FRAME3
The technology was so defined that its competitive necessity was
highlighted.
FRAME4
The technology was presented so as to highlight its long-term benefits
to the firm.

.87

Disconfirmation (Bhattacherjee and Premkumar 2004)
DISCON1b
Compared to the firm's initial expectations, the ability of the new
technology to improve firm efficiency was (much worse than
expected/much better than expected).
DISCON2
Compared to the firm's initial expectations, the ability of the new
technology to improve firm effectiveness was (much worse than
expected/much better than expected).
DISCON3b
Compared to the firm's initial expectations, the ability of the new
technology to integrate with current systems was (much worse than
expected/much better than expected).
DISCON4b
Compared to the firm's initial expectations, the ability of the new
technology to fit with current work processes was (much worse than
expected/much better than expected).
DISCON5*
Compared to the firm's initial expectations, the ability of the new
technology to be easily understood was (much worse than
expected/much better than expected).
DISCON6*
Compared to the firm's initial expectations, the ability of the new
technology to be easy to use was (much worse than expected/much
better than expected).

.87

Satisfaction (Srivastava and Oza 2006)
SAT1
How satisfied is your firm with the adopted technology?
SAT2
To what extent does the firm feel the adopted technology is successful?
SAT3
How happy is your firm with the adopted technology?

.95

Perceived Performance (García-Morales, Bolívar-Ramos and Martín-Rjoas 2014)
On average, how does your firm compare to other firms in your industry
on the following performance measures?
PERF1
Return on Assets
PERF2
Net Profit
PERF3
Sales Growth
PERF5
Overall Performance

.85

Est.

t

.86

—a

.82

14.34

.87

15.45

–

–

–

–

.79

—a

–

–

.85

11.33

.71

10.23

.75

—a

.84

12.29

.79

11.61

.79

11.48

.93

—a

.90

20.30

.65

9.87

.66

11.56

–

–

–

–

.95
.95
.90

—a
29.74
24.36

.81
.89
.63
.73

—a
13.91
9.54
11.44
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Table 4.12 (continued)
Scale
Item
CONTROL MEASURES
Innovativeness (Srinivasan, Lillien, and Rangaswamy 2002)
INNOV1
Compared to others in our industry, our firm tends to be first to market
with innovative new products or services.
INNOV2
Compared to others in our industry, our firm tends to be first to
recognize new markets.
INNOV3
Compared to others in our industry, our firm tends to be at the leading
edge of product or service innovation.

C.R.

Centralization (Jaworski and Kohli 1993)
CENT1
There can be little action taken here until a supervisor approves a
decision.
CENT2
Even small matters have to be referred to someone higher up for a final
answer.
CENT3
An employee has to ask their boss before they do almost anything.

.84

Formalization (Jaworski and Kohli 1993)
FORM1
There are strict rules for how things are done around here.
FORM2
Employees here follow specific procedures to complete their jobs.
FORM3*
Employees here feel as though they are constantly being watched to see
that they obey all the rules.

.82

Est.

t

.91

—a

.92

22.06

.90

21.07

.71

—a

.89

11.24

.79

10.62

.95
.69

8.80
—a

–

–

.94

CFA Model Fit Statistics
𝜒2(df=1342) = 2218.35, 𝜒2/df = 1.65
CFI = .91, TLI = .90, IFI = .91, RMSEA = .06, SRMR = .05
*Indicates deleted item
C.R. = Composite Reliability
a. Denotes relationship constrained to one (1) for identification.
b. Constraints freed allowing error terms to correlate.

Average variance extracted and shared variance between constructs was
calculated to further assess convergent and discriminant validity of the measures (Fornell
and Larcker 1981). Results shown in Table 4.13 indicate that AVE for each construct is ≥
.50 and no shared variance between constructs exceeds the AVE per construct; thus
providing evidence of convergent and discriminant validity for each construct in the
holdout sample.
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4.30
4.43
2.61
Std Dev

15.10
12.21
9.91

Mean

INNOV
CENT
FORM
8

1

.56**
-.03
.16*

.27**

.75
.61**
.65**
.10
.37**
.30**
.29**
.41**
.40**
.37**

9

2

.52**
-.07
.20**

.29**

.59
.66**
.11
.43**
.43**
.23**
.54**
.45**
.39**

FRAME
24.04
3.38
.63
DISC
21.37
4.70
.37**
.63
SAT
18.25
3.27
.39**
.73**
PERF
13.86
2.76
.14*
.24**
INNOV
15.10
4.30
.16*
.30**
CENT
12.21
4.43
-.06
-.06
FORM
9.91
2.61
.19**
.16*
* p < 0.05 (2-tailed), ** p < 0.01(2-tailed)
Bold values on diagonals are average variance extracted (AVE).

2.76

13.86

PERF

4.67
4.91
9.25
5.07
3.08
3.87
4.04
3.38
4.70
3.27

Std Dev

27.76
34.99
43.20
12.21
24.77
24.45
15.33
24.04
21.37
18.25

Mean

10

3

.87
.26**
.25**
-.09
.15*

.76**
-.13
.10

.35**

.73
.15*
.37**
.33**
.21**
.39**
.37**
.37**

11

4

.60
.45**
.015
.13

.20**
.01
-.07

.10

.76
-.05
.16*
.07
-.04
.08
.01

Means, Standard Deviations, Correlations and AVE (Holdout Sample)

P_ACAP
R_ACAP
TECHOPP
CMPLX
COMP
RELADV
COAL
FRAME
DISC
SAT

Table 4.13
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12

5

.83
-.01
.16*

.18**
-.06
.13

.17*

.63
.45**
.19**
.55**
.37**
.44**

13

6

.64
.49**

.23**
-.01
.12

.19**

.68
.14*
.39**
.27**
.28**

14

7

.69

.16*
-.03
.01

.13*

.62
.31**
.24**
.17*

Confirmatory Factor Analysis (Analysis Sample)
Following the outcome of the EFA and CFA of the holdout sample, the
measurement model was rerun with the analysis sample (N=220; Anderson and Gerbing
1988). Results summarized in Table 4.14 show all items significantly loaded on their
respective constructs (Gerbing and Anderson 1988) and adequate model fit for analysis
sample was attainted (χ2(df=1342) = 2032.72, χ2/df = 1.51, CFI = .92, TLI = .91, IFI = .92,
RMSEA = .05, SRMR = .05).
Following Fornell and Larcker (1981), AVE for each construct was calculated to
further assess discriminant and convergent validity. Results in Table 4.15 indicate AVE
for each construct ≥ .50 and no shared variance between constructs exceeds the AVE;
thus providing further evidence of convergent and discriminant validity.
Table 4.14

Confirmatory Factor and Reliability Analysis (Analysis Sample)

Scale
Item
Absorptive Capacity (Jansen, Van Den Bosch, and Volberda 2005)
Potential Absorptive Capacity (P_ACAP)
Acquisition
ACAPaq1*
Our firm has frequent interactions with corporate headquarters to
acquire new knowledge.
ACAPaq2
Employees of our firm regularly visit other divisions of the firm.
ACAP3aq*
We collect industry information through informal means (e.g. lunch
with industry friends, talks with trade partners.)
ACAP4aq
Other divisions of our firm are visited frequently.
ACAP5aq*
Our firm periodically organizes special meetings with customers or
third parties to acquire new knowledge.
ACAP6aq*
Employees regularly approach third parties such as accountants,
consultants, or tax consultants.
Assimilation
ACAPas1
We are quick to recognize shifts in our market (e.g. competition,
regulation, demographics).
ACAPas2
New opportunities to serve our clients are quickly understood.
ACAPas3
We quickly analyze and interpret changing market demands.
Realized Absorptive Capacity (R_ACAP)
Transformation
ACAPtr1*
Our firm regularly considers the consequences of changing market
demands in terms of new products and services.
ACAPtr2
Employees record and store newly acquired knowledge for future
reference.
ACAPtr3
Our firm quickly recognizes the usefulness of new external knowledge
to existing knowledge.
ACAPtr4*
Employees frequently share practical experiences.
ACAPtr5
We easily recognize the opportunities for our firm from new external
knowledge.
ACAPtr6*
Our firm periodically meets to discuss consequences of market trends.

C.R.

Est.

t

–

–

.75

—a

–

–

.94

7.17

–

–

–

–

.83

—a

.87
.92

15.63
16.81

–

–

.62

—a

.78

8.91

–

–

.83

9.25

–

–

.94
.84

.90

.85
.79
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Table 4.14 (continued)
Scale
Exploitation
ACAPex1
ACAPex2*
ACAPex3
ACAPex4
ACAPex5*
ACAPex6*

Item

C.R.

It is clearly known how activities within our firm should be performed.
We pay close attention to client complaints.
Our firm has a clear division of roles and responsibilities.
We constantly consider how to better exploit knowledge.
It is easy for our firm to implement new products and services.
Employees have a common language regarding our products and
services.
Technological Opportunism (Srinivasan, Lillien, and Rangaswamy 2002)
Technology Sensing
TECHOPPs1
We are often one of the first in our industry to detect technological
developments that may potentially affect our firm.
TECHOPPs2
We actively seek intelligence on technological changes in the
environment that are likely to affect our firm.
TECHOPPs3 b
We are often quick to detect changes in technologies that might affect
our firm.
b
TECHOPPs4
We periodically review the likely effect of changes in technology on our
firm.
Technology Response
TECHOPPr1
We generally are slow to respond to technological changes in the
environment.
TECHOPPr2
Our firm lags behind the industry in responding to new technologies.
TECHOPPr3
For one reason or another, we are slow to respond to new technologies.
TECHOPPr4
We tend to resist new technologies that cause our current investments to
lose value.
Perceived Complexity (Dabholkar 1994)
Prior to adoption, we believed the new technology…
CMPLX1
would be complicated/would be simple.
CMPLX2
would take a lot of effort/would take little effort
CMPLX4
would require a lot of work/would require little work
Perceived Compatibility (Adapted from Karahanna, Agarwal, and Angst 2006)
Prior to adoption, we believed the new technology would be compatible
with…
b
COMP1
our firm’s mission.
COMP2b
our competitive strategy.
COMP3
our view of how business should be conducted.
COMP4
our strategic objectives.
Relative Advantage (Moore and Benbasat 1991)
RELADV1b
Prior to adoption, we believed the new technology would enable our
firm to accomplish tasks more quickly.
RELADV2
Prior to adoption, we believed the new technology would improve our
firm’s quality of work.
RELADV3b
Prior to adoption, we believed the new technology would make our firm
more efficient.
RELADV4
Prior to adoption, we believed the new technology would enhance our
firm’s effectiveness.
Coalition Building (Sethi, Iqbal, and Sethi 2012)
COAL1*
Managers in the firm were informally approached to seek their buy-in
on the technology.
COAL2*
Support from other department members was used to convince senior
management of the technology’s potential.
COAL3
Support from employees in the firm was relied upon to show that the
technology was feasible.
COAL4*
Support for the technology from employees in other departments was
sought.
COAL5
Support of key managers in the firm was relied upon to show that the
technology could be implemented successfully.
COAL6
Support for the technology from subordinate employees was sought.
Framing (Sethi, Iqbal, and Sethi 2012)
FRAME1
Care was taken to present a strong link between the technology and the
strategic goals of the firm.
FRAME2
The contributions of the technology were so defined that it appeared
consistent with the firm's strategy.

Est.

t

.67
–
.60
.70
–

—a
–
7.86
8.93
–

–

–

.85

—a

.68

11.15

.72

12.16

.61

9.83

.92

—a

.94
.93

25.56
24.65

.78

15.76

.85
.93
.80

16.35
—a
15.10

.77
.83
.84
.85

—a
14.52
12.72
12.90

.52

7.29

.70

—a

.78

10.78

.94

11.79

–

–

–

–

.85

—a

–

–

.64

8.13

.63

8.06

.73

—a

.84

11.77

.94
.81

.94

.90

.89

.83

.75

.85
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Table 4.14 (continued)
Scale
FRAME3

Item
The technology was so defined that its competitive necessity was
highlighted.
FRAME4
The technology was presented so as to highlight its long-term benefits
to the firm.
Disconfirmation (Bhattacherjee and Premkumar 2004)
DISCON1b
Compared to the firm's initial expectations, the ability of the new
technology to improve firm efficiency was (much worse than
expected/much better than expected).
DISCON2
Compared to the firm's initial expectations, the ability of the new
technology to improve firm effectiveness was (much worse than
expected/much better than expected).
DISCON3b
Compared to the firm's initial expectations, the ability of the new
technology to integrate with current systems was (much worse than
expected/much better than expected).
DISCON4b
Compared to the firm's initial expectations, the ability of the new
technology to fit with current work processes was (much worse than
expected/much better than expected).
DISCON5*
Compared to the firm's initial expectations, the ability of the new
technology to be easily understood was (much worse than
expected/much better than expected).
DISCON6*
Compared to the firm's initial expectations, the ability of the new
technology to be easy to use was (much worse than expected/much
better than expected).
Satisfaction (Srivastava and Oza 2006)
SAT1
How satisfied is your firm with the adopted technology?
SAT2
To what extent does the firm feel the adopted technology is successful?
SAT3
How happy is your firm with the adopted technology?
Perceived Performance (García-Morales, Bolívar-Ramos and Martín-Rjoas 2014)
On average, how does your firm compare to other firms in your industry
on the following performance measures?
PERF1
Return on Assets
PERF2
Net Profit
PERF3
Sales Growth
PERF5
Overall Performance
CONTROL MEASURES
Innovativeness (Srinivasan, Lillien, and Rangaswamy 2002)
INNOV1
Compared to others in our industry, our firm tends to be first to market
with innovative new products or services.
INNOV2
Compared to others in our industry, our firm tends to be first to
recognize new markets.
INNOV3
Compared to others in our industry, our firm tends to be at the leading
edge of product or service innovation.
Centralization (Jaworski and Kohli 1993)
CENT1
There can be little action taken here until a supervisor approves a
decision.
CENT2
Even small matters have to be referred to someone higher up for a final
answer.
CENT3
An employee has to ask their boss before they do almost anything.
Formalization (Jaworski and Kohli 1993)
FORM1
There are strict rules for how things are done around here.
FORM2
Employees here follow specific procedures to complete their jobs.
FORM3*
Employees here feel as though they are constantly being watched to see
that they obey all the rules.
CFA Model Fit Statistics
𝜒2(df=1342) = 2032.72, 𝜒2/df = 1.51
CFI = .92, TLI = .91, IFI = .92, RMSEA = .05, SRMR = .05

C.R.

Est.

t

.76

10.77

.73

10.25

.88

—a

.91

18.81

.63

10.69

.76

13.83

–

–

–

–

.98
.93
.93

—a
30.43
31.07

.69
.81
.70
.65

—a
9.63
8.75
8.21

.92

—a

.86

18.50

.88

19.68

.71

—a

.94

12.08

.82

11.41

.94
.74

9.14
—a

–

–

.88

.96

.81

.92

.87

.83

*Indicates deleted item
C.R. = Composite Reliability
a. Denotes relationship constrained to one (1) for identification.
b. Constraints freed allowing error terms to correlate.
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4.08
4.66
2.77
Std Dev

15.26
11.90
10.05

Mean

INNOV
CENT
FORM
8

.57**
-.11
.06
9

.45**
-.19**
.14*

.31**

.50
.60**
.14*
.49**
.39**
.34**
.47**
.49**
.46**

.75
.61**
.62**
.15*
.37**
.40**
.18**
.35**
.37**
.32**
.36**

2

1

FRAME
23.96
3.24
.59
DISC
21.61
4.64
.35**
.65
SAT
18.22
3.57
.42**
.72**
PERF
13.89
2.66
.17*
.26**
INNOV
15.26
4.08
.12
.29**
CENT
11.90
4.66
-.13
-.06
FORM
10.05
2.77
.12
.17*
p < 0.05 (2-tailed), ** p < 0.01(2-tailed)
Bold values on diagonals are average variance extracted (AVE).

2.66

13.89

PERF

4.48
4.56
9.08
5.14
3.34
3.24
3.50
3.24
4.64
3.57

Std Dev

28.18
35.04
42.74
11.31
24.50
24.67
15.29
23.96
21.61
18.22

Mean

10

.89
.26**
.22**
-.11
.12

.72**
-.13
.09

.36**

.66
.08
.35**
.31**
.20**
.36**
.34**
.38**

3

11

.51
.45**
-.07
.09

.20**
.14*
.06

.08

.74
.10
.07
.05
.04
.05
.04

4

Means, Standard Deviations, Correlations and AVE (Analysis Sample)

P_ACAP
R_ACAP
TECHOPP
CMPLX
COMP
RELADV
COAL
FRAME
DISC
SAT

Table 4.15
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12

.78
.00
.06

.19**
-.09
.07

.18**

.68
.52**
.27**
.64**
.35**
.38**

5

13

.68
.45**

.12
-.07
.10

.16*

.56
.22**
.44**
.34**
.33**

6

14

.72

.17*
-.09
.11

.18**

.51
.38**
.32**
.31**

7

Hypothesis Tests
After establishing reliability and validity of the measures the main effects of the
structural model (Figure 3.1) were then analyzed utilizing the analysis sample of 220
cases. In addition to the hypothesized relationships between constructs in the model, the
structural model also controls for potential common method bias by including a latent
common method variable (Podsakoff et al. 2003). The model also controls for the
influence of firm innovativeness (INNOV), firm centralization of decision-making
(CENT) and firm formalization of decision-making (FORM) because these constructs are
closely related conceptually to the constructs of interest. SEM results suggest adequate
model fit for the analysis sample (χ2(df=307) = 537.60, χ2/df = 1.75, CFI = .94, TLI = .93,
IFI = .94, RMSEA = .06, SRMR = .08). After assessing the overall model fit, the
structural relationships between constructs were examined. The standardized path
estimates and t-values for each hypothesized main effect are summarized in Table 4.16,
which also includes results of control variable relationships. In Figure 4.1, dash lines
represent non-significant relationships, solid lines represent significant relationships, and
solid bold lines represent supported hypotheses.
With regard to the role of firm dynamic capabilities influencing the firm’s
perceptions of technology, results were mixed. No significant relationships were
observed between potential absorptive capacity and perceived complexity or between
technological opportunism and perceived complexity, thus failing to support H1a and
H2a. Conversely, H1b and H2b were both supported as significant, positive relationships
were observed between potential absorptive capacity and perceived compatibility, and
technological opportunism and perceived compatibility. Likewise, significant positive
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relationships were also observed between realized absorptive capacity and perceived
relative advantage and between technological opportunism and perceived relative
advantage in support of H1c and H2c. Hypotheses 7a-7c predicted a negative relationship
between a firm’s perceptions of technology and disconfirmation of its expectations.
However, no significant relationship was observed between perceived complexity and
disconfirmation. Furthermore, while the relationships between perceived compatibility
and perceived relative advantage and disconfirmation were significant, the observed
relationships were positive; therefore, H7a-H7c are not supported by these data. Finally, a
positive relationship between disconfirmation and satisfaction was observed in support of
H8a. However, no significant relationship was observed between disconfirmation and
perceived performance; thus, H8b was not supported.
The innovativeness control variable was shown to have a positive relationship
with perceived complexity, disconfirmation and perceived performance, and a negative
relationship with perceived relative advantage. The formalization control measure was
shown to have a significant, positive relationship with disconfirmation.
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Table 4.16

Main Effects Hypothesis Test Results, Control Variable Relationships

Hypothesis
H1a
H1b
H1c

Relationship
P_ACAP  CMPLX
P_ACAP  COMP
R_ACAP  RELADV

β
.11
.27
.26

t-value
1.16
2.94**
2.79**

Conclusion
Not Supported
Supported
Supported

H2a
H2b
H2c

TECHOPP  CMPLX
TECHOPP  COMP
TECHOPP  RELADV

-.13
.34
.41

-1.21
3.02**
3.33***

Not Supported
Supported
Supported

H7a
H7b
H7c

CMPLX  DISC
COMP  DISC
RELADV  DISC

-.06
.16
.18

-.89
2.01*
2.26*

Not Supported
Not Supported
Not Supported

H8a
H8b

DISC  SAT
DISC  PERF

.76
.08

12.10***
.85

Supported
Not Supported

β

t-value

.24
.15
-.03

2.29**
1.91
-.39

-.20
-.06
.02

-1.88
-.69
.24

-.25
-.08
.03

-2.40*
-.93
.32

.22
-.15
.23

3.20**
-1.92
3.04*

-.01
-.04
-.03

-.17
-.77
-.46

.46
-.14
.07

5.20***
-1.64
.77

Control Variable Relationships
CMPLX
INNOV
CENT
FORM
COMP
INNOV
CENT
FORM
RELADV
INNOV
CENT
FORM
DISC
INNOV
CENT
FORM
SAT
INNOV
CENT
FORM
PERF
INNOV
CENT
FORM
*p < .05, **p < .01, ***p < .001
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Technological
Opportunism

Realized ACAP

Potential ACAP

.41 (3.33)

N.S.
.34 (3.02)

Structural Model Main Effects

.26 (2.79)

.27 (2.94)

N.S.

Perceived Relative
Advantage
R2 = .25

Perceived
Compatibility
R2 = .20

Perceived
Complexity
R2 = .07

.18 (2.26)

.16 (2.01)

N.S.

Disconfirmation
R2 = .21

N.S.

.76 (12.10)

Control Variables: Innovativeness, Centralization, Formalization
χ2(df=307) = 537.60, χ2/df = 1.75, p < .00, CFI = .94, TLI = .93, IFI = .94, RMSEA = .06, SRMR = .08

Figure 4.1
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Perceived
Performance
R2 = .26

Satisfaction
R2 = .58

In order to test moderation hypotheses H3-H6, the means for the independent,
dependent, and moderation variables in the model were centered. Mean centering by
converting values to z-scores reduces or eliminates correlations between first-order and
interaction factors and potential multicolinearity problems (Lin et al. 2010). Following
Lin and colleagues (2010), double-mean centering was employed for the interaction
terms by first centering each of the observed variables, then forming the interaction
variable from the centered variables, and finally re-centering the interaction term. This
procedure has been demonstrated to be superior to other mean centering and
orthogonalization strategies in terms of model simplicity and estimation accuracy (Lin et
al. 2010). Analyses were performed individually for each hypothesized relationship to
assess the moderating influence of coalition building and framing micro-political
strategies. Results of the moderation hypothesis tests are summarized in 0 and Figure 4.2.
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Table 4.17

Hypothesis Tests for Moderation Results
Conclusion
Effect
Not Supported
No Moderation

Relationships

B

β

t

R2

H3a

P_ACAP  CMPLX
COAL  CMPLX
P_ACAP x COAL  CMPLX

-.11
-.10
-.09

-.12
-.12
-.13

-1.39
-1.61
-1.67

.06

H3b

P_ACAP  COMP
COAL  COMP
P_ACAP x COAL  COMP

.14
.09
-.12

.22
.15
-.20

2.35*
1.90
-2.63**

.14

Not Supported
Weakens

H3c

R_ACAP  RELADV
COAL  RELADV
R_ACAP x COAL  RELADV

.09
-.00
-.07

.21
-.01
-.20

2.28*
-.09
-2.39*

.16

Not Supported
Weakens

H4a

P_ACAP  CMPLX
FRAME  CMPLX
P_ACAP x FRAME  CMPLX

-.04
-.16
-.07

-.04
-.18
-.10

-.49
-2.38*
-1.32

.06

Not Supported
No Moderation

H4b

P_ACAP  COMP
FRAME  COMP
P_ACAP x FRAME  COMP

.05
.39
-.13

.06
.57
-.20

.81
7.28***
-3.04**

.43

Not Supported
Weakens

H4c

R_ACAP  RELADV
FRAME  RELADV
R_ACAP x FRAME  RELADV

.05
.07
-.14

.11
.17
-.38

1.31
2.11*
-3.92***

.29

Not Supported
Weakens

H5a

TECHOPP  CMPLX
COAL  CMPLX
TECHOPP x COAL  CMPLX

-.23
-.11
-.06

-.27
-.13
-.08

-2.62**
-1.718
-1.02

.09

Not Supported
No Moderation

H5b

TECHOPP  COMP
COAL  COMP
TECHOPP x COAL  COMP

.20
.09
-.17

.30
.15
-.28

2.82**
1.88
-3.53***

.17

Not Supported
Weakens

H5c

TECHOPP  RELADV
COAL  RELADV
TECHOPP x COAL  RELADV

.16
.01
-.07

.41
.03
-.18

3.29**
.37
-2.25*

.19

Not Supported
Weakens

H6a

TECHOPP  CMPLX
FRAME  CMPLX
TECHOPP x FRAME  CMPLX

-.17
-.15
-.12

-.21
-.17
-.17

-1.94
-2.23*
-2.20*

.09

Supported
Strengthens

H6b

TECHOPP  COMP
FRAME  COMP
TECHOPP x FRAME  COMP

.02
.40
-.12

.03
.58
-.18

.31
7.22***
-2.70**

.42

Not Supported
Weakens

.10
.09
-.12

.27
.22
-.33

2.39*
2.62**
-3.68***

.29

Not Supported
Weakens

H6c

TECHOPP  RELADV
FRAME  RELADV
TECHOPP x FRAME  RELADV
*p < .05, **p < .01, ***p < .001
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Coalition Building

N.S.
Potential ACAP

Framing

N.S.

-.17 (-2.20)

N.S.

Perceived
Complexity

-.20 (-2.63)
-.20 (-3.04)
-.20 (-2.39)

Realized ACAP

-.18 (-2.70)

Perceived
Compatibility

-.38 (-3.92)

-.28 (-3.53)

Technological
Opportunism

Figure 4.2

-.33 (-3.68)

-.18 (-2.25)

Perceived Relative
Advantage

Structural Model Moderation Effects

H3a predicted that coalition building would strengthen the hypothesized negative
relationship between potential absorptive capacity and perceived complexity and H4a
predicted that coalition building would strengthen the hypothesized negative relationship
between technological opportunism and perceived complexity. While the presence of
coalition building strengthens the observed relationships, the interactions are not
significant; thus, H3a and H4a are not supported by these data (Figure 4.3).
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5"
4.5"

CMPLX&

CMPLX&

Modera, on&Hypothesis&3a&

Modera, on&Hypothesis&4a&

4"
3.5"

Low"Framing"

3"
2.5"

High"Framing"

2"
1.5"
1"

Low"P_ACAP"

Figure 4.3

High"P_ACAP"

Interactions: Hypotheses 3a and 4a

The micro-political strategies of coalition building and framing were shown to
have a significant moderating influence on the following relationships – potential
absorptive capacity to perceived compatibility and realized absorptive capacity to
perceived relative advantage; however, the moderators weakened the observed
relationships contrary to expectations. Thus, H3b, H3c, H4b and H4c are not supported
by these data. Post hoc analysis of these relationships shows that while the moderating
effects of coalition building and framing on these relationships are negative, when
potential absorptive capacity and realized absorptive capacity are low, the micro-political
strategies positively impact perceptions of compatibility and relative advantage.
However, as potential and realized absorptive capacity capabilities increase, the presence
of micro-political strategies has a negative impact on perceptions of perceived
compatibility and relative advantage (Figure 4.4).
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5"
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4.5"

RELADV'

COMP%

Modera+on%
Hypothesis%
3b%

4"
3.5"

Low"Coali6on"Building"

3"
2.5"

High"Coali6on"Building"

2"
1.5"
1"
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5"

4"
3.5"

Low"Framing"
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RELADV'

COMP%
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Modera+on%
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4b%

4.5"

High"R_ACAP"

4"
3.5"

Low"Framing"

3"
2.5"

High"Framing"

2"

2"

1.5"

1.5"

1"

High"Framing"

1"

Low"P_ACAP"

Figure 4.4

High"P_ACAP"

Low"R_ACAP"

High"R_ACAP"

Interactions: Hypotheses 3b, 3c, 4b and 4c

While the interaction effect of coalition building on the relationship between
technological opportunism and complexity was negative as hypothesized, the interaction
was not significant, refuting H5a. However, framing was shown to strengthen the
negative relationship between technological opportunism and complexity in support of
H6a (Figure 4.5).
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Figure 4.5

Low"TECHOPP" High"TECHOPP"

Interactions: Hypotheses 5a and 6a
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Coalition building and framing micro-political strategies were also shown to have
a significant moderating influence on the relationship between technological opportunism
and perceived compatibility and perceived relative advantage. Again, these moderators
weaken the observed relationships, thus failing to support H5b, H5c, H6b and H6c. Post
hoc analyses again reveal that when technological opportunism capabilities are low, the
micro-political strategies positively impact perceptions of compatibility and relative
advantage. As technological opportunism capabilities increase, the presence of these
micro-political strategies has a negative impact on perceptions of perceived compatibility
and relative advantage (Figure 4.6).
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Figure 4.6

Low"TECHOPP" High"TECHOPP"

Interactions: Hypotheses 5a, 5b, 6a and 6b
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These analyses yield interesting results and provide sufficient evidence to address
the original research questions posed in this study regarding the role of firm dynamic
capabilities in influencing technology adoption decisions and the moderating role of
micro-political strategies on technology adoption decisions. In terms of the structural
analysis, a number of hypotheses were supported, while others were not supported or
only partially supported as a result of unexpected findings. These findings contribute to
theoretical and managerial knowledge in the areas of organizational technology adoption
decisions and open up a number of areas of future research, particularly with regard to
moderators of firm dynamic capabilities. The results of these analyses and the
contributions and limitations of this research are expanded upon further in Chapter V.
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CHAPTER V
DISCUSSION

Summary
The objective of this research is to develop an empirical model of the decisionmaking processes organizations utilize in the adoption of transformational technology.
This dissertation, grounded in the resource-based view of the firm (Barney 1991;
Wernerfelt 1984; Hunt and Morgan 1995), investigates the role dynamic capabilities
(Teece, Pisano, and Shuen 1997; Eisenhardt and Martin 2000) have on the success of
firm-level technology adoption decisions. Using an expectation-disconfirmation
approach, this dissertation models the firm-level technology adoption decision process,
including the moderating influences of micro-political strategies, and the outcomes of the
technology adoption decision. This study is important to both marketers of technology as
well as to firms dependent on technology to maintain competitive parity or to gain
comparative advantage through technology-driven enhancements to the marketing mix.
Through two studies, one qualitative and one quantitative, a model of the organizational
technology adoption process from a dynamic capabilities and micro-political perspective
was developed, tested and analyzed. The results of this analysis provide increased
theoretical and managerial knowledge of this important aspect of marketing strategy
implementation.
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To gain insight into the firm-level technology adoption process, semi-structured
depth interviews were conducted with 11 key informants who provided details of their
firms’ processes in adopting technology. Respondents were asked specific questions
regarding their firms’ knowledge management capabilities and were then asked to recall a
recent technology their firm had adopted and to discuss in detail the decision-making
processes their firm engaged in to arrive at that particular adoption decision. Questions
focused on how the firm learned about the technology, how it assessed the attributes and
benefits of the technology, the role of internal politics in gaining buy-in for the
technology adoption decision and the criteria used for evaluating the success of the
adoption decision. Consistent with Srinivasan, Lilien, and Rangaswamy (2002), analysis
of the interview data revealed that a firm’s knowledge-based capabilities play an
important role in driving the firm’s technology adoption decision.
Specific knowledge-based capabilities that emerged included aspects of potential
and realized absorptive capacity. Potential absorptive capacity is the firm’s ability to
acquire and assimilate new knowledge and realized absorptive capacity describes the
firm’s ability to transform and exploit new knowledge (Jansen, Van Den Bosch, and
Volberda 2005). The analysis also revealed aspects of technological opportunism – the
firm’s ability to sense and respond quickly to new technological opportunities it
encounters in its environment (Srinivasan, Lilien, and Rangaswamy 2002). These
capabilities were shown to play a direct role in shaping the firm’s understanding and
evaluation of specific attributes of transformational technology, including perceptions of
its complexity, compatibility and relative advantages. Finally, the analysis showed that
internal micro-politics play an important role in gaining buy-in and support for
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technology adoption decisions. Specific micro-political strategies that emerged were
coalition building – gaining buy-in or support for the new technology (Sethi, Iqbal, and
Sethi 2012) – and framing – presenting the new technology such that it is seen to be
consistent with the firm’s current goals and objectives (Sethi, Iqbal, and Sethi 2012).
Drawing on the review of the literature and insights provided from the depth
interviews, an empirical model was developed. The proposed model uses an expectationdisconfirmation approach to evaluate the perceived success of the technology adoption
decision. Outcome measures in the model include satisfaction with the adopted
technology and perceptions of firm performance when compared to competing firms,
including: ROA, net profit, sales growth and overall performance. The model was tested
using an online survey panel of self-identified management-level employees of firms that
had adopted a transformational technology within the past 10 years. Additionally, these
respondents’ positions entailed decision-making authority regarding technology adoption
and/or implementation for their respective firms.
Direct Effects
Analysis of the data shows that neither potential absorptive capacity nor
technological opportunism is significantly associated with the perceived complexity of a
transformational technology. This lack of a significant finding was surprising, since
perceived complexity of a technology has been shown to be a key driver of the
technology adoption decision (Rogers 1962; Tornatzky and Klein 1982). A possible
explanation for this result is that absorptive capacity and technological opportunism
capabilities are primarily concerned with the acquisition, processing and reaction to new
knowledge resources obtained by the firm. Perceptions of complexity, however, are
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highly subjective and based on existing knowledge from prior experience. For example,
on one hand, a small auto-parts firm that has in the past relied on pen and paper record
keeping of their inventory may find a cloud-based inventory management system highly
complex based on their prior experience and understanding. On the other hand, a
competing firm that has previously adopted a computerized inventory management
system may perceive the same cloud-based inventory management system to be
extremely easy to use and understand. In both instances, the perceptions of complexity
are based more so on the firms’ existing knowledge rather than on new knowledge
acquired. Thus, the perceived complexity variable may be better informed by a firm’s
technological orientation or technology readiness. Another possible explanation for the
lack of significant findings could be the result of recall bias or hedonic editing. Cowley
(2008) notes that in retrospective recall, people combine events to frame past experiences
in a positive light. Thus, while a technology may have been perceived to be complex
prior to adoption, now that it has been in use for a period of time and is no longer
perceived to be complex, recall of prior perceptions are diluted with current evaluations.
Therefore, recall of the technology prior to adoption is that it was not perceived to be
complex. However, empirical support for these assertions was not collected. Thus, further
examination of the determinants of perceptions of complexity should be examined in
future research.
Results also showed that, as anticipated, potential absorptive capacity and
technological opportunism were both positively related to the perceived compatibility of
a transformational technology. Likewise, in support of hypothesized results, realized
absorptive capacity and technological opportunism were both positively related to the
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perceived relative advantages of a transformational technology. These findings provide
previously unobserved empirical evidence of the direct role a firm’s dynamic capabilities
play in influencing the technology adoption decision by informing the firm’s evaluations
of the technology’s characteristics. Post hoc, correlation analyses also show significant
and positive correlations between these dynamic capabilities and the dependent variables
of satisfaction and perceived performance, suggesting that dynamic capabilities are
positively associated with the outcomes of transformational technology adoption
decisions. In light of these findings, this dissertation can address RQ1 by stating that a
firm’s level of absorptive capacity and technological opportunism are directly and
positively related to a firm’s perceptions of a transformational technology’s compatibility
and relative advantages and are positively correlated with satisfaction with an adopted
technology and perceptions of financial performance.
Following expectation-disconfirmation theory (Oliver 1980), it was hypothesized
that the firm’s perceptions (expectations) of a technology’s complexity, compatibility and
relative advantage would have a negative relationship with the firm’s evaluation of the
technology post adoption (disconfirmation). However, the observed relationship between
perceived complexity and disconfirmation was not significant. As previously discussed,
the lack of significant findings with regard to the complexity construct could be attributed
to recall bias or hedonic editing, whereby respondents combine current evaluations of
complexity with retrospective recall of complexity prior to adoption. Because of hedonic
editing, respondents’ prior recall of a technology’s complexity closely matches current
evaluations, thus their evaluations are neither positively nor negatively disconfirmed.
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Significant results were observed in the relationships between perceived
compatibility and disconfirmation and perceived relative advantage and disconfirmation;
however, the observed direction of the relationship was positive, contrary to expectations.
A possible explanation for this result may include the presence of confirmation bias.
Confirmation bias is a cognitive bias that involves the selective recall and interpretation
of past information such that it supports or reinforces the person’s current beliefs
(Oswald and Grosjean 2004). In this study, respondents were asked to recall their
perceptions of a technology prior to adoption, then evaluate how the technology actually
performed post adoption. While respondents had the option of identifying either
successful or unsuccessful adoption decisions, nearly 93 percent of the respondents chose
to discuss adoptions that they considered to be at least somewhat successful. Thus, recall
of their perceptions of the technology prior to adoption might be biased by their current
evaluation of the technology as being successful, such that the pre- and post-adoption
evaluations are positively related.
Results of the analysis were mixed with regard to the outcomes of the technology
adoption decision. As expected, a strong, positive relationship was shown to exist
between disconfirmation and satisfaction. However, the observed relationship between
disconfirmation and perceived performance was not significant. Post hoc analysis of the
perceived performance construct revealed a lack of variance in the response (M=13.89,
s=2.66, 4-item/7-point scale, scale score range 4-28). These results suggest a degree of
ambivalence in the response, where the majority of responses clustered around the mean
of the scale. This finding could be a result of response bias, where respondents provide
answers that paint their firm in a favorable light, or at least on par with their competitors.
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Donaldson and Grant-Vallone (2002) suggest that measures that collect sensitive
information, like financial performance measures, are more likely to result in a biased
response. This discussion will be expanded upon further in the limitations and future
research section.
Moderating Effects
In this research, micro-political strategies were shown to moderate many of the
relationships between a firm’s dynamic capabilities and its perceptions of
transformational technology. As with the direct effects model, significant moderation of
coalition building on the relationships between technological opportunism and perceived
complexity and potential absorptive capacity and perceived complexity was not observed.
Likewise, framing does not significantly moderate the relationship between potential
absorptive capacity and perceived complexity. However, in support of hypothesized
relationships, framing was shown to strengthen a negative relationship with technological
opportunism. Thus, as a firm’s level of technological opportunism increases, its
perceptions of the complexity of a transformational technology decrease. This finding is
consistent with the innovation diffusion research (Rogers 1962).
Regarding the hypothesized relationships of perceived and realized absorptive
capacity and technological opportunism with perceptions of compatibility and relative
advantage, the micro-political strategies of coalition building and framing significantly
moderated the relationships. However, the overall effect of the interactions weakened the
hypothesized relationships, which was contrary to expectations. Post hoc analysis
suggests that a boundary condition exists, where on one end, micro-political strategies
contribute positively to perceptions of compatibility and relative advantage and on the
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other end they detract from those perceptions. Specifically, when a firm’s dynamic
capabilities are low, micro-politics positively contribute to the firm’s perceptions of a
technology’s compatibility and relative advantage. As a firm’s dynamic capabilities
increase, however, the presence of micro-political strategies begins to have a negative
influence on the firm’s perceptions of the technology.
A possible explanation for this phenomenon could be the political nature of the
firm itself (March 1962). Where external knowledge regarding a new technology is
absent and decision-making is centralized, managers within the firm must rely on the
innovation champion to inform their decision-making. As the firm’s knowledge-based
capabilities increase, however, more actors within the firm will have greater resources
and ability to assess possible alternatives to a proposed technology. Narayanan and Fahey
(1982) suggest that within the firm, the “political perspective points to the pervasiveness
of conflict among actors in the contexts of strategic decisions” (p 32). In a conflict-filled
setting, it is possible for opposing coalitions to mask their intentions and withhold or
distort critical information. Despite efforts among coalitions within the firm to seek buyin for a technology adoption decision, the goals espoused by an innovation champion
may be laden with symbolic overtones. Thus, framing of a new technology in the context
of the firm’s strategic goals and objectives, may be perceived as an overt attempt by a
coalition to secure limited power or resources (Zahra 1987). This supports Schuck and
Vrees (2012), who find that positive framing can increase the mobilization of opposition
groups, resulting in increased skepticism and perceptions of risk. Furthermore, because
the innovation champion becomes committed to the adoption decision early in the
decision-making process (Rogers 1995; Markham and Aiman-Smith 2001), this can “at a
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minimum”… result in “distortion of information and promotion or suppression of
alternatives” (Narayanan and Fahey 1982; p 32). This suggests that even when firm
dynamic capabilities identify aspects of a transformational technology that would be
beneficial to the firm, micro-political strategies employed to persuade internal
stakeholders can ultimately undermine the perceptions of a new technology’s attributes
and benefits. Thus, in response to RQ2, these data show that micro-political strategies
have a dampening influence on the positive relationship between absorptive capacity,
technological opportunism and perceptions of a technology’s compatibility and relative
advantage and a strengthening influence on the negative relationship between
technological opportunism and perceptions of a technology’s complexity
Theoretical Implications
A primary theoretical contribution of this research is that it examines the firmlevel technology adoption decision in the context of the firm’s dynamic capabilities. It is
these capabilities that enable the firm to effectively evaluate the advantages of a new
technology. Related adoption research often focuses on aspects of the technology itself or
on outside influences on the firm, such as technology turbulence (e.g. Autry et al. 2010)
or subjective norms (e.g. Obal 2013), to examine the determinants of the technology
adoption decision. This is a unique perspective on the technology adoption topic and
theoretical and empirical evidence provided by this research should provide innovation
diffusion and adoption researchers unique insights into the strategic decision making
process. This research provides a preliminary framework of the firm-level technology
adoption process, which is supported by empirical evidence to support the proposed
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determinants of successful technology adoption decisions. This model should be useful to
future researchers who wish to refine and expand upon these findings.
Much of the value derived from a firm’s product and service offerings are
achieved through some aspect or contribution of a technology-based solution. Thus, a
firm’s ability to effectively evaluate and assess new technologies is an important
determinant of its ability to successfully compete in the market. While transformational
technologies have been shown to be positively associated with superior financial
performance, they also pose a greater risk to the firm than incremental technologies
(Sorescu and Spanjol 2008); thus, the adoption of transformational technology can
positively or negatively influence firm performance outcomes. Answering calls from
Rogers (1995) and Abrahamson (1991), this research provides a framework for studying
performance outcomes related to firm-level adoption of transformational technologies;
thus adding an important theoretical contribution to diffusion of innovation theory.
In addition, prior research suggests that a firm’s dynamic capabilities play an
important role in strategic decision-making (e.g. Eisenhardt and Martin 2000). This
research has identified absorptive capacity and technological opportunism as firm
dynamic capabilities that have direct influence on the adoption decision process. While
much of the absorptive capacity literature has focused on conceptualization and process
models of the various dimensions of absorptive capacity, few empirical studies have
tested the construct in a concrete application (e.g. Wales, Parida, and Patel 2013). Thus,
this research aids in informing future empirical studies that explore the role of absorptive
capacity in strategic decision-making.
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In addition, the construct of absorptive capacity is relatively new to marketing
research. Given that absorptive capacity is the means by which a firm learns, absorptive
capacity could be useful in providing greater insight into other marketing processes that
rely on the acquisition and deployment of knowledge resources, such as market
orientation.
Technological opportunism has not been widely used in the literature, with only a
few empirical studies that have examined its dimensions (e.g. Mishra and Agarwal 2010;
Lucia-Palacios et al. 2014; Chen and Lien 2013; Sarkees 2011). This study adds to the
growing body of knowledge regarding this construct; thus providing researchers further
insight into the contributions future studies including this construct may provide.
Furthermore, this study adds support for the uniqueness of this construct – separate
though distinct from related constructs, including absorptive capacity and organizational
innovativeness.
A key theoretical contribution of this research is the theoretical and empirical
support for the moderation of firm dynamic capabilities by firm micro-politics. Dynamic
capabilities are those firm processes that enable it to acquire, deploy, integrate, or
reconfigure resources – including other capabilities of the firm – to affect change. This
definition suggests that micro-politics are also a dynamic capability of the firm – a notion
supported by Oliver and Holzinger (2008), who propose that a firm’s dynamic political
capabilities are processes by which the firm influences or complies with its political
environment to create or protect value of the firm. Thus, the moderating effect of micropolitics on other dynamic capabilities opens a wide range of possibilities for future
research. Specifically, this dissertation has shown that micro-political strategies have a
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dampening effect on the positive relationships between components of absorptive
capacity and technological opportunism and their dependent variables. Therefore, this
suggests that micro-political strategies may influence the relationships between other
dynamic capabilities and the resources and capabilities they act upon as well. These
findings and their theoretical implications should provide important insights for future
researchers interested in this research topic.
Managerial Implications
In addition to its implications for academic research, this study also has a number
of managerial implications for both marketers of technology as well as for managers
seeking to enhance their market offering through the adoption of technology solutions.
Indeed, the primary catalyst for this research is the desire to understand how firms adopt
technology to enhance product and service offerings and the subsequent success or failure
of these technologies based on internal firm actions. Results of the qualitative study
analysis showed a high level of frustration among managers when adoption decisions
resulted in failures. These failures were attributed to failures in the adoption decision
process related to a lack of sufficient knowledge, inefficiencies in how knowledge was
acquired or shared regarding the technology, a lack of consensus among key stakeholder
groups regarding the benefits, or implementation requirements of the technology, or topdown directives where little input was allowed in the decision process. Thus, managers
should ensure that goals related to the adoption of the technology are clearly defined,
including the technology’s ability to deliver the expected value-added benefit to
customers, the roles and responsibilities of internal stakeholders and alignment of the
adoption decision with overall organizational goals and objectives.
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Evidence from the empirical study suggests absorptive capacity and technological
opportunism are positively related to the firm’s evaluation of the technology’s benefits,
which is further shown to be positively associated with satisfaction with the adopted
technology. Therefore, managers who are able to develop their firm’s knowledge-based
dynamic capabilities could benefit from more informed technology adoption decisions.
With regard to enhancing absorptive capacity capabilities, managers should focus on
formalizing their knowledge acquisition processes. Results of the qualitative study
showed many firms acquire new knowledge related to technology from trade shows and
conferences, training seminars, contact with industry experts and internal knowledge
exchange between functional units of the firm. Clearly defined processes within the firm
developed to codify newly acquired knowledge will ensure existing knowledge structures
within the firm are enhanced by the new knowledge. Further, the conversion of
knowledge from tacit to explicit is a critical step in facilitating the assimilation and
transformation dimensions of absorptive capacity. Explicit (codified) knowledge is easily
transferable between individuals within the firm (Grant 1996); thus, knowledge
codification practices are highly important for developing absorptive capacity
capabilities. Similar approaches could be taken with regard to the acquisition and
assimilation of knowledge specific to the firm’s technological environment in order to
develop the firm’s awareness of technological opportunities.
Development of technological opportunism capabilities per se, would further
involve the adoption of an adhocracy culture within the firm, which must begin with the
full support of senior management. Such cultural changes would require placing value on
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flexibility and adaptability as well as fostering an environment that rewards risk-taking
and a willingness to experiment with multiple alternative technologies.
Additionally, this study has a number of recommendations for managers on how
to manage the influence of micro-politics on their technology adoption decisions.
Virtually all the interviewees in the qualitative study expressed the importance of gaining
buy-in and support from key stakeholders to ensure the successful adoption of a new
technology. However, the empirical study results show that micro-political strategies are
only effective in positively influencing perceptions of a new technology when absorptive
capacity and technological opportunism capabilities are low. Further, the benefits of
micro-political strategies diminish and become detrimental to the adoption process as the
firm’s capabilities increase. Thus, it is important for managers to understand to what
degree the decision-making process will be influenced by their firm’s capabilities in order
to assess how best to manage coalition building and framing activities. As the firm’s
knowledge-based capabilities increase, managers must carefully manage the micropolitical process. Narayanan and Fahey (1982) contend that “the politics of decisionmaking must be managed…the process of the generation and utilization of strategic
information must be managed” (p 32). Therefore, to avoid any possible negative
influences of micro-political strategies, managers should utilize multiple channels of
information to avoid perceptions of biased information from a single source. In addition,
managers should be careful to manage relationships between individuals, project teams,
departments, etc. that consider themselves to be stakeholders in the technology adoption
decision.
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Finally, marketers of technology should use insights from this research to first
assess the strength of their clients’ absorptive capacity and technological opportunism
capabilities as well as the intensity of their firms’ micro-political environment. Equipped
with an understanding of their client’s environment, the selling firm can more effectively
walk their clients through the decision making process and help them effectively manage
the micro-political environment through information sharing, assisting with evaluation of
alternative technologies, and the inclusion of other key stakeholders in the decision
process.
Limitations and Future Research
As with any research study, the findings should be considered in the context of
the study’s limitations. A primary limitation of this study involves the necessity to
remove a number of items from established scales in the measurement instrument during
the scale validation analysis. A possible reason for the difficulty with these scale items
could stem from the broad diversity of respondents and innovation types in the sampling
frame. In an effort to develop a generalizable empirical study, respondents were sought
from as broad a range of industries, firm sizes and technologies adopted as possible. A
consequence of this approach is that the sample size of any individual classification
within the usable sample is relatively small. For example, in the analysis sample of 220
observations, the largest sample within any one industry, firm size, or adopted technology
classification is 38 firms. Given the size limitations of these classifications, this research
is unable to provide inferences as to industry-, firm- or innovation-specific effects of the
observed relationships. Therefore, future studies should have a more homogeneous
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sample frame by focusing more closely on a narrow range of industries, firm sizes, and
innovations adopted to better evaluate differences that exist between groups.
A second limitation related to the type of technology adopted is the degree of
innovativeness, or newness, embedded in the technology. While all respondents indicated
why the adopted technology was perceived to be transformational to their firm, the
diversity in responses within the sample makes it difficult to compare results between
those innovations that are truly transformational and those that are more incremental in
nature. Future studies should focus on the adoption of a specific transformational
technology – cloud-computing or 3D printing for example – to be able to more clearly
discern differences between firms and firm capabilities. Alternative studies could focus
on incremental technology adoptions and assess differences between those firms and
firms that adopted transformational technologies.
A third limitation of this research is its retrospective approach, whereby
respondents were asked to report on a past technology adoption and recall the firm’s
perceptions of that technology prior to the adoption decision. This type of information
recall has the potential to introduce response bias, as was previously discussed. Future
research should, therefore consider collecting time series data. First, data should be
collected prior to adoption during the assessment phase of the technology; second, data
should be collected at the time the technology is adopted and implemented; and third,
data should be collected at some point post adoption to accurately assess adoption
outcomes.
A fourth limitation of this study is the overwhelming majority of respondents that
identified the technology adopted by their respective firms as being at least somewhat
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successful. While these responses provide a view into the dynamics of successful
adoption decisions, it limits the ability to compare how these dynamics might differ for
unsuccessful adoption decisions. Thus, to fully explore the robustness of the proposed
model, future research should collect input from managers that have participated in
adoption decisions that were not successful. This will allow for comparative analyses of
the dynamic capabilities and micro-political activities between firms with successful and
firms with unsuccessful adoptions of transformational technology.
Lastly, while this study did include a measure of perceived performance as a
dependent variable, it also collected annual sales data, ROA, and ROI measures.
However, given the broad range of reported numbers and a substantial amount of missing
data, the figures were not useful in the analysis. Future research should collect data from
known firms where annual financial metrics can be verified by secondary data sources.
Additional areas of future research that are suggested by the more interesting
outcomes of this study, include further examination of how micro-political strategies
influence the processes of a firm’s dynamic capabilities. Future studies involving the
current model could examine if specific dimensions of the absorptive capacity construct
or technological opportunism are more susceptible to moderating influences than other
dimensions. Additional research in this area specific to the marketing function, could
investigate how micro-political strategies influence strategic decision-making processes
driven by marketing dynamic capabilities, including those marketing processes that select
value propositions and deliver value offerings to target consumers to achieve marketing
goals (Day 1994).
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Conclusion
The infusion of technological solutions to enhance product and service offerings
in order to remain relevant and competitive is an ongoing concern for firms. Therefore,
the importance of making sound decisions with regard to the adoption of new technology
is of great importance to marketers. Grounded in the resource-based view of the firm this
dissertation examines the role dynamic capabilities have on the success of firm-level
technology adoption decisions and how those decisions are influenced by internal
relationships. Using an expectation-disconfirmation approach, this dissertation models
the adoption decision process and outcomes of the technology adoption decision.
Through two studies, one qualitative and one quantitative, a model of the firm-level
technology adoption process was developed and tested. The results of the analysis
provide increased theoretical and managerial knowledge regarding strategic decisionmaking regarding firm-level technology adoptions.
Depth interviews with key informants who were senior managers in their
respective firms provided details of their firms’ decision-making processes with regard to
the adoption of transformational technology. Analysis of the interview data revealed that
knowledge-based capabilities are central to the firm’s technology adoption decision
process. Additionally, the analysis revealed that internal micro-politics play an important
role in the technology adoption process.
Drawing on the review of the literature and insights provided from the depth
interviews, an empirical model was developed and tested using an online survey panel.
Analysis of the data shows that firm dynamic capabilities are instrumental in shaping the
firm’s perceptions of a transformational technology, which in turn positively influences
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overall satisfaction with the adopted technology. Interestingly, this study also showed
that the positive relationship between a firm’s dynamic capabilities and its perceptions of
a technology’s characteristics is negatively influenced by the presence of micro-political
strategies used to garner internal buy-in and support for the technology adoption decision.
Post hoc analysis showed that where dynamic capabilities are low, micro-political
strategies have a positive influence on perceptions of the technology; however, as
dynamic capabilities increase, the presence of micro-political strategies becomes
detrimental to the firm’s perceptions of the technology being considered.
In summary, this research offers new insight into the drivers of successful firmlevel technology adoption decisions and the role of micro-politics in influencing
evaluations of the technology informed by the firm’s knowledge-based dynamic
capabilities. Marketers of technology should employ this knowledge to effectively guide
client firms through the technology adoption process based on evaluations of the client
firm’s knowledge management capabilities and micro-political environment.
Additionally, managers purchasing transformational technology as a means to enhance
their offerings and provide superior customer value propositions should seek to develop
their knowledge management processes and effectively manage stakeholder relationships
to minimize negative influences of micro-political strategies utilized to obtain buy-in and
support for the new technology.
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Figure A.1
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Figure A.2

Qualitative Study Informed Consent Document (page 2)
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Figure B.1

Qualitative Interview Guide (page 1)
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Figure B.2

Qualitative Interview Guide (page 2)
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Figure B.3
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Interview #1: “Jim”
Job Title: IT Officer
Industry: Higher Education
Interview Date: February 14, 2014
Interview Time: 34:49
Gender: M
YOB: 1966
[I] Can you just give me a brief overview of the university and how your department
facilitates...
[J] The university being a public land grant institution is not unique in the state, but we're
certainly the largest in the state. There's another land grant school, [UNIVERSITY
NAME].
I'm [POSITION] in the [DEPARTMENT], also [POSITION], so underneath all the
data and voice network, the physical server infrastructure and so forth.
[DEPARTMENT] is the central IT organization but is by no means the authoritative
IT entity on campus.
We manage and provide all of the central services, ERP System – [PRODUCT],
course management system that everyone uses - [PRODUCT], campus network as a
whole, email system and other commodity services like that, web hosting and so forth
and so on. There are a lot of departments that have their own pockets of technology
support and/or technology implementation and they run the gamut from the high
performance computing laboratory, which their needs are so narrow and specialized
they avail themselves of few of the services that [DEPARTMENT] provides to the
campus as a whole. They have their own staff.
To another example, perhaps like [COLLEGE], they have a technical person on staff
to provide very specific things to the college, but the college as a whole takes
advantage of the commodity services that [DEPARTMENT] offers desktop support,
email services, that type of thing. And there are other departments that are in
between, all along that spectrum.
[I] Do those departments interact and work together or are you more independent?
[J] Most technical staff in the various departments work closely or work well with ...
[PHONE CALL INTERRUPTION DELETED]
[I] We were talking about all the different areas within the organization, all the different
IT or technical staff, right? From your perspective here, how important is it to you
and to your operations, the acquisition of new, external knowledge to what you do
day to day? How plugged in are you to other sources to finding out about new ...
[J] External to the campus or external to my unit?
[I] Either or.
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[J] It's extremely important that we are plugged in external to the unit, in other words to
the campus as a whole.
Because we’ve got to be responsive to the whole campus community. The needs and
you know, what's going on, so we can get in a position to help support whatever's
happening. It's also important, but from a different perspective, to be plugged in to
what's happening in the larger world, and to that end we go to trade shows. I send
people to training. We have sales reps that call on us.
[I] Expand on that a little bit, some of the things, the new information you try to gather
when you're going out to trade shows and external sources.
[J] Usually when we go to trade shows its relatively focused. It depends on the show.
Most often we are looking to see what other universities are doing. That's one thing
that universities are renowned for is copying each other.
That's also true when we have an idea of something we want to do. One of the first
we say, to validate the idea, “Is anybody else doing this? What are the other [PEERS]
doing? What are the other [PEERS] doing?”
We have schools that are considered our peers, or that we consider our peers, that
we'll talk to and just ask them. We're still plugged in to the folks at [SCHOOL] and
at [SCHOOL] and so forth.
In some cases, if they're doing it, they've got a good reason we shouldn't do it, or if
they're doing it they're able to share information that help us understand how it might
really work here and so forth and so on.
[I] How available is that information? Are they pretty willing.
[J] Yeah, universities by and large, are usually very open to sharing.
[I] …very open… it’s not necessarily competitive. I mean it's competitive, I assume, but..
[J] It is, but it's also collaborative. We laugh. Sometimes [SCHOOL] does things we say
because ... They do a different thing because we did something here. We run
[PRODUCT]; they run [PRODUCT]. Closer to the truth is that we're in the process of
deploying [PRODUCT]. We have talked to them because they've been running it for
a while, looking for some of the pitfalls that they ran into.
[I] You get to learn from their mistakes and…
[J] Absolutely…
[I] …they get to learn from yours.
[J] One of the biggest trade shows, one of the biggest conferences that we send people to,
[CONFERENCE], is all about that.
There are vendors there and there's a mini trade show associated with it, but the
biggest focus of [CONFERENCE] is not the trade show, it is the networking, the
collaboration, universities doing presentations about how they did this, that or the
other thing. How they solved this problem or that problem.
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[I] Along that same vein and maybe we're talking about the same thing, how important is
technology itself aside from information but new innovations and new systems. You
have lots of cool little network-y things on your wall here, so how important is it that
you guys keep up on what's state-of-the-art stuff?
[J] That's a hard question. Personally, I don't think it's necessarily most critical that we
are bleeding edge, state of the art, as it is that the technology we as the institution
choose and deploy and support is applicable, remains relevant. A good example go
back 20 years ago, the institutions, further than that, 25 years ago, the institutions
ERP system, for lack of a better term, I don't know if that's the right term now, but
our central data processing stuff was on a mainframe.
Some schools still run mainframes. We began a process, 25 years ago or so-ish,
migrating away from mainframes to what was then en vogue, more client server... It
wasn't client server so much as it was a move away from home grown, mainframe,
big iron technology to more distributed computing.
That was a paradigm shift in technology. Not so much transformational, to use the
definitions that you gave, but just to stay relevant.
At the time there was no campus network, there was no email, that sort of thing.
Campus network and email those were transformational technologies.
Just how we do our business was not so much transformational as evolutional. If we
were still running on mainframes today we wouldn't be able to service the kinds of
demands of the central administrative and academic systems that are placed on it.
[I] Then really, in that respect, it is transformational because it really has changed the
way you're able to [J] True, I suppose you could look at it[I] -to serve the rest of the university.
[J] The direct answer to your question, personally I don't know that it's that important to
be leading edge, but neither can you stay so far behind that you're not relevant.
Because you can quickly become irrelevant.
[I] Obviously, maybe not engaging in the leading edge but certainly being aware of it…
[J] Absolutely…
[I] …and knowing where it's going is something you try to keep up on.
[J] Absolutely. Our campus network has gone through, and I've got most of the old
equipment on my shelf, has gone through probably five different major generations in
how it's organized and how the underlying transport works.
[I] Can you think about a specific instance of a technology that you guys adopted that you
went through, “hey let’s look at this” or we found out about it, at a trade show or
something, we brought it to a committee, or whatever that process was, to say, ‘Yes,
we're going to implement this’ or ‘we're not going to implement this.’ Can you think
of something specific?
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[J] Data networking is one. It’s a pretty broad term, but the campus data network is one.
[I] I'm not sure how long it's going to take to get there, but can you start with how you
guys found out about it and walk me through that process of how it got to we actually
implemented it.
[J] I guess I've been lucky or unlucky enough to have been involved with it since the
beginning. My boss, who's now the [POSITION], [NAME], he was then the director
or manager of systems and network programming on the mainframe back in the 80's,
and he had learned about what other universities were doing and plugged into the
Internet and so forth.
He got our mainframe on the Internet. Then it wasn't technically the Internet. It was
NSF net. We got a grant to get a 56k line to the [UNIVERSITY]. Long story but he
realized that that was a technology that was being adopted at other schools that had
the potential to be transformational. That is an example of deployment and adoption
of that is an example of one technology that was not driven in the normal way at
universities.
The normal way is there is some evangelist, some champion, some early adopter, and
I'll give you an example of how that one. I think is less common. We literally went
out and sold this to the campus.
When I came to work for him, back in ‘91, the campus network at the time spanned
four buildings. It was a grant in aerospace engineering, I believe, that had led to our
initial build, and there was fiber from here to [BUILDING] to [BUILDING] and
maybe the library for good measure and that was about it.
Literally, there was no top down, ‘Hey, we got to have a data network.’ It was, for the
most part built out, and for the central core, the main administrative and academic
buildings, us going out to departments and saying, ‘hey, you really ought to get in on
this.’
Here's what it costs; here's what it would take to get you connected. Here's what you'll
get once you're connected.
[I] You had to go out and do some coalition building?
[J] Absolutely and that's the way, really, it worked for the first decade or so.
[I] Who would you talk with who would say in the buildings[J] The department heads.
[I] You’d meet with department heads?
[J] We’d meet with department heads or if we heard of a research project or an academic
need that could be benefited by having access to the Internet ... In the first decade, it
was rare that anyone came to us and said ‘How do I get in on this thing?’
It was more we were out there, as my boss used to say, with a tin cup, ‘Hey, you want
to kick in? We can get this thing called email,’ and we'd have to explain what email
is.
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[I] That would actually come out of department funds…
[J] Absolutely…
[I] …where they would actually allocate a certain percentage of their funds to the
project?
[J] Part of that is a manifestation of how a university like [UNIVERSITY], and we are
not unique, but how a university like [UNIVERSITY] has distributed budgeting, has
distributed authority. The central authorities have very little authority. Especially
when it comes to the budget because departments have their own budgets. They make
their own decisions.
The first decade of the campus network, the real core was built out by departments
contributing. That's what it boiled down to.
[I] Would you have described that process of actually going out and trying to get buy-in
and building this coalition of department heads, would you say there was any amount
of organizational politics involved?
[J] Oh, absolutely.
[I] Was there opposition to it?
[J] There was no opposition to the initiative, no opposition to the build-out. There
certainly were departments who didn't see the need for that, ‘I'm not kicking in.’
Now, today, the university can't do business. There's no department on campus that
could operate without access to the Internet and to the network. That realization didn't
come until there was enough connectivity here on campus and enough advantages
that begun to accrue by the mid, late 90's. Prior to that, it was very optional. It wasn't
until the early 2000's that all of our buildings were on the network.
[I] Yeah, that's interesting.
[J] I would contrast that with what's today called an LMS, a Learning Management
System or our course management system, [PRODUCT]. Back in the late 90's, there
was no such thing and there was, let's see. What was the university? Waterloo
University in Canada, I believe, that developed a product that ended up being
[PRODUCT], and there were a couple faculty members here who had heard about it a
conference and they wanted to play with it, and they came to us and said, "Hey, we
heard about this thing. Could you all help us take a look at it?” [TEXT MESSAGE
INTERRUPTION DELETED]
[J] Literally there were a couple or three faculty, and we stood the thing up. That was
before anybody talked about or used the word ‘open source’, but if the university had
it, they would make it available initially for free, and then they said, ‘If you want
updates to it, we'll share those if you'll pay us $500 a year.’ They said ‘okay.’
We stood it up, and we didn't have it integrated with anything here. There was really
no way at the time, but we stood it up and the faculty began to offer courses or use it
to augment courses. They talked about it to other faculty. Other faculty saw it and
said, ‘that's cool. I want to do that. We want to get stuff on the web, but we don't
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know anything about putting anything on the web. We don’t want to learn web
programming,’ and that's really what sold it to a lot of faculty.
Fast forward a few years, and we had dozens of courses that were depending on this
system. There was an institutional decision then to recognize it. To say this is a good
thing, we should fund it. The real driver to recognize it came when that university
spun it off and it was no longer $3,500 a year, which is what we were paying then.
It went from $5 to $1,000 to $1,500, and then it was tens of thousands of dollars a
year. It wasn't in our budget. It wasn't in those faculty departmental budgets. If it was
going to continue, the institution had to adopt it, and the institution with input from
Faculty Senate, of course, and from these early evangelists of the product decided to
adopt it. It was then considered what we call an enterprise product. We had to stand it
up and support it as such, meaning 7 x 24, no allowance for downtime, etc. etc.,
integration with other systems. That's how that one came about and here we are
today, which pretty much required for every class to have a presence in [PRODUCT].
[I] When you were thinking about adopting the [PRODUCT] thing, what were the kinds
of things about that particular innovation that you looked at and said it's got to have
this, it's got to have this, in order for us to be able to do anything?
[J] Back then there was no such analysis. This was a couple faculty members that wanted
to try something. We said ‘sure.’ We get that all the time. We never know if it's going
to pan out. Sometimes they do it on their own. More often nowadays they're able to
do it on their own. Back then they were less able to do so.
Some of the services we offer like free web hosting and virtual servers to faculty and
so forth, we do that so that they can do more stuff on their own to enable that kind of
innovation.
[I] When the university said ‘okay, this is going to become an enterprise system,’ so
obviously because there was a lot of buy-in already from the faculty there was
obviously some recognition of the advantage of the system…
[J] Yes.
[I] Since it was web based, was it fairly easy to say, ‘okay well we can just work this into
our current system’ or was there any equipment that needed to make it compatible
with the[J] There definitely was equipment. There was money. That's what it boiled down to. The
institution adopting it as an enterprise offering meant funding and funding for
hardware, recurring funding to keep the hardware up to date, it meant paying license
fees for the software because it had now gone commercial. It meant buying-in at the
highest level to encourage faculty to use it, the formation of the [DEPARTMENT] to
help support faculty in using [PRODUCT] and [PRODUCT] and so forth and so on.
That's the thing that adoption of a technology, you got to have the support[I] You got to be able to build that. Going back to the political environment of actually
saying ‘okay,’ were you involved in that process where the university's going to
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plunk down a whole bunch of money to actually implement this, and who do we need
to get on board to actually ...
[J] I was not as involved in it as my boss. I was certainly involved in the early genesis
and the fields of testing of the other departments and so forth. What happened was my
boss, who reported through to the Provost’s Office and the Provost’s Office at the
time and these faculty sponsors, these faculty evangelists, talked about it. I don't
know if there was a presentation to Faculty Senate or if there was just involvement of
the Faculty Senate leadership. That was so long ago. I got to believe it was presented
to Faculty Senate. Something that large never happens without Faculty Senate. If it
affects the academics of the institution, it's going to go to Faculty Senate.
[I] Right so there's going to be a fairly large coalition of people that are going to be
behind this, supporting it. There may be naysayers somewhere in there, I assume.
They don't like the price. They don't see the value in it, but ultimately there was
enough of a group behind it. There wasn't one person saying, "I like it. We're going to
do it.
[J] Correct, any technology like that, if you want it adopted on a widespread basis for the
institution, there's got to be buy-in by the true leaders of the institution, the faculty or
the customers of the institution, the students. The big things that have come about,
just by fiat, have been at the request of either the faculty or the students.
If the students say we really want to do this, the administration's going to try to make it
happen. If the faculty say we really want to do this, the administration's usually going
to try to make it happen.
[I] Let's see what else I got here.
[J] That's one thing that makes university different from a corporation.
[I] Right and that's part of what this research is going to look at, and like I said I'm going
to be looking mostly at manufacturing firms where there may be one very charismatic
person at the top that just says I'm doing it versus this process, where there's a lot of
coalition building.
[J] I'll give you an example of one that comes the other way, though. I gave you one
example of how you build coalitions, the network.
From the other side, from the faculty side, the coalition was built from top down.
There was this one project we're working on now, this consolidated email system.
That started as part of the budget cutting frenzy back in 2008,9. There was an
[COMMITTEE], everything starts with a committee.
The committee made recommendations to the Provost's Office for various
efficiencies, some of which were adopted, some of which were not, but one of the
recommendations was that rather than having X number of email systems, of which
we've got probably 8 major email systems around campus, universities should have 1.
Ultimately, a couple years ago, the Provost’s Office's office formed a committee to
study that particular recommendation, and that committee came back saying, ‘Yes,
it's a good recommendation. We should do that.’ There were further committees to
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solicit feedback from the campus about what that email system should be. Ultimately
[PRODUCT] was chosen for a number of reasons.
The institution funded it. They only asked us, okay, if we're going to do this, what's it
going to take? We told them what we thought it would take and they said ‘okay, go
do it.’
[I] What were some of the things about the [PRODUCT] system that made it say ‘yeah,
this is why we want to do it?’
[J] The big thing was familiarity of so many people with the product, commonality
amongst, from a client perspective it's part of [PRODUCT]. Everybody uses
[PRODUCT] now. Market share was the other thing. We've been on [PRODUCT]
GroupWise as our primary administrative email system for 15 years now. When it
was adopted in 97, it was the market leader. It's not the market leader now. Its market
share has gone like this [indicates downward direction], and [PRODUCT] has gone
like that [indicates upward direction]. [PRODUCT] is the de facto on premises email
environment now.
Our students are not in [PRODUCT] and are not going to go into [PRODUCT]. At
the request of a student association some years ago they asked to have student email
migrated to Google Apps, so we did. That was an easy one because it's free and it just
took some effort to do the migration.
[I] Now we've had this new email system, how long has that been ...
[J] The project's ongoing. We haven't begun the migration yet. We're about to start the
migration. We built the environment. We're testing the environment right now.
[I] Let's think back to some of these ones like [PRODUCT]. How do you measure
whether or not it was successful or whether it was a good decision or not?
[J] That's a good question. To use a course management system or not, I think the only
real answer is does it have its intended effect on student learning? From our
perspective, the gear-heads, the technical people, the only way we can measure it is
how much is it used? We track how many courses are taught in it, how many students
are logging into it, how often students are logging into it, how many faculty are
hosting content there? Those have all continued to grow. In the absence of coercion,
that to us means a successful adoption.
[I] Right, just user engagement.
[J] Absolutely. Now, on the other side, there have been, and I can't cite them, but I know
there have been presentations done by various faculty, certainly some of the early
adopters of [PRODUCT] and the early evangelists of [PRODUCT] got some papers
out of here's what a course management system can do for the academic process.
That's beyond IT so we have to listen to the experts, the educators.
[I] Is there any financial measures that you can, I know in this environment it's hard to
say, ‘yeah, we attach an ROI to or we invested this much.’
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[J] Not for something like [PRODUCT] and ultimately here, in 2014, something like a
course management system also becomes a checkmark because you look what other
universities are doing, and every university's doing it. It must be a good idea, right?
[I] Right.
[J] If we weren't, we'd have been behind. In a certain sense, there's an arms race aspect to
it in higher ed. You have a good wireless network. Well, everybody else does too.
The students demand it.
[I] It’s just something you have to have to be able to be in the game, really, right? If you
don't, then all of a sudden your people aren't ...
[J] Over time, official recognition and adoption of something like [PRODUCT], which
turned into [PRODUCT] because [PRODUCT] bought them, official recognition of
something like that also means, over time, rarely is it done by fiat, but over time,
assimilation of other pockets of similar competing technology. There were a couple,
three other course management systems running around on campus. [COLLEGE]
usually ends up running something of their own. That had to get ultimately folded
into the campus system because that's in the best interest of not only the students but
the faculty as well so that you have a common authentication base. You can share
information across them, the students all see and experience the same thing.
Because when you have 3, 4 or 5 of them, a student might be taking an engineering
class and see one thing and a chemistry class and see another thing and the business
classes see yet another thing.
[I] …the compatibility between the different systems.
[J] Yeah, they're all web based but you got to get used to them.
[I] Right, my last question is, and again I thank you so much for your time today, just to
talk through some of this stuff with me. Is there anything about regarding the use of
technology or adoption of technology or anything that maybe we didn't talk about or
maybe you didn't cover that you think maybe this is or isn't something that drives that
decision or ultimately feeds into that success or failure?
[J] Personally, I think that the people who consider technology for technology's sake are
the ones that make a mistake. Technology is a tool. It is an enabler. If it doesn't help
the people that you're deploying it for do what they do better, it's a failure. That
sounds trite, but at heart that's why we're here.
Institutions that have say centralized IT organizations that are not responsive to what
their constituency needs, the constituency being the students, the employees, the
faculty. If they're not responsive they become irrelevant, and you end up where we
had become, we at [UNIVERSITY]. You go through the course of the 80's, the
central IT organization then which was called the [DEPARTMENT], had a
mainframe. It ran the student system and the financial system.
By God that's what it did. For a decade or so we just sort of missed the whole PC
revolution and the fact that people wanted computers in their office and not to use a
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green screen terminal and that there was a network thing that was coming up out
there, this Internet thingy.
People like my boss, who was here at the time and ultimately ended up in charge of
the place, recognized that and changed the technology to adapt to the needs of the
constituents are the ones that succeed.
[I] Right, interesting.
[J] If you don't, you aren't going to be relevant. People will do it themselves. Where we
were in the late 80's was there were probably 15 or more IT shops here on campus,
ranging from a couple people that worked for the Dean of [COLLEGE], and they did
computer support for the [COLLEGE], to a staff over in the [COLLEGE].
When I came to work in 91, over 100 [PRODUCT] servers, scattered around campus.
People were, ‘yeah, let's share some files, cool get a PC, we'll run this [PRODUCT]
thing on it.’ File servers and file sharing was a new thing. The central IT organization
didn't support it. They had nobody to help departments with it, so departments went
off and hired students and hired their own employees and did it themselves. That way
of doing things certainly is inefficient. That way of doing things certainly is
duplicative.
You end up with 150 servers when you could live with 2 servers. Ultimately we, the
central IT organization, my boss was able to convince his bosses and hire people to
begin to offer those kinds of services, and the economies of scale can be brought to
play, which is the whole reason you want a central IT organization. Having come
from that, and it is very cyclical, if [DEPARTMENT], as we're known now, is not
responsive to what faculty and students want and need, they'll do it themselves, and
we'll become irrelevant again. Knowing that is why we certainly try to do everything
we can to serve our constituents as best we can.
I think that's true in corporate environments, too, because I've got friends who have
gone to work in corporate America, some in IT, some not, and my brother, he works
for a company that has nothing to do with higher ed or anything else, he hates his IT
shop because they don't do anything that he needs.
He can't get his laptop to work right. He can't get this thing, and so I end up helping
my brother. I got friends that work in IT support in some companies and they are like
the computing center here was in the 80's. Here's what we do; here's all you're
allowed to do. As a result, you get problems like people wanting to do things on their
personal laptop that really ought to be on a corporate laptop and encrypted and
protected, and you get data leakage. You compromise security, things like that that
can't be addressed because their central IT shop is falling down on the job.
[I] I worked for a bank in their in-house marketing department and we all worked on
Macs and we were the only Macs in the entire corporate structure of 5,000
employees. And, we had no support from the IT people because they didn’t know
anything about Macs and they didn’t want anything to do with us but they tried to
restrain us from internet access and tools that we needed and it was always a big
battle because they were trying to control… certainly in a bank you have to control
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the data and make sure all those computers are secure, but we needed lots of external
access to different sources we needed for our jobs and it was a constant source of
battle there…
[J] Yeah. It’s like that in anything.
[I] Well, super. “Jim” thank you so much for your time. I really do appreciate it.
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Interview #2: “Gina”
Job Title: Assistant Director
Industry: Higher Education
Interview Date: February 25, 2014
Interview Time: 31:33
Gender: F
YOB: 1973
[I] Why don’t you give me a brief overview of what this area does?
[G] We are the faculty developmental arm of the University. Our main goal is to promote
quality education among our faculty that is provided for our students. That is anything
from teaching them how to create their syllabus to how to utilize the technology in a
classroom. We have a wide range of what we provide here at the center.
[I] How long has the [DEPARTMENT] been here?
[G] Eight years.
[I] Eight years. How many people work in this department?
[G] There are three of us that are full time, myself and [NAME] who are primarily the
trainers. We have an administrative assistant. Then we have two graduate assistants.
Then we have a director, but she is 75% appointment. She also still teaches in her
academic department.
[I] Just so I’m clear. Mostly you’re dealing directly with faculty. Not necessarily
students.
[G] We do not deal with students at all.
[I] Not with students at all. You’re directly dealing with the faculty.
[G] Um-hmm (affirmative).
[I] Tell me a little bit about your specific role here in the department and what you do.
[G] I’m the [TITLE]. I do just about everything, but my main goal, and what I focus on is
quality teaching online. I am primarily the main trainer for our online system. I teach
an online course about best practices of online instruction. I do stuff about how
students cheat. We also manage the first year seminars, [PRODUCT]. We do brown
bags and seminars. We coordinate all of that as well. My main role would be to work
with our [PRODUCT] system.
[I] How long have you been with the University?
[G] I have been with the University since [YEAR].
[I] [YEA], and then you’ve been here with the [DEPARTMENT]…
[G] Since it was formed.
[I] Since it was started.
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[G] I’m an [DEPARTMENT] employee that was asked to come and form the center. On
my own accord I left [DEPARTMENT] to come form the [DEPARTMENT].
[I] To actually build it?
[G] Um-hmm (affirmative).
[I] Great. Thinking about your day to day operations here, how important to the center is
the acquisition of new external knowledge or information; not necessarily about
technology but kind of in general external to your area, being plugged in, either to
other campus areas or out external to the campus?
[G] This is pretty important. We’re constantly looking at what other [DEPARTMENT]’s
are doing.
[I] At other universities?
[G] At other universities. That’s something that we go to a lot to help determine what
programming we’re going to offer. We stay pretty up-to-date with [PRODUCT] and
what they are doing. We want to make sure that we’re where we need to be with our
system and teaching our faculty what to do.
[I] Is that your main area of interest, is what other universities are doing necessarily? Do
you look for other information beyond that?
[G] No. We primarily focus on other universities. Specifically other [PEERS].
[I] Specifically [PEERS].
[G] Um-hmm (affirmative). We look at our peer institutions.
[I] Would you say that means keeping up on say industry trends? Not even what’s going
on in the [PEERS] but maybe what’s going on maybe nationally?
[G] Yeah, we look at other schools. We’ll look for schools that are the same size. Other
[PEERS]. We always want to know what’s going on there.
[I] How do you usually go about getting that information, acquiring and assimilating
that?
[G] Usually it’s through the web or phone calls. We’ll find director’s phone numbers and
we’ll make phone calls. There’s not really a conference per se that we can go to and
learn about all of this.
[I] Are there any trade shows or anything like that, that you guys are able to[G] There’s not a ton, no. There’s not. We do very little travel. Most of it is through[I] Direct contact?
[G] Direct contact, to be honest, yeah.
[I] Do other schools do that as well? Is that kind of a collaborative community?
[G] Um-hmm (affirmative). It really is.
[I] For the most part?
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[G] Yeah, um-hmm (affirmative).
[I] When you find out what other people are doing, how do you take that new information
and combine it? Do you have a way to codify new information or is it mostly not
formalized?
[G] Usually it’s our grad students that are doing the research to be honest. They’ll give it
to us in a variety of ways, a spreadsheet sometimes. It depends on what the
information is. Sometimes it’s printed material that they’ve printed out and put in a
notebook for us. It just depends on what we’re asking them to do. It’s typically grad
students compiling the information.
[I] Who decides what to do with that information once you have it? Is that your job?
[G] Myself and [NAME].
[I] You guys sit down and decide whether this is something you should act on or not.
How adept at getting the information would you say you guys are? Is that a struggle
or is it pretty easy?
[G] No, it’s pretty easy for us.
[I] You don’t feel like that’s a hindrance of being able to go out and gather new
information?
[G] No.
[I] Good. Thinking about technology specifically, since you deal a lot with the web and
[PRODUCT], how important is it to this area to keep up-to-date on the latest
technology changes within the industry?
[G] Well I think it’s very important for us, especially when we’ve got faculty that will go
out to conferences and stuff. They’ll hear from their colleagues, “I’m using this,” or,
“I’m using that.” Then they’ll come back and want to know, “Do we have it? How
can we use it? How can we implement it?” We stay pretty up to speed on all of that.
We have to because if we didn’t we would just fall way behind.
[I] Do faculty sometimes bring stuff that you say, “No we can’t do that or we won’t do
that?”
[G] Absolutely.
[I] Is that more of a compatibility kind of thing?
[G] It’s a compatibility. It’s what [DEPARTMENT] tells us we can support, what the
University’s going to support. With [PRODUCT], for example, if they come back and
say, “I want to do this,” and it’s just not something we have, or that is compatible
with our version of [PRODUCT] … [PRODUCT] is a huge product. A lot of people
think they’re using [PRODUCT] but they’re not really using the version of
[PRODUCT] we’re on. They might say, “At such and such school they did this in
[PRODUCT],” but that’s not something that we can implement at our school, because
of either the version we’re on or the type of integration we have. We have a tight
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integration with [PRODUCT] in our campus, and most campuses don’t have that
integration. Because of our integration there are certain things that can’t be deployed.
[I] Kind of in a way the faculty is kind of the source of new information as well.
[G] Um-hmm (affirmative). Absolutely.
[I] Especially with regard to technology right?
[G] We have to listen to them. They are our[I] Customers.
[G] Customers, yeah.
[I] They’ll bring you stuff and then you’ll evaluate whether that’s something we can or
can’t do or support.
[G] Absolutely.
[I] Then you said [DEPARTMENT] sets priority for what we can[G] They do. We work really closely with [DEPARTMENT] in making these decisions.
In terms of what, let’s say, what version of [PRODUCT] we’re supporting, that’s an
[DEPARTMENT]-driven decision. What version of Windows is being supported?
That’s going to be something that [DEPARTMENT] tells us. For example, with our
classroom technology lecterns, a decision was made a long time ago that we would do
one image of those lecterns for a school year. That image is made in July. Whatever
software is put on those is going to last until the next school year. They want to have
some continuity among faculty. That drives whether or not we can, let's say for
example, upgrade our turning technology software, which is our [PROGRAM].
Depending on when they get their new software out, if it makes it in time for the
image, we get on there. If it doesn’t, we wait.
[I] Wait until the next[G] The next calendar year.
[I] We were talking broadly about industry. You said you keep up a lot with
[PRODUCT]. Tell me about that. Do you keep in contact with sales reps there?
[G] The sales reps, the list serves.
[I] Just new updates and those kind of things?
[G] Yeah. [PRODUCT] has a conference. There’s just a variety of ways to keep up to
the speed of [PRODUCT].
[I] Do you keep up-to-date on any other of those kind of those learning management
systems as well outside [PRODUCT]?
[G] We tried to but we’ve just signed another four-year agreement with [PRODUCT].
We’re stuck with [PRODUCT] for another four years. Before we signed our
agreement that we’re on right now, we did have a committee that looked at some
open source course management systems, our learning management systems. We
looked pretty extensively. We talked to other universities that were using them,
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specifically universities that were using them with the [PRODUCT] integration that
we had similar to us. It’s always really important to us when we talk to other
universities that we know what version they’re on, what their student information
system is and what kind of integration they typically have deployed. We want to talk
to universities that are doing it like we are. If we talk to someone who’s not used to
real time integration, it doesn’t really help us.
[I] That kind of would be a step backwards.
[G] Yeah, it would be a major step back because it’s something we’ve had for an
extremely long time. We did look at a lot of those open source mediums. It’s been a
few years. It’s been probably three or four years since we’ve looked at those as an
organization, as we had a committee. That committee no longer meets because the
decision was made that [PRODUCT] will continue to be our learning management
system for a while. We do still stay up to speed on them. There used to be
[PRODUCT], [PRODUCT], [PRODUCT]. Those are all one product now.
[PRODUCT] owns them all. Really it’s [PRODUCT] and these open source
mediums.
[I] That’s kind of all there is.
[G] That’s really all there is right now, is those.
[I] Let’s talk about that [PRODUCT]. What we had here at the University went away.
Then it was this decision, “Do we go with this new one or this thing?” You said there
was a committee that was formed to evaluate.
[G] There was an initial committee that was formed to evaluate open source, and
whether or not open source was a decision we could go with, and then the decision
was made not. There is an instructional technology improvement committee. That’s
the committee of faculty and staff across campus, and [DEPARTMENT] has a
member on it. That committee overseas, makes recommendations for technology, and
this subcommittee was formed to look at open source and then they went back to
[DEPARTMENT] and said, “We need to do [PRODUCT].” Once that decision was
made, a committee was formed of [DEPARTMENT] and [DEPARTMENT], and
[DEPARTMENT] to go about the actual deployment of [PRODUCT], and how that
process would work.
[I] Were you involved in that decision as to whether to do the open source or
[PRODUCT]?
[G] Um-hmm (affirmative).
[I] Talk me through that process of how that … You had a committee. You obviously
probably met several times. Walk me through that. You started, you went through
that, how often you guys met, were there presentations made?
[G] There were … I don’t remember how many people were on it, but we met I think
monthly for about six months. A lot of research was done. Certain people would
research [PRODUCT] and certain ones would research [PRODUCT] and
[PRODUCT]. There were some presentations made. I don’t think we ever brought
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anybody to campus. I think everything was done via webinars with the company.
What was really more important than the webinars with the companies was the
conference calls we had with other universities.
We would talk to a [PRODUCT] school that was also a [PRODUCT] school. We would
ask them the questions about, “This is what we currently do. How are you doing it?”
That’s when we would find out that certain things just didn’t happen with open source
mediums. That process probably went on for six months maybe longer. Then the
decision was made to make the recommendation to stay with [PRODUCT], and then
that was taken onto [COMMITTEE].
[I] Tell me, what was it ultimately about [PRODUCT] that influenced the decision that
this is what we’re going to do?
[G] Integration with [PRODUCT], the support, and the fact that with [PRODUCT]
comes bundled pretty much with everything we need it to come bundled with. With
the open source medium we would have needed to hire new personnel that were able
to do the programming we needed to make the product do what we needed it to do. It
could possibly do what we needed it to do but it was going to take a lot of back end
programming on our end. Where [PRODUCT] comes already made and can do this
type of things that we need already with minimal programming needed from our end.
[I] Was the pre-existing relationship with [PRODUCT], did that help influence that you
were…?
[G] No because it was real rocky. When were a [PRODUCT] school we had amazing
support. When [PRODUCT] was purchased by [PRODUCT] we started to get bad
support. Then it got to the point where we wouldn’t even contact [PRODUCT]
support for a while. It got that bad. No, the support was an issue because we were
like, “Well will we get better support going with [PRODUCT] or [PRODUCT]?” We
did have multiple conference calls with [PRODUCT]. We met with the President a
couple of times and talked to them about our needs. We knew that [PRODUCT] was
in a transition phase. They had bought [PRODUCT]. They had bought [PRODUCT].
They bought Wimba. They bought all these programs and we knew they were
tweaking their processes and stuff, and they’ve gotten a lot better.
[I] Did the other schools already have the new [PRODUCT] or was it you were one of
the first ones?
[G] No, we were never one of the first. We are always the last.
[I] Were you able to talk to other schools that had the new one?
[G] Yes.
[I] You were able to observe what other schools were doing?
[G] Absolutely.
[I] Wasn’t there a trial?
[G] There was a pilot. We’ve never been an innovator in any of these. [UNIVERSITY]
going to make a decision, they’re going to take a long time to do it, they’re going to
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take a long time to deploy it. This is my fourth time to go through a major change in
our course management system, and every time it was a long process. Yeah, we
would talk to universities that were already there. We had [PRODUCT] come in and
do training for us multiple times. We had [PRODUCT] here on site to walk us
through how to do it. There was a pilot in place. We did a very large pilot. We had
over, I think it was 70 courses, 30 instructors, almost 2,500 students. It’s bigger than
some people’s productions systems. We did that during a spring semester while the
entire rest of the campus continued to use the old system. Then the system was rolled
out for a summer semester.
Summer semester tends to be a better time to roll out a system because we don’t have
as many faculty using it. These pilot faculty were trained in the fall. They were given
early access into the system and then for the spring they were part of the pilot
program. That’s nothing new. We’ve always done a pilot, every time we’ve deployed
a program. We’ve got to hear their feedback. We also talk to faculty before we even
decided about our roll out to talk about their needs, and training, and what was going
to be needed for them to go live with this product. Faculty are always a part of the
process of sending a new product out. For that matter, we talk to students typically
and staff too. There’s always a group of people that are pulled in to ask questions
about and to get feedback from in making our decision.
[I] To make sure that it’s going to meet the needs of the end user.
[G] Absolutely.
[I] To go back before we initially made that decision, were the roles of all the people that
were involved in this committee … Everybody had a clear vision of what their
responsibility was in making this decision when you were in these meetings,
everyone was on the same page I guess?
[G] Yeah.
[I] Would you describe that process, that decision-making process with all these different
areas of the campus, people made with different interests as kind of being political?
[G] No, I don’t think it’s political at all. I think it’s just painful. There’s no politics in it.
It’s just everybody has their own vested interest in certain areas. While maybe the
user interface is something that I’m more concerned about because I’m the one that
has to train on the user interface, [DEPARTMENT] is going to be more concerned
about the back end. I’m going to be more conscientious for the impacts it makes for
our faculty, where the [DEPARTMENT] is going to be more concerned about the
impacts it makes for the students. I don’t deal with students, so no, I don’t think any
of it was political. It’s just the meetings can tend to be long and painful because we
all have very different interests in the system. The system, quite honestly, is a beast. It
just does so much that it was hard to get done with some of those meetings
sometimes.
[I] Did you find that during that process, was there any one group or one person, or a
group of people that championed [PRODUCT] and said, “Yay,” and was the
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cheerleader that pushed it through, or it was more a coalition that needed to be formed
to help move it forward? Was there an evaluation period?
[G] No, I don’t think so. We all knew [PRODUCT] was it, whether we considered it to
be the devil or not. It didn’t matter.
[I] Even when you were considering the other open source?
[G] Yeah, there was never really a … None of the other products ever came to the
forefront. They just couldn’t do what we needed to do. It was one of those things
where you’d have a meeting. We would learn about the open source, oh it can’t do
that, well deal breaker. None of the other products ever got to the point where we
could actually put it on the same level as [PRODUCT].
[I] Really, almost it was the winner by default because there were no alternatives for
you.
[G] For us.
[I] Whether or not it was the perfect alternative is…
[G] It wasn’t a perfect alternative for us. It was just the best alternative for us.
[G] Right.
[I] Were there anybody that was opposed to it? Was there any confrontation?
[G] No, I don’t think there was confrontation. There were people that were discouraged
about what [PRODUCT] couldn’t do. What happened was, is [PRODUCT] purchased
[PRODUCT]. They purchased [PRODUCT] and then they took [PRODUCT] and
[PRODUCT] and merged it with their product, and so there was some certain
functionality of [PRODUCT] that we did lose initially. In fact, one of the reasons why
our process took so long was because we prolonged our deployment of [PRODUCT]
until we waited for a few more hot patches to come out to where it got some of the
functionality that we were going to lose. We couldn’t deploy a product that was
essentially lost in functionality to our faculty. No, I don’t think so.
[I] How important was the interdepartmental communications during that whole
process?
[G] It was very important. We’re a small department.
[I] Between you here and [DEPARTMENT] and faculty.
[G] That’s very important.
[I] You said you met monthly but was there other communications?
[G] We met monthly initially but then we started weekly.
[I] Was there a lot of communications in between as well?
[G] Absolutely. Lots of emails and phone calls, and IMs.
[I] You thought that process was smooth or was it194
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[G] Uh hum (affirmative). Because I am a person that came from [DEPARTMENT],
they still treat me like I’m an [DEPARTMENT] employee. The lines are always
open.
[I] Did you find that there was any one department that had more influence over how
you did [DEPARTMENT] or you had more influence?
[G] [DEPARTMENT].
[I] They had more influence over the ultimate decision, you think?
[G] Well I mean in terms of the hardware and stuff like that, yeah [DEPARTMENT] did.
In terms of things that would impact our faculty, we had more impact over that.
Everybody knows their role in this. It’s dependent on the decisions that were being
made. If it was something that … I could care less if we’re on a [PRODUCT] or
[PRODUCT]. I just don’t care. They can make that mine, but if it was something that
impacted my faculty like, “We’re going to change the way the page looks on how to
mark your course,” yes I had much more influence on that. Again, this is not our first
rodeo. We’ve done this multiple times. I think by now the process that we have made
to do these, it just works.
[I] How long has it been since this was officially rolled out? It was a year and a half?
[G] We rolled this out last May.
[I] Coming up on a year.
[G] … to the campus. This January it was a year from the pilot.
[I] How do you measure success? How do you know?
[G] We’re still gaining courses. Our number of courses is still really high. We didn’t lose
courses, so that’s a good thing. We had jam-packed training sessions from March
until August. We couldn’t get enough training in. Every time we scheduled a training,
they would fill immediately. To be completely honest, the calls that we have coming
in went down because the system became a little more user friendly. Now it’s not
great still, in the middle of it, but the faculty were able to transition into the system
with less help than the last time we had to do it. There were still painful spots, don’t
get me wrong, but I wouldn’t measure it by that. We have a ticket tracking system.
We have a call tracking system.
[I] How does this compare to the old [PRODUCT] in terms of problems with the
system? Is it an improvement?
[G] It’s an improvement.
[I] We could say that’s a success as compared to what we had?
[G] Yeah.
[I] Thinking about as would you consider this, whether it’s from the faculty experience
or from your side of the technical back end side of it, would you say that this was
transformational in terms of adoptions, or was it more of kind of an incremental shift?
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[G] I don’t think it was an incremental shift, because we’re switching and you have no
options, and the interface changed drastically. There was terminology that had to
change. We didn’t call things the same thing we called them in the old system. This
honestly of all the upgrades I’ve ever done, this was probably the biggest change that
faculty had to see. Even though the user interface was changed so drastically, what
was different about this one was that we had a campus that had a really high adoption
rate of one management system. They were able to come into this system and even
though they maybe had to learn new names for buttons and processes, they
understood how it had worked in the old system. They were able to figure out a lot on
their own. This user interface was a little more intuitive.
[I] Just from my own experience, I agree with you. All right, my last question, thinking
about technology adoption, all the things we talked about, is there anything about that
whole process or maybe things I didn’t ask you about that you remember that, “He
didn’t ask me about this but I remember when we were going through this, this was a
big thing or not a big thing?”
[G] No, I would just say that we did have a person that led us through everything, that
was [NAME]. She was considered the chairperson of the project in
[DEPARTMENT]. We lived by a spreadsheet that had dates and times, target dates of
when we were going to accomplish things. That was really important to us. This was
also the first time that [PRODUCT] walked us through the process. We paid for
deployment services with them. Because we paid for these services, it meant they
came to campus and spent three days with us. They would ask us questions and probe
us about this and probe us about that. Then they would lead us down, “Okay here’s
what you need to do now and here’s your time line.” We kind of had [PRODUCT]
helping us.
[I] You had a lot of support from the product side.
[G] We did this time, and that’s something we hadn’t done before. We had really done it
all on our own before. Because this system was so much bigger than anything we ever
done, it had to be done like that. I guess the only other thing I would say is, like I
said, I’ve done this multiple times. I’ve talked to other universities that have done it. I
think we’re always very slow at doing one of these rollouts compared to what other
universities do. It takes us at least 18 months to deploy a new program, sometimes
longer. You’ve got universities that do it in three months. You know what I mean?
We take a very long time. It’s not a joke that you guys say … We ask everybody’s
opinion. We try to please everybody. Sharon is someone that I’ve worked with before
to do multiple things. We would joke that we planned our pregnancies around them.
We were deploying the product one time with our first child and then our second
child came when we were deploying the second product. It’s one of those things that
we take a long time. We include a ton of people.
[I] Do you think by taking it slow, not being the bleeding edge, but waiting to see, taking
more time, and having a lot of people involved?
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[G] I think it’s helpful for a couple of reasons. One is because we get a lot of ownership
because we do include so many people. The second is that with any of these
technologies there is always issues if you’re on the bleeding edge. There’s going to be
something that breaks, something that’s not working. Because we’re never on the
bleeding edge, we can wait and find out what people are saying on the list serves,
“Okay this broke, this broke, and this broke.” We can find out what worked and
didn’t work. I think that works for our advantage but it also works to our
disadvantage because we’ll have faculty that go out and talk to other faculty and
they’ll be like, “Well my [PRODUCT] does this and mine does this.” “We’re sorry
we’re not on that version yet.” You know what I mean? That is one disadvantage that
we have.
[I] You’re a little bit behind the times and the technology but maybe it’s a little bit
smoother road getting there?
[G] Right. Probably so. Like I said, we’ve been through this process multiple times and
we’re never speedy at it, ever.
[I] Well super. Well Gina, thank you very much for your time. That is very helpful.
[G] Well good.
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Interview #3: “Rhonda”
Job Title: Vice President of Corporate Marketing
Industry: Financial Services
Interview Date: February 25, 2014
Interview Time: 35:20
Gender: F
YOB: 1971
[I] We'll just start off broadly here, and just to give me a point of view of your business.
Just tell me about it, a brief review of your company and what you do here.
[R] [FINANCIAL INSTITUTION] and we're a full service financial institution and we
have retail and commercial lending and wealth services and treasury management
and, of course, mortgage and specialized industries, which includes restaurant
financing, technology, convenience and gas. We also have a [GROUP] at
[LOCATION], which they do a lot of more of the oil type companies in
[LOCATION], so they handle a lot of the energy companies. We have trust services
division, which is under wealth services. We have investment services. We basically
have everything you possibly need.
[I] What would [FINANCIAL INSTITUTION] say is their main maybe core strengths,
core competencies?
[R] I think one of the things that we do state a lot is that we are cutting-edge like we'd
like to keep ahead of the technology. Technology is something that we're very
interested in and we're very nimble, so we like to try to stay abreast of what's going
on. We're not a regional bank but we're a growing bank, so trying to be able to keep
up with what the larger banks are doing but still have the customer service of a
smaller bank. We're moving that way to a larger bank like with services but we're still
in … so technology is huge for us and that gets us to be able to compete with the
bigger banks as we grow and then we're still small enough to be able to have handson with our customers.
[I] How long has [FINANCIAL INSTITUTION] been around?
[R] We came out [FINANCIAL INSTITUTION], so we're actually over … [YEAR] was
when we were established, so we're over 120 years old. We were bought recently by
[FINANCIAL INSTITUTION] out of [CITY], which is a holding company, and that
was in [YEAR], I believe. They changed our name to [FINANCIAL INSTITUTION].
We're all [FINANCIAL INSTITUTION] now. We have been in this community in
[CITY] for hundred some years.
[I] Wow. How many branches do you have?
[R] A hundred.
[I] About a hundred?
[R] About a hundred, hmm-mm (Affirmative).
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[I] Tell me about your role in your department and what you have to do from here and
your title…
[R] I’m vice-president of corporate marketing and I’m line of business manager. What I
do is my clients are basically wealth services, treasury management, specialized
industries, and so when they need marketing, I just work with them to come up with
any kind of marketing they need. For instance, if it's advertising, if it's collateral
materials, if it's .. we do television commercial, just whatever they might need. Then I
take that and then our chief marketing officer is in [LOCATION], [STATE] and I
work with her on the things that affect all company that comes to them.
[I] Is your role more on the commercial side versus consumer side?
[R] Yes. We have a retail marketing division at the [CITY] and they handle the branchtype stuff.
[I] Consumer. mortgage?
[R] Yeah, mortgage consumer, exactly, so we are more corporate business minded.
[I] Thinking about just day-to-day doing our jobs here, how important is it important to
[FINANCIAL INSTITUTION] the acquisition of new external knowledge or
information, just in broad terms, just keeping your pulse on what's …
[R] Extremely important, extremely important.
[I] What kinds of new information types of things are you looking for information
about?
[R] What we're about?
[I] Yeah.
[R] Number one, in order to find out what we need to be knowing, because you never
know what's going on. We try to keep abreast of what's going on in the different
industries that we deal with. In order to do that, our officers need to be in touch with
customers. One of the things we've just started is our social media has been big for us.
End of last year and beginning this year has been a big push. LinkedIn has been
something we've been using so that we can hear what other people in our industries
are doing and then, of course, with now, the companies are so good about being in the
white papers and they blog and the media uses it to put out stories and articles. We've
been real good about finding those articles, learning about what's going on in the
industries. For instance, treasury management, there's always stuff, new things going
on. We find out about customer needs that way. We find out about what other banks
are doing. We find out what's important to our customers that way.
That has been very, very helpful for us to … just the feedback from our customers
helps us in how we need to improve.
[I] Are there individual internal mechanisms or individuals that are specifically tasked
with gathering that information or is it just “hodge-podge” or is there a kind of
formalized system, I guess a formal system for gaining, for gathering information?
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[R] Looking for new technology for instance?
[I] Yeah. We'll get to that but information in general. Is there …
[R] I'm trying to think. I don't know if there's any … we have a whole technology
division but they're mainly there to integrate new things or to maintain what we've
got. I mean, I don't know if they're actually looking for new things to add. They may
ask or know. Then out in the field, other than just our banking officers and then
myself and my team, I don't know if there's really …
[I] Being plugged into your communities?
[R] That's just key for us, yeah.
[I] Again, this is on that same question. You find out new stuff about what's going on,
say, “Such and Such Bank” is doing something new that we haven't heard of before.
How do you take that information and integrate it with what you already, with what
we're doing here or what we already know? How do we …
[R] I'll tell you, going back to your other question, the one thing that we do have is that
we do attend lots of conference and tradeshows and that these vendors will actually
come obviously and have the new latest and greatest of whatever. That's one way that
we find out what's available out there and how that could benefit us. One thing that
comes to mind is like all of the online mobile stuff. Every day, when there's a new
app, there's new something coming out, and so the people who were over like for the
retail consumer side, that is the hot thing right now is how we can do it better and
faster than everybody else. We're always on looking for that and I guess we'll get to
that later, but that is something that's very important.
[I] Would you say that [FINANCIAL INSTITUTION] is pretty adept at collecting
information and finding out stuff and then knowing what to do with it?
[R] I think so.
[I] Working, figuring out stuff?
[R] I think so. One thing I've really enjoyed since we've gotten larger is that used to we
would wait to see … we didn't want to be the first person because Lord knows if it
goes wrong, we don't want to be the one to get it wrong because if you get it wrong,
you're known forever for have gotten it wrong, but obviously we won't be the last
person to get it. You have to… used to the bank, we just play it safe it and see how it
went. Now, I think we're a little more willing to step out there a little bit sooner.
One of the things we've just done is we have what we call the [SERVICE] which is
actually … it's an ATM but it actually has a person that comes alive on the machine
that's actually in a remote location. That new technology, we are [REDACTED] in
the nation to actually have that out and going. We talk about it. We were like, "We've
got to make sure this thing don't fall on our face, because if we do, if it goes bad, it
goes real bad." We launched it in [CITY] and it's going great. Actually, a teller sits
out here at the [DEPARTMENT]. That's pretty high tech for this southeast region
alone, but there are some banks at north who've tested it, but we're [REDACTED] to
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get it going in the south. We just put one over at the university a branch, in fact. They
just self-launched that I think last week, so that it's up and running.
[I] I’ll have to check that out…
[R] If you push it, she's sitting at the [DEPARTMENT] and she can do everything at
that, you can deposit a check and get cash back out of that machine. She can check,
anything you could do to the teller, she can do it from that machine. That basically is
a teller at that branch, and she can service multiple occasions from one location where
she is. If we don't have a branch somewhere, we can put a machine like that and it's
full service.
[I] Now, we'll talk about technology. Obviously, you talked about technology is very
important to your firm. Is there a specific area of the bank that sets priority for what
things you're going to look for?
[R] Yeah, we've got technology division in the bank and I was just talking actually to
[NAME] who is in our retail internet banking division. And I asked him, he works a
lot with the website and things that are online. Right now, his project is online
account opening. I asked him, I said, "What's the process? I mean, we all know we
need it, and who makes the decision that we need it? Then what do you do after
you're …" We all agree that we need it.
What he was telling me is that basically the retail marketing director and him got
together now. This is competitive advantage for us. Most banks have this but the
compliance and regulatory things is a nightmare to try to open an account without
someone sitting in front of you with a license telling me I am who I say I am.
Anyway, he was saying that now what we do is … he says we will get through
discovery process and he says they will sit back, he and [NAME], who's the retail, a
marketing director who sat down and said, "We've got to build our case. Here's what
we need. Here's why we need it." He said that. Then it goes through. They
interviewed vendors. So, like I said we might go to a tradeshow and meet a vendor
who has something. Then we'll go find a couple other vendors we can talk to. They’ll
do their spiel talk about how wonderful they are and then we'll decide which one
seems to be the best fit for us.
Then he said, "At that point then, once we get our case together and our timeline
together, our budget together, then we go to our risk management division." This is a
relatively new division for the bank. They handle all security fraud prevention,
compliance, the whole thing. They'll look at it, make sure it looks good to them. It's
not a risk to the bank, that they feel comfortable with it, and then it moves into … I
think he said project management and that's also a new division we never had before.
You actually got assigned to project manager and it goes from A all the way to Z and
they will follow it along and they make sure that it has all the approvals that is
needed. He said that IT then gets involved with what the project management team
does. This is when our IT division and this guy in IT could give you every single step
if you wanted, but they make sure that whatever we're bringing on, we'll integrate
with what we have. If we need a new server, if we have the capacity to run it or
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whatever might be required with that new piece of equipment or whatever software,
whatever it is, and if we have enough manpower to maintain it, and then what does
that cost, what does that look like?
I'm assuming that once all of those things are answered and everybody's nodding and
is, "Okay, I think we can do this," the budget then comes into play. Then they figure
out when could we … can we get it this year? Do we have in the budget for this this
year? We normally budget for stuff like this if we see it coming so that we would
have that already budgeted and then they would then … I guess, they present it to our
director of finance to make sure they’re a go and then the project manager just starts
going.
[I] …just gets the ball rolling.
[R] Just goes…
[I] Can you talk about a specific instance that you were involved in that decision process
from, "Hey, we heard about whatever it was in our tradeshow or something. This is
something that I want. Should we adopt this and implement it?" Can you talk about a
specific thing that you've been?
[R] Yeah.
[I] I'll let you tell me.
[R] If I can remember.
[I] Think about one specific and whether it was one that being a good or bad, and just tell
me, talk me through how you found out about it and what that process was.
[R] I'm thinking which one would be the best I want to talk about. I guess it would be
when we got our mobile app and this would be before we merged with the
[LOCATION] group, so we were still [FINANCIAL INSTITUTION] which meant
we had only 32 branches. We were pretty relatively small. At that point in time, we
had an electronic, department [DEPARTMENT] manager who sat at the
[DEPARTMENT] and his name was [NAME]. The mobile app was just something
competitively we just had to do, had to get on that, obviously.
Online banking was good for us. People liked it and enjoyed it. Our customers start to
ask about having an app. At that point in time, I did not have an iPhone. I think I had
a flip. The whole concept of an app, I was like, "I don't understand. Where do you
get it and why can't I have it on my Blackberry or what? I don't understand." At that
point in time, I was communications manager, so I was running a department, which
is me and then [NAME] was my boss, but which is to us.
It was very new. We had talked our executive team into it. They just were like, "I
don't get it, but okay, we understand. We hear a lot about it. We know it's something
we've got to do." We selected a vendor who, at that time, was our online delivery
vendor our online banking delivery vendor. We were in discussions with him and we
went through the process of, "What's the development stage? What's that look like?
What do we need to do? What do you all do? How do we integr…" That was before
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the whole marketing thing happened here before we had figured out how we could be
able to use it, but we're just trying to get it to work.
[I] Yeah, how do we integrate it with the existing systems?
[R] Right. [NAME], bless his heart, was a lone ranger in that he had to figure out how
does that work. He's got to make sure that it's in real time and make sure that it works
just like if they were in online banking and have the display on the their phone and
making sure they'd work with Apple. We had to go through them to get it on their
store, which I was like, "What? What?" "What store? Where's the store?"
One thing I had to deal with was once it was on the store, "How do you get the
customers to install it? You can't install it online. You have to do it on your phones,
but how do we communicate to customers about that?" Then, of course, we had to
brand the icon, so we had to go through that process of branding it and then Apple
how to approve it. Of course, to Apple, that could be a two to six-week process to get
them to approve what the icon looks like, and so that was … it took a long time. I'm
going to say at least six months.
[I] Wow. From the start until you …
[R] It had to have, because the branding side of it, and actually the time we were going
through with our vendor, I don't think they had done much of this either, so we were
both learning together, which was not a good way…don’t ever do it that way, but
we're stuck with them, so they did our online banking. It was integrating with our
existing processes.
[I] When was this? This is two thousand….?
[R] 2010, probably, yeah. You had a lot of people like myself who had never used an
app and didn't understand. Luckily, I had another person in our office who all he did
was he was iPad happy. He had one and he loved it and he was … so he helped
tremendously, but it's tough. I tell you the real problem when you talk about adoption
was getting our staff to learn about it so they can talk about it.
[I] So they can sell it… to tell your customers.
[R] I'll tell you that that almost same is the 50% of the problem or of the adoption
process is to try to get your customers to adopt it. You can get it adopted it internally
which is sometimes a big leap and that seems at the beginning easier because people
realized how important all that is, but once you get the executive people to adopt it
and you could get it going, then you have to go and launch it to your employee base.
A lot of our employees, many of them are over the age 50 or whatever and that's just
not something they do or use and I totally get that because I'm almost there. I
understand that.
The younger generation, they're totally like, "Oh, yeah, it's exciting," and they would
… but then when the customers come in, you've got to be able to talk about it. That
was a hurdle and then to get your customers to adopt it is your third.
[I] Let's talk about internally. So it was just you and your boss that went to the executive
group to say this, “We need this”?
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[R] If I recall …
[I] Was there more people involved. We have IT people…
[R] I think at that time, [NAME] who was over IT or he worked in IT and his boss
[NAME] who was the director of IT, they both were like, this is … we were all just
talking about it. They were like, "We're ready. We can do this. Let's do this." They
were all very supportive and then we had to go to our CEO and say, "Here’s what we
want to do and why?"
[I] Was there any resistance to the idea or any push back?
[R] I don't think at that time. They really just trust our judgment at that point because,
again, they were from the older generation really didn't think that it was that … to
them, it's all about, "What's my return? I'm going to spend all this money, how am I
going to see a return on it? Is this a little app? I don't care what it is. If its going to
make me money, I'm all for it." It's just part of our business. You have to be able to
show that.
[I] How did you justify that?
[R] I just told him. We told him that, "This is just the way the banking is moving."
[I] We have to do it. It's a must-have in order to compete.
[R] It’s a competitive element. It's also the way our customers want to bank. If we’re not
there, they won't choose... They'll go to a bank that has it," I said. Plus, our trend in
banking right now is that the stand-alone branch … people just don't go to the branch
like they used to, and I think they knew that. They realized that, yes, there's a lot of
overhead with the branch. You've got the building, the people, and you have people
… there's some people that just all they want to do is come to bank but there's so few
of those and usually that’s the older generation. Those people as they start dying off,
is our branch, do we need our branch to do that?" I think they’ve seen the statistics
and they had read the articles that say everybody's going to an online channel. It's all
about convenience, banking 24 hours a day.
They realized, "Okay, I don't know much about this, but I understand that that's a
need."
[I] You had a coalition of people that said, "Hey, we're all on the same page. The
perceived advantages of this…
[R] Yes.
[I] …you had your IT guys, they were trying to figure out how to make it compatible
with your existing systems…
[R] that’s right...
[I] …or what we needed to do to do that." Did you guys do anything where you're, when
you're looking for vendors to help you like look at other, test out other ones that they
had done?
[R] Yes.
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[I] Did you talk to other banks or bank people…
[R] I don’t think we’ve talked to other banks. I think we probably did some research on
the app store and looked to other banks’ apps. You really can’t do anything with it
unless you’re a customer of those banks. You can’t really dig into it and see what it
can do and how it works. We’ve got to be able to see how it looked. I do think our
vendor had examples of other apps they had done and we looked at those …
[I] You tested those out?
[R] … which again, it was still a little early. For once, we didn’t just wait to be the last
person to do it. A lot of people had just launched mobile banking especially in our
market. Some of the banks had just come out with the concept of mobile banking in
the app in the BlackBerry. Some of them started with just the BlackBerry. I think we
started with the iPad, and then we did BlackBerry, and then we did the Android. Do
we still have the Android?
[R] I don't think we had… but I think we had those two added after we did the iPad apps,
so we built on it, so anyway.
[I] During this whole developing-the-idea process, was there any what you would call
organizational politics involved in having to get people on board or people posing
oppositions?
[R] There’s always the ones that are the naysayers like, “This will never work.” “This
won’t happen.” I do remember an occurrence with online account opening which I
mentioned earlier. We had still haven’t got that yet, and that was the one time that
compliance just was like, “No. It won’t happen.” We’d done all of our due diligence
on everything. We’d gotten our vendor. We’d had our interviews. We all felt really
great about it. We were ready to go, and they had a call with the vendor and they said,
“I just can’t get comfortable with this. So, it’s a no-go.”
[I] It was the lawyers, right?
[R] Yea. They just said, "With the patriotic act and with this, that and the other, this is
just never going to work." For a short time, we did a version of it, which was
basically, they just told us they want to open an account and we told to come to the
branch which does not even … that's not online account opening.
[I] Did that idea just get killed or is it still something you’re trying to …?
[R] Yeah, it's still something we’re going to do this year, actually. It’s still there. I think
now we have the technology … of course, that's been two, three years ago. Now we
have the technology that our compliance division can get comfortable. I think that
with other banks that had done it … see, the part of it is from the compliance. You
don’t want to be the pioneer on compliance, OCC stuff. Some people try to push a
little bit but we tend to be want to be safer and we just say, "Okay, we’re backing
off."
[I] With that particular one, it was more let’s wait and see other people that have done it
for the compliance people to feel, "Okay, well, it seems other banks are being able to
get around it."
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[R] I think that particular one, they just didn’t feel like the vendor was at a point yet that
worked for us. I mean they had a few. I think they had a few banks on but it was just
not something we could feel good about and they were like, "No. It won’t happen," so
they killed it. We didn’t do anything for several years now, which is now … see, now,
it’s funny because we’re just now picking it back up again which says to me that
compliance is still like, “Mehhhh." I think they’d rather just forget it and just walk on
but we won’t give it up. We were like, “We’re going to get it. We’re going to do it.”
So …
[I] We are getting close to the end.
[R] Okay.
[I] Does that [DEPARTMENT], I mean, especially with this technology stuff, do they
tend … and I assume because being a bank, they tend to have sometimes the last
word in a lot of this.
[R] Yea. We call it our [DEPARTMENT] and again, it’s a relatively new division which
they solely look at everything; security-wise like when you try to download
something from the Internet, and you get this big warning. They have guards on
anything. Nothing can be downloaded to these computers. They’ve locked everything
down. Viruses are just detrimental so they just manage the fraud piece of it, making
sure they’re very careful of all that. It’s a pretty big division for us because we
normally get rated very high by the FCC, so that's important.
[NAME] was saying that if we didn’t get passed them and you just need to go back to
drawing board because it won’t go any further. It stops there basically because the
chairman and them won’t even look at it if it’s not blessed.
[I] If they won’t bless it, right…
[R] That’s the reason.
[I] Talk about that. The main thing was the online banking, the apps. Now that you’ve
had that in place for a few years now, would you describe that as that was a
successful adoption and how do you measure that? How do you determine if it was
successful?
[R] It has been successful. We have made some slight improvements to it since 2010,
obviously. Now, actually, we have launched an even newer system since then that
integrates the mobile environment and also it's … you know what [PRODUCT] is
where you can aggregate all of your…
[I] Yes, like the online account…
[R] You get to aggregate all of your accounts into one spot so you could pay bill or you
can pay whoever I want, or you can look at your account from all of these different
places, and then it’s called [PRODUCT], and so our customers can get a big picture
of their entire financial portfolio. That’s something we just launched the end of last
year. We’ll continue to build off that platform because, basically, again, people just
want to bank when they want to bank, and they want to see all, and so this way, they
can see everything. This particular system also will show them where the money is
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being spent. If they want to go in and say, "How much am I spending when I go out
to eat?" Based on the merchant codes, the system tells on how much they’ve been
spending in various areas like recreational or educational, or whatever so it ranks
them in there. That’s cool for them to see a pie chart of "Gosh, I'm eating now an
awful lot, I need to cut that back." It helps them in budgeting. We’re trying to become
more of an advisory resource-type online other than just checking their balances.
[I] Right. And that’s all part of the app now?
[R] Actually, inside of that is also like remote check deposit so you scan with your
phone...
[I] Oh, you did the scanning thing.
[R] That's just cool. You’re like, “How does it do that? Because I can check my account,
and there it is." "How does it know??
[I] That’s amazing.
[R] It reads all of that; the barcode and MICR code, and everything. It’s just cool.
[I] That is very cool.
[R] Yes. I think it is extremely successful and I think the adoption rates are obviously
why we can tell that things …
[I] Just how many people have downloaded it.
[R] Obviously, we want our customers to, from the retail prospective, we want them to
be able to access their account information but we still need our branch infrastructure
so people come in and get loans, and other things that they need and get cash.
[I] Do you find that that’s a pretty good retention tool? I know when I was in banking
that was, the more things we could get them involved in, the better.
[R] Where were you in banking?
[SIDE CONVERSATION]
[I] We were talking about success rates and as a retention tool.
[R] Definitely, definitely, definitely a retention tool. Also, it helps in sales. Again, I want
to go to a bank that seems to be on the edge technology if that’s what’s important to
you, if that’s where you want to go and …
[I] Would you be able to attach some ROI to say internet banking or mobile banking,
mobile app and …?
[R] I wish… I don’t know if we have it or not. I’m sure there’s probably some formula
but that’s so hard. It was like getting ROI on an ad. How many people came in
because of that ad? Ten? I have no idea. That’s tough. I think retention is probably the
only way we can really tell.
[I] Retention and usage and downloads…
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[R] Yea. I don’t how you… I don’t know from the electronic banking side what they
can… what data they can get. I don’t know. We just struggle with that.
[I] Okay. My last question is … this has been very really helpful, by the way.
[R] Really?
[I] Yeah, absolutely, absolutely. When you think about technology adoption, the process
of finding out about something and convincing internal people that this is something
we should or shouldn’t do. Anything that maybe we didn’t talk about that you would
want to add, that maybe we didn’t cover or anything, that maybe there was a time
that...
[R] Let me think. I will say this. Talking about when you think something is going to do
well. There are things that have not gone well that surprised us. One of those was Estatements. It still boggles my mind. We thought e-statements was the best thing in
the world because you don’t have to get it in the mail, it’s right there, you can save it
on your desktop, and give it to your accountants. It’s all right there. In the beginning,
customers didn’t, they just didn't want it. They were just hung up on the paper, and
for the longest time, we could not get people to sign up for e-statements. We did the
incentive programs. We did, “We’ll give you $10 if you sign up today”. We tried
everything we could think of; statement stuffers… We even had for businesses
because we put it in a CD for them and thought, “You don’t have to do it. Here it is.
No more paper.”
Then, of course, when environmental thing came up and just, “Save Paper”, “Save the
printer. Get it on...” We just didn't think anything would work. We can never get our
volumes up. Funny because one of the challenges from a marketing perspective and
you’d appreciate this is that you couldn't statement stuffers in the e-statements. When
it came down, and we still struggle with this. When it comes down to privacy notices
and stuff, you can’t put it in their E-statement because, number one, the e-statement,
if it gets too big, it clogs up the system or the person can’t get it because it’s too big.
There's just such issues with that and then if you try to squeeze it on there low res,
you can’t read it. We still struggle with that. They’re talking about the push-and-pull
system where you would actually have to go on to internet banking and you could
download it yourself which makes tons of sense to me, but then again, it’s not getting
… put directly into your inbox. That is one thing that’s just never flown and I don’t
know why. That fell flat pretty bad.
[SIDE CONVERSATION]
[I] Thank you so much.
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[J] ...we're looking for a hundred requisitions or a hundred ultrasounds and here are the
characteristics we're looking for for each one. Then they'll take each facility's,
whatever characteristics they need in that ultrasound machine, include it in the
solicitation and then they'll do multiple awards. So, they may do awards to
[VENDOR], to [VENDOR], to get whatever devices they need to get that meet the
facility's requirements. They still kind of limit it down to three, four vendors, rather
than every vendor in the country that is selling ultra sounds machines.
They get a little bit better pricing by doing it that way.
[I] So tell me a little bit about your specific area and your specific responsibilities, your
role in all this process.
[J] I juggle a few different roles in there. One is, I'm kind of the go-between with the
hospitals and the [CENTER] that does these consolidated buys nationwide. Then,
also, usually when we do things like this image archiving system I was talking about,
we do what they call integrated product teams, where you get end users, procurement
people, contracting folks all in one room together and decide what type of
procurement you're going to do, what the characteristics need to be, how you're going
to evaluate offers some vendors and that type of thing. I do a good many of those
integrative product teams, as a member of that team.
Then, one of the big parts of the logistics officer's job in [FIRM] is asset
management, where we try to keep up with all of the property, which all of our
technology is going to be considered property, track the life cycle of it, and try to
budget and plan replacement costs and also keep up with total life cycle costs. What's
it going to cost us in consumables and that type of thing.
[I] On that note then, so talk about your day-to-day operations. How important is it to you
in what you do being able to acquire new, external knowledge or information that
may be of benefit to the [FIRM], I’ll just say broadly, not just technology but in any
capacity? How important is that that you are plugged into external sources to know
what is going on?
[J] I would say it's very important. I stay as a member in a couple of organizations like
the [ASSOCIATION] has a resource and materials management group within it that
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I'm a member of. [ASSOCIATION], you know, I'm a member in it, and a couple of
other supply chain organizations that are specifically focused on health care.
The [FIRM], believe it or not, usually tries to stay, I wouldn't say on the bleeding
edge of new technology, but they're usually one of the early adopters within the
health care industry. So it's pretty important for a logistics officer within [FIRM] to
stay up to date with what's going on.
[I] What kinds of things specifically are you looking for as far as external?
[J] Usually what we're looking for is anything that would replace existing technology that
makes us more efficient, especially in as far as things that reduce the amount of man
hours involved to do a particular task or deliver a particular service.
[I] Okay. So when you find out about something, how is that new information processed?
Do you have like a knowledge management system that you use that you can
integrate with existing information that you have or is it just kind of, "Hey we heard
about this. It's cool. And then you bring it to a meeting."
[J] Yeah I would say that second scenario is a lot more common.
[I] So there's not a formal system in place to capture new knowledge and codify it in
some way, but it's more just an awareness of something that might be beneficial?
[J] Yeah and we have a lot of vendors that reach out to us, especially to me directly. If
they reach out to me and say, "Hey, we've got this great new product." We do a faceto-face meeting or we do a webinar or they just send me brochures and I make sure
that gets connected with whatever person manages that particular program.
Wound care is probably a big area where there's a lot of technological advances right
now. So, if somebody comes to me and, "Hey, we've got this great new wound care
machine that does this that or whatever." If I can't set up a meeting with our person in
the network that coordinates with the providers that do wound care, then I have them
send me all of the information and get it in that person's hands, give them the
overview that I've gotten and say, "If you want to find out more about this, let me
know and we can set something up" or they can contact the contractor or vendor
directly and go from there.
[I] So you have a pretty good system in place for disseminating new information then?
[J] Yeah, I would say so. Yes.
[I] So you mentioned that you go to a lot of trade shows and then you also have sales reps
that will call on you. Are there any other sources that you may tap for new
information about things?
[J] I would say another thing within [FIRM], we have a pretty good distribution network
within [FIRM] nationwide. If one facility is doing something, has adopted some new
technology or whatever and it's working really well at a facility or [DIVISION], then
that gets disseminated out to the other ones pretty quick.
[I] So it's a pretty good internal system of communicating between all the different
[DIVISION]’s…
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[J] Right. And then also we have Just about all [FIRM]'s that are in a town of any size.
Like here in [CITY], the [FIRM] here has an affiliate agreement with
[UNIVERSITY]. [LOCATION] has the same thing with [UNIVERSITY]. The one in
[CITY], [STATE] has one with the [UNIVERISTY] Med School. So we, and most of
the, well not most, but, a lot of the doctors that practice in the [FIRM]'s that have
these affiliated institution agreement with medical colleges, the doctors go back and
forth between the [FIRM] and the medical college, and so those doctors are
constantly exposed to the latest and greatest in the educational side of medicine.
They bring those ideas back to the [FIRM]. If they've got some great new piece of
technology at [UNIVERISTY] and the doctor's using it over there, he's going to want
it at the [FIRM] too. So we kind of get ideas from outside through those relationships
we have with the educational side of the world. Also, like you mentioned, at trade
shows and stuff like that with some of these professional health care organizations,
when they have their conferences and stuff there's always vendor shows. So, you get
a chance to see what the vendors are putting out as their latest and greatest.
[I] So we've been talking kind of a little bit in general terms and technology has been
mixed in with what we've been talking about. Would you say it's important for the
[FIRM] to be up on, maybe not involved in but certainly aware of the latest, greatest,
recent changes in technology that's relevant to your industry?
[J] Yeah. Like I said, I think a lot of times the [FIRM] is not on the bleeding edge, but
they are definitely on the cutting edge.
[I] I think you mentioned being pretty early adopters.
[J] Yeah and I'll give you a good example. One of the things that is the buzz in the health
care community right now is using [TECHNOLOGY] to track property and to track
patient movement and that type of thing. I think it was about a year ago, I went to a
conference the [FIRM] was hosting. And they opened it up for the bio-medical
engineers and logisticians and facility leaders to come to.
They had some people from private hospitals that had already adopted some form of
[TECHNOLOGY]. But, the [FIRM] has done some already, especially with patient
movement. It's helped especially in the surgery area, where they put a
[TECHNOLOGY] type, you know, like the regular hospital bracelet on the patient
when they come in, a wristband rather. Then they can track how long they are waiting
pre-surgery. How long they are in the OR. How long they are in post-op and know, at
any moment, where that patient is in the hospital.
It also gave them away, you know, within a hospital, surgeons get operating room
time, based on their utilization of the operating room. They're not going to schedule
an operating room for a surgeon for eight hours a day when he's really only using it
five. So it also gave them a way to keep a really accurate record of how long a
surgeon is actually utilizing the operating room.
So anyway, at this conference, there were several of the people from private hospitals
that made the comment they were waiting for the [FIRM] to really make the plunge
and go full speed ahead into [TECHNOLOGY] adoption, because it would drive the
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pricing down in the industry and make it affordable for some of the others, private
hospitals, to also start implementing the technology. So, I would say some outside of
[FIRM] look for us to adopt technology first to make it more affordable for
everybody else.
[I] Kind of look to you to be the first mover in that to see if it's something they want to
do. Now briefly, describe really quick what [TECHNOLOGY] is? Is it kind of like an
RFID kind of thing?
[J] Right. Exactly. It's real-time location system and using RFID using either active or
passive.
[I] That's what I thought. I just wanted to clarify that I knew what you were talking about.
[J] As a matter of fact, there was a pilot in [FIRM] up in the network up in [AREA] did a
pilot of it. That pilot, they finally got it fully functional, worked out all the kinks and
everything and now they've awarded a contract to [VENDOR], who has a lot of subs
underneath them to do various parts of the project. Now they are rolling it out
nationwide. As a matter of fact, our network we're going to award this year, this fiscal
year and start the actual project probably in October or November time frame.
[I] Wow. So who sets the priority for that? For "Hey, this is the latest, greatest. Let's do
it." Is it handled by each individual [DIVISION] or is there word from on high that
comes from somewhere else?
[J] It could be either one or both. There are, like this [TECHNOLOGY] project, that was
a national project. There's an office that was stood up in [HEADQUARTERS] to
manage the whole project. They're funding it. The whole nine yards from there. They
mandated that each network hire a project manager to manage the implementation at
the network and then to manage it going forward after the technology was
implemented.
But then there's also projects like [DIRECTOR], who is basically the CEO of our
network, started a project that we're in the process of doing. She named it the
[PROJECT] project. Basically what we're doing is putting a system in for the
facilities that didn't have flat panel televisions in the patient rooms. They're putting
flat panels in and then they are adding some interaction equipment with the television.
Where, you know, the normal, when you're getting ready to get discharged and the
nurse comes in and tells you what meds you're going to take home and gives you all
of your discharge instruction. They're going to do an interactively with these TVs.
They're also going to allow the patient to do a survey of their stay in the facility,
while they were there, and a lot of other things that they're going to do with the
patient, with this new technology. That was a [DIVISION] project she funded it out
of [DIVISION] funds, you know, there wasn't really any direction from
[HEADQUARTERS] that it had to be done or any priority by them. But it was just a
project she wanted to do and she made it a priority for the ten hospitals in our
network.
[I] So that's a project that you're currently in the process of implementing?
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[J] Yes.
[I] So how did she find out about that technology? Do you know how the idea…?
[J] It was before she came to be our network director, she was the CEO of the [FIRM]
hospital in [CITY] and they had actually done it at that hospital.
[I] Is it kind of like at the hotels, where you do the express check out on your TV kind of
thing?
[J] Yeah, a lot like that. Yes.
[I] As you were describing it, that's what I kept thinking, where you can interact with the
TV and you can do their survey for how your stay was and you can check out and do
all that kind of stuff.
[J] The system's a lot like that.
[I] All right. So how long have you been working on that particular project?
[J] We probably started that about five or six months ago, and it was awarded to a
vendor. We’re in the process now of, they're doing installation at the first site at the
pilot site and then once it's up and operational, then it will go to the other nine sites.
[I] In the idea to implement this particular technology project, would you say there was
an existing problem that the technology was meant to solve or did the technology just
kind of present itself as an opportunity that you could take advantage of to make
processes easier?
[J] Actually there was a problem that it is going to solve. [FIRM] has a metric that you
will have patients discharged -- I don't remember what the exact metric is, but I'm
pretty sure that on the day you'll discharged, you'll have them discharged by noon.
We were having a really hard time making that metric because [FIRM]’s
experiencing a nurses shortage, just like everybody else, and before you can discharge
a patient, the nurse has to go give them that discharge instruction. By implementing
this technology, you eliminate the need for that and you can just do it through this
system without a nurse actually having to go in and do it. They just have to verify that
it was done through the system.
And then also, I think they see it as a way, if a patient is laying in a bed and there's a
survey on the thing, you've probably got a lot better chance of them actually doing the
survey than mailing one to their house and then of it ending up in the circular file at
home.
[I] Right. So you would describe that technology as transformational?
[J] I would think so, yes.
[I] So can you walk me through that decision process where you knew about it, there was
this problem that you're going to solve with it, of how you actually got from, "Hey we
could try this" to "Yes, we're going to do it.” Whether there were meetings or
committees or whatever? Kind of walk me through that whole process.
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[J] For us, since it had already been done at the facilities she came from, there was no
question that we were going to do it. It was how we were going to do it. So we had
meetings and we actually went straight to an [COMMITTEE], or an [COMMITTEE]
that had myself, and we also have a visiting health informatics officer. She was the
lead on that project. And then we have a lot of bio-medical engineering folks, since
they were going to be responsible for the network infrastructure for this system. And
then some nursing people, since they were going to basically be working with the end
user and have to show them how to use the system and that type of thing.
So we had everybody that was going to be involved in it, at least some representation,
to figure out how we were going to do this. Did we want to just award a contract and
do all facilities at the same time? Did we want to do a pilot site and take our lessons
learned from there and then do the other nine? That was kind of our charter with the
[COMMITTEE] was to figure how to implement, not so much that should we, could
we. We pretty much already had our marching orders there.
So we ended up determining that the best thing was to do one site, just to get lessons
learned, because they had only done it at one facility in another division. We did talk
to some people in there about some issues they ran into and some things to look out
for, but we still kind of wanted to do just one hospital in our network, because there
are some differences from one network to another. I think the only thing that we
tripped up on was we had developed the characteristics and everything, which we had
really kind of developed from what they had done in [CITY]. I think we kind of got a
little bit of tunnel vision, and we focused on the system they had. When it went to
contracting, they actually awarded the contract to a different contractor.
We weren't prepared for some of the differences between the vendors. A couple of the
things that the vendor it actually got awarded to, the way they wanted to do the
implementation, we were expecting one thing with the one vendor and we got
something else. So we had to readjust there, which kind of proved to us that we
finally made the right decision to do one facility first because it probably would have
been a perfect mess for us if we had tried to do ten facilities at once because of these
things we weren't expecting.
[I] When you were having these early meetings with all these folks from different areas
within the [FIRM], was there any kind of opposition or was there self-interest seeking
from different groups? That, "We want this" or "We want that" or any kind of internal
power struggles or anything over getting that thing approved and moved forward?
[J] I don't remember us having any real opposition to doing it. The only thing I remember
ever coming up as an issue was at the very beginning. There was a little bit of
hesitation from the facilities because they thought they were going to have to fund it
out of their budget, but we did secure funding from the network level. So once we got
the funding at the network level, that pretty much took care of that concern. They
knew it wasn't going to impact their operation.
[J] I can definitely give you an example for [inaudible 00:25:43].
[I] Okay. Yeah. Why don't you give me an example of one that's not gone well.
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[J] So about a year and a half ago, the bio-medical technology office in [CITY] issued a
directive to all of the [DIVISIONS] that for diagnostic equipment, within each
modality of that equipment, we would standardize to one vendor. What they were
saying was, within our division, for all CTs that we bought, we would buy them from
one vendor, or all X-ray machines we would buy them from one vendor, and so on
and so forth. They put that on the chief logistics officer at division to implement. I
was supposed to set up a committee that would evaluate diagnostic equipment and I
would have a co-chair that would be a provider out of radiology usually. We had a
radiology group established so I had a radiologist out of [LOCATION] that's the head
of that group. For lack of a better term, she's like the division radiologist.
This doctor co-chair joined the group with me. She was very cooperative. Whatever
she thought about the directive, she understood that it was a directive from
[HEADQUARTERS] and no amount of screaming from us was going to change that
directive. Or, no matter how much resisted, they weren't going to say, "Okay, never
mind."
So we held some of the initial meetings with the radiologists group, which had
representation from all ten facilities, and it has people that work in the radiology
department, whether they be doctors or the administrative officers for radiology. And
then we also had bio-medical people on there, bio-medical engineer people. So
initially when I explained to them what we were tasked to do, there was huge
opposition. The opposition I got was not so much that they minded that maybe all of
their ultrasounds were going to be [COMPANY] and they were currently using
[VENDOR], but a couple of the things they didn't like about it was, with our
geographic region, most of the equipment we use, we do not have the same rep at
every facility. [COMPANY] may have a rep that just covers [STATE] or [STATE]
and [STATE] and then we have another one that covers [STATE] and [STATE] and
so on and so forth. So depending on the type of equipment and the rep, if let's say
[LOCATION] has [COMPANY] ultrasound units, they may be extremely happy with
their [COMPANY] rep, where up in [CITY], they may not be able to stand their
[COMPANY] rep. The [COMPANY] rep may be non-responsive and hard to deal
with. So that was the first issue they had was their lack of autonomy as far as who
they actually dealt with.
The second issue they had was we were putting all of our eggs in one basket and if
there was like a recall or anything like that, or some sort of problem with the
equipment and we had to take that equipment out of service, we weren't going to have
any kind of fall back position. We weren't going to have other equipment we could
use. We were going to have to resort to what they call "feeing out" patients where we
sent them to a local hospital or something and we'd pay their bill for them. It gets
very expensive very quick.
So we had, over the course of a few months, probably about three or four months and
three or four meetings, 'cause we met once a month, we had finally through a ton of
emails and the calls and all that, had finally made some headway and we had decided
that we were going to just take it one thing at a time and we were going to start with
something easy like ultrasound. We had decided that we could standardize
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ultrasounds and we were in the process of deciding which brand, which manufacturer,
was the most predominant in our division and looking at making that just our standard
ultrasound vendor throughout the whole division.
We were going to excess, let's say if it had been [COMPANY], any [VENDOR] or
anything like, we were going to excess those and send them up to other facilities that
wanted them outside our division and just take money and replace those with
[COMPANY].So then say we've got all [COMPANY] ultrasounds, we're done. About
the time that we were getting to that point, there was an incident at a [FIRM] up in
[STATE] or somewhere. They had a gamma camera fall off of the machine, land on a
patient's head, and it killed the patient.
[I] Oh, my Lord.
[J] It was a [COMPANY] device and somehow the bolts had worked loose on the camera
and, unfortunately it fell during a patient scan. [COMPANY]'s immediate reaction
was they issued a Class One recall on that piece of equipment and everybody had to
take them out of service. It just so happened that our [LOCATION] facility had nine
machines with gamma cameras on them and six of them were [COMPANY]. So they
had to take six of their nine machines out of service and that out-of-service condition
lasted for months. It basically validated their argument that, if there was an issue with
a particular vendor, we could end up in a very bad situation if we had to take that
equipment out of service. They could not handle the workload they had. They had to
fee the stuff out. They were paying through the nose to get these scans done.
Their argument was made for them and, it got to the point that, they didn't even want
to participate in the calls any more. They didn't respond to the emails any more and,
in all honesty, that project pretty much died at that point.
[I] Wow. So that was originally mandated from [HEADQUARTERS], right?
[J] Right. It also ran into issues, I don't know how familiar you are with [ENTITY]
contracting, but suffice it to say, one of the biggest rules of [ENTITY] contracting is
fair and open competition. Before divisions were even going forward and doing it,
vendors were already getting highly upset. They were threatening to protest any
contract awards which, when a vendor protests your contract award for the
[ENTITY], that contract award has to go to [DEPARTMENT], because they're kind
of the deciding organization on a protest. They have to review the whole thing and
see if it was awarded appropriately or not.
So vendors were getting all upset. It was going to take money out of their pocket.
When I mentioned to you before about the [CENTER], they put the solicitation out,
but they award their equipment awards against established contracts that they already
have. They're basically just doing orders against established contracts. These vendors
already had established contracts with the [CENTER] and they made those contracts
based on what they thought was going to be a certain amount of business ever year.
Now, this could drastically affect their business every year.
There was no leg to stand on legally. Saying that you have a mandate from
[HEADQUARTERS] to standardize equipment, the acquisition laws are not aligned
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with that. There's nothing in the acquisition laws that say you can select one particular
vendor for a contract just because you want to standardize. So the acquisition laws
didn't align with the goals of the technology office and then, when this thing
happened with the gamma camera, that got the end users where they didn't want to
cooperate. Then, once those two things happened, the national office when it first
rolled out, they wanted reports every month on where you were at on standardizing
and then, all of a sudden, that just all dried up.
So it lost support I think in the [OFFICE]. I just never saw a project come and go so
quick from the [ENTITY].
[I] Because you had the vendors that were opposed to it and then you also had the users
were opposed to it as well. Really, you had two groups that were equally opposed that
were kind of putting pressure on them, and then you had that incident. I guess it was
kind of the nail in the coffin.
[J] Right. Yeah you had those two groups, the vendors and the end users. The vendors
you maybe could have dealt with at some point. If you'd have had one or two protests
and [DEPARTMENT] upheld this, which I doubt they would have done, but if we
could have gotten lucky and they did, we might could have pressed on and gotten
around the issue with the vendors. But once [OFFICE] supported the end users, it was
over with at that point.
[I] Would you say, between adoptions of big projects like that, I'd assume you'd say that
the check out thing, where the patient check out with the TVs, that seems to be a
successful implementation as opposed to this other thing that just never got
implemented, it was such a disaster. What would you say are the things that define
one being successful and one being unsuccessful? What was so different between the
two projects?
[J] I've seen several technology projects in [FIRM] that were successful and I've seen
several that were just complete failures. It seems like ever time that it fails, they either
completely ignore or fail to get the end user requirements and to meet those
requirements. Things like it doesn't matter how good the technology is or what it can
do, if it doesn't do what the end user needs it to do, then you're wasting your time and
money.
[I] That's kind of been a theme I've been noticing. When you implement technology for
the sake of technology versus doing something that will actually benefit whoever that
customer, end user, is. Is kind of where it seems projects go wrong.
[J] The other thing I've seen within [FIRM] is [FIRM] has a lot of legacy systems and, if
you're going to implement new technology, then it's going to have to interface with
legacy systems. And then when you try to do it and it doesn't interface with them or it
doesn't interface very well or unreliably, well we just wasted a bunch of money.
[I] So compatibility with existing systems. And you'd mentioned when we were talking
about the pilot at the [FIRM] in [CITY], you were actually able to observe a system
that's already been implemented and find out what was good, what was bad about.
Right?
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[J] Right.
[I] Would you say it's important, I think in the couple of examples you gave me, you're
able to get people on board and behind an idea versus when everyone's kind of
opposed. Would you think that's an important aspect of[J] Yeah. I think having the stakeholder buy-in, that's a must have. If you've got people
that are not supporting the project and especially at like at network level or facility
leadership level and they're not getting the front line staff involved and wanting to use
the technology and stuff, then you're headed for failure.
[I] Do you find that some of these projects tend to be a cheerleader for the project maybe
or some evangelist for it that will go out and get people on board or is it maybe one
department that might be pushing for something and they cheerlead the project until
they get enough people on board?
[J] Yeah, like the thing I was talking about with the patient education. We had our
network director as a champion for that. The standardization project that failed, they
had the head of radiology for [FIRM] on a national committee that was monitoring
that. But he always came across as this is something we're mandated to do, you've got
to do it. He never came across as he thought it was a great idea. He never really
pushed the hospital radiologists to accept it. It was more of a, "You've got to do this
whether you want it or not" type thing. I wouldn't call him a champion of that project.
I would have called him more of an overseer.
Up to the point that they had the instance with the gamma camera, I think if he'd have
been more of a champion of it, it probably would have greased the rails a lot more. I
was making very little traction with it. After several months, I had finally gotten them
to agree to the ultrasounds. Some of my counterparts in other divisions were telling
me they were getting no traction on it whatsoever, that people wouldn't even talk to
him about it.
I would contribute a lot of that to, they kind of dumped that in the [OFFICER’S] lap
to be the champion of that. Me going to a radiologist and saying, "I really think you
ought to use all [VENDOR] ultrasounds" means absolutely nothing because I have no
technical credibility.
[I] Where did that idea come from to standardize the equipment?
[J] Actually we had been trying to standardize supplies for several years now, probably
about three or four years now. I think it just kind of naturally migrated over to the
equipment area. Somebody finally woke up and realized we spend a lot of money on
technology every year in the equipment area and there was no real standardization.
We weren't leveraging our buying power at all. Somebody said "We've got this great
opportunity and we need to leverage our buying power." I believe it was the
[OFFICIAL] at the time, but I don't think he had all the facts and didn't realize that
there were going to be issues with the acquisition regulations. I don't think he really
had a good champion for getting it done.
[I] It seemed like kind of a lack of awareness of how that was going to go over?
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[J] Right. I think it was one of those things, "This is a really good idea. We need to do it.
We need to get the best bang for our buck." But there was very little due diligence
done as to whether it was really feasible or not.
[I] All right. Cool. Let's see, I've got one more question for you, and this is just kind of a
catch-all. Well, actually I got two more. First, with the projects that have gone well,
and especially the patient information system that we've been talking about, how
important and how big a role does that inner departmental communication play in
making those things work smoothly? When you're kind of rolling that out?
[J] That is critical, especially in [FIRM], and I'm sure it's probably the same way in other
organizations. [FIRM] tends to be kind of siloed. Nursing is very siloed. IT is
definitely siloed, especially now that they're not really part of the facility
organization, the hospital organization. If you don't get all of those people singing
from the same sheet of music and everybody marching in the same direction, and has
been involved on the front end and make sure that you're addressing any issues that
they have. Usually, since they've split off IT and bio-med engineering as dealing with
all the medical equipment now, you can have bio-med involved and they can get in
there and get the equipment set up for you and they have their own network and
everything, but once it gets to their network and all that, at some point it's got to plug
into IT's network if it's got to have Inernet access or it's got to get to our electronic
patient record system.
Keeping them out of the loop and you're ready to plug it into their network and it
doesn't meet their security standards or something, we've spent a lot of money for
nothing.
[I] Have you seen projects like that that have happened?
[J] I sure have.
[I] So making sure that everybody that needs to be on board is on board.
[J] I'll give you a prime example that was a really simple, what the contracting officer
thought was a very simple thing that turned out to be a complete flop. I've been with
the [FIRM] for about nine years now, and when I first came to work for them, I was
working at the [CITY] [FIRM], their contract for copiers was with [VENDOR] and
they had [VENDOR] copiers. They had the multifunction copiers that would do scan
and all that kind of stuff and they had it set up you'd scan and it went into a network
folder that you had access to do, blah, blah, blah.
That contract comes up for renewal. The contract officer puts out there that it's got to
be X number of copiers, has to have scan, fax capability, so on and so forth. She
didn't bother to get with contracting and make sure she specified what the security
requirements were, that type of thing. So the contract gets awarded to [VENDOR].
All the [VENDOR] copiers go away. We get all these nice, new [VENDOR] copiers.
At that time, I was the Assistant Chief of Acquisitions and Material Management. I
call IT up and tell them I need my new copier set up to do scanning. So they send the
guy over and we had a [VENDOR] guy there. The way [VENDOR] system worked
was, instead of having a network folder that it dumped it into, you put it on the
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network and it emailed it to you. You just put your email address in, blah, blah, blah.
Well, the problem was to access email, it had to meet certain naming standards and
that type of thing to be on the [FIRM] network. Their software met absolutely none of
the security standards. The IT guy just turns around and looks at me and says, "No
way in hell we're putting this on the network." So we spent about the next, oh gosh,
somewhere between six months and a year, [VENDOR] finally did a patch or
something to get the machine where it would at least meet the naming standards and
whatnot.
So we had about a year long delay before we could ever do a scan from those
machines.
[I] Oh my gosh. Yeah.
[J] It was horrible.
[I] And I imagine[J] IT wasn't involved in the beginning to make sure the [OFFICER] knew exactly on
what was going to be required to what could and couldn't be done.
[I] Wow. So my last question is, again it's just kind of a catch all. Anything else that you
would like to add talking about technology use or from any of those examples that we
maybe didn't cover. Things that you think are kind of important to understand about
making sure things work or what happens when they don't work?
[J] I think we already kind of touched on it. To me, in my experience, the key thing and
one thing I think we're getting better at doing at the [FIRM], in the past we were
horrible, was getting all of the people involved up front and making sure that we're
addressing everybody's issues, making sure that we know whatever the technology is
how it's going to impact everybody in the organization that it may impact. Sometimes
that's really hard to do. When you're looking at new technology and you don't know
who it's going to touch or who's going to have to be involved. It's almost better to
have everybody that even may remotely be involved in the room when you first start
and then pare it down from there, as you peel the layers back see.
Usually people are more than willing. Everybody's busy and people are more than
willing to tell you, "Hey, I don't have a dog in this race." So you cut them loose at that
point. To me, it's almost better to have a little overkill in the beginning and then, like
I said, trim it back as you go along. If you're just planning to fail if you don't have
everybody involved on the front end.
[I] Do you feel that, because the [FIRM] is so huge, the just the size of the organization
kind of plays into that? You've got so many working parts, it kind of seems like
anything you have to do anything, there's so many people that you might have to have
involved.
[J] Yeah, it does. Unfortunately, also there's no doubt whoever came up with that saying
about the wheels of government turn slow, that also works against us. We've had
situations where it takes so long to get a contract awarded. If you just start from
scratch, something that doesn't have an existing contract or anything, that by the time
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you actually get the equipment or the technology delivered and installed and you're
starting to get the users to using it, it's already out of date.
Especially with the pace of technological growth now, the [ENTITY] contracting
process and all the hoops you have to go through to do something nowadays can
really put you at a disadvantage.
[I] So you're saying, by the time you get to the process of adopting a certain technology
and getting it approved, it's already outdated?
[J] Exactly.
[I] I hadn't thought of that before, especially with the [ENTITY]. How do you get around
that or can you?
[J] Right now, I don't see a way around it. They're trying to streamline the contracting
process and make it a little more agile and make it where it's got a lot more flexibility
to it and you can move faster. With the acquisition regulations what they are right
now, if you look up the [REGULATIONS], that thing is like a 1900 page document.
It's like trying to read the Bible man. Its something you could study for a lifetime.
[I] I'm sure it changes every year too.
[J] Yeah, it does. It changes every month, every time they release a new [DOCUMENT],
there's usually some change to the acquisition regulations in there. And then also, like
the Bible, you could read something in there and interpret it one way, and I could read
it and interpret it another way. Even more basic than that, you've got two schools of
thought if the [DOCUMENT] says you can, if it doesn't say you can't do something,
then you can do it. And then there's people that say well if it doesn't explicitly say you
can, then you can't. There's so many different interpretations.
The acquisition regulations for the [ENTITY] will really work against us sometimes,
just because it's such a long, arduous process, especially the more money that's
involved. As the total acquisition price goes up, the levels of review and complexity
of the contracting vehicles grow exponentially. So once you start talking multimillion dollar acquisitions, you're talking an extremely long process. So if you got a
year, year and a half acquisition time for some piece of technology and then you're
looking at another year installation time until the end user is using it, you could be
two years, two and a half years from the time you initially had the concept until
you're actually at implementation. Two and a half years in technology, with medical
technology, that's a long time.
[I] Yeah. For sure. Wow. Well, James, this information's been really super helpful to me.
[J] I hope so.
[I] Is it all right if I follow back up with you at some point? I may have some follow up
questions as I get further on into this.
[J] Any time.
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[I] All right. I really do appreciate it. I tell you what, when I get this thing all done, I'll
send you an executive summary of what I found, if anything. But I may shoot you an
email at some point just to kind of follow up on some stuff maybe.
[J] Sounds good.
[I] All right. Thank you so much for your time. I really do appreciate it.
[J] Any time.
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Interview #5: “Adam”
Job Title: Retail Product Manager
Industry: Financial Services
Interview Date: March 6, 2014
Interview Time: 30:42
Gender: M
YOB: 1974
[I] All right, okay, so as I said, if you can just kind of give me how long you’ve been with
the bank, what you do, your role.
[A] I’ve been with the bank about two to three years. I am now the Retail Product
Manager over all consumer online products. My management responsibilities there
are multifold, responsible for working with the retail marketing folks to promote
retail online products and services. As product manager, all advance notes, all
enhancements, all functionality requests all go through me.
Also I’m responsible for anything that gets wrong, but obviously these systems get
fairly complex. There are a variety of folks within the bank as well as external
vendors that are involved for various aspects of all the banking or bill pay and so
forth and so on.
In a nutshell, that’s my game. I’m just kind of a single point of contact for everything
retail related to all our products and services, and if we can improve our products, as
well as support and as well as marketing and sales and whatnot.
[I] Do you work primarily with other internal areas of the bank, or do you work primarily
work on the customer side?
[A] Definitely internal, very very limited customer interaction, direct customer
interaction. I primarily rely on our customer service department to, well, if our
customer has an issue they report it to them first and then they’re kind of our tier one
support, for lack of a better term. It’s something that’s escalated to tier two, it comes
to me, and then I identify what particular vendor might need to be involved, what
internal resource level needed to be involved to resolve that, whatever the customer
issue might be.
[I] Okay, so thinking about just your day-to-day operations. How important to the firm is
the acquisition of new external knowledge or information?
[A] Oh, extremely important. Obviously, in my role as one of the retail product manager
for online banking - online banking is consistently changing, now we have mobile
banking is of primary importance. Technology is always evolving, product offering’s
are always evolving so we need to be on the cutting edge leading edge of those shifts
to make sure that when we’re moving forward in a sufficient manner, not necessarily
maybe being the lead, but that’s definitely being a fast follower. So we always have
to continually keep up-to-date to see what’s out there, to see when customers are
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adopting particular things, and if they are, you know, if we don’t have that particular
offering then maybe we need to move forward to adding that in the eventuality of our
online [PRODUCT].
[I] How primarily is that information acquired in process?
[A] Probably just through webinars, conferences, and just on my own time, I personally
read financial blogs, online banking system blogs, the things of that nature. I also
leverage LinkedIn, involvement in LinkedIn groups, that fellow folks who are all
product managers and their online banking products and services at their banks, I
participate in those, things like that.
[I] What are other banks in the industry doing, and what are the trends? What’s
technology doing? Do you attend any trade shows or anything like that?
[A] I do.
[I] Okay. Well, what kind of trade shows, just …?
[A] [TRADE SHOW], that’s one run by [NAME] and it’s very, very specific to our
industry, new products and service offerings in retail banks and services space. In the
past, I have attended, let’s see, I’m just trying to think, the user groups, also the
online banking systems. You know, to be honest, I can’t even think of their name, it’s
just a variety of conferences that are industry-specific I have attended in the past.
[I] Okay, would you say that your firm is adapt at acquiring and internalizing new
external information?
[A] I would say so, yes.
[I] Yeah? Is there a formal process or a formal system that you have for incorporating
new things you find out? Maybe you’ve gone to a trade show and you’ve got some
new information? Do you have kind of a formal system, or is it just for your own
information that you may bring up or see as an opportunity or is it something that you
report up to somebody else, or …?
[A] It’s probably more ad hoc. If I’ve attended a webinar, or attended a conference and
that sort of thing. Of particular importance to another product manager, someone up
from the bank, I probably could set up and send it to him on an ad hoc informal basis,
basis that we don’t have anything formal in place, to share that information.
[I] You mentioned technology earlier, so thinking about technology specifically, how
important is it to your firm and to your function to keep up-to-date on the latest
technology changes in your industry?
[A] Very important, for same reason I mentioned earlier.
[I] You’re the online product manager. Do you set the priority for what new things you
might implement or who sets that priority?
[A] It’s basically team effort between myself and my manager. I’m kind of boots on the
ground. I’m the one that bubbles up things that I’m seeing in the industry and seeing
during competitive analysis and I’ll kind of basically develop a little bit of a road map
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and prioritize that, and then go over it with my manager. And then, once he approves
it, I’ll socialize it to some other areas in the bank, retail marketing, things of that
nature.
To finalize that list, I now present that list to that kind of a strategic steering
committee to ensure that we have the resources to move forward with whatever it is
that I’ve identified as particular functionality need. There’s also [DEPARTMENT],
our [COMMITTEE] and present any technology that we want to do to them so they
can look at it from a risk, compliance and legal point of view. There are a few other
subcommittees in there as well that I have to walk these things to get sign off in their
areas.
[I] It sounds like you have to get a lot of people together to get something implemented
that would be fairly new, correct?
[A] Yes, but it depends on the complexity. With nature, if it’s something very simple,
very easy to integrate and the number of folks that would have to sign off on that has
reduced dramatically. Anything that is complex touches multiple back office systems
or multiple external vendor systems and/or costs a lot of money. The more complex it
is, the more money it costs and the more people would have to sign off on that thing,
whatever it is that we want to adopt.
[I] Can you think about a specific instance that you adopted some new technology and
something not, that wasn’t just an incremental change but something that really
changed the way that you do business, can you give me an specific example of that?
[A] Yes, and actually two most recent. We are very very close to, within the next week or
two, launching the ability for customers to apply for online loan and bank products
online, online account opening. That is, bring it in bank and it’s something that we are
launching here in the next few weeks.
Another one was remote deposit capture. We launched that last [MONTH]. That was
new to the bank, we have now an app in the Apple app store. You download and you
can basically deposit checks remotely using your iPad.
[I] Since we’re still kind of in the process of the one, let’s talk about the one that you did
back in [MONTH]. How long did it take for that entire decision process to having
found out about the remote deposit to actually having it implemented?
[A] Probably I’d say, the project itself was probably about six to nine months, and then
there was probably one, two, maybe as many as three months in there discovery, it
just kind of, hey this is what we want to do and there are vendors out there that are
doing it and that was the work that I was doing, going back to my manager, so all in
all, totality from conception, all the way to launch, probably let’s say 12 to 14
months.
[I] With that particular technology, was there a pre-existing problem for which the
technology was meant to solve, or did the technology just kind of present itself as an
opportunity that you could take advantage of?
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[A] Definitely the later. It’s really driven by competitive analysis. Our competitors were
offering remote deposit capture, so to stay competitive, we needed to offer it as well.
[I] During the discovery process for that, can you walk me through that process? Were
there meetings with other areas of the bank to kind of discuss it with the risk folks
and all that?
[A] That came a lot later, but initially it was, “Who are the vendors that can provide that,
what are the different… how are other people implementing remote deposit capture,
are they doing a separate app from their online banking product, are they integrating
it into their online banking app?
What would be high-level project timeline, you know, what sort of systems are going
to need to be involved, what sort of technology partners would we need to approach
and in that discovery process, we realize that our treasury management group had a
remote deposit capture that was scanner-based, where you could, in small businesses,
could run a scan off of their desktop scanner. So we were able to leverage, that
existing vendor relationship and that underlying technology to then basically port that
into the mobile space. Now that that was done is when, during this whole process we
were able to figure that out so that we were really able to really get a jump start on
that project, because we didn’t have to build something from scratch.
[I] You had some compatibility issues already built-in that made that a little more feasible
then, right?
[A] That’s right.
[I] Was there anything else about the technology that really helped influence the decision
to move forward with it other than the …?
[A] One in particular. The vendor, one of the vendors that is involved, is also the one that
is doing our… we’re leaving our existing online banking vendor and going into a
custom-built solution, and the vendor that’s building that custom-built online banking
solution, that is the one that initially we worked with or that we work with for the
remote deposit capture product. So, this has kind of been a shift to the bank. It’s to get
to this common platform. We were [REDACTED] in the United States, I believe, to
offer a, the same online banking experience that you have as a retail customer, it’s
going to be the same experience that you have as a wealth customer, it’s going to be
the same experience that you have in treasure management and in small business.
It’s all the back ends… the presentation area will be different. Obviously, the product
with the various features within all of those products is going to be a little different,
but the core underlying technology, it’s all the same, so it’s one system to maintain
and then one system to, you know, improve and there’s a lot of benefits there, so if
something is done in retail then treasury management wealth can leverage... you
know, you can just move back, right over to those two areas and they can now start
enrolling customers into whatever that future functionality is.
Vice versa, treasury management had something like remote deposit capture, now
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we’re increasing leverage of it within the consumer environment, so that’s the
direction that we’re going in.
[I] With the remote capture, was there anything where you were able to kind of actually
see the product and test it out or see how it had worked for others before you made
that decision? Was that part of that process?
[A] Well, I still maintain banking relationships with other banks, and I looked how their
remote deposit… I mean I’m a user of other banks’ remote deposit capture products,
so we did it. Now obviously, we did not use the same technology and the same
vendor or anything, but at least we were able to see how it worked and we were able
to kind of benchmark our product against what other banks were doing.
[I] Once you got to the part where you had several different areas of the bank involved in
the decision to move forward with this, was everyone pretty clear as far as what their
roles were in helping make that process work? Was there ambiguity or overlap
between maybe treasury management thinking, “Oh, this is, we’re in charge of this or
not, or you know? I guess what I’m trying to say is, “Were roles clearly defined from
each area of the bank that was involved in that decision process?”
[A] Well, for the most part, yes. I wouldn’t say in the meantime its going to be… not
seem to workout for that particular line of business. You know, their wants and needs,
but very… I don’t really remember an instance where that capped a project being
approved.
[I] Would you describe that decision process as political when oft… sometimes when you
have is lots of different people in a room trying, that’s maybe some self-interests
among different areas of the bank? Was that ever really come into play in that
particular adoption?
[A] Not really, reason being, I guess, primary reason being is we all report in the same
person, so we’re moving, but at least the fact that we going to offer it to the customer,
consumer customer base as well as the mobile app that we were creating around that
is going to be something that treasury management is then going to turn around and
leverage for their customers for their functionality, so they’re very collaborative, so
there really wasn’t really any politics.
Really, the only time politics has ever really come into play is leveraging resources
while we were getting into project findings. There are only so many hours in the day
and you know, a lot of divisions bleeding stuff down, and so that can sometimes get,
you know, who has priority over what, but you know, we take these areas and like I
said we’re all reporting to the same person and we have that strategic steering
committee. They identify priorities and then once a decision is made, everybody
understands why the decision was made and we move on from there.
[I] Do you have any examples that you can think of, of when there was some technology
you went through this process with…well, first let me ask, obviously it sounds like
the remote deposit capture has been pretty successful. Would you describe it as such?
[A] Definitely.
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[I] How do you measure the success of that? Is it by customer usage?
[A] Yes, both internal. We baited it within our facility base. Lot of feedback, lot of
positive feedback, and then since launching it, we put some marketing muscle behind
it. We’ve only seen that our acquisition rate go up, our enrollment go up, our usage
rate go up.
[I] Great. Can you think of an example when there was a product that you went through
the similar process of adopting it and implementing it and it wasn’t a success, it didn’t
work out, for either during the adoption process or after it was implemented?
[A] I really can’t think of anything, which it’s, I think the primary reason for that is I’ve
only been here two or three years and the bank itself is still relatively new. We’re a
bank of, a product of acquisition, so really, the projects I have been a part of to date
have been either very easy-clear, you know, low-hanging fruit-type plans or some of
these other strategic projects that we’ve not had any of those go awry to date, you
know, knock on wood.
[I] Right, well, how do you describe, you mentioned everybody reports up to the same
boss. How would you describe that overall corporate culture towards this kind of
technology-driven stuff?
[A] Definitely a lot of buy-in. We, from I guess the CEO and COO on down, we kind of
purport ourselves to be very technology-oriented, very technology-facing so that, you
know, kind of trickles down to all the various lines of business.
[I] Let’s see, okay, talk to me a little bit about you’re getting ready to roll out this new
technology, so that’s the online account opening, right?
[A] Uh-huh.
[I] Okay, so how long has that project been in the works?
[A] Probably the same amount of time. It just came a little bit later, so I’d say the project
itself has been going on about nine months and maybe two or three months of
discovery before that, so roughly the same amount of time, just remote deposit
capture, started about, you know, six months earlier.
[I] Any difference between the two types of projects in who needs to be involved, types
of approvals, who has authority over whether it gets done or not?
[A] Yeah, it’s all the same thing. The real difference, though, with remote deposit capture
obviously you’re dealing with items processing, deposit operations, where online
account opening, you know, you’re not dealing with items processing, so it’s just
different back office folks that are engaged, but you know, same, the same legal team
is was involved, the same compliance team was involved, the same [COMMITTEE]
was involved, and same, the strategic planning committee was involved. It’s just
when you get down into the nitty gritty, some of those players change because
obviously it’s two different things.
[I] Is there any one area within the bank that kind of has a final say on whether something
gets done, or is it just more of this kind of collaborative process?
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[A] Probably it’s any one of them, like our enterprise risk committee can ultimately shoot
down a project if it does not meet the risks needs, if it’s too risky of a project for…
not being too risky a project is not right, I might not say that. If it is too high a level
of a risk, I think they have the authority to shoot down projects or at least ask that the
projects be reworked to get back into kind of a safe threshold. I’ve certainly shared
the strategic planning committee has the ability to turn off or turn on resources and
obviously the folks in charge can always shut a project down or add additional
resources to get projects done more quickly, but you know.
[I] Have you ever been involved where maybe the risk compliance people killed a
project, that you’re aware of?
[A] Well, just for online account opening we had to go back a couple of times, they never
shut it down entirely, they just wanted additional detail, so each time we were given
what additional details that they need, or we go and gather that information and
represent it and then just move on to the next step.
[I] Okay. How about with, say, the strategic planning committee, were they funneled
resources from one project to another one and one got done and maybe the other
didn’t? Any experience with anything like that?
[A] Well, not really.
[I] No? Okay, that’s great. One other question as far as how you measure success of these
products. Obviously it’s internal feedback and then external from the customers. Are
you able to ever attach any kind of financial measures to that? Obviously it costs a lot
of money to implement one of these projects.
[A] Uh-huh.
[I] Are you able to attach any kind of an ROI or anything to those?
[A] I keep a fairly detailed score card and will, like, for online account opening and stuff
like that so we can always measure the number of enrollments, number of activations,
how active someone is within these systems, and I’m sure that filters up to where
maybe some or all online analyses can be done or is done, but I don’t do any of that. I
don’t have any kind of [general ledger] responsibility that would all have all been my
manager. Although I have had to help him out from time to time to develop what we
think the expect the profits will be or the expected ROI is going to be, but I’ve never
had to present that or anything, I’ve always just kind of been ancillary to those
discussions.
[I] How do you look at that? Do you look at, okay, we’ll get so many enrollments that
will add to retention and customer lifetime value, peg it that way, or …?
[A] Yeah. Yes.
[I] Okay, all right, great. I just have one other question and this is just kind of a catch-all.
We’ve been talking about kind of technology implementation, adoption of new
technology, how you guys go about finding new information, information about
changes in the technological environment. Is there anything you might want to add especially in the online world, I know things change pretty quickly - anything you
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might want to add just as a, from your observations as to how this process works from
when you find out about some new thing to, how you get it approved, how you get it
implemented and then how ultimately what you think might drive success or failure
of that. Kind of a big question..,
[A] Yeah, it’s a broad question. Probably it all really starts off with, I guess, doing that
competitive analysis, reading research, really see what trends are bubbling up within
the industry, and then really taking a step back and once you identify that top five or
ten lists of things that seemed like they were just about to pop, really evaluating those
to say, “Is that something that our bank needs to do? Is that what our customers are
wanting? We haven’t yet, but it’s something that I’d like to do.
I’ve only been in my role, my retail project manager role, officially for [TIME].
Unofficially, I’ve been in two jobs at the bank ever since coming on board. I’ve never
had the chance to do any kind of customer surveys or customer forums or things like
that, but that would be where I would like to take things, is, you know, in that initial
discovery process, seeing what is about ready to pop and/or what seems to be, you
know, being adopted fairly aggressively and then polling our customers to see if
that’s something they’re interested in and what they need, getting that, adding that
voice of the customer in with the process. We do so anecdotally now, but I’d love to
formalize that so that’s really along the area of growth of it.
I plan on taking the product services that I’m responsible for and I know some of the
other project managers are, you know, or they do that on their own or they’re thinking
of doing the same thing.
Probably the other, I guess, big takeaway is in this testing. One of the things that
these projects have really impressed upon me is the amount of testing that really
needs to be required to ensure that these things go off without a hitch. And we at the
bank right now don’t really have a formal testing process, you know. Each product
manager is really responsible for developing their own testing of products and
creating their own testing labs, kind of on an ad hoc basis.
I know that’s one area of the day that they’re, you know, thinking about, really
beefing up, even through an outside vendor relationship or, you know, developing
those resources in-house. So, you know, you go out for testing, your beta testing is
not taking so long. Do you think that answers your question?
[I] Sure.
[A] That was a broad question, but those are two main take-aways, as far as I’m
concerned.
[I] Yeah, how many product managers are there at the bank?
[A] Six, seven, eight, oh, less than fifteen for sure. I’m most familiar with the, I’m one of
[NUMBER] retail product managers. I think there’s about [NUMBER] treasury
management project managers and I know wealth has got some as well. I don’t know
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if any of the other lines of business do, so it doesn’t total less than 20 in the entire
bank.
[I] Okay. Then you had mentioned you had been at the bank for [TIME] now, right?
[A] Right.
[I] Were you in banking before coming there?
[A] Yes.
[I] A different bank?
[A] I worked at [BANK] as well as [BANK].
[I] How long have you been in the banking industry?
[A] When I add it all up together, it’s nine years.
[I] Perfect.
[A] I’ve been working about 20 years so, you know, probably a quarter, if not, close to
half of my career has been in banking.
[I] Oh, that’s great. Well, hey, I really do appreciate your time. Would it be okay if I shot
you a follow-up email at some point, just I may have some follow-up questions at
some point I might just want to make sure it’s okay if I call and bug you a little bit.
[A] No problem whatsoever. You’ve got my contact information, [inaudible] in one of
my other emails. I’m an instructor at [UNIVERSITY], I teach a class at the
university, a 400 level marketing elective.
I’m constantly pestered by PhD students where they are asking my help on their
projects as well.
[I] Exactly. Yeah, what we tend…, we tend to bother everyone that we possibly can when
it comes to research. So, well I really do appreciate your help and when I get this all
finished up, probably in about a year’s time, I’ll be ready to defend this. I’ll shoot you
just an executive summary of what I found out when it’s all done.
[A] Excellent.
[I] If I run into any other questions, I’ll be sure to shoot you a message.
[A] Outstanding, yeah. Good luck to you.
[I] All right. Thank you so much. I really appreciate your time.
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Interview #6: “Jeffrey”
Job Title: Logistics Officer
Industry: Healthcare Services
Interview Date: April 1, 2014
Interview Time: 48:18
Gender: M
YOB: 1961
[I] Thinking about your competitive environment that you guys operate in, how does
your firms existing market knowledge and experience influence the type and amount
of new external knowledge or information that you seek?
[J] As far as our competitive market?
[I] Sure.
[J] Give me that one more time.
[I] The thing about the market that you are in, in the health care environment with your
ten hospitals and you obviously compete against other hospitals ... Although you
serve specifically the [FIRM], how does your position and how does your existing
experience that you have in your industry and existing knowledge you have,
particularly in your role as the logistics officer influence the kind of information that
you are seeking out externally?
[J] Actually, we have really good partnerships with some of the local hospitals as far as
company thoughts and [inaudible 00:01:15], or anything like that. We have our own
internal mechanisms that we logistically provide ourselves with. We have a certain
thing called [inaudible 00:01:23] Vendor which is a [FIRM] [inaudible 00:01:26]. It
is based on geographic location. We have a prime [inaudible 00:01:30] that we are
mandated to try and purchase at least 65% of all of our medical supplies through. It is
a contract that is cut at our [inaudible 00:01:39] center in [Hives 00:01:41], [STATE].
We are mandated to do it.
They stopped the everyday supply of whatever we used in the warehouse in half of
Louisiana. We get shipments three days a week. We can get more if we need but we
generally get them Monday, Wednesday, and Friday. We auto-generate our inventory,
order it, and get it delivered three times a week ... Basically like the justice time
system. If we run into issues with items we do not have or if we have a problem with
an item or we are running short or something like that we can always put out to our
partners for [inaudible 00:02:21] or PEDS, some of the other hospitals and use their ...
We have a very good working relationship.
[I] Okay.
[J] The market here, there is a lot of [inaudible 00:02:36] in this area. We hand off a lot
of ... A lot of things are done through our systems around here that we do not do here
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because we are a level three facility, we only do ambulatory surgery, we do not admit
or do anything like that. There is a pretty good deal, a pretty good partnership.
[I] When you are thinking about external information, what kind of things might you be
looking for, information wise? Specific to whatever it is that you guys do.
[J] What's the current trends in the industry outside the [FIRM]. What are the other
hospitals using that we could benefit from if it is doable. [FIRM] ties our hands on a
lot of issues. We have what we call basic ordering agreements and blanket purchase
agreements that are mandated that we buy from certain vendors. They sell contract
that are led from central office, but if there is any way to gage off of the locals, off of
the industry ...
I have vendors come all days of the week some times, but I have a monthly, what we
call clinical product review committee that I chair and I schedule vendors in their and
they bring the latest and greatest things they want to show us and let the [inaudible
00:03:59] users, the nurses and the doctors and the environmental specialists and
everybody look at. If it is something that we can adapt, or can go to, then we go to it.
We try as best we can. [Crosstalk 00:04:12] off industry.
[I] Okay. Give me a range of different kinds of maybe products that these vendors might
come in and show to you guys.
[J] It could be anything from paper towels, toilet paper, to syringes ... It could be medical
equipment like exam tables, beds ... It could be even machines that they do eye
surgery, like cataracts or retinas and stuff like that. It is a whole gauntlet. The vendors
really push the latest and greatest. They try to push modern technology ... [inaudible
00:04:52] is a big thing now. They are trying to push a lot of trial stuff and a lot of
strip stuff for wounds. The gauntlet ... It is a lot of gauntlet. [inaudible 00:05:03]
[I] Okay.
[J] [inaudible 00:05:03]
[I] Okay.
[J] It is a business out there, everybody is trying to get in the door with the [FIRM] and
everybody else.
[I] Right.
[J] We also look at what our brethren in the other [FIRM] facilities are using. Like I said,
I am a level three facility. [Inaudible 00:05:20] is a level one complexity, they do a lot
more than we do. [LOCATION] is a level one, it is a very large facility. If we can use
some of their technology and some of their stuff, it never hurts to look.
[I] Okay. That brings up my next question. Once you get new information, from a vendor
or maybe some other hospital that you are visiting, what is the process of
disseminating that information throughout so everyone can take advantage of?
[J] We have key people show up to that monthly clinical product review committee,
[inaudible 00:05:57] somebody for every department ... Nursing positions, primary
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care, engineering, biomed, everybody shows up, or a representative shows up. There
is a mandated sixteen people that has to be there.
[I] Okay.
[J] People will come in, show their product, we will take a look at it, if it is something we
can do, if it is something we cannot do we like to trial it, maybe [inaudible 00:06:20]
for a few days. If it is something to do with patient treatment we may trial it for a
week at our community living center or up on the ward and see how we like it and
then decide if we want to go to it, make the change if it is cost effective, beneficial,
whatever. A lot of times money is not the issue because we are mandated to buy from
small business anyway, our social economics, we have to purchase so much every
year. It is kind of crazy, we are mandated to buy 65% from private vendors, we are
also mandated to hit 47% small business, so do the math.
[I] (Laughter) Right, a little bit over a hundred there, aren't we?
[J] That leaves me no wiggle room for anybody else to come in to play.
[I] Right.
[J] Between us all, [FIRM] wide, some zip the numbers here, some zip the numbers there,
as long as central office sees the bottom effect. I will give you, for instance, last
month I was at 73% from private vendor and I was at 57% small business, so do that
math.
[I] (Laughter).
[J] I am running a lot of my small business stuff through my private vendor where I can,
the private vendor could buy it through social economics and it is doable in the
market, I have got no problem with it.
[I] That is great.
[J] It is kind of an interesting [inaudible 00:07:35], that is the way we have to do things to
make things go where the people want to see.
[I] These mandated rules that you guys have to follow, plus this formalized monthly
meeting where you're mandated to have at least sixteen representatives at that meeting
from various areas, is that [FIRM] wide, or is that just something ...
[J] That is [FIRM] wide.
[I] Okay, every [FIRM] in the country, they follow this same formal procedure for
evaluating new products?
[J] [inaudible 00:08:05] have a monthly meeting and their minutes are rolled up to their
particular business. [FIRM] has a monthly meetings that looks at all their facilities
minutes to see if there is something in their that the facility picked up that can be
incorporated into a visit a lot project or program, and then they elevate that to central
office to see if it could be market wide, like [DIVISION], [DIVISION], or
[DIVISION] if you could do larger scale. The key is if everybody is using the same
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widget, they can buy all the widgets at a large [inaudible 00:08:39]. That is what they
look at. Everything is looked at from facility all the way up to the top.
[I] Through that process, there is not a decision necessarily at a lower end, it goes up the
chain of command so to speak to determine whether or not we are going to act on it.
[J] No, I will make a decision here to buy, say, Brand X tissue, and we start buying that.
They look at that at my business and say, "Okay, I will do a Brand X tissue, would
that benefit the other nine facilities to buy brand X?" or some of them may already be
buying it or even ones looking at it. They will crunch the numbers and do the math,
then they make a suggestion to all the other facilities, "Hey, you need to look at
Brand X because they are saving a ton of money, it is a really good product, it is
green certified maybe."
When I buy green, our green credits to central office too because that is a big push too
for green environmental stuff. That is just the way it flows. We make the local
decision, we have a [inaudible 00:09:43] formulary data base, when we load an item
or bring in a new item we have to put it in that data base so all of [FIRM] can see all
the items that I am using down here.
[I] Okay. You decide to act on a particular decision and then everyone else can view that
and say, "Hey, wow he is saving money, let's implement that in other places."
[J] That is exactly right.
[I] Okay.
[J] We also have a database that we look at every month called [inaudible 00:10:11]. It is
a big [inaudible 00:10:13] data base but they count [FIRM] spending and [FIRM]
products and they will look at what we are buying and they will look if it is anywhere
else in the [ENTITY] arena or [ENTITY] contract arena and they will make
recommendations like, "Hey we see you are buying this from [VENDOR], but if you
bought if from these people on their contract you could actually save this much
money a year based on your usage."
We look at those recommendations every month and we adopt some ... Some we do
not because some of them do not make sense or maybe a lot of them were not using at
our facility that maybe other facilities are using. We have been in that program now
about five years.
[I] Okay.
[J] Savings were substantial the first couple, three years, now all the low hanging fruit
has been picked. A lot of those places come back, we have already shelled them
before for obvious reasons, maybe [inaudible 00:11:03] don't make sense because if I
move it to another vendor ... Say, for instance, I might save a dollar but I pay a
distribution on the other vendor which I am not on this vendor. Sometimes it just does
not make good sense.
[I] Thinking specifically about technology and the importance of technology in your
industry, talk to me about the impact technology has in a general sense on your day to
day operations and what you do.
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[J] It has a big impact. Right now we still use a data base that the [FIRM] created called
[SYSTEM] which pretty much everything we do runs through this [SYSTEM]. Our
automated equipment management, our [inaudible 00:12:28], our [SYSTEM], our
scheduling, my equipment, everything goes through it. They are trying their best ...
They have been trying for ten years now to get a web based platform that they can
adopt and model this to, [ENTITY] did it back when I was overseas as a civilian, we
went from a local [inaudible 00:12:49] module to a web based platform and it was
great.
They became point and click, doing the log blocks, if you do not have them all
deleted, do not worry. Also, there is so much going on now in the world of telehelp,
telemedicine, teledermatology. You can do so much now with technology whereas
before the patient forty miles from here may have to drive up here to see a doctor
about something simple. Now you can do it through telehelp, [inaudible 00:13:22]
here, teledermatology, who would have ever thought?
[I] Tel me how that works.
[J] [Crosstalk 00:13:28] in a clinic and take a picture of a patient that can be viewed up
here by the head dermatologist and he can tell the physician down there ... Direct him
what to do, what procedures to do to treat that patient ... Keep that patient from
having to drive all the way up here, an hour, two hours depending on what clinic he's
going to for the [FIRM].
[I] Wow.
[J] That is part of technology that is really kind of neat. Texting has become a big issue.
We find out ... This may be getting off into another rabbit hole, but a lot of
[SYSTEM] point was in the [FIRM] world ... [PATIENTS] for whatever reason they
miss appointments, they do not call in, but with the new generation of [PATIENTS]
they found out that if you shoot them a text, they will respond within a minute.
[I] (Laughter)
[J] They incorporated texting now into their appointment process and the reminder
process. I have got kids, it works. I cannot find my kids over in [STATE], all I have
got to do is text them.
[I] (Laughter) I agree with that, yeah, absolutely.
[I] Okay. A text will find them anywhere, they will respond to that.
[J] They will tell on themselves in a minute if they have got a phone, (laughter). That
might have been getting off but technology is really a good thing. We are doing a lot
more now with machinery and technology now that the [FIRM] never did before. We
used [inaudible 00:14:52] robots for surgery.
[I] Yes.
[J] [Crosstalk 00:14:53] if I do not do it.
[I] Wow.
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[J] There is a big lawsuit thing out there. We have moved in the area like all other ... We
have got a couple new machines here we are going to start using on the eyes .. A
constellation for retinas, a [inaudible 00:15:07] machine for cataracts. We have built
custom packs where the pack comes from a vendor with everything the doctor needs
when he opens that little pack up to do a cataract without having to move his stuff off
of that patient whatsoever. That is a big help.
[I] You were talking about this process where you evaluate new products, is there a
different process for learning about new technology specifically or does it go through
that same process?
[J] We do actually have training. We do actually have seminars. Sometimes we get to go
to ... Once a year there is a small business conference where the [FIRM] invites all
these small businesses to go [inaudible 00:15:54], it has been in [CITY], it has been
in [inaudible 00:15:56], they have it somewhere every year. Certain people within the
[FIRM] go and they see all the new technology that is supported through all these
businesses and stuff. That is the biggest way we find anything new. Plus, the vendors
are relentless, they do not give up.
[I] (Laughter)
[J] They try ... They are supposed to make an appointment, call or show up before they ...
Every week I get drop-ins, it just happens.
[I] After you find out ... Say you go to this conference and you find out about new stuff ...
You find out about some new technology that you feel might be useful ... Is the
process similar on how that is disseminated?
[J] Yeah, I will bring it back, I will take it to my monthly commodity meeting ... I will
either have brochures, packets, or I may ask a vendor to come in and speak on it for
five or ten minutes. I will say, "Hey, this is something we picked up on, do you guys
[inaudible 00:16:59], what is your take on it?" Once a year we get what is called
discretionary equipment money from our Central office, comes down to [inaudible
00:17:09]
" ... Allowed us X amount of dollars based on how much equipment we have now
versus how much of it has reached its life expectancy and how much we need to
replace." We take that set amount of money and we go, "Okay, we have got this much
money to spend, let's look at the age and life of some of our equipment. Let's see what
we do need to replace, and on the other hand let's see what's the latest and greatest out
there that we can upgrade our facility with to benefit the [PATIENTS]. Then we
spend it accordingly.
[I] Okay, is that how your firm leverages the technology more ... I will just ask, how do
you really leverage the technology? What is the go ...
[J] Technology is done through what we call our [CENTER] up in [STATE] because
anything that is really hot dollar and that is radiology type stuff ... Anything high
dollar goes through them, it has to be bought through them. They will take
everybody's orders, [FIRM]-wide, and they will consolidate it into a mass [inaudible
00:18:11] in other words, if [VENDOR] is the latest and greatest, or [VENDOR], or
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whatever, then that is what they go for. They go for the latest and greatest for
everybody. They try not to let us make those decisions on big tickets like that at the
lower level, they want to standardize modality. It is just easier for replacement,
upkeep, training, and all of that.
[I] And for the standardization process?
[J] Standardization is a big push. Now, as far as medical supplies, you can say we are
making an attempt to standardize but I am going to tell you there is just so much out
there and yes we all do use a lot of the same stuff but then again depending on your
complexity, your size, and what you do every day, some facilities do not use what
others do. Depending on also geographic location. Our [VENDOR] for the east coast
is [VENDOR], you get out in the midwest, it's [VENDOR], and out west ... I forget
the other name. There is three different [VENDORS] that [FIRM] uses.
[I] Okay. You use [VENDORS] partially for efficiency sake, and for cost controls as
well, but sometimes that might work against you a little bit if you are mandated to
buy a certain amount from a certain person.
[J] Yeah. You can change your [inaudible 00:19:31], you could change your number and
days delivery, they get a flat fee off of everything they bring us. It is all paid up front.
That is the ease of it. You could also have a representative, if you are big enough, out
here so many days a week. You can [inaudible 00:19:48] to the manager inventory,
your prime inventory follows you, and that is all absorbed into your prime vendor
cost too. The larger facilities do that because I average about $15,000 a week from
prime vendor, my neighbor over here in [LOCATION] does $75,000 a week. You are
looking at $150 versus $15. They get big semis a week, I get three trucks with maybe
two pallets a week, (laughter).
[I] Wow.
[J] [inaudible 00:20:18] That is interesting. They have somebody on station that works all
the prime vendors, manages their inventory with them, but it is all absorbed into that,
they get a flat fee. We can get in a pinch and we need something overnight, [inaudible
00:20:38] built into it. It works pretty well.
[I] Okay. For these next few questions I want you to think about a specific time where the
[FIRM] adopted, either successfully or unsuccessfully I will let you decide, a new
transformational technology. Think about a specific time when you were involved in
that process of adopting this new technology. What were the circumstances that
prompted the decision to adopt the technology?
[J] The biggest thing and it to date has not been successful, the [FIRM] has been trying to
go to a web based platform for years. Many years ago it was called [inaudible
00:21:27] FLS, they started the program, everything was going to merge to an
[VENDOR] platform, we were going to get rid of our local [SYSTEM] that [FIRM]
built that all of their technicians retired and started their own little business called
[VENDOR] that keeps it going now. [inaudible 00:21:45] [SYSTEM] failed, they
could not integrate it for whatever reason after spending millions of dollars they said,
"Okay we are through with that."
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Then they came back and said, "We are going to try this again and it is going to be
called [PRODUCT]." The other one was financial something, I cannot remember that.
Anyway, here we go again, round two, pumping money into it, program managers,
we do a couple of beta test sites, guess what? It still will not integrate, falls flat on its
face. The things we do with [SYSTEM] with inventory, and the data we keep and
stuff, you cannot get it clean enough to integrate it to a web based system. It is okay,
number one failed, number two failed.
Now they are on number three, it is called [PRODUCT], do not ask me what
[PRODUCT] means because I about gave up on it. [PRODUCT] is supposed to work,
on the same platform, I do not know why they are doing IBM platform three times in
a row ... It has failed twice, but anyway ... Now they say it is going to integrate and so
far I have not seen any test betas out there anywhere with [PRODUCT].
In the meantime some of us that have some sense got together and said, "Hey, we are
resolved to the fight that we are going to be using [SYSTEM] until we probably die
or retire. Is there anything we can do to enhance this?" We go to the folks that created
it and said, "Hey, what can we plug into [SYSTEM] that does not hit the proprietary
side on the inside," because they will not let you touch it, "But will enhance it." We
came up with all these external things we can add to it that will enhance our inventory
capabilities and our day to day equipment, our primary inventory operations.
It is plugged into it and it is pretty much like a drop box type menu. Where I used to
have to go in here and I used to have to load 26 fields to load an equipment item, and
I could put whatever I wanted in those fields, I could put X's in every one of them,
and [inaudible 00:23:44] it would be all bogused out, which is the biggest problem we
have now, we are bogused out. Now with these drop down boxes and this external
thing that is attached to [SYSTEM], the only certain thing you can put in those boxes
and if it is not what it is supposed to be, it will not recognize it complete.
You are not going to load that item until you get the name correct in there. You do it
one time, you do it right, it never has to be adjusted again, we have got good data.
That is what we are trying to do on the outside. Our business is trying to get this
incorporated this year into all ten facilities. Some of the other businesses saw it and
they are like, "Oh this is the biggest thing since ice cream, we might actually have
this for a few years." It is technology that we can use until we find out if it is going to
take flight or not.
[I] Right. Thinking about this add on that you guys have looked at and plugged into the
existing inventory management system. What specific ways, when you working with
the vendor ... What was it specifically about that adaptation that influenced you to
move forward with doing that?
[J] Basically, because I came up through the ranks, there is so much room for error when
you are loading an item into the system. If you get it wrong the only way you know it
is wrong is if somebody up their in regional IT pulls the list and says, "Hey, this
number is incorrect, this still needs something added to it, you have got missing
fields." Once it is loaded you do not go back and see it again. This new platform that
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you go into, we click into it, every drop down box you have certain things to use and
the beauty of it is you can do mass loads.
Say I have four hundred computers here that I need to load, I have to sit there and
load four hundred items with four hundred equivalent numbers and sixteen columns
times four hundred. Now, with this new system, you can go in their and you can do a
mass update because ninety percent of the stuff is duplicated, the only difference is
the zero number, and that is it. All your other fifteen fields are going to be exactly the
same. That is the beauty of it. If your [inaudible 00:26:12] numbers are sequential you
can do a mass update, boom!
[I] Obviously this system is easier to use than what you had in terms of complexity and it
seems like it is a little more easy to function, would that be accurate?
[J] Once we get it ... We do not have it yet, we are still in the initiation part. I know you
talked to Joe [inaudible 00:26:35] before, he is the brains about getting this to us. He
and I thought this boogar up, (laughter).
[I] Okay. The biggest thing about this, if I am hearing you correctly is that this system
that you are working on is obviously compatible with what you have got whereas the
web based system has yet to be compatible.
[J] Right, this will be plugged into the outside. The people who built [SYSTEM] and
went on to retire and create this company called [VENDOR] are the ones that created
the plugin to [SYSTEM] to make it more user friendly.
[I] Were you able to do a test run? I think you mentioned it had some beta sites, maybe?
[J] Actually we have had the company get with us, do details, and do live meetings, and
we have done test runs and stuff with this. We know it functions well.
[I] You have been able to trial it?
[J] Right and we know it is just a matter of getting it bought, getting it installed. I think
we are going to be the first [FIRM]. We lobbied to be the first because we created the
monster, we are hoping [VENDOR] will monogram it. Some of the others tried to
jump ahead of us and say, "We want it!" Hopefully we are going to be the first to get
it.
[I] Okay. Tell me about the different people and departments that were involved in this
decision process.
[J] Mainly, we took it from the [inaudible 00:27:55] logistics point, we pitched it to the
programs and logistics office up at central office for logistics for [FIRM]. At first
they did not like it but then when some of the other business CLO's got on board and
they saw the [inaudible 00:28:10] they were like, "This ain't bad, this might work."
The reason they did not like it the first time was because they already knew we were
spending a ton of money on [PRODUCT] crash and [PRODUCT] is coming. The cost
of this, I think for ten facilities in our business is like $100,000, not a big cost for
what it will do for us. When I am talking 6.5 million or 8.2 million that you are
pulling into this program. For the cost it is really a good thing.
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[I] You mentioned you had to pitch the idea to some higher ups, what was the pitch?
[J] Joe did that pitch. He told them how much easier life would be if we could us these
drop down menus and mass updates and stuff versus the old unacquainted way.
[I] Okay. It was in the context of, "This is how it is going to benefit our existing system
..."
[J] "This is what we can use until you all figure out how you can make what you want to
do work."
[I] (Laughter) the super band-aid.
[J] Right, that is it.
[I] Right, okay. About how many people were involved in this decision process?
[J] There were three or four from the company and Joe and myself, I do not know how
many people at central office were involved.
[I] Did you have any group meetings during that process [crosstalk 00:29:39]
[J] We made conference calls and teleconference calls and stuff.
[I] Thinking about this group while you guys were trying to decide whether to do this or
not, were efforts undertaken to rally support for it or to raise an opposition to the
technology? It sounds like you guys were trying to rally support for it?
[J] We were, we went out and pitched it to the other facilities in the business, they were
like, "Hey we think that is the neatest thing since ice cream, how soon can we have
it?" We go up the ladder and they were like, "Well, you know we are already
spending 6.5 million on this, why do we want to spend this money on that?" It is like,
"Hey! It is a fraction of what you are spending and it gives us instant relief. We have
no idea what year, or what century, yours is going to work."
[I] (Laughter)
[J] Honestly.
[I] Would you describe yourself, or yourself and Joe as the champions of this idea?
[J] Yeah, I give him most of the credit. He and I would talk, we would have round tables,
and we would talk with [VENDOR], and then he would push it. He got a lot of push
back from the people he got pushed back from including Dawn, and there are newer
people in the system that kind of get it but they were down and said, "Hey, you know
what, we have got to grasp technology where we can." After sitting up there and
seeing two major systems fail and now they are pouring more money into a third, I
am not so sure that is the platform you want to be playing with, but there is other
reasons why they are doing it that I do not know of [inaudible 00:31:12].
[I] Yeah. As you guys were going back and forth, you were having conference calls, how
important is that interdepartmental communication and at the [FIRM], how open is
that? Is that an open process?
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[J] [inaudible 00:31:31] to get buy in from all your facility [inaudible 00:31:34] and all
your facility management and stuff ... The biggest thing is if the business pays for it,
it does not cost the facility a damn thing. That is the biggest seller right there. If it
ain't going to cost me nothing and it is going to benefit my people, hell yeah. I will do
it.
[I] Okay. After you get this done, and I know you said you are in the process of getting it
implemented, it is not in yet, how will you measure success of it? What will be the
yard stick?
[J] There are reports that are ran, every two weeks they are updated on a share point that
we have that our OIT folks, Office of Informational Technology have a share point
they run reports that show how many items we have inventoried so far for the year,
how many items have missing fields of data, how many items have other
discrepancies. You can break it down by individual services, facility, like for
instance, "Engineering service has this many errors ... Environmental has this many ...
Pharmacy has this many ..."
Once we have this foolproof way of inputting stuff, the error rate is going to zero or
we are going to get to 100% complete. I won't have to track [inaudible 00:32:56] data
no more. Inventory data will be much more accurate. They have been measuring that
for a couple of years now and we have been doing manual updates to data fields
which I think in [CITY] I was coming out of the hospital going to the [inaudible
00:33:14] when we started doing this. I had 2010, 11,000 errors that we had to go in
and manually correct.
[I] Wow.
[J] That is a lot of work.
[I] (Laughter) yeah.
[J] Two people for [inaudible 00:33:28] to do so I broke it down, printed a book,
(laughter), divided the book in half and said, "Here you go, show me pages every two
to three days that you have done until there is no more pages." That is how we
initially started correcting all these errors.
[I] So ...
[J] To have a system where you cannot even input it with an error will eliminate that.
[I] Obviously it will eliminate the data errors and increase the quality of the data that you
have, and if you have got people spending employee time to correct that there is
certainly a dollar figure attached to that. Is there a way you can measure financial
impact?
[J] There is not a way because some of these errors that are in there are errors that control
how often preventative maintenance is done on items. If you have an error on your
category stock number, or your code, then you may have the wrong [inaudible
00:34:33], in other words, if an item is supposed to be [inaudible 00:34:35] every four
months and you put the wrong code in their and all of a sudden it is popping up every
month for a PM, you are spending useless dollars. Somebody go find that item in the
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facility, bring it in, test it, and PM it when it shouldn't be done but every quarter or
some are every year. There is a dollar savings there if you do not errors in those
particular fields.
[I] Have you been able to go in and attach a dollar figure to that, has anybody done that?
[J] I can tell you that we do not have the [VENDOR] system yet I can go out here and ...
Let's see if I can find my little share point right quick right here. IT compliance ... I
can go ahead and tell you right now as of March 24th was the last update, for May
with data problems [inaudible 00:35:46] I don't care about three seconds ... They do
this I think every other week.
[I] Okay.
[J] For data problems for my facility here, I am at 95% complete. Basically, out of 10,546
items, I have 10,057 of them have complete data. I have about 480 or 490 items that I
have got an issue with. I can drill down even farther to particular sections of my
facility that have these issues ... One of the biggest ones is usually OIT. I am looking
right now for one that just sticks out like a sore thumb, that has got a huge amount of
data problems. There is not a real big one out here. Here we go, I have got one
particular area here that is showing 47%, out of 165 items, only 78 of them have good
data. I would drill into that one and I would tell my people, "Look, we have got to
figure out what is going on with this one right here."
[I] Okay.
[J] There is so much data that's using this one particular area here.
[I] Yeah, that is pretty slick that you can find it that quick.
[J] We will not even be doing this once we have our no frills drop downs and lets us put it
in their 100% from the beginning. I don't have to spend all this time and my valuable
salary, and everybody else's too, (laughter). Try to change these deep ones down.
Everybody makes fat finger mistakes, [inaudible 00:37:30] accounted to, or you do
not have the data you need you simply do not put it in there.
It looks like for the most part on this one, last inventory date, the acquisition dates
were two things that were missing on a lot of these items. It looks like on every one
of these items in this particular items are the same ... They are, they are all hospital
beds. I can go in there and do a cleanup on these because we received them last year
and fix that particular problem. I am at 95%, so I am in the gray. Am I that worried
about it? No, [inaudible 00:38:02].
[I] Sure.
[J] (Laughter)
[I] Thinking about this new system that you guys are getting ready to implement, what do
you think went right about the decision, as compared to the web based system?
[J] Somebody finally listened.
[I] (Laughter)
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[J] Just said, "Okay, you know what, we spend money everywhere, everyday for
something, this sounds like something that might benefit." You have to get somebody
to hear up there at a high enough level to let you do things sometimes. That is the
biggest thing is just convincing the right people that this is something that we can
really benefit from.
[I] Do you think that is an issue with the web based systems that seem to fail, that there is
just not ... What would you say, from your perspective, what is the issue with the web
based systems? Why are those not working out?
[J] It is not the web based part, it is just the integration from our local home grown thing
into the web based. The data does not convert correctly, so many things can put into
our [SYSTEM] database, don't only have me playing in it, our equivalent medical
supplies, all my people, you have finance in their for money and for payroll, you have
the nurses and practitioners and stuff in their for CPRS and medical data and patient
data, then you have biomend/engineering in their for PM updates, everything they ...
It is just so many hands in their and so much data. As long as you have sku data that
will not transfer over to a clean web based system, just like when integrate ...
[I] Yeah. If you could go back, talking about the one that is going to work much better, if
you could change anything about the way you went through that decision process or
anything about that whole thing, what would you change, if you could?
[J] I made a comment to [NAME], maybe we should have bought a couple of plane
tickets and went up to central office and showed it to them in front of them and they
would have got it versus trying to converse with them on the telephone. The
presentation, actually seeing it once we got to that point made it a lot easier to sell the
program when [VENDOR] was able to put something together for us to see and them
to see, and to get the key people all involved in the live meetings and stuff. It is easy
to tell somebody, "Hey this is a good idea," but if they cannot visualize it, they do not
understand it, it ain't a good idea to them.
[I] How much did that slow down the process by them not being able to see it?
[J] Probably a year.
[I] Wow.
[J] Probably a year because we just could not get them to bite, period, on it. Actually we
got to the point to where we went to our business leadership and they said, "You
know what, they are not willing to play, can we just do this as a business initiative
ourselves? Once they see it and work it maybe they will change their tune." Then it
took hold for whatever reason.
[I] Okay, interesting. This higher level ... They did not have the information that you had.
Were they just looking at dollars and cents?
[J] Pretty much. They were looking at, probably, what they were already spending on
[PRODUCT] versus here we are with this thing saying this kind of money times 21
visits potentially on another project that is ... That is probably the way that they were
thinking.
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[I] Okay. George, I really appreciate your time. Is there anything else that you would like
to add regarding your technology use? Anything about this particular example that
maybe we did not talk about as far as the adoption of the technology?
[J] I have got to say, you know as far as our equipment inventory and stuff we are
mandated to do certain things and one of the things they are mandating us to do is to
be automated, to use automated inventory. We have upgraded our scanner technology
and our label printer technology, we have some really nice handheld computers that
are no larger than an iPhone now that my personnel use to go out and take inventories
and stuff and come back and download that data, put it in our system.
Those keys have to be worked out at all facilities. That is a big plus for that part. We
do not necessarily buy electronically our inventory down here every day. Some of the
larger facilities use [PRODUCT] or [PRODUCT] electronic transmission of
purchases every day, I am small enough that I do not have to do that. There are other
technologies out there. We are also fixing to go to a new technology for our
attendance, and time-keeping, it is going to be web based. It is going to come out of
our [SYSTEM], here we go again!
[I] (Laughter)
[J] It is a web based time-keeping system where each individual goes in and is
accountable for their time. If you do not put your time in you mess yourself up. Here
we are ... Technology ... The [FIRM] embraces it to what extent they can, but we also
have other mandates that we have to deal with. Sometimes it is hard to tie the two
together but wherever we can, we try.
[I] That is great.
[J] Hopefully I have been able to help you out.
[I] Oh this has been very helpful. I have one last question for you, this is just a
demographic thing, what is the year of your birth?
[J] 61.
[I] 61. Alright, well Jeffery, I sure appreciate your help. I may, if it is okay, I might just
shoot you an email with a follow up, I might have a question or two that comes to
mind.
[J] Feel free, if I do not answer right away bear with me but I will get to it, (laughter).
[I] No problem man, I know you are a busy man. I appreciate your time today.
[J] Not a problem.
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Interview #7: “Jackson”
Job Title: Senior Web Developer
Industry: Higher Education
Interview Date: April 2, 2014
Interview Time: 51:32
Gender: M
YOB: 1972
[I] OK, just to get started here, why don't you just kind of give me a brief overview of
your department, what you do, your role, how long you've been here and kind of how
you support the university, OK?
[J] I guess I'll just, I started out in [DEPARTMENT] seventeen years ago. I worked in
Enterprise Information Systems department, which is what we're in now. I started out
as a programmer, did a lot of support of our [PRODUCT] system at that point and
then also transitioned into more of web development with our current MyState portal.
Approximately seven years ago I took over the management of, at that time it was
called User Training and Support, and it was part of User Services, which is, we have
three groups in [DEPARTMENT], Enterprise Information Systems, User Services,
and Information Technology Infrastructure. ITI group, they're the last group, supports
hardware, networking and so on, Enterprise Information Systems, a lot of enterprise
level software. User Services is desktop support, Help Desk, and then training.
[inaudible01:15]
But I transitioned into this group about seven years ago, and we, really, this is when
we made our big move to provide some primary web development for the university
from an [DEPARTMENT] standpoint. We get into a lot of situations where we would
have a department come to us and say, "We've got this web site, but we had a GA
build it, and he's gone now, and we don't know what to do." And of course at that
time, you know, roughly around the time when the web really started becoming
people's primary source of information and the importance of our appearance in that
area, we've grown tremendously, so that's why we really started putting more
emphasis on that and providing that service.
Now we are a little bit different, we are, our service is a for-fee service, but it's more
of a governor or a draw. It's not any kind of cost recovery. If we offered it up for free,
I couldn’t hire enough people to keep all the work done. Also, that way our clients
have a little more skin in the game. They'll be a little more serious about it and won't
start projects that they'll just walk away from and leave us hanging there with two
months' worth of work.
[I] So you work at, with, like, directly with individual departments on campus?
[J] Generally, our model is, we have a yearly pricing model, and it's $14,000 a year, and
it provides 1,000 hours a year. Up to 1,000 hours. So typically our clients are
university administrative divisions as well as academic colleges, College of Arts and
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Sciences, Division of Student Affairs, Division of Budget and Planning, College of
Education, College of Business, so that ...
[I] So not individual departments but kind of at the higher level.
[J] We have a couple, but, really, at that price level and what that gets you, I mean this
year it gets you a thousand hours a year, basically you have us on retainer. It works
out better for the college level because, really, you take, like, the College of Arts and
Sciences and I can't think of how many departments they have right now, but
essentially it's web development and support so that the entire college, the Dean
and/or whoever he delegates this to handles our priorities because obviously we don't
want to get in the middle of that. They know more about what's a priority for the
college or an administrative division than we do.
But, like I said, if you run up to a thousand hours a year developing web sites, web
applications and so on for those groups. And, also, I should mention, too, we, we
develop and maintain mobile applications as well.
[I] OK, so like the one for [PRODUCT] and all those.
[J] Well, that one, the [PRODUCT] mobile app, actually, we purchased from
[PRODUCT].
[I] For [PRODUCT], OK.
[J] We've built some other ones. We've built one for the vet school. We built one for the
conjunction between the Athletic Department and Campus Services. The Fan Guide
app. We've built an app for the Athletic Department that is their Bulldog Coalition
Tracking app, so they want to see how many points they gain in Bulldog if you're
familiar with that system. It's kind of the Bulldog Club for students transfer those
points over when they graduate into the actual Bulldog Club if they join.
[I] Oh, OK.
[J] So it's a mobile application as well, so we do some of those here and there. But that's
really our primary function in developing and maintaining, redeveloping, currently
maintaining approximately 200 web sites at the university.
[I] Now, do the departments, will they go out and just do their own stuff, too?
[J] Absolutely, they do their own. We're optional, you don't have to use us. Some of our
larger clients in academic colleges and divisions, some of those, like, presidents and
deans, they, "This is your choice. You can use [DEPARTMENT]. We pay them, you
should use them." Some say, "Do what you want." And that's fine, too. We just want
to provide the service.
[I] Right.
[J] I mean, it's not. We don't necessarily have a dog in the hunt as to whether they use
“wanna be” out there. Obviously we feel like we can provide the best service longterm, especially from a maintenance standpoint. I mean we have the full support of
the provost in what we do here, you know. And we have nine full-time professional
four graduate assistants, so we're here to stay.
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[I] Right.
[J] We're not going anywhere whereas, you know, some outside company, a lot of times,
and this happens, I mean, truthfully, they're in the same situation where they hire a
company and they build a web site and that company disappears or they drop the
support or whatever, they come to us. Exactly. Because we've got parts and move
forward. We feel that we can provide the best service for university departments, but
we let them make the call. And there are certainly departments in colleges that have
their own staff that provide that service as well, so and that's not, I mean, we don't
have any real issue with that, either.
[I] Well, thinking about, like, the technological environment, kind of the world that we
live in right now, and, you know, talking about, there's other companies or the people
that provide these kinds of things, those kinds of things, and how does what your
basic knowledge our codified knowledge we have based on our experience and what
we know about what we do here. How does that influence the kind of new
information that, you know, knowledge that you guys are looking for if you're, or,
you know, if you're looking outside the university, outside just your
[DEPARTMENT]. How does that influence what kind of information you look for?
[J] When choosing solutions?
[I] Sure, yeah. Or, or, yeah, in general, whether it's, you know, what are customers
looking for? What are, what's the competition? What are some of the alternative
solutions? Where's the industry going?
[J] Well, a big influence from almost anything, we're going to purchase or use or bring in
as a solution, I can give you a couple of good examples that fit into what you're
looking for.
[I] OK.
[J] With almost anything we'd look at is going to be heavily influence by how and if it
will integrate with our [PRODUCT] ERP system. It's our primary resource planning
system for the campus. You know, budget, student registration information, all
employee information, everything exists in that system, so. It's always our first
question to a vendor.
[I] How well it will...
[J] “Are you a partner with [COMPANY NAME],” which is the name of the company.
Obviously, if that partnership, you know, a lot of the products we want to look at that
we kind of expected to exist, if you don't have that as part of your platform, you're not
a partner, and you're king of already not really in the running. Some industries that
doesn't necessarily exist. Some new and emerging industries, you have to be really
careful about what the vendor is advertising, how they're putting it out there. They
may say they'll work with them, that doesn’t mean they aren’t throwing that out there
to get you in the door with them. And get into the discussion, so. But that is a big, big
consideration from our standpoint.
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Also, from an IT standpoint with our authentication on campus, obviously net ID, net
password. It's our central, single login solution, so we use a technology called
[SYSTEM], Central Authentication System, which is open source. And that is our
primary authentication system that we try to make sure anything we're working with
works with [SYSTEM]. If you don't work with [SYSTEM], we have some other
options, but we really try to put all our eggs in that basket, and that way we can really
focus our security in that area as well and not have to worry about five different
authentication systems that we have to focus on to keep secure.
So, that's a big consideration as well. If you don't work with [SYSTEM], you're
probably not in the running, either.
[I] OK, so compatibility with those two existing systems that we have certainly drives
what you're going to look at.
What about the, you know, the technology trends or industry trends within, with other
colleges and universities, those kinds of things?
[J] Well, another thing I’ll throw in there too for the previous question. From our
standpoint, the existing knowledge standpoint, my group specifically, we're a PHP,
MYSQL plant shop. So obviously anything that works with that and is based on that,
that's what we're looking for. With [PRODUCT] from the [PRODUCT] side and the
database side portal because we're a university, we have a lot of money invested
there, so we want to continue to leverage that as well. So those two things are big
considerations in platform and the technology behind it. And the software are big
considerations. And, like I said, we have existing knowledge and experience with this
so typically we just kind of jump right in and get it.
[I] Right, OK. Industry trends or what other universities are doing?
[J] Sure. Specifically in my group, because we develop front-facing, public-facing web
sites, we really try to follow industry trends and keep up with what I would consider
to be the cutting edge of what technology and capabilities. It's important because, you
know, we maintain sites that are front-line, prospective student viewed sites, and they
are very important, and, you know, the students expect to see things that they see on
other big sites, and they expect, you know, expect the bells and whistles that they're
seeing in other places, so from my group's perspective, we really try to stay on the
front end of that, so that's certainly a big consideration within the web industry, and
the way we handle that is we try to attend at least one conference a year, that is a web
development type conference is going to have people there speaking and talking
about trends in the industry and where it's going. And where we are going and what
skills we need to be developing and working on, so.
[I] You said there's a difference, for, because it's a front-end, because it's what
prospective customers of the university are going to be looking at. You really need to
be cutting edge. Would you say on the back end, where it's not as visible, that you're
not so much cutting edge?
[J] No, not true at all. I think a lot of what drives that, I think from my perspective and
my management of this group is, you know, we're always looking to be more
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efficient. That's just part of IT. If you're somebody that enjoys efficiency and
attaining more efficient solutions, IT is probably a great industry for you. You write
something and you always feel like, "Yeah, next time I revisit that I can probably
rewrite it more efficiently and in a different way."
So, typically, industry trends and industry changes mean more efficient ways of
handling things. A great example are frameworks. Frameworks are huge now at every
level of the industry, with our side of the house, you know, you take your front-end
development where you're dealing with what the end-user actually sees. You've got
CSS frameworks out there that we use. We use the Twitter bootstrap framework on
that now. jQuery user interface, which is a Java Script, Ajax type framework as well.
Ajax, kind of came about six or seven years ago and it was the kind that you develop
within it yourself, but then jQuery came about and was, again, a framework that
brought about all those UI interface capabilities in one framework. That makes us
much more efficient. We don't have to write these big, huge libraries in Java script.
It's already there, and you just load it in with the functions they've got built in.
Also very true in the back end, and that's really where this industry is going from the
software standpoint, especially with our [PRODUCT] ERP system that, you know,
we're so heavily vested in, and PASS has been a heavy DL-SQL, C++ type
environment. They're moving to [NAME] environment now, which is a framework
that sits on top of that.
[I] OK.
[J] So there’s going to be some learning curve within our group within
[DEPARTMENT].
[I] Well, how, so when you guys find out about something new, or, "Hey, this is great" or
maybe somebody over in [DEPARTMENT] that's not necessarily, well, you do good
there, but, hey, there's something new we're going to do. How is that information get
disseminated amongst the various departments. What's the process?
[J] I think part of that depends on how widespread it's going to affect our department.
You know, things that are affecting everyone, obviously we try to bring in some
training, really, I mean, like it is with everybody now, our first shot is, OK, what's online? What's out there? Are the videos out there? Are there just tutorials out there we
can grab? And depending on what you're working on, a lot of times there are,
especially front-end stuff. Back-end programming, probably not so much, especially
from third-party vendors because it's their framework they've written it, and they're
going to want to come in and train you. So a lot of this stuff, especially dealing with
[PRODUCT] and some of our other, I'm trying to think of another good example.
Facilities management has a system, I think it's called F-Max, I believe, maybe, but
we brought them in as well to provide their training for the software system.
[I] So you bring… the outside people come in...
[J] Especially, it's important to realize especially because it's a third-party vendor, it's not
going to exist anywhere else. It's their API they've written, they've sold to you, their
just not going to put the docs out here for the public to run across.
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[I] Right, OK. So, after you've kind of learned about this new system, and maybe we
haven't adopted it yet, but we're looking at it. We've got, shared it amongst the
various, you know, constituents or stakeholders in the various departments, but if we
decide. What's the process for acting upon that knowledge? What's the, you know...
[J] Again you get back to how it's disseminated amongst...
[I] Kind, of, yeah, so, hey, we have a good idea, so what's the next step if we want to
move forward with this?
[J] So, and I'll take this as being, "OK, we've had all of the meetings to determine, yes,
this is the way we want to go." And we want to get past that point. Typically, I'll just
talk specifically about my group. Typically what we do. Obviously there's some sort
of need that's driving the adoption of that technology, and we've got a project there
that we can apply it to. So certainly you'll want to have one or two guys, and you
know and it varies per project sometimes, we've got a couple of extra guys,
sometimes we have four. It just depends on the scope of the project and the time-line
and how quickly we can turn this thing around.
But that's simply how we start. A good example, and I can tell you right now, and
we're in, right in the middle of a transition to using a new content management
system. In the past we've had a lot of home-grown content management stuff that we
built here in-house, and we're transitioning now to a full-blown adoption of a content
management system called Drupal.
[I] Drupal?
[J] Yeah, it's pretty much the industry standard from an open-source standpoint.
[I] OK.
[J] And that's really the direction we wanted to go. We feel like the open source
communities in general, open source product bring so many advantages to the table
that outweigh the purchasing, you know. A lot of people who, I guess, probably aren't
familiar with the industry, when they think open source, they think free, but that's not
true at all.
Yeah, it's like getting a free puppy. You have to give them shots, you have to feed
them and you have to maintain them. So, that's certainly not the case, but the speed at
which open-source typically advances because the community and community
contributions that you're continually updating. That side of the industry, to me,
especially, is just invaluable. The on-line collaboration, not only within our group
amongst our people but also from other contributors to those communities is just, you
know, it's just incredible. It allows me to get in game with something so quickly and
so efficiently and so knowledgeably, it's incredible. And that's probably the biggest
thing I've seen advance since I've been in the industry.
[I] So, certainly a distinct advantage of open-source over that would be that community…
[J] Disadvantage, obviously, is you don't necessarily have the set documentation. Now,
what's really happened probably over the past eight to ten years is you get these
companies that, and I'll just give you an example. You know, Drupal, there's a
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company named Aquia, and they actually are a third-party vendor who provides
support for Drupal. And actually there's another company called Lullaby that we've
contracted with when we started this venture just to do basically some consulting
engagements with them to kind of help us along a little bit because, the thing about
Drupal, and this is probably true of any open-source software, is that community is so
large, it's sometimes hard to disseminate what you're looking for and what's quality
and what's not. And to get yourself on that track initially, it's good to get a little help,
and that's where we used Lullaby. From that standpoint just to essentially say, "OK,
this is what we want to do. Here are some options we're looking at. What are good
options? What are options you guys have experience with?" Cause they also develop
for and contribute to the Drupal community. So that's where we leveraged those guys
from.
[I] OK, we've got to talk about this, specifically about the technology in the industry, so
it's kind of a silly question, but I'm going to ask it. So, in what ways does technology,
in your case software and hardware, impact your day-to-day operations here?
[J] [crosstalk 20:13]
[I] Maybe I'll change that question a little bit to say what, what impact does turbulence
have in the technological environment affect the operation?
[J] I guess when you're using the word turbulence, you're talking about negative impact.
[I] Well, it could be. When I say technology, uh, technological turbulence, I'm just
talking about the rapid change within, of technology. Outside of technology today, or,
you know, five years ago, is pretty much antique quality in some instances.
[J] Yeah, I guess the first thing I would say is that it affects our staffing decisions. You
can't, especially in our group, you can't exist in this group and want to be a person
who does the same thing every day. Doesn't happen. You've got to have people who
have a good level of energy and willingness to have change and challenge. It's
constantly coming around. Especially, like I said, when you're. There's other portions
of IT where that's not necessarily the case. You're a database guy who keeps the
database clean and up-to-date, and, you know, you're looking at maybe one or two
updates a year.
On this side of things, you're looking at, every time you turn around, maybe once a
month and you have to keep up with it and figure out how to work it in. And that's
probably a good answer to your question is, when those changes come along, you
have to spend the time to look at those changes and how they are going to affect your
day-to-day operations. Is this going to make it more efficient? Is it fluff that we really
not need it at this point? Is it not fully fleshed-out yet? Do we want to wait? And
that's a big, you know, that's something we in IT and in EIS in general look at all the
time, especially in modal application forefront.
And the industry, I think, has really struggled trying to find its way over the past
couple of years, especially in higher ed and how to deliver those mobile applications.
Do you deliver them… um, you know from… What we've figured out is that you, it's
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a case-by-case basis. Do you deliver a natively written application for IOS, Android,
and it gets to the point where it's not going to help anyway.
Do you write that in native code? Did you use a framework out there that, that you
write the code once and it's out for both? Using a framework, your disadvantages are,
sometimes it doesn't leverage all of the capabilities of that native IOS. The native
language will. Java on Android side, X-code on the IOS side. So that's always a
consideration and something we've really kind of been standing on the sidelines a
little bit and watching it the last couple of years, especially with our [PRODUCT]
student information system.
We've seen a lot of companies offer some things up, but at the end of the day, they're
not really offering that much. Kind of the Holy Grail of what we're looking for is
student registration, class registration, that kind of thing. Checking your grades, your
schedule and so on. What we've found is that a lot of what they're throwing out there
is, "Oh, here's an RSS Feed in your app and it's got news and here's a calendar and
here's, you know, there's not a whole lot out there. A campus map they'll throw in
there. Again, all stuff that's pretty easily leveraged from our standpoint anyway.
[I] So what would you say are some of the capabilities that you have that help you
evaluate which one is, you mentioned the staff flexibility, you know, that's an
example of one kind of capability or attribute that helps you being able to discern
what's fluff, what's not, based on your knowledge and experience. What are the kinds
of attributes or capabilities you think are important to be able to deal with this kind of
rapidly changing technology?
[J] Well, I think, you know, for us, what has allowed us to, you know, look at those
solutions, is, number one, you've got to be willing to bring a bunch of people to the
table when you look at it because the way this industry has gone for the past ten to
fifteen years, it's very difficult to be a single person with a broad amount of really
good knowledge about all the different areas. Everybody's gotten more specialized.
Like you have to be, from a personality standpoint you have to be accepting and
understanding that it's OK if I'm bringing this guy in and this guy in or this lady here
in these meetings and get their opinions and thoughts on things.
[I] Are there any, would these be external people and internal, or mostly just internal?
[J] Mostly internal. We’re not ever opposed to bringing external people in, I'll say that. If
there's somebody out there who has expertise in that area, we certainly won't hesitate
to bring them in. But certainly internally [DEPARTMENT], you know, we've got
roughly 130 employees in [DEPARTMENT] now, so we've got a pretty diverse group
from a skill-set standpoint to really cover what we feel like we need to cover.
[I] So that inter-departmental type communication, to be able to.. everybody get on the
same page. Would you say, like, I guess, being able to define roles. Is that...
[J] Yes, absolutely, and of course, you know, the biggest thing, really outside of that that
is left out there is, what is the need? And that's the most difficult part, is
understanding the need of our clients, our clients being students and staff, and beyond
that perspective students, and we've got to, that gives us a pretty wide audience there.
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And of course right now is its no secret Dr. [NAME]’s priority, one of those big
priorities is increasing enrollment. So any way we can help facilitate that is a big deal.
[I] All right, so let's talk about, for these next few questions, let's just talk about a specific
adoption, I mean, you said you had a couple of examples for me of where we've
adopted something new. So, first please just describe the circumstances that prompted
the decision to adopt the technology. What was, kind of, the driving force behind it?
[J] I'll go back to our content management system as an example, and that's really, I
think, the best example. Probably about seven years ago, and content management
systems have been out there for a while now, eight, nine, ten years. About seven years
ago, we had the opportunity to look at a product that kind of came bundled with our
[PRODUCT] system, essentially. It's a content management system, pretty decent
system, and we looked at it because we know any time we can offload the day-to-day
maintenance of just basic content, it is a good opportunity for us to offload that to our
clients. Clients, for the most part, now, prefer that.
Now, what we determined at that time was that we didn't have enough clients that
were ready to do that. They liked the convenience of just dropping us a ticket to the
Help Desk and say, "Hey, can you just help us change this paragraph form this to
that? Can you remove this staff person from our web site?" That kind of thing,
because it's just resources they just didn't have to spend and have somebody dealing
with that.
What we feel like has happened know that has happened over, you know, since that
time with, I guess, the general education of our clients overall has changed drastically
in, is a big need and desire to be able to control their content more. Plus, we're to the
point where we kind of reached the edge of where we can reliably maintain that
content. We're still able to do it, and, typically, our guarantee for our clients is that
we're looking at a 48-hour or less turn-around on typical day-to-day changes.
Obviously if they call up and say, "We want this new registration application or a
take a credit card and all that" …
We guarantee them 48 business hours turnaround, but it's typically same day, 24
hours, so. And with web sites, you really have to hit that mark because that content's
out there and available all the time, so, if there's something that needs to change, it's
just incorrect, we've got to get to it quickly so that, we're trying to make sure we keep
that balance so that that time-frame can be, can still be met. So moving to a fullblown content management system where they can really maintain all of their content
for the most part, their static-type content, you know, we felt like it was necessary. In
this day and age, it's really expected.
You have a lot of people, I mean, we've seen departments where they have new staff
come in and they have experience, like they've been using Word Press or some other
content management system. That's really the need that's driven this decision.
[I] All right. So, what was it about this new content management system that kind of
utimately, influenced your decision that this is what we're going to go with?
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[J] Well, number one, and I talked about it earlier, it's open-source and the community
support, it's just, it's incredible. Also, really, I think we had looked at it when it was in
Version 5. We're in Version 7 now, and pushing toward Version 8. But overall
capabilities are drastically increased. One of the things we talked about before was,
from authentication standpoint, [SYSTEM], wasn't there for a while. Now it is.
The general interface had drastically changed as well and has become much more
user friendly, a much nicer GUI interface. You know, a very simple to work
environment, you’ve got all your buttons at the top for bold, underline, whatever you
want.
[I] From a user perspective, it's easier to use.
[J] Exactly. Much better using our interface.
[I] OK, so you mentioned earlier usually when you want to get something like this going,
you've got to get seven, eight people from all different areas to kind of get in on it.
So, when you were going through this process of, "This is what we're going to do,"
tell me about this group of people from these different areas, how they were all
variously involved in that decision.
[J] Well, initially, you know, the first set of meetings was probably a much smaller
group, probably myself with our, my director, and our CIO, and just say, "Hey, this is
the direction I want to go." From that point, we started looking for a conference.
You've got a lot of different conferences, and they'll have pockets of content
management vendors. But there's actually a CMS specific conference called CMS
Expo. So, we attended that and kind of got a broader feel of what's out there. And we
kind of already felt like, you know, Drupal is definitely a big possibility just from a
security standpoint as well as more secure and so on. So we kind of narrowed it down
to a couple of options from that conference and then we came back, and that’s when
the larger meeting occurred.
We brought in, of course, people within my group who attended the conference.
Other people within private information system, database expertise. From the
information technology infrastructure side, we brought in our hardware guys, the
guys who support the server that it resides on, because they're going to help make
those decisions and understand how we would distribute things. And that was also
important on the database side as well and bring those guys in, DDAs so they can talk
about how, what scale and so on. And then, of course, again, the CIO was involved.
Really, directors from all three major groups because it's going to impact community
services from a training standpoint. So we bring all those guys in, and, you know,
really start talking about the pros and cons of each product. Obviously, some of the…
a couple of other products we looked at were from vendors, so there is a price
involved.
But big considerations were our ability to customize. With Drupal, you're right there
under the hood if you want to be. You’ve got the code, it's your, you own it. Some of
the other products, you don't get that. It's always a big consideration from our
standpoint. I don't know that I can really compare to other universities, but, you
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know, we always try to make sure that we can customize something to meet the needs
of our clientele.
[I] So, when you were presenting Drupal to this group, how was it pitched? I mean,...
[J] Well, when we started out, we really had Drupal and one other system, and the other
system was very attractive. Really, the primary difference is that, content
management systems generally work in two ways. One, you've got a central database
that serves up all the content for multiple sites. And a big consideration for us, we
were looking at something can, you know, has a central code set that you update, you
don't have to touch 300 different sites every time there's an update. And that code,
that core runs all of those sites. That pretty much had to happen. And then
immediately push things like Word Press away. Word Press doesn't have that option.
So, there's that, which both the systems had. Now the other consideration is that, out
of the box, Drupal doesn't do what, I guess it does, but it doesn't push content. In
other words, it doesn't push out static HTML that exists for each individual site. It's
pulled from the database. The other product we were looking at did that and gave it a
little bit of an advantage there because, if your core goes down, your site still exists.
That static HTML file is out there. Also, from a performance standpoint, technically,
it should be more efficient and serve things up quicker.
What we learned later with Drupal is that, you know, it's like the Swiss Army knife of
content management systems. There’s just infinite ways you can customize it. Well,
there's caching, a piece of software out there that does caching [inaudible], it's called
Varnish. So essentially Varnish goes down to hit the database and pulls up the page
caches it in static HTML. Essentially, based on our benchmarking, it makes serving
up pages almost 400% faster. Not that Drupal was ever really slow, you know, but it's
almost a no-brainer. So essentially our solution in the end is we have four caching
servers that are low balanced, so it gives us a lot of scalability overall.
Of course this is all virtual environments, so we can easily start tacking on more if we
need to. But, anyway, does that answer your question?
[I] Yeah, yeah. Well, so, when you're, it sounds like, well, was there anyone who said,
you know, they're kind of championed Drupal or...
[I] ...Opposed it in any kind of a way or...
[J] I wouldn’t say nobody was just staunchly sitting there and saying in the meeting, "No,
we're not doing this." We knew it was a strong, strong competitor from the start.
Really, the only, I guess, the biggest factor holding it back was that it was opensource, so you don't have that vendor, you know, if you have an issue, you can call
them up and hold ‘em to the fire and say, "Look, this is breaking. This isn't working.
Fix it." With that obviously comes a price as well. But, at the end of the day, like I
said earlier on, the open-source community and what it brings to the table, I mean,
constant evolution of the product, it just outweighed everything else heavily.
Drupal has really become a primary solution for a lot of universities. I mean, there's a
ton of them, and there's even what we call distributions out there where people have
created a, Stanford's created a couple of distributions, so if you wanted to do, it's a
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departmental, academic department distribution out there. It's got, basically you can
just install that, that Drupal install, and it's got a lot of different moduals and so on
and it's specific to what academic departments typically need. So it's kind of a step
up. And we're not using it from a customization standpoint, we really didn't feel that
they met our needs. So we'll end up with our own distributions. Essentially we
already do, really. We use when we rollout a new site from that central core, so...
[I] OK. So, how do you measure success? How do you look at it and say, "OK, this was
the right choice" or, it might be, "It didn't work out as well as we thought."
[J] Well, at the end of the day, even if, you know, we end up without good client buy-in
from a end-user sample and maintain the content, it still gives me a lower benchmark.
A lot of our primary support for day-to-day support of our sites comes from our GA.
We have four GAs. It gives me a lower benchmark I have to meet when I hire a GA.
If you can use Microsoft Word, you can handle this job.
It's a little bit difficult from our standpoint to find qualified GAs with that type of
programming experience to support what we currently support. We can find ‘em, but
like right now I have a GA, I have four of them, one of them has been open since
January, you can't fill in the middle of the semester. Technically, we could probably
back off and get a student worker wages. He'd probably be able to handle it. We'd
probably have issues there.
So, that's one way. Obviously, if our adoption really works well, and our clients will
start using the product, we will hope and expect them to, it will help us evolve a little
bit and get on more with the day-to-day stuff and move more into primary user-face,
user interface development mode and more hard-core programming mode overall and
supporting that environment, so.
The other big advantage in what the university as a whole is looking to get to, an
ability from a higher level of the driving force of this decision… I’ve really just been
talking about my primary areas...
[I] That's all right…
[J] The big driving force is the university, especially public relations, would like to get to
the point where we have a primary template for all web sites. So a central content
management system is, your department says, "Hey, we want to use the primary
template." And we say, "Hey, we can roll out over here in [PRODUCT]. You can
maintain the content." From our standpoint, we know you can't change that template,
so you're going to meet the visual identity standards that have been set forth.
So that's a big driving force from a higher level for sure. That alone, from that level,
would equal success.
[I] Is that in place right now? Or is that...
[J] That's another decision that has to be made, but that’s above my pay grade. But that's
a decision that has to be made, and it's actually being worked on right now. There's a
communications council that exists that is working towards that as well. But that, the
perfect example is, was, we have all our websites, they're all using this template, and
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next week we announce that we're changing the image, the logo for the university.
From our standpoint, it should take us probably five minutes to make that change
once and it goes out there.
Another good example, a great example, is tuition. Tuition numbers that exist on the
web site. Those exist probably in three or four different places and maybe some we
don't even know about. But if you're using our central feed, that data is supported by
our content management system, we made that change there, and...
[I] It all gets updated.
[J] And policies. Policies that change daily sometimes.
So all of that, obviously, is a big advantage, and that would definitely be a big payoff
in the end, for sure.
[I] So, think about the process you've gone through up to this point. Would the, with that
content management system, looking back on how it's gone, is there anything that you
would change in the way it was approached, or anything looking back that maybe
could have been done better or something else maybe you should have looked at
earlier?
[J] I'm not a big regrets person. I really don't dwell on it that much, I mean. When I look
back at it, I'll look at, like, how could we have gotten there quicker? It would have
been really difficult because, you know, we've still got our jobs we have to do every
day and all those things that we currently have to support. Yeah, maybe if I could
have had two or three other positions, I could have probably, but once we finished
that process, what do I do with those guys? I felt like we did a good job moving
through the process overall. I feel like we had a good plan up front. I mean, we had,
you know, specifications we'd set out there, gone over it pretty well. From a process
within the university standpoint, I think it went pretty well.
[I] What is the total length of time that you...
[J] From investigation to launch, about a year and a half.
[I] A year and a half. Do you find that, and, again, being in a university setting where
things don't quite move at lightning speed, do you feel, especially with the technology
issues, do you feel that that's sometimes a negative, where it takes so long before...
[J] It can be. I mean, I think, yeah, they kind of balance each other out because even
though you're sometimes taking a little longer, sometimes it allows some other things
to flesh out as well. Yeah, really, the primary source of, I wouldn't say our delay, but
our speed, is just, like I said, we have other responsibilities we have to take care of
every day, and you can't just drop that stuff. I mean, you get calls from the president
and provost, and he needs this done, and it might take two, three full-time resources
to handle it for a couple of weeks, and it's just the nature of it.
[I] You have any examples of things that were maybe adoption decisions that didn't go
right? Or maybe at least initially wasn't as, meet up with what your expectations
were?
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[J] Yeah, I guess I would use, I'll go back to mobile application development, you know,
like I said before, for a while there we were trying to figure out, OK, can we find a
way to write a single piece of code to support multiple programs. And even at that
point we were looking at it. Blackberry was a consideration, too. They aren't under
consideration at all now.
Really, we talk about that we’re looking at Android and IOS. Nobody else is really in
the game yet, so.
But at any rate, we found a piece of software in multiple options out there that were
frameworks, essentially. And what we went with, and still use, it's called Titanium
Studio, and it's essentially a framework where you're writing code that spits out full
native versions of the application that you can go back and change the code in one
spot and spit those out.
The issue with it is, I mean, it's their framework, their writing, so it kind of lagged
behind a little bit. We adopted it and went with it. It developed multiple applications.
It does applications that needed more capability, or needed to deliver more capability
of the native device, specific to that device. You know, we'd be handicapped, a little
handcuffed a little bit by the capability of the framework.
At the time we made that decision, and, I mean, it's just the way the industry was,
really what we figured out, like I said, since then it's a case-by-case basis. You can't
walk into a project and say, "We're going to use a framework to develop this" or
"We're going to do native for both, writing code that we can develop separately."
There’s not a whole lot of way to leverage that other than your knowledge of the
situation. It's just, at this point we know that that's the route that we go.
Now, with the adoption and increased capabilities of HTML 5 its changed a little bit.
That has helped tremendously. We know that now, for the most part, HTML 5
leverages the vast majority of the native capabilities of the two different platforms.
So, really, what you're doing is in the device, you're really developing an application.
It's really a web app. And the native application is just, each environment has what's
called a web view that you can use within an app. So you're really just doing a web
view wrapper that pulls in a web page.
[I] So now you can do it, so the earlier one that you used, it kind of did it for both. It was
kind of an efficiency decision. We just have to do it once and it spits it out. Now in
HTML 5 you can take more advantage of...
[J] You still only have to do it once...
[I] You still only have to do it once but now you can take advantage of the uniqueness of
the different operating systems.
[J] And, on top of that, you're able to really develop the web page that would probably
support that data as well. So you're really killing three birds with one stone.
[I] So even more efficiency, which is what we’re all about. Cool.
Well, all right, hey, I have one question for you, and this is just a personal
demographic thing. Year of birth.
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[J] '72.
[I] '72. And then this one last question. This is kind of a catch-all. Anything that we've
not talked about? Anything, as far as technology, adoption of technology, the process
of making the adoption decision that maybe we didn't cover or that we didn't talk
about this but it seemed important. Anything like that that comes to mind?
[J] No, I think that, to me, the most important thing is that, I feel like you're always going
to make a good decision, a decision you can live with if you're not in a huge rush.
Because the way industry is now, it's just so many options out there, it's important to
take your time and look at all those options and look at, you know, where they fit in
with your group, your department, your business, whatever the case may be and the
current skill set you have. It's always a decision, you know. Can we use something
that we can already leverage the skills that we have or do we have to teach everybody
a new skill set. Is it worth the time that we've got to invest there.
So that's always a big decision. We really, I mean, for the most part, if you're using
technology that's advancing, then it's always good to try to keep leveraging that. So
we're going to run into that pretty heavily, coming up with the updates, our new
version of [PRODUCT]. Moving away from the C++ PLC core program. We're going
to have a lot of, within EIS, there's a lot of people who are going to have to bone up
on some skills.
[I] Now, is that the new... Is that something different from what we just
implemented…no that was [PRODUCT]…
[J] Part of what we always have to take into consideration, you know, we can't just throw
it out there and especially one of that size because you've got all these models out
there that have been modeled from their base that came from the vendor to do specific
things that we want to do. And you have to take into consideration that you can't
really do things in the middle of the semester.
[I] So, like mid-summer? Is that going to be a next summer project? When there's less use
on the system?
[J] Obviously the big one we're working on right now that is consuming a lot of our
resources right now is the Groupwise to Outlook migration, so that's a big resource
hog. So that's a big one.
[I] When does that one get rolled out?
[J] We’re trying to roll it out right now.
[I] All right. OK.
[J] Actually, we were going to roll it out. We were going to migrate [DEPARTMENT]
today. And we had some stuff come up that I've not seen before, so it's delayed,
probably going to delay us another week. We've got a big group of people that are
going to a summit next week, which is the conference that [PRODUCT] company,
Ellucian, the name of the company that owns [PRODUCT]…
[I] OK.
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[J] …And they have it yearly, so we have to send a large group to that. So we'll have
people out of pocket that are really a big supports and resources for the Groupwise to
Outlook migration, so. That is essentially the latest.
[I] All, right, well, hey, “Jackson”, I sure do appreciate your time. I know you're a busy
guy and you got a lot going on, so taking time out to talk to me, I really do appreciate
it.
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Interview #8: “Don”
Job Title: Marketing Communications Director
Industry: Utility Cooperative
Interview Date: April 10, 2014
Interview Time: 38:06
Gender: M
YOB: 1965
[I] All right. So first, just give me a brief overview of your company and what your role
within the company is.
[D] OK. I am the manager of marketing and public relations here for [FIRM] and we are
a not for profit electric power distributor; one of a 155 [ASSOCIATION] distributors
in the [ASSOCIATION]. What we do is sell retail electricity basically we get power
from [ASSOCIATION] and then we sell it to our members and we also maintain
5,000 plus miles of electric distribution line and 26 plus substations in all of the plant
because ...
[I] [ASSOCIATION], [ASSOCIATION].
[D] [ASSOCIATION], yes that's right.
[I] OK. So about how many customers do you serve?
[D] We have 47,000 and change meters.
[I] OK. OK. Great.
[D] I can give you the details on all that on email, whatever specifics that you want if it's
easier for you.
[I] Sure. That's great.
[D] You know that's meter count changes every morning.
[I] I'm sure it does. Alright, talk to me a little bit about your specific job, what your
specific responsibilities, what you do.
[D] I am in charge of all the internal and external communications and all the marketing
efforts including the marketing of any of our customer programs, energy efficiency,
payment programs, anything that involves what we do with our members. I am in
charge of all the process of communicating it and marketing to them.
[I] OK, so the retail side of ...
[D] Well, yes but it is not really the retail side, because we're sort of a, for lack of a better
term, we are a monopoly, because we are the only choice you got. So, we don't really
actively sell the electricity, what we sell is benefits to our members.
[I] Mm-hmm.
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[D] We tell them about the programs that we have in place for them to take advantage of,
energy audits, security lights, prepay, all the bank draft things that will, actually it's
crazy these days, we're marketing ways for them to use less of our products. So, its
kind of a conundrum, we find ourselves in. Our bills and global warming have us all
telling them, don't use as much. Imagine Coke trying to tell people, do not drink this
product...
[I] Alright.
[D] So that's kind of where we are. But as a not for profit, member owned association. It's
a lot easier that way. We're not out to make money, we're out to provide a service and
be an instrumental part of the community.
[I] OK.
[D] Really what we do is sell ourselves and what we have.
[I] Alight. How long have you been personally with the company?
[D] Six years in August.
[I] OK. How long have you worked in marketing?
[D] Six years in August.
[I] OK. What did you do before you came in this role?
[D] I was in broadcast journalism.
[I] OK.
[D] I worked there 15-16 years.
[I] Thinking about your business environment, and again you kind of mentioned that
you're kind of monopoly, so you're not really in a competitive environment.
[D] Not as such, no.
[I] But you're looking for new information on ways to be more efficient, I assume, that
kind of thing. Think about where the company is, how does your existing knowledge,
what we know about how we service our costumers and communicate with them.
How does that influence kinds of new information that you look for externally to the
company? What kinds of new information are you even looking for?
[D] When you say information, you mean ...
[I] Could be about technology, could just be in general. Is there some new customer
service, what are other electric ...
[D] OK. Basically, so how do we find those things that might be of use to us.
[I] Yeah. Yeah. Where might you go? What kinds of things are you looking for?
[D] Alright. Well, there's a lot of industry support. There's the [ASSOCIATION] which is
one of the overall… group over all the electric cooperatives around the country, 900
plus. That organization is in place and helps as a clearing house for a lot of this stuff.
They have experts on staff that you can go to find to ask questions.
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We have sharing amongst all the cooperatives. That's kind of one of the cooperatives
principle's, that we all ... if you're doing something and I ask you about it, you tell me
all about what's happening. So we have a, within our particular segment of the
industry, a lot of back and forth. We have the usual tech fairs and conferences and all
that within the industry where we find those things.
Is this what you're asking me?
[I] Yeah. Yeah. Exactly. Exactly.
[D] Periodicals. Industry periodicals.
[I] Mm-hmm.
[D] Continuing education. Then there's just the usual stuff where you just see something
and think, "Man, that's kind of an interesting thing. Can we adopt that here in what we
do?"
[I] So just trends or what's going on.
[D] Exactly.
[I] Do you ever get any kind of top down ... say the [ASSOCIATION] says, "Hey. Do
this."
[D] Well, with 155 different distributors they can't really say, "Do this." because it's like
herding cats.
[I] Mm-hmm.
[D] They do give us gentle direction as to ... [ASSOCIATION] provides a lot of behind
the scenes support for programs and whatnot. A lot of the programs that we offer,
especially the really good energy efficiency programs and things like that, are
administered for the most part, especially on the behind the scenes stuff, through
[ASSOCIATION].
[I] Mm-hmm.
[D] They've either come up with the programs with input from the distributors and all our
lobby group within the [ASSOCIATION].
[I] Mm-hmm.
[D] For lots of study. You know how that goes.
[I] Right.
[D] Maybe use all that good stuff.
[I] Mm-hmm.
[D] So the have these programs in place you can chose to take advantage of or not. We're
one of the associations that has embraced all those and we take what they give us and
we turn around and own it and provide it happily to our members.
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So back to your point, yes, [ASSOCIATION] does give us some general direction or
you'll understand where they want to go as a generation transmission company and
how we can help facilitate that.
[I] Mm-hmm.
[D] Yes, they'll give us some signals there especially when they get pressure from Feds,
or ...
[I] Right.
[D] ... you know, themselves.
[I] OK. Once you get some new information about, maybe it's from a show, maybe it's
something the [ASSOCIATION] has made you award of or something, how does that
get disseminated within [FIRM]?
[D] Typically, some of those drivers come from departments within there to begin with.
Let's just say engineering decides they get the map, in fact that's something that we're
doing right now, our GIS mapping system where we have all our poles marked. Every
piece of equipment we have out there we have GIS…
[I] Oh cool.
[D] …so we can look at it on a map, but it's getting a little long in tooth and there's some
bottlenecks in the process. So we put a committee together now to go and look at, to
answer your question, it gets driven in several different ways. Somebody in
engineering will say, "We really need ..." Either that or you'll get the rumblings from
the folks that are on the ground using the stuff. It's not working any more. You
identify those problems in the process and say we got to fix that. What do we need to
make that happen? Then you go out and ...
[I] OK. So it goes through a chain of command?
[D] Sure it does. It can be driven from bottom up or top down.
[I] OK.
[D] Or laterally. It just, wherever it tends to germinate and it gets disseminated.
[I] Alright. There's a lot of inter-departmental communication ...
[D] Yes.
[I] ... on those kinds of things. How does that work? Does that work pretty smoothly
here?
[D] No, it really doesn't for the most part. It hasn't in the past and there's been a lot of
inability to get all the stakeholders in place. Somebody will typically gin-up a project
or I'll say in the past, people would typically gin-up a project and decide to do it and
then it would get driven by one or two people and the silo would be in effect and you
wouldn't get input from everybody else who it touches. You end up getting something
that really doesn't benefit everybody as a whole. It might do the one thing you
thought it ought to do, but because you weren't aware of how many other things it
touches ...
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[I] Mm-hmm.
[D] ... you've made a terrible, terrible mistake. I think as an industry we weren't real good
about that. As a company, it was my experience early on, that we were pretty bad
about those things.
[I] Mm-hmm. Kind of siloed departments.
[D] Siloed departments and making decisions without really walking it through and
deciding what it was and was this technology while it may have been a good idea, is
this a particular piece that we want. We didn't really think about what our goals were
and how it was going to touch everybody and then what we're going to do with it
moving forward. We'll guide it and let's put it in place. Well, how do we know it's
working? Well, we don't.
[I] Right. OK, good.
[D] Feels good. (Laughs).
[I] (Laughs).
[D] We got it. It's running, but is it doing what we want it to? I don't know.
[I] Yeah.
[D] What do we want it to do?
[I] OK. That kind of leads me to my next question. I might come back to that. See if we
have a specific example you can talk about that. I'll come back to that.
Once you get some knowledge it just kind of gets disseminated. OK, we know we
have to deal with this. How do you ensure that you're able to act on it. What's the
process to kind of move that?
[D] Well, we didn't really have one in place. Now we actually, right now, in the process
of embracing the strategy execution. I don't know if, I'm sure you're all familiar with
the Norton Kaplan model out of Harvard.
[I] Mm-hmm.
[D] I'm sure everybody's doing balance score cards, strategy execution. The industry as a
whole is really, I think, trying to embrace that. For background purposes I'll say that
in the electric co-op world we've got a lot of folks who have been around for a long
time. There's going to be a lot of turnover in senior management here over the next
five to ten years.
[I] Mm-hmm.
[D] I think that our national groups are understanding that and we're really looking for a
way for that next generation of leaders to be speaking the same language.
[I] Mm-hmm.
[D] So that when I'm talking to somebody in [CITY], [STATE] we're saying the same
things. We're understanding. We're running our companies much more the same
than we used to be, which was the wild, wild west. You know?
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[I] Right. Right.
[D] To that end, they are really adopting this and making it an effort to help all of us learn
how to do it. We were an early adopter of that. We're happy we're doing that. Again,
long story short, and please cut me off ...
[I] No. No, that's OK. The more you talk, it's better. It's fine. So do feel free to go.
[D] Now how we're doing it is we are trying to put together a team of people who,
stakeholders from everybody that's going to touch and really decide again, what the
goals are that we want to do, what purpose is it going to serve? How are we going to
measure, you know, get those metrics in place.
[I] Mm-hmm.
[D] Then sort of move forward from there. We're really trying to pay attention to what we
do and be able to justify and measure.
[I] Right. OK, great. OK, let's talk specifically about technology. Thinking about the kind
of technology that you have, the kind of technology you use, just kind of what's out
there, in what ways does technology impact your day to day?
[D] It's huge.
[I] Yeah.
[D] There's been a sea change in what technology has allowed us to do from automated
meter infrastructure [AMI] which allows you to remotely read meters to [SYSTEM]
which is to be able to control your switches and whatnot at substations and reroute
power from inside instead of having to send guys out and throw switches and do all
that stuff, to payment options, to the ability, again to do AMI to read meters remotely
to remotely connect and disconnect meters, which allows us to do a prepay program.
[I] Mm-hmm.
[D] There's just a wealth of things that technology changes in equipment and trucks and
insulators and lines. So it's everything we touch that the world is changing. Smart
phones are allowing people to pay their bills and watch their energy use. We can
provide so much data now to customers that we couldn't before. They're able to
interact with us with ways that they couldn't; provide outage data, outage reporting
from a smart phone. The list is as long as your arm.
[I] Mm-hmm.
[D] Everything that we're doing, it's all coming to a terrific head right now. We just have
to be able to figure out, wrap our arms around what we want to do ...
[I] Right.
[D] ... and prioritize and get on it.
[I] Right.
[D] It's an exciting time because there's everything.
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[I] OK. I'll ask the question even though you kind of just talked about it. Describe how
your firm leverages technology to achieve its goals. I think you kind of talked about
that with customer interaction.
[D] Customer interaction. Well, we talked about the GIS mapping. Just the ability to do
our jobs more efficiently and give them much more, you know, customer, the value
proposition is much better for members now because we can control our costs using
technology and at the end of the day not have to raise rates or can keep rates down for
them.
[I] Right.
[D] Make their interaction with us easier and cheaper.
[I] Yeah, great. OK, great. Alright, let's think about a specific technology that you guys
have adopted and we'll talk, and you already mentioned which one you were going to
talk about. What were the circumstances that prompted the decision to adopt this new
technology?
[D] OK.
[I] What kind of drove that decision?
[D] Alright, well, two things, really. One was we got fully deployed with our automated
meter infrastructure. Alright? Which is the ability to read meters remotely.
[I] Mm-hmm.
[D] Once having done that, you're like, well how can we take advantage of this? This was
right after I started working here that they were almost done. One of the things that
really intrigued us was prepay. Utilities are the only place in the world, pretty much,
where you use something then you get billed six months or six weeks later.
[I] Mm-hmm.
[D] Your connection with what you're seeing on the bill you get in the mail and what
happened six weeks ago is completely severed. You don't remember that it was four
weeks of subzero temperatures. Well, why is my bill $300? Because it was damn
cold, right? I mean it was cold and when it's cold or when it's extremely hot it drives
your bill.
Also, the technology wasn't in place. A lot of rural cooperatives, even until recently,
and some still do now, they send cards to their members and they go outside and on
the honor system they write down their readings and mail it back and that's how they
get billed.
[I] Mm-hmm.
[D] With the technology in place to actually remotely capture that data we have the
ability to implement a prepay program. For customers who ... around here I think the
per capita household income averages about $23,000. We're not a wealthy area.
[I] Right.
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[D] A lot of people get paid weekly. A lot of people still deal in cash. We have a lot of
over the counter transactions that we deal with in our district offices.
[I] Mm-hmm.
[D] So we thought prepay would be an opportunity to serve that group of people who
typically don't really get represented well in the utility world.
[I] Mm-hmm.
[D] They're the people that are scrimping by to do the right thing, to pay their bill, but
man, maybe they can't come up with 150, 200, 300 dollars once a month. That's a
hard sum to come up with.
[I] Right.
[D] Then they've incurred other costs and their debt cycle keeps going and then it's an
antagonistic relationship between us and our member. So prepay seemed to be a way
to really turn that around. Let them put some money in their account, just like gas in
your tank. You know?
[I] Mm-hmm.
[D] People are getting much more used to that model now, with cell phones and
everything else. It makes sense to them.
[I] Right.
[D] We have the ability to do that. We thought, why not? Let's try to implement a prepay
program for our folks.
[I] Mm-hmm. OK, great. What was it specifically about the, was it a software solution?
[D] It was software and hardware to some degree.
[I] OK.
[D] Yes, so there was one, two major vendors out there and the technology had really
gone through a lot of iterations. The very early adopters ten, fifteen years ago, and
there weren't many of them, but there were a few, did it on… you had an in-home
display that kind of told you what your usage was and I think you had to buy ...
typically they worked with cards and you had to swipe them. There was a lot of parts
to it that made it really cumbersome.
[I] Mm-hmm.
[D] That had been refined over the years. There were about two or three vendors out
there that really kind of had wrapped their arms around what was going on. We put
together a group and we looked at a couple of the ones that were in play. We actually
had conversations with a third party vendor who had called us about another project
and we go, "You know, we're interested in prepay. You guys do that?" They said,
"No, but we'd like to get involved." So we had a lot of conversations with them about
trying to work together and come up with our own system.
[I] OK.
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[D] That was interesting and exciting. Then we've got a customer [VENDOR] system in
place, I don't guess you need to know who it is, but anyway, that was also wanting to
be a payer in prepay.
[I] Yeah.
[D] They were working on their own version of that, so when we sat down and looked at
all the pros and cons between waiting around and maybe waiting for our in place
[VENDOR] vendor to come up with one, to come up with our own where we could
customize it the way we wanted to but we also know what the problems are in trying
to come up with something out of whole cloth. All the testing issues, the beta-ing ...
all of those things. And the money that's involved in being the one trying to put that
together compared with a third party vendor who's already matured enough and is in
the arena, but there are issues with them playing well with our billing system.
[I] OK.
[D] Right? There's proprietary, not proprietary stuff so much, just they don't play well.
[I] Right.
[D] [VENDOR]
[I] Kind of a compatibility issue.
[D] Compatibility because they don't want to be compatible. Right? Especially not if
they're coming up with their own ...
[I] OK.
[D] ... solution.
[I] Right.
[D] So looking at all that and not having to be a genius to know that it would be a heck of
a lot easier, you've already got your system in place, that you put in place five years
ago, you don't want to be going ahead and changing your [VENDOR] any time soon.
We've just basically worked out all the kinks there. We thought as exciting as it was,
and we were really tempted to go ahead and try to come up with our own, we'd wait it
out and see what [VENDOR] had.
[I] Mm-hmm.
[D] That's what we ended up doing. We sat down and we talked about it with people
form all different walks of life in here and finally made that determination that we
were going to go, wait it out and when they finally started beta-ing the [VENDOR],
our current [VENDOR] vendor, their version of prepay, that that's what we would
implement.
[I] OK. How long did that whole process take from ...
[D] That was about a year worth of kicking the tires on things and the researching and
traveling and talking to folks who had actually implemented prepay.
[I] OK.
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[D] That was a good year before we finally went ahead and made the final decision to
just wait on [VENDOR] which then was probably another six months or so before
they got a workable version in place that we could implement.
[I] OK. How long has it been since you've implemented that?
[D] We started in 2012 and we started testing in 2012 with 6 employees. Let me check
my dates on that. Then opened it up to the general public later that year and I've got
that.
(Pause).
You can go on then.
[I] OK. You mentioned compatibility was one key aspect that kind of drove that decision
to wait. What else about the technology specifically made you really think, OK this is
the one we're going to go with versus one of these other alternatives?
[D] Compatibility to our current [VENDOR] system, then we liked some of the things
that [VENDOR] offered as far as the accounting side of things in the way what they
would offer us, we would be able to use some of the data that we got from that again
and turn it around to all our members to see what their daily usage was.
They played well with a company called US Payments who has payment kiosks and
we knew that having some sort of outside the office payment was going to be key to
this.
[I] Mm-hmm.
[D] Typically your prepay people tend to deal in cash and they go to make payments,
because ideally, you're turning off and cutting on at any time of the day, twenty four
hours a day.
[I] Mm-hmm.
[D] In order to make that a fair, to err along the side of your regulators TBA and to some
extent the Public Service Commission, you can't cut somebody off, right? It's wrong
to cut somebody off anytime and they can't go out there and pay and get cut back on
until business hours.
[I] Mm-hmm.
[D] So we knew we were going to have to have some sort of twenty four hour at least
outside of regular business hour payment options.
[I] Mm-hmm.
[D] Those kiosks worked well with [VENDOR]. So that was another ... and Exceleron, I
think it was Exceleron was the other group, the big group that we looked at. It's been
so long now, honestly I don't remember what the disadvantages to them were other
than we knew it would be much more of a seamless transition to ...
[I] To just work on that.
[D] If we weren't building it ourselves then it didn't make sense to do anything ...
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[I] Right.
[D] ... other than build on what we had in place.
[I] You had to kind of wait for their system, there wasn't one that you could actually
observe somebody else that had already had ...
[D] We do, we did.
[I] OK.
[D] We actually went somewhere, 3 or 4 different places, that used Exceleron or another
vendor to do theirs or had been in place for a while and saw the, more looking at the
theoretical workings of how it would go.
[I] How it would all ...
[D] Philosophical questions that you had to answer.
[I] Mm-hmm.
[D] You know, with wrapping your mind around the whole prepaid thing and what were
the issues that they came up with. So yes, we did visit several cooperatives who had a
prepay system in place.
[I] OK.
[D] [inaudible 24:42] these other vendors.
[I] So you kind of observed what other people were doing.
[D] Absolutely.
[I] Then you mentioned you kind of did a little bit of a trial with a small group. How long
did that little trial period last?
[D] We started in, I'm sorry I can't remember the trial.
[I] Oh, that's OK.
[D] Started researching in 2010, we got fully deployed with our AMI in 2011, we started
piloting in April of 2012. We had 6 folks, including myself. Then in October of that
year we launched the program system-wide. We were hoping to get 500 people by the
end of 2013 and we had 1000 plus by August 2013. (Laughs). Really took of well for
us.
[I] So there was certainly a need that was met with that.
[D] Absolutely.
[I] Alright. Let's go back to when you were going through the discovery process and we
were evaluating lots of different things. There were lots of people involved making
those kinds of decisions. Kind of talk about the different people that were involved in
that process. How many people were involved in evaluating all these different
alternatives?
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[D] Alright, well, we had IT, obviously. We had Member Services which would have
been some of our front line Customer Service folks. Some of or higher ups, there.
Billing, the consumer billing people. It would have been the metering department and
especially our Hunt Command Center person which is the person, Hunt is the people
that provide our meters.
[I] Mm-hmm.
[D] We had somebody who's job it is to, or was, to make sure we were reading all those
meters properly and assembling that data. She was involved in that. Myself.
Marketing. I think that's about it, you know. Several folks from each of those walks
of life, but I think those were the major players.
[I] OK. Was everybody's role in this decision process pretty clearly defined or was it just
kind of a ...
[D] I think it was very democratic in that things. Go out there. Ask your questions. Bring
it back. Let's talk about it from your perspective and then try to make the consensus
decision.
[I] OK. You didn't have engineering in there talking about billing issues?
[D] No.
[I] People knew what their roles were.
[D] Yes, I'm sorry. Yes.
[I] Yeah, yeah. OK. That's fine. How was the ultimate decision to kind of wait, I guess,
for the one group, how was that idea kind of pitched? How was that presented to the
group that kind of ultimately kind of led to that decision?
[D] There was, as I said, there was a good majority of us who would have preferred to
maybe try to go it alone and come up with our own, it's kind of exciting, but at the
end of the day when we sat around the table and talked it out, I think the consensus
just came that it made more sense to ...
[I] Mm-hmm.
[D] ... we've already got a system that will be compatible with it. We're going to do this
and we're going to maintain our credibility and we're not going to inconvenience our
members, because as sexy as it was for us to want of jump in and kind of invent
something new, there wasn't any point in it. It really wasn't. At the end of the day, it
was about the members.
[I] Mm-hmm.
[D] So that was basically the conversation that ended up really driving where we want to
go. What is the right thing to do for the members? What is going to be the cleanest,
cheapest, easiest way to get this done that's going to provide the most bang for our
buck for the folks out there that our paying the bill?
[I] OK.
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[D] When that conversation kept coming up and kept coming up we just knew that was
the way we had to go.
[I] Was there any one group of people or person that kind of championed that idea of
"Gee, we've already got something in place. It's going to work better. Rather than
doing all this, we should just wait for them to develop it." Was there anyone that was
kind of championing that idea or was it really kind of ...
[D] Yes, if I think of anybody really bought into that more than anybody, it was the
Member Service folks. The folks who actually have to deal with the customers on a
daily basis.
[I] OK. They have more customer knowledge on how a customer might react too ...
[D] Exactly, and they understood again, or could at least intuit where the pitfalls were. If
you have something in place and it's much cleaner as opposed to any kind of issues
that might arise, they would be the ones that are going to have to explain those
problems. They're the ones that are going to take those phone calls. They're the ones
that are really going to have to explain the credibility issues one on one, if the
billing's wrong, if there's problems. They, I think, were the big drivers.
[I] OK. So they kind of pushed the idea as this would be the greatest value to or
customer.
[D] Yes. I think so.
[I] I guess everyone kind of realized that that was kind of it. That's what we're here for is
to serve our customers.
[D] That's right.
[I] They bought into that idea. OK, great. You mentioned your enrollment numbers, but
I'll just ask this too because you might have some other measures, how do you
measure the success of that particular program?
[D] We have 2 metrics right now that we're using. One of them is member's enrolled.
[I] Mm-hmm.
[D] Typically people see much less than ten percent. Two to five percent is a good
penetration from what we have observed in the industry and we are at about three
percent right now. Those are for mature programs.
[I] Mm-hmm.
[D] We're really happy with where we are. Twelve hundred now.
[I] Mm-hmm.
[D] And are now starting some more outreach. Member's enrolled, obviously in, and
there's another uncollectible debt brought back into the system. What happens is
people leave. Prepay also gives us the opportunity to capture debt from folks that
have left the system owing us money in a seamless way of debt management.
Basically a percentage of whatever payment they make goes to recover their old debt.
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[I] Mm-hmm.
[D] Previously written off debt now becomes collectible, so we get lesser in write offs
too. I'm sorry. Less write offs is another metric we look at.
[I] OK. The last couple, those are easily quantifiable.
[D] Yes.
[I] Yeah. OK, great. I'm going to go back here just a bit. You were talking about ... and
you may not have been involved in it, but you were talking about some things that
really didn't go well at all. Were you involved in any of those?
[D] (Laughs). No, but that's not why they didn't go well.
[I] (Laughs).
[D] Again, it just kind of goes to the silos. We're real good about being open to changing
things and doing stuff. We're poor about following through and making sure ... we're
not good at a hand-off. IT ends up owning a lot of this stuff through no other reason
than they were the ones that had to buy the software, they were the ones that had to
go around and implement the new technology.
[I] Mm-hmm.
[D] So they're the owners. They're the people who should know about this when that's
insane.
[I] (Laughs). Right.
[D] Because they're the tool that brings it to us, that they're the ones who need to have
ownership of it.
[I] Right.
[D] The latest one that happened to us was [SOFTWARE] which was a tool that was
going to let us do some things remotely in trucks with modems and laptops. Let our
guys do some stuff out in the field without having to come back. Without ginning up
a whole bunch of paperwork.
We implemented it and we had one bit of training, but there were no goals
communicated, there was no policy set forth on how we were supposed to use it so
different people were using it different ways. Some people weren't using it at all.
There was no ownership of the program. There was no accountability, so at the end of
the day, even right now we had a conversation the other day about why isn't tis thing
working. Well, nobody's in charge of it.
[I] Mm-hmm.
[D] You know? There's no accountability. IT ended up again having to do training, but
they didn't know what they were ... you know, they could train you on how to do the
software, but they don't know the philosophical underpinnings of what's going on or
what we're trying to achieve.
[I] Mm-hmm.
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[D] Nor should they. It's not their job, right?
[I] Right.
[D] It's not even their process. It's an outside process that ... it's just very frustrating. I'm
sorry.
[I] No, no, no. That's part of ... part of my dissertation is trying to understand why things
work well like the payment system and also, to try to see what's different when things
don't work well and try to isolate firm capabilities that help facilitate or detract from
things going bad and things not going bad.
[D] There's a case study for you, right there. [SOFTWARE].
[I] (Laughs).
[D] Nobody had ownership. Nobody had clearly defined goals. I could probably find
somebody who could speak a little better to the specifics of it ...
[I] OK.
[D] ... but that's one.
[I] OK. Alright let's go back and talk about the one where.. the one that we like, the one
that was good. What do you think, looking back on the process that you went through,
what do you think went right or what do you think went wrong or what might you,
looking backwards, say if we did this again I think we would do this differently?
[D] I think that ninety percent of it went right. I think looking back, we made it more
complicated than it had to be as far as policy and implementation. We were so
worried about running afoul of Public Service Commission or anything else, or our
members even that we were kind of Draconian in our policies and how we did it.
We're much looser now.
[I] Mm-hmm.
[D] I think we also would have upped the education and the training even more to our
front line and to all of our personal, really. At the end of the day, everybody's a
salesman on that thing.
[I] Mm-hmm.
[D] Where you might have put most of your effort into educating your Consumer Service
folks about how to do it, because they're clearly the one's you want to do it, your
linemen also have to know because they've got to believe in what you're doing and
know what you're doing and have complete buy in as well.
[I] Mm-hmm.
[D] Again, I'm talking from more of a soft thing. If you're looking for a more of a
technical end of things ...
[I] No, no. It all plays in to how ultimately how the firm measures success. So even
though we're talking about communications issues with education for linemen, that all
plays into the end story.
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One last question. This is just kind of a catch-all. Anything that we've talked about,
anything that maybe I didn't ask you about that you think was kind of an important
issue for you during this technology adoption process? Or anything in general, maybe
lessons you've learned that you think are important to this process. Kind of any broad
thoughts.
[D] Hmm. No. I think the lessons learned are, again, this was probably our most
successful implementation of something simply because we tried to get as many
people involved as we could. This was one of the first holistic, inclusive groups that
got together to try look at this instead of just one particular group saying, "We need to
do this." And wander through. I like to think it was a model for sort of how we do
things and sort of open up the door to understand that we can solve a lot of problems
and avoid a lot of unnecessary angst and issues if we make sure we get stakeholder
buy in on the front end and try to identify those issues ahead of time.
[I] Mm-hmm.
[D] Technologically or you know, personally, what those issues are were all the people
who have to use this technology, be a part of this technology. Can we identify stuff on
the front end before we just start slapping something in there and ...
[I] Yup.
[D] ... seeing what happens.
[I] Yeah, and that's something, this is, I think, the eighth or ninth one of these interviews
and it's always what it comes back to is make sure everybody's involved that needs to
be involved.
[D] Yup.
[I] Because that's when things go bad.
[D] That's right.
[I] You find out halfway through it that somebody didn't know about something that this
isn't going to work with.
[D] That's right.
[I] Yeah. So interesting. Well, I just have one more question. I just need to know your
year of birth just for demographics.
[D] 1965.
[I] Sixty five. Alright. That's it. That's all I have.
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Interview #9: “Kent”
Job Title: Project Manager
Industry: Financial Services
Interview Date: April 17, 2014
Interview Time: 54:58
Gender: M
YOB: 1971
[I] To get started, why don't you just tell me about ... Give me a brief overview of your
company, years in business, number of employees, an overview of your firm.
[K] Okay. [FIRM] has been in business now for 66 years. We are a 1.2 billion dollar
holding company. Our specialization is commercial banking. We also have a sister
company that the bank acquired in 2009, which is a factoring accounts receivable
financing firm. We have the 2 businesses that we run together. I've been with [FIRM]
for coming up on 4 years this summer.
My primary responsibility's here at the organization are delivery channels, the tools,
systems and technology that our customers interact with us at the bank with. Whether
that be On-line, in the Branch, ATM, telephone banking, all of those types of
different systems that are my responsibilities, geared around the design, the usage and
ongoing strategies around the use and acquisition of new technologies to drive that.
[I] What is your job title?
[K] I'm Vice President of [DEPARTMENT]. You had some questions about number of
employees we've got, between the Bank and the Factoring Company, we've got
around 550 employees.
[I] How long have you been with the Firm?
[K] It will be 4 years this July.
[I] Have you always worked in banking or this technology side of things?
[K] Yes, I was in Insurance to begin with, I started in Insurance back in the early 90's for
about 3 years and then moved over to Banking in the late 90's, 1997. I've been in
banking for quite a while now. Grew up on the IT side of the house. Inside of IT, I
managed the acquisitions conversions for banks as we bought things.
I managed those conversions. I had project managers, business analysts, system
analysts reporting to me as we matured in our processing here. Then I moved over
into the business side of the systems if you will, in 2005. I've been in the one
customer-facing component the systems coming up on 9 years now.
[I] Thinking about your company's business environment, your competitive environment.
How does your existing market knowledge, existing knowledge base that you have,
and the experience you've gathered and internalized over the years. How does that
kind of guide the type of external information that you’re looking for, and the kind of
new knowledge sources that you seek out?
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That's a very general question, it can be whether it's about finding out more
information about our customers or technology or anything. Kind of a very general
question about external sources of knowledge.
[K] Sure. We do a couple of things, thinking about our customers’ needs and demands of
what they are looking for. We do a couple of different process, one, we partner with...
We have 30 primary agencies that we partner with, as far as data gathering and
segmentation around our customers. Who they are, what they do and what they end
up looking for. We use a company called [VENDOR].
[VENDOR] provides to us, and we use them, so we can segment our customer base
down by age and income. It's more… it’s not so much Gen. Y to Gen. X, to Baby
Boomer type model, it's the credit-driven, the lower-income depositors, the middleincome depositors, the affluent, the upscale type customers.
So, it helps us to delineate and focus on, whether that be tools, messaging, products,
we can design to meet their specific needs. Laden also provides to us a [inaudible]
customer [inaudible] segmenting [inaudible] forms so that we understand who are and
how they fit into that.
And again it helps us to understand needs, and wants and desires, as well as what they
are getting now, but what they've had said through their surveys, wait, 5 years from
now, what do they think we are going to need. So it helps us to look long term as
well.
[I] Okay, and is this..
[K] And also...
[I] Oh, I'm sorry I was just going to ask if that is researched based on your existing
customers using the bank's internal data source? Or is that kind of global market data
that they are providing?
[K] It’s both. So, what Laden does for us is that they provide, they do national surveys, so
they are one of the larger [inaudible] marketing [inaudible] firms in the United States.
We look at them nationally so we get like a global perspective, but we also utilize,
they actually do an annual customer survey for us of our customer base. So, we try to
get knowledge with a set of our customers and they respond basically to same types
of questions. We get industry data and then our own customers specific data.
[I] Great, that's kind of customers based, do you get other information, say on just general
industry trends or competitors?
[K] We do. We use two more sources for that. One we use for industry product and
pricing perspective, we use a company called [VENDOR]. They are actually
headquartered out of California and the folks we deal with are down in Atlanta. They
helps us in an attempt to find, products, pricing and services that are going on in the
industry, that are relevant to our...
…we have a specific list of targeted competitors that we monitor and manage too.
They also provide for us… being in the banking we've got a handful of those big boys
out there… Wells Fargo, Bank Of America, Chase, Citi, Sun Trust, Regions,
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Compass… we monitor and manage too, and we have a local competitors and we also
monitor and manage their trends as well.
Then from a system's perspective and from an industry perspective, because where I
live at, the world that I play in the most, there's a lot of different trade mags, and then
industry to help you out, companies that help you with that; Javelin, Forrester,
Gardner are some of the ones we look at as far as just reading their research and their
survey information. But then we also participate in a couple of industry specific
consortiums and conferences. So that’s where we get the systems type information, so
we’ve got a lot of primary vendors using conference.
There's some industry specific like; the Bank Administration, a company called VAI
they do a couple of annual conferences. We have the ABA. So, we look at some of
these, just a global industry type folks to get our system information from.
[I] Okay, after you acquire this new information. What is the process of disseminating
that throughout the firm?
[K] As far as disseminating it and every... I don’t know if we do a good enough job on
that. I don't know if anybody ever does, but the process in which we go through,
digesting that information and then determining what our next steps are is that we
have… there’s a couple of us, and I participated in this as well, what we can all our
strategic marketing committee.
The strategic marketing committee, we are charged with looking at opportunities
with, and to develop our ongoing strategy. The bank has their goals of the strategy of
the bank and then we responsible for the development of the initiatives that drive the
strategy of the bank. We are the ones that forward looking, we are looking out saying,
"Here's what's coming, here's what we need to do strategically," not tactically yet, but
strategically.
Then we have a products and services community that is looking more tactically at
what do we need to be delivering based on the data that we’ve received. Do we need a
big bump in the product, do we need to upgrade our Telephone Banking System, do
we need to add Mobile Deposit, do we need to add ATM Deposits? So their product
and services committee is looking tactically at the individual products and services
that we maybe need to offer.
Then we go through the standard business case, design and development process of
fleshing out the idea into a business case, cost, income, opportunity what would it
look like, what’s it mean to us? Then we take it through the final execution
committee, if you will, once that businesses case has been approved we said yes we
want to be this particular item. Then we would take that to, what we call our
management [inaudible], it’s also made up of our [inaudible] office, our project
management office. And then we’ll move into an execution mode of natural
implementation of those tools and services or products or whatever it is where they
actually go through the implementation process.
I came out of a large organization, I came out of a 30 billion dollar bank. And so we
are very delineated as far as, now we have 30 project managers, we have 20 business
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analysis, our own programmers. So when we handed it off before in my last
experience, the lines of responsibility was very delineated. In a community bank like
ours, we wear a lot of hats, so while I talk about a process, we got a lot of same folks
that are in all of those processes.
We do get a lot of collaboration, if you will, and sharing of knowledge, just because
we don't have thousands of employees, we have a couple of hundred, if you will,
doing this type of work.
[I] Alright, this is a comparison between the community bank where you are now where
there's a lot of close internal communication, because you are all working on same
projects and multiple committees looking at the same projects. As a comparison to
where you were, where there's more kind of siloed departments.
Talk about just the internal communications and kind of compare and contrast
between the 2 as to what worked better there, in your previous company, versus
where you are now or what was worse or what was different or whatever.
[K] I don't think things are better or worse it's just as you get bigger you have to, I guess
become more specialized, because you can't do everything as you get bigger. In my
previous bank we were, again multi billions of dollars in seven states, across from
[STATE] to [STATE], to [STATE], to [STATE], to [STATE] and all points in
between. So we were kind one of those super regional banks before we got acquired.
From that perspective it was more, the responsibility was held, you were the line of
business officer, you had the responsibility, you also had the consequences of that.
We had processes built to collaborate and make sure that we had the right people, on
the right teams, going through our PLM office, so it was just a little more formalized.
I'll tell you things probably moved a little slower, just because you had more hoops to
jump through, because it was more formal -- steps that you had to take. Which was
good because you needed those steps to keep everybody that really, really you have
with the cluster of problems constantly.
Here at the community bank, because we are more close knit, and more of us will
wear more hats, if you will, it gives us the ability to collaborate a little bit more. The
owners of our bank are very big about collaboration, working together. So we do a lot
of that. We do a lot of committee work, versus individual lines of business. While we
do have our own responsibilities within our lines of business, we still collaborate via
a more committee style process.
So that sets up insuring that everybody is at the table and everybody’s voice is heard.
So, yes, each organization has it's own benefits and challenges, but I guess this is just
what works for us within our organization here. But we do have… there’re two
committees and we use those very heavily here to drive through knowledge sharing,
decision making, and then the execution process.
[I] Thinking about technology and the technological environment in banking right now.
In what ways does technology impact your day-to-day operations?
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[K] It is the Kingpin. There’s so much going right now, that without it, it fails. When I
say that, there’s… that’s a multi-faceted comment, in that we are so heavily regulated
especially within our firm here, because once you cross that billion-dollar mark in
assets, 10 years ago, the requirements on us from the government and regulatory
agencies that govern us, went up exponentially.
What we are required to provide back from the regulatory perspective… again we
can't do it, there is no way we can effectively afford to do it without technology. And
then from a customer perspective, they demand it. They see it, they share it. Again,
with us being a community bank we do not have the millions and millions and
millions of dollars to do R&D.
We have to, I guess you could use the term, be a very close follower. We can't afford
to be on the bleeding edge, but I can't afford to be on the blunt edge either. They are
beating me into submission, even with technology. We've got to find that happy
medium between the two of implementing proven technology that we can't afford to
have huge missteps because, one, I can't afford it financially, and two, I can't afford it
because, if I do it wrong and I'm going to drive my customers out the door. They
demand that we continue to press forward with technology.
[I] What are some of the main technologies that your customers are looking for and that
maybe competitors are driving you into?
[K] Mobile. Mobile. Mobile. The accessibility… the way we look at it from a technology
perspective and what we believe our customers are demanding, based on our desired
segmentation is that they want to have access to their financial information 24/7.
When they are ready to do their banking they want access to it. It has to be a seamless
experience no matter what channel they chose to use do business with us.
So, maybe they call me on the telephone. Whether they pick up their mobile device,
which they all have nowadays. Or whether they pick up their laptop, or tablet, or walk
in the branch. We've got to make sure they have a consistent experience between all
of those touch points with us.
Our customers, we're like other banks and what the industry is telling us our branch
traffic is down. They’re not coming into the branch as much as they used to. And
when they are coming into the branch they are coming for different needs now. So it's
not just making a deposit or cashing a check. While we still have a lot of that going
on, they are coming more now for a collaborative consultative type approach.
From a technology perspective what that does is it that driving me to look at… well,
if they’re not coming in to do that, they’ve still got money and they still have needs to
bank that money. Whether to bring it in or to take it out, when people pay their
vendors, pay whoever, they want to do it electronically.
The electronic payment methods are top of mind for us. How we electronically move
money between their accounts, between their, their needs, their people they want to
be paying, whatever. That's what's driving this, and they’re doing that all on a mobile
device. So, that's when we’re keenly aware of what our customers are doing and
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wanting. They also, I mean you can look into the future, the PC world is going… its
all going to be tablet-based or phone-based, all that good stuff. That’s where were at.
[I] You said you get most of your information about new technology from trade journals,
trade shows industry specific conferences. How does your firm, how do you
prioritize, because you mentioned their is obviously restraints based just on the
resources you have available to you. How do you prioritize which technology to go
with, and even though you maybe aware of what the bleeding edge is how do you
decide where it is that you need to be?
[K] From a decision perspective it's been… we have a monthly meeting, that strategy
meeting… That is where we determine, and again our strategy is made up of our
CEO, our CFO, Director of Marketing, Director of Customer Experience, myself, and
one of our Director of Data or Data Analytics. So, together we can think through and
talk about, well…
These are just opportunities that exists out in the future we need to keep our eye on,
keep learning about, keep researching. But we’re not ready yet, because it is not to the
point yet that we believe it can financially make a difference for us at the bank.
Because it just may still be a little bit on the bleeding edge for them.
When you've got that pocket of discussion points, that say, “these are real.” So, we
do, we kind of think in pretty methodical, methodology of going through the back of
the envelope, which is what this thing could bring to us, whether it be cost savings,
whether it would be an income generator. And then, if we say, "You know,
strategically that makes sense, we've got to do that." We'll had that off to our tactical
team to which would be the products and services group to go design and build the
products business case, help us put through all the numbers, come back and present
that to us.
If it’s in a line with what we thought, from a financial perspective, again, whether
we’re fishing for cost savings or revenue generation and we say, like, “This is priority
one. Go do this.” Or, “This is important, but it doesn’t trump what we already
started.” So, it’s kind of a priority team three kind of thing, and then we hand that off
to our management committee team to find the resources to make them available and
then kind of rack-and-stack at that point.
The decision-making for our strategy lies within that strategic committee and that's
the process that we get through.
[I] For these next questions, I want you to think about a specific time that your firm
adopted some new transformational technology. It could have gone well, it could
have not gone well it doesn't matter -- either or. If you’ve got an example of both
that's even better. Try to think about 1 specific 1 and just describe the circumstances
that prompted the decision to adopt that new technology.
Tell me about what the technology was, and how you found out about it. Walk me
through that process.
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[K] This is too big, and maybe we could talk about one specific part of the aspect. About
18 months ago we made the decision to change our entire core processing system and
every [inaudible] system that we had in this bank.
[I] Okay that counts.
[K] That was massive, we went through about 18 month process before that of
determining our businesses… we had a contract coming due with our existing
processor. It was time for us to re… we’d been with that processor for 20 something
years. Long since… predated me, predated my career, basically, in banking. We had
some frustrations, we had some challenges, so we took the opportunity to say, “Well
let's look at the market and see what's out there, including our existing vendor.”
We put them through a very rigorous RFP process, an analysis process, site visits. We
did all the normal steps that you would [inaudible 24:34], meant a massive strategic
decision such as that. Well in 2012 we made the decision to make the move to a new
vendor. When I say we made the move, that was our core processing, that was our
branch software, that was our on-line software, our mobile software, you name it, we
changed it. Our accounting software, our marketing software, we changed everything.
And we did that in about 6 months time frame.
[I] Wow, that's pretty fast.
[K] It was a massive undertaking. It cost us multi-millions of dollars to do that, but we
believed that long term that was the right strategic move for us to do. The owners of
the bank and the share holders, our board said, "Your right, now is the time we've got
to make this move, because we don't want to be a small bank any more, if we are
going to continue to grow we've got to have the right technology to do that." So with
that, let me hone in a little bit, you could say, on the on-line and mobile part of that,
because that was what, obviously, I was keenly involved in.
[I] Okay.
[K] As we made that decision to move the system we were moving to had pros and cons
from where we were coming. Again we believed, that what we were told as far as
directionally they were more progressively thinking. As we look at new technology
and we make that decision we didn’t look at just what it is today, but what could it be,
or what the roadmap plans to get to where we believe it needs to be as well. As we
went through that process of implementing, we had our customer service group, our
customer facing people involved in that, to help us design that, the look and feel of it.
We weren't going to fully custom system we did buy it off the shelf and were able to
brand it and just use it basically out of the box because it was a proven technology.
[I] Okay.
[K] Same thing with the mobile side of it, honestly we took a step back initially on our
mobile application that we had to deliver to our customers when we made this move.
The functionality was not as robust, it did not have… it wasn’t as pretty, if you will,
as the other one, as our old system. We took a hit on that one. That was a struggle, but
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we were willing to take that initial hit, with assuring those customers we were going
to, which was the right move for them. Even though it was somewhat painful.
We have subsequently released a new version of the app. With a new look and feel,
some new functionality within that application and we are getting much better
comments, much better feed back on our apps, and our customers are much more
please now. They are trusting of us because we delivered what we promised we
would deliver.
I guess I’ll pause there and let you ask some follow up questions.
[I] Sure, so you decided to go with this new vendor. What was it specifically, because it
almost sounds like pieces of what you were changing over, like you said the mobile
was a step backwards. So what was it about this new vendor over all that kind of
influenced that decision to make that change with them?
[K] There were a couple of key decision points if you will. One was we partnered the
relationship, when I say relationship I guess you can say relationship management.
We were having significant problems in getting that former vendor to “show the
love” to us. I don’t know how else to say that – they just weren't showing the love.
When we called, we kind of got blown off, they were very disjointed, very
segmented. We called our account rep., he was like, I don't know, you need to call
these other 22 people to find the right answer for yourself. The relationship
management, customer service this new vendor seemed to match how we believed we
needed a partnership to work. That was one of the key decisions, that was the soft
component of it.
Then technology, they were several steps ahead, especially on the core processing
side, so the baseline part of the business, they were already where we wanted to be.
And our other vendor was struggling to get there. So, we were able to get the baseline
platforms, if you will, at the foundation of the banking experience significantly
enhanced. The meat of the delivery components, such as the bank software, the teller
software, the ATM software was better than what we had.
We were willing to, we [inaudible] about the advancements there, while we were
willing to take a hit, if you will, on these other channels. With the understanding, and
the promise of knowing where they are about to get to. And so you know, they lived
up to that. Since we’ve gone live, since last April in fact. Let’s see, we've been with
this new company for 12 whole months, it will be 12 months tomorrow, April the
18th.
[I] Wow.
[K] The fact that we had a solid foundation, great soft relationship feeling about that
vendor, and knowing that they matched us in how we choose to do business and they
do business in the same way. So, we treat our customers just like we feel they are
treating us, in a similar experience from a technology perspective. Then the
assurances that we felt like the could get to market faster with new technology then
the other vendor could have.
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[I] Okay, were you able to look at this other firm, see how this operating system in
software and technology worked. Were you able to see that in operation in other
places? Did you run any pilot or trial of it, before you made the decision to do this?
[K] In this particular instance we made multiply site visits to other banks that were
running this software. We traveled to 3 other banks, talked to couple other banks we
actually attended thier user conferences prior to us making the decision. We were able
to get a feel for them, again before the decisions were made.
We had on sight visits to customers, we actually went to their headquarters, to their
development shops. We visited with their product management teams and then we
also visited with them at their user conferences.
As far as piloting the software, no, when we made the cut because we were changing
the baseline core part of our banking system there wasn't a real opportunity to really
pilot it. We did implement it, and we spent about 8 weeks testing it, doing everything
we could do to break it and make sure it would work. We had about a 120 people
engaged in those testing efforts.
As well as the vendor was on-site while we were doing that. They probably had 25
folks on-site with us while we were doing that. So, when we did the cut over, the
converting, it was a “Big Bank” approach.
[I] Sounds like the vendor was pretty involved through the process?
[K] Heavily involved in it. Because there was data involved as well we were converting
all of the accounts over. They had a significant impact in helping us with that process.
[I] How was the change over received internally since, obviously, that affected a lot of
different areas of the bank. How changing from an old system, to a completely
different system. How did that go over?
[K] It was mixed. We asked… everybody was excited about it, and they knew why we
were doing it. Our CEO and the owner of the bank did spend a significant amount of
time sharing, visiting with different groups, different departments, the different
branches, the different areas, and making sure they understand why we were doing
this strategically. Our entire executive team helped to champion this on our behalf.
While people were excited about it , change is change. They’re from an environment
of, you felt like you had a level of expertise, and when your customer walked in the
door, you knew how to find the answer or you knew where to go to find the answer.
To wow, I don't know this system, I've been trained on it, yeah, but I have not used it
in a real world environment yet, so when the pressure is on, there was some
heartburn. It took us a good 3 to 6 months to really get our feet back under us. To get
everybody comfortable with the systems.
During that process, we learned a lot of things, we need to turn a few dials, flip a few
switches to get things to work exactly right. We thought we done everything right, but
you learn you go through [inaudible 35:46] process. You have to identify the
opportunities to tweak, and again because we partnered with the right company, they
are sitting along side of us to help us “tweak it out”, to make it right, to make it the
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most efficient way it should be. And they are still doing that. You learn everyday. It
took us a little while to get everybody back to, the new normal.
[I] When you were going through this process, when you were kind of evaluating your
old vendor, you were looking at new vendors. You were looking at new opportunities.
Tell me about all the different people in departments that were involved in that
decision. You mentioned the strategic committees that have met. Walk me through
who was all was involved in that process? As far as the decision making part of it.
[K] Because this had so many impacts, I don't know that I could tell you who all wasn’t
involved in it. We had every line of business engaged from our technology team, to
our marketing team, to our customer-facing team, we call it customer experience.
You talk to other banks, they refer to it as retail banking. We call it customer
experience. That’s the organization in which I sit. We had our compliance, we had
our legal, operational, deposit and loan side, we had the sales side involved. So, when
we get a demo, we have 40-50 folks sitting in the room listening to the demos from
these vendors participating and being involved in this. And this one was probably a
little bit bigger, so if I could show you a smaller example, about 2 1/2 years ago we
implemented a new bill pay system. We had a very old, antiquated bill pay system
and went to a new modern bill pay system. When we went through that analyzes
process on that. Again, we had a scaled down version, but in my mind, you have to
have all of those areas represented. You got to have the customer-facing, you got to
have the sales, you got to have the marketing, got to have technology, got to have
compliance, legal.
So, all of these groups were involved on the decision making process, and we
engaged some of the others, like finance and the accounting group to help us make
sure that it was feasible, that is was right financially for the bank. I still think you
have got to identify, and then engage the appropriate department during that decisionmaking process. And that just comes with talking, understanding, “Do you think you
have an impact to this?” “Do you not?” If you want to be a part of it you have got to
ask them. Collaboration goes on up front, because if you ever put anything down on
paper, or you start doing demos, or making phone calls, or whatever, its that up-front
fact finding that is just critical to the success any kind of projects.
[I] Either about the bill pay or this bigger project. Was there any one group within the
bank, the compliance people seem to come up a lot when there is opposition to things.
Was there any one group that really rallied behind this and was a champion for the
technology change over? Was there people that rallied up as a voice of opposition to
it? How did that help drive that process?
[K] As far as voices of opposition, I don't know that I've experienced that here within this
firm. We have a healthy level skepticism. “Are we doing the right thing?” I've never I
had anybody just come up and say, "No, I don't think we need to do any of that stuff."
From the technology perspective, once they understand the need and why you want to
do it. Then the opposition kind of goes away.
As far as championing it, I was telling to somebody the other day in fact that, I'm the guy
that when they see me coming, there always like, "Oh, no, what's he changing now?"
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I guess you could say that I'm the champion, I’m an evangelist of change.
Understanding that that's kind of my roll, I have to be tempered and managed by the
other groups to say. "Hey, we’ve got these other things going on,”or “We’ve
implemented to much change already. Let's breathe for a little bit" because I’m in a
constant state of wanting to change, and enhance and grow and do something
different.
I don't have anybody standing in the way, but I utilize these other area to help me,
manage to the appropriate time to make the change. And again, going to our strategic
committee and making sure that it's the right change to do, and not just because we
want to do, but it's the right thing to do.
[I] As the evangelist you've got something new that you thinks important, that you think
is the right decision. How do you go about gaining that buy in from other areas that
you need to get buy in from?
[K] Once you get a xxx to understand the way that we lever in the industry, that helps be
a message. So its not just I’m pulling something out of thin air. So, there’s some
validation that I go through with those research sources that I shared with you earlier.
So... once we can validate that and then we go through the saying, “This is something
we want to consider,” getting the buy in at the executive level. That helps getting
others, because once you get the strategic executive team saying, "Yeah, we need to
research this." That gives you your voice, if you will. It gives you a microphone for
your voice and it's not just a whisper in the background.
Then you go through the collaboration, you go through the research, the detailed
research. We are detailed, detailed, detailed here. I’ve got…I love numbers. And they
want to see everything, its almost ad nauseum sometimes what we go through from
an analytics perspective. And again, its what works here. So that’s how we go
through getting buy in. Once we’ve championed it, we go through the appropriate
channels to say, “Maybe this is what we want.” Then once it comes out of that
strategic committee everybody kind of understands that there's already been a level
of validation and discussion and once it comes out of that strategic committee, you
have [inaudible] by the executives, so at that point.
[I] How do you ultimately measure the success of this whole system change over, or one
of these other adoptions that you've looked at?
[K] I guess you could say it is dependent upon the type of project, because some are, I'll
give you an example, we are actively working on… we rolled out making a deposit,
so you can, make a deposit, use your phone just by taking a picture of your check, we
rolled that out last year. And we saw a bunch of growths with that, we had about, I
think we have 600, 700 folks enrolled in our product to date.
We changed to do a soft roll of that. We didn’t splash it all over the world, just
because we were a little hesitant from a risk perspective. So we chose to take a soft
approach to rolling it out. Now we have 600 and some odd folks enrolled in it, we’re
doing between 2 and 3 hundred thousand dollars every month in deposits of dollars.
Every month deposits in that.
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Now we come back and say, "Hey, this thing works pretty good. Everybody’s liking
it. So lets turn it on for all of our mobile customers.” And we opened it up. We are
going to do a big splash on this. We measured success by the mobile deposits roll out
last year. Hey you do it quietly, we had good penetration, we had good usage, and
there was no financial impact to that. So, no, were we making money? because we
weren’t charging fees or anything. So, from a business perspective, it wasn’t a
revenue generator.
But, from an efficiency perspective, because we met the need of the customer,
because the customers from our segments were telling us they wanted this. We
recognize that we need to continue to prepare ourselves for the future of the change of
our branch network and what they are going to be in the future. Ultimately we are
going to do it because it proves the worth of it, because at the mundane functionality
of making a deposit in the branch, we are going to see that drop off.
Which means we are going to have cost savings because I’m not gonna have as many
employees in the branch. We are not going to have to have that then, my concept of
my branch then changes from a rigid order taker at a window to a consultative
conversation, “How can we best help you be successful with your financial needs?”
I've shifted my branch from a order taking, McDonalds style window process to a
consultative… helping that customer [inaudible].
There's a multifaceted approach to success to any project, so we define that success
criteria in our business case and our scope. Whether it be cost savings, whether it be
efficiencies, whether it be shifting [inaudible], or maybe it's just pure [inaudible].
We're getting ready to roll out a new product, a new checking product soon, and that
is strictly about, “We're going to make more money.“ So, we've gotta grow
[inaudible] with that. So it just depends on the type of project based on what you
define is your success criteria.
[I] Does that one company, I think you said [VENDOR], do they do customer loyalty,
and customer retention statistics for you that you can bench mark on some of these
technologies? As far as a success measure?
[K] Yes, and no, I don't know that they give us enough benchmarks as far as retention
versus attrition. That's probably one of those hard things to really get in our industry,
because that's one of those that banks seem to want to hold close to breast.
We do get some of that, through some of the other research – Javelin, Forrester – but
again, just through my experience, I don’t to know that I've got a lot of confidence in
all of those, because you hear one thing one day and one thing the next. Retention and
attrition kind of numbers – those are subjective in marketing.
[I] Thinking back and we'll go back to the big whole system change over and we can talk
specifically about the on-line and mobile components of that. What do you think went
right or wrong with that decision? Thinking back on it, like gee I wish we would done
this differently?
[K] I guess I’ll share that because it was so big there were some xxx that weren’t
informed on our part of … you know, we couldn't have everybody involved in all the
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contract discussions. So, there were some things that were missed that we backed up
and punted on it. Go back with concessions, if you will with the vendor.
I guess you could say that any contract negotiation, we learned on our part to make
sure we’ve got the right people involved in the right conversation around the contract.
So we don't have these holes any more, because that is just so critical to what your
going to manage that relationship over the next 3to 5 years, or whatever you do these
contacts for. That's been a challenging and will be continuing uncover some of those
as we get going to some of these systems.
What went right is that we didn't take it lightly. We took it as what it was. That it was
going to be big and we treated that way. We got the right people involved, organized
effectively, we engaged some of our younger upstarts, up and coming employees in
the process. It wasn't just siloed within a small set of people. We did engage a big, big
[inaudible 50:58] to be involved in the overall project as well. Those were some of
the good things and the bad things.
Would we do it again? God, I hope not and [inaudible 51:08] anything this big. We
must always be looking at the new technologies, again if we sit here like we are today
3 years from now. We won't be around, we'll be gone.
When I started in banking you could... When I started back in the 90's you could go a
couple of years and be slow walking technology, but not today. It changes way to
fast, you have got to constantly be looking, engaging, and finding the new things, and
then strategically deciding upon, “What all are you going to change?”
[I] My last question here, it's really is a kind of catch all. Is there anything else that you
would like to add regarding your firm’s use of the technology, anything about the
specific examples that you talked about. Any kind of general thoughts that you think
are important to have when considering, especially such a big change over that you
guys have just gone through?
[K] I've just a couple of things that to me what's exciting about what we have done as an
industry and what we're seeing a good number of banks making this decision. We
can't just sit back on our laurels of our legacy systems and remove that. Because
they've been successful the last 20, 30 years that they are continue to be successful
people.
We are excited that, not only us, but other banks are also taking the approach of, "Hey
let's look forward and what do we need to change." In order to be successful in the
future we need to meet the customer's needs. Because a fear of ours seems to be about
customers will take the financial well being and financial transactions to a source that
is not protected, that is not looking at it from the customers safety and security.
They are trying a new experience, and then all of the sudden they get burned, because
they've been hacked or they've been stolen or something. Where, we as banks are for
the most part still considered trusted, we might not always be liked, but we’re still
considered trusted. And so, not… I haven't heard of a bank being hacked while I have
heard of TJ Max, or Target or any of these other guys. No bank’s been hacked like
that.
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How do we make sure our customers see the value of what we are, and who we are.
When the President of our bank asks us regularly, “What are we doing to stay
relevant? How are we going to remain relevant in the future?” That's the challenge in
what we do, to me the most exciting part of what I do in the industry that I'm in. It's
ever changing. It’s ever involving. You can say that technology will continue to play
a critical part of our industry. How you develop and support in the needs and
demands of our customers.
[I] Last question I have is just a demographic question, I just need to know your year of
birth.
[K] 1971.
[I] 1971, fantastic.
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Interview #10: “Nick” and “Ted”
Job Title: Engineering Director, General Manager
Industry: Manufacturing
Interview Date: April 17, 2014
Interview Time: 85:14
Gender: M, M
YOB: 1960, 1957
[I] Okay. So I want to set this right here. So first, just to get me started, I want you to just
give me an overview of the company and what you guys do here.
[N] Okay. We manufacture clay bricks for - the majority is for the residential market, not
the commercial product.
[I] And how long has the company been in business?
[N] Since 1890. It's now in the fourth or fifth generation of family ownership.
[I] How many people do you employ?
[N] At the moment, it's probably teetering around 80 in total.
[I] About 80? Okay. What would you say some of your competitive strengths are as a
firm?
[N] We're only the manufacturer of a particular process of manufacturing the product
which is a paper-cut brick, which has a different - it resembles more a handmade
brick than just a straight-formed or cut brick.
[I] And how does that process work?
[N] Basically, it's an extruded process, and the paper is applied on top of a column, which
is then caught into a length and then is subdivided into the actual brick size. And the
paper is then drawn through by a wire and creates a bevel or smoother edge.
[I] And at that point, when it cuts through the brick, it's still soft. It hasn't been [fire-dried
00:01:45]?
[N] Yes.
[I] Okay. I watched your website. Yeah, I kind of learned myself up on brick-making a
little bit.
[N] The process.
[I] Yes. So what is your job title, and what is your role here within the company?
[N] Well, I'm the engineering director, and I'm responsible for the majority, let's say the
automation-based projects and also some of the, what we say general engineering for
argument's sake. So it could be anything that varies on the gutter, you know, building
maintenance all through to PLC/PC-based process.
[I] And how long have you been - you said you've been here since …?
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[N] Initially, I came representing the OEM for the major expansion, and that was 2000. I
spent a year after that period doing consultancy. And then the weather got me, and so
I stayed.
[I] All right. So thinking about just the general business environment, the general
competitive environment with which you operate, how does your existing knowledge
base that you have, experience that you have within your industry, how does that
influence the kind of external information to the firm that you seek, that you look for?
What types of information do you look for external to the firm?
[N] External, well, outside the majority of my role is internal, associated with that, but
the benefit that I bring personally to the company is the fact that I used to work for
the OEM, which is a German company, [VENDOR]. And so I've always had an
association with the brick industry over my career. So that spans 40 years now on the
technology basis, which basically is around [VENDOR equipment, [VENDOR]
PLCs. So when [FIRM] underwent the major expansion, which was really doubling
the manufacturing base, they procured the machinery in the main from Europe. And it
was the aspect of Europe at that time in 2000 we're probably 16 years in advance on
the process side of life than the majority of the US companies.
[I] So they were making kind of a little bit of a quantum leap over anything people were
doing here.
[N] Yes. And one of the interesting factors were that a lot of the people that were actually
making that leap were the independent manufacturers. So they saw that to be
competitive in the future, they had to lower the manufacturing cost, lower labor cost,
be more cost-efficient associated with the process. The basic process hasn't changed.
It's the general application of, well, technology, really, or advancements in the way
we handle process.
[I] So how did that affect capacity as far as volume?
[N] Capacity, more than double the capacity and reduced the labor cost.
[I] Wow. Okay. By how much have they reduced labor?
[N] I'm trying to think of the figures now. I'll get back to you with that. I'll give you a
definitive figure. But it's probably 10% of the labor, less than 10%.
[I] And doubled the capacity.
[N] Yeah, and doubled the capacity.
[I] Do you attend any kind of tradeshows or expos or conferences or … ?
[N] Yes. I'm also associated with [VENDOR] user advisory board. And that's a body that
represents the [VENDOR] users in the US, and it's made up of basically 10
individuals from various industries. The majority is quite foreign. The majority are
multinationals. So you've got [FIRM] in there with this basis.
[I] Multinational firms?
[N] Yes, people like Dupont from the chemical lab products, Dow Chemicals.
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[I] So what kind of information do you draw out of this advisory board?
[N] It's more to look at how [VENDOR] interact in the US to that customer base. And so
the role of the advisory board is basically to assist in that process and be the voice of
the end user. And to that effect, there's one main meeting associated with the
automation industry from [VENDOR]'s perspective, that's the automation summit.
And from that point, any aspects are usually bring up associated with it or initiatives.
This year has been a year that, from the initiative side, were brought into aspects of
product development, how the end user communicates back to [VENDOR] in
association with the services that that company provides.
[I] So with the automation part of this operation, is it robotics?
[N] There's a mixture, yes. So it's generally - in the new facility, it's all [VENDOR]-based
PLCs.
[I] PLC.
[N] Programmable logic control. So that's the industrial computer, really.
[I] Okay.
[N] And the expansion on that is the other main manufacturing processes is robotics,
[inaudible 00:08:31] robot.
[I] So say when you find out about new information, new technology updates that are
available or innovations that are out there that you perceive to be maybe beneficial,
what's the process internally to kind of disseminate this new information?
[N] Well, in one respect, what I would do is, because I've worked in various industries.
The association with the brick industry really has been - it was concentrated in my
early career, then I actually left the OEM to work for [VENDOR] as a lecturer. I did
that for nearly two years. And then I got this hankering to get back into the general
workplace industry. So I formed a company, a limited, just a sole trader, then myself
and a couple other individuals formed a limited company. And we expanded on that
usually on our own customer base.
And by the time I left that company, we had 36 engineers. And at one point, we only
employed ex-[VENDOR] employees. But that spread is across all aspects of what I
would say is general automation. So it could be baggage handling in airports, food
processing, soap powder, chemical, oil. It's a whole spread. And part of the aspect
that I look at regarding the automation or to bring in technology is to look on that
experience more than just based on one industry.
[I] Yeah, because automation, that covers a lot.
[N] It covers a lot.
[I] So you may see something in maybe the airline industry or something that they're
doing that you could maybe say, "Hey, well, that might be something that … "
[N] That's right. So many things that we did years ago. We did a baggage handling
process. So it's basically barcode reading. We applied some of that technology here
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associated with tracking the product. But we found that from a stock perspective, we
could monitor where the product was, but half of the aspect when it went to a
building site, you know, if you got a bar-coded product, as soon as the product is
basically unwrapped, where does that box go? So you would lose, you know, and you
couldn't tie things down. So that is a benefit, really. We've ended up dropping that
process. But one of the aspects with the robotics for argument's sake is I'm looking at
some of the pre-formed programs associated with that and having the experience
associated with changing those programs to suit development I'm not going back to
the OEM in some cases for [inaudible 00:11:50].
[I] Now do you get regular updates from [VENDOR] that hey, we got something new
coming out or … ?
[N] Yes, in fact, and then also being on that advisory board gives me …
[I] So you can have a [inaudible 00:12:03] kind of what the leading edge of things …
[N] Well, I tend to talk to more people, but in general, there's a lot of information there
for any end user to take advantage of. It's that basis of experience really that …
[I] So what's the process internally? So a new thing is going to cost me X dollars that you
think would be beneficial. What's the process to go through deciding internally here
at the firm? Is there a community here that meets to discuss it? Or is it kind of you
and the owners and … ?
[N] I would call it a committee, and the basis of involvement varies. I mean, really, the
hierarchy is Mr. Puckett, Allen Puckett the fourth, who's the owner. His son is also
involved now in the business. But basically, it's himself and Ted [NAME] who is vice
president basically of the company and also the general manager. So from a key
process, they're heavily involved obviously within the industry. So they would look at
particular process, and then depending on the make-up of that process and what
comes with it, associated with the package, I would look at things on the general
control principles, and we would generally adopt the [VENDOR] base because that's
what we're committed to within the expansion.
[I] Is that something you're just kind of locked into now indefinitely until you decided to
just build plant number three and … ?
[N] Well, I think you would always look around, but there again, you're going to profit on
your experience and knowledge basically. And as a company, [VENDOR] is a
manufacturer, a progressive. In 1989, they reported in a million pounds, let's say $1.6
million a day in research and development. So it's not going away.
[I] Right, right.
[N] But from the principle of control, you can say that a program of logic control, you
can say it's just a black box contained within a process. And so one of the major
considerations now, is well, you buy a box, how do you interface to that box? How
can you communicate in basic terms, associate it with program in order extract data
or associate with your process? So if it costs you $6,000 for some programing
software and basically that black box controls a small process, then you would take it,
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well, I'll use the same manufacturer you got now. We've already got the infrastructure
associated with communication. So it takes cost in a way, but again it's where we
struggle is getting engineers or people that are competent really within the automation
field.
[I] How many engineers do you employ here?
[N] Well, there's myself and one other, and we split. We use resources from outside the
company as when …
[I] Contractors?
[N] Yeah, contractors, general contractors, as and when required. And as things are
getting more specialized now, particularly within motion drive controls, we find it
easier to outsource a particular application than to go and start from scratch yourself,
and then we just pick up that particular discipline.
[I] So when you've got a new whatever it is, okay, it's a new software package that we
can install, what's the process internally to actually capitalize or act upon that new
information that you got that you decided that you're going to … ?
[N] It depends on the process again. To give you an example, we've got three kilns on the
site. And basically, the kiln is really the living heart of this particular manufacturing
process. The basis is to keep it running 24/7, and it's costly to stop that process. It's
also detrimental to the structure of the kiln itself. And it's also detrimental associated
with the product. So one of the challenges we face regarding some of the
development that's gone on in plant 1 over the years is that the two kilns that have a
Honeywell controller, which is 1970 or so vintage, very robust, more resistor-based
technology than transistor. And bearing that in mind, that the computer associated
control, the supervisory control and data acquisition, the starter package runs on a
Windows NT full platform which was discontinued.
So now with all the talk regarding Windows XP, we've gone through this process, and
basically, we've gone to extremes to support that technology. So going back to your
original point, to bring technology in, sometimes it isn't as simple as saying, "Okay,
we're going to bring in a new box or a new base assistant," because some of the
processes, you'd be on a progressive change over. So what we find ourselves doing is
supporting some of these older systems by nature of the process. I mean, some of the
newer systems, so there were the two kilns that I mentioned in plant 1. In plant 2, the
system that went in in 2000, again, that ran on on an NT platform. But it was a newer
supervisor control and data acquisition, but the principle is the same. So now we're
having to support that particular aspect.
[I] So when you evaluate new options of things to adopt, there's a compatibility aspect to
that that plays a key part in that.
[N] A key part and the complication of the process. And the reason for mentioning that,
really, if we apply those two sites now, we say that the general principle of a fire in a
brick is relatively basic. It's been done for thousands of years if you're going to go
back in time. So the actual process is relatively unchanged associated with the heating
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off and a general temperature profile, but the technology involved associated with
that has ta[Name] a leap forward or a bound forward, and it's got more complex.
So if we were to approach changing over the processing with kiln 1 and kiln 2, the old
system, the 1970 system, basically, we'd say that control is relatively basic, small PID
loops and very understandable. If we go over to kiln 3 in plant 2, because what the
OEM was doing there is to make a product that's so generic. So within that processing
capacity, it would cover things from a tire plant, a brick work. Now the firing process
is similar but so far diverse that they're like chalk and cheese, basically. So what that
does to that process is if we were to start to adopt changes, it's where do we really
stop? Because again it comes back to the whole emphasis is not to stop that process.
[I] Right. Because you don't want to turn them off.
[N] Because you don't want to turn them off, and also, we need to be in control. It's
presented a challenge. And that's one of the things now we're looking at associated
with how do we adopt that challenge, but it also depends on the structure of the
control. A lot of it is what's turned this meeting direct program to indirectly. So one
element could be disassociated within also but connected in part with the process, and
you don't know all the elements associated with the control philosophy.
[I] Right. So how do you do that, yeah. That's right.
[N] And this process or this program and configuration is something 40 odd years worth
of development. So there's a lot contained in this. So you're balancing eggs, really.
[I] Right, on top of each other.
[N] That's right. Some are sideways which make them a little bit more susceptible. Well,
from that perspective, I'm coming back to your point here, it depends on the process.
So if we said something and it's material handling and we did an expansion in the
clay preparation area and within that, you know, prior to, everything was hardwired.
So that involves a costing associated with that. It's also restrictive in some cases. And
if they look at aspects of safety, now it hasn't got the integrity associated with what
you'd be looking for within a safety application. So when we put in the expansion, we
adopted a particular platform which incorporated more safety features and on selfchecking and went away from a basic hardwired configuration. So it's more of an
information BUS system.
So in that case then, a node or a pulled cord switch or an emergency stop switch on
that system would be a node, and you can determine the status associated with that
node. So if you relate that back to a similar process that's hardwired, for argument's
sake, a wire could come dislodged or tracked or pinched and be shorted out and still
give the characteristics that the switch is absolutely in operation.
[I] Right, but it's not.
[N] But it's not. And you know when you try and use it. And some of that is associated
with procedures, but you could run through a procedure, start the machinery and have
a failing like that and not know. And that's one of the aspects of …
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[I] So that's another challenge you have to deal with. If you can think about a specific
technology adoption that you oversaw that went through, talk to me about that
specific instance, that specific technology, whatever it was, and I'll let you decide
whatever you want to talk about, and just tell me about what were the circumstances
that prompted the decision to adopt that particular technology at that time.
[N] One of the aspects that… I'll give you a couple of examples too. So the first one
wasn't really the technology. It was actually the components involved associated with
the process. And that's going back now to plant 2 from 2000. The vast majority of
that equipment came from Europe, and one of the aspects associated with that is the
metric system. And one of the other aspects is associated with particular suppliers
within those machinery components.
So what we're faced with at the moment is one of those suppliers, which was
[VENDOR] which is a gearbox manufacturer, has basically gone through a number of
changes. And that's got purchased by [VENDOR] at one point. But they basically
now only manufacture this particular range of gearboxes as a standoff off production
line, made-to-order process, which is extremely - well, it's certainly not cost-effective
and the lead times are just ridiculous.
So one of the aspects is that within the process now, we've adopted a change-over
associated with those gearboxes to - in this case, it's another German manufacturer,
[VENDOR]. And that gives us a basis of continuation of that product within the US.
They have a manufacturing base over here. It's a newer design. The motor and
gearbox is generally more efficient. And also associated with that, the control aspect
also is basically not supported, and they were [BRAND] drives. So we've adopted the
[VENDOR] drive associated with that. So looking at a discontinued component,
basically a component that will stop the line that could fail.
[I] What was specific about [VENDOR] versus some other alternatives? Were there not
many alternatives? What drove you to that specific solution?
[N] Going back, we approached the original OEM and they had adopted more of the
[VENDOR] route. And we also have another company, which supports us, which are
in England, associated with that which would give us all the services. Because it isn't
just the - the processes isn't [like for like 00:28:01]. So for argument's sake, it's the
same as taking out your V6 and you're putting in a V8. It doesn't necessarily fit in the
…
[I] In that space provided.
[N] The space provided or the connections associated with the process are different. It's
that, really, aspect. So we were looking more for an engineered concept. And one of
those things is that, again, you look at people within the industry and what they've
adopted for a particular case. It's a very harsh environment, and you need something
that's going to stand up to the general wear and tear.
[I] So you looked at what other folks were using, what their solutions were.
[N] Yes, really. And again it's the same thing as we talked about earlier on. It's looking
around, and when we do get out and we see another process or we hear or whenever
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we see something, well, can we adopt that? What are the advantages associated with
adopting that? And in some cases, it's possible to do that, and others, it's not.
[I] So say there is something that you're looking to do, do you try to go see if you can
find somebody else that's using that or say you think you might want to do this, do
you visit the plant [crosstalk 00:29:37] …?
[N] Yeah, in some cases. And again, I would say that's more on the line of the brickmaking side. There's a lot - this industry, well, it shrunk… we’ve lost at least a third,
if not more, the manufacturing sites from 2008.
[I] Wow.
[N] So there's a lot of factories that just never going to come back again.
[I] What do you think is driving that?
[N] Cost is one. And then, well, the cost of manufacturer is I'd say smaller cost. The first
one is there was no market. Once that bubble burst…and the knock-on effect
associated with that from a manufacturer of that product is, well, there's no demand.
And then all those houses that went through foreclosure have gotta go off the market,
really, before the majority changed the - the market's changed as well associated with
product. So you see more integration on certain houses. Wall shed disappearing
because of trends associated with manufacture. And in the main, if you go back to
Great Britain for argument's sake, a lot of the buildings there, the structural integrity,
comes from the brickwork. While here, it's more of a [clad 00:31:14] associated with
aesthetics, really.
[I] Yeah, I don't know if there's many buildings around here that are going to be still
standing in 300 years, you know.
[N] Well, that's right. And I've got to say, if you look at certain parts of the USA, and that
is obviously the proof right now, and general trends. So it's been a worldwide, you
know, when that bubble burst, it affected everybody on both sides of the channel. So
for argument's sake, in Great Britain now, there's these factories that were mothballed
for six years. So within that time period, they've been like a scrap yard, a bone-yard.
People have stripped various components, not maintain those assets. And now up to
six years, there's so much demand for product from the manufacturers that are left due
to no other competition. So they're trying now - you can imagine how much more
they're trying to put in to generate that revenue to get back in the marketplace, or
what they will have to put in. So it's …
[I] And you guys, you're the only brick manufacturer in the State of [STATE].
[N] Yes.
[I] And you serve a pretty broad area.
[N] Yes. Sure, down through [STATE], [STATE]. One of the major factors associated
with the market is the shipping cost because they're heavy.
[I] Right. It costs a lot to get it there.
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[N] It costs a lot to get it there. And if you ship, which we do, into other areas, let's say
[STATE], obviously, or the manufacturers in those areas, so that's their local market.
That's a pricing factor. So it's difficult at the moment. We're hoping that things …
[I] I think a lot of people are hoping things turn around.
[N] Well, it's the same. What I would says the problem from the aspect of the, you know,
if you haven't got general building which employ, I mean, these things like - you look
at the masons, the brick masons. Well, a lot of them were, let's say, Mexican,
Spanish, they're not there anymore. So there's a lot of skill associated with that. I
mean, things are changing.
[I] Yeah. Yeah, for sure. Well, going back here just as second when you guys installed
the new gearboxes, so how many people here internally were involved in that
decision process to … ? Obviously, you needed to find something because these other
ones were - they discontinued and you couldn't get parts and whatever. So you had to
do something. So who all was involved in that decision to go with this one particular
…?
[N] So basically, it was the owner, his vice-president, myself initially, to look at that
concept. And we looked at what the impact would be associated with that process.
And basically, it's really like a house of cards, you know. Pick a card. And we could
say an ace is more valuable than a two. But the two's are in the same pack and they're
all in the line. So which one fails? And where are we within the process? So it's
difficult. That was a difficult exercise to start with.
And it was also complex in what would be required to change over a particular
section. The same thing we talked about the V6, V8, what other components do we
need. So we have to go through various exercise with the supplier to get to a point
where we could then present to or present a proposal which was based on some
financial aspect and some need to do. We have our experiences in failures of a
particular gearbox and the associated, you know, do we start there within the process?
And so there was a financial concern with that, a need to do associated with keeping
the process going, and then a technology challenge associated with that as well.
[I] So during that process, was there any one person or group of people that kind of
championed the idea? Or was there maybe a group of people that kind of said, "We
don't like this solution"?
[N] Not really. I think from the one side you could say probably I was the champion
aspect associated with looking at the overall concept. We had the commercial side to
consider in how we'd approach that. And from the manufacturing side, as long as they
got something that would work and was supported, you know, it was more of a
secondary aspect. Because in this particular case, the interface, for argument's sake,
there's no real operator interface to consider to associate with widening that
perspective of control because it's relative to a particular process. So it does vary
within what the application is. Come in.
[I] Hey.
[T] Can I sit in just a minute [inaudible 00:37:18]? [Name], Ted [NAME].
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[I] Oh, hey. Nice to meet you.
[T] Nice to meet you. Stay there. Stay there. I'm just - I would love [inaudible 00:37:24].
[N] I'll just say now [Name]'s recording this for …
[I] Is that okay?
[T] Absolutely.
[N] [Crosstalk 00:37:32]. So that's the vice president. [Inaudible 00:37:38] what we were
just discussing is how we came with the gearbox concept. And I said, well, basically,
yourself and Al would be chairing the initial concept from a business side looking at
the general planning and the monetary aspect. And we advance from that associated
with your perception of a failure. And so if you want to expand on that and how we
…
[T] Sure. One of the things in the business that we're in, [FIRM], it is a production-driven
business. It ain't any different than the hotel industry, airline industry. We got to fill a
capacity and had to be a low-cost producer. And therefore, downtime is the absolute
worst thing that can happen to us. We learned what Nick a couple of years ago with
the issue of the drive, with the gearboxes and becoming obsolete, and so we had this
huge hurdle of having to reengineer, make a decision, and Nick then of course did all
the work on this from the standpoint of the details and understanding how all that
works.
But as we look at it from the standpoint of the business, this fully automated facility,
which is on world-class manufacturing level, you could not stand to take any risk
whatsoever. So it is a risk assessment. You look at it as well, my downtime is going
to be X. Well, if a downtime is going to be, that's absolutely horrible. And therefore,
you're looking at a substantial capital expenditure, reinvest back in the facility, and
not wait until you have this time of failure but just to go ahead and prevent it and
move forward. And then aftermarket perhaps [inaudible 00:39:16] somebody would
want to buy to offset some of the cost.
But in the meantime, when you look at it, you go, "I've got part of the facility's
continuous operation, 24 hours/365 around here." You can't afford to have any
downtime. And therefore, as we looked at being a - for example, in monetary, we just
look at cash flow, it's going to cost us because you're going to do it. The thing is, you
know, go get the engineering right …
[I] Unplug so you can swap that and minimize that. Yeah.
[T] Yeah, I mean, what I'm worried about that, it was just, okay, now let's get the timeline
established out here. How many do we have? Let's prioritize. And these guys would
sit there, all the engineering work. Well, we can do this. We can do that, this and that.
Therefore, our various exposure is 1, 2, 3, 4. All right, let's roll with it.
[I] Did you rely a lot on input and kind of partnership with the manufacturer of the
gearboxes? Did they provide a lot of - any kind of support or they just show up on a
crate and left it … ?
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[N] No, no. We tried initially approaching not the direct manufacturer, their
representative locally with the factory representative. But basically, they were looking
at - I explained the principle, the V8 going into a V6 body. So they were trying to sell
us an engine, a box, a gearbox, and not the application engineering. They could do
some engineering but not associated with changing manufacturer. So we ended up
with a shortfall there. What that brought forward to is to approach the OEM initially.
And their approach to it, which is just purely monetary, wasn't it? in this particular
case. It's $50,000 to do this job, plus other engineering.
So we dug a little bit deeper. And one of the questions that came with that, you know,
who gets involved within the process? And they said in this particular case, it was
more a financial decision and the engineering concept. So a lot of the production side,
really, they just want something that works and there was no real operator. So in the
basis - yes, we did go to the gearbox manufacturer, but we found that's lacking, really.
And that's one of the same aspects with the [VENDOR equipment, the [VENDOR
PLC, for argument's sake. It's just like yourself. If you buy an HP laptop and the thing
doesn't work, and it's not hardware warranty issue, they're not interested really in
what software you got loaded. So you're faced with that dilemma, really.
[I] Do you think that would shape decisions for future adoptions, to look at that aspect of
what kind of support are we going to get from the supplier on this?
[N] It did. And one of those aspects is that there was gearboxes now. And one thing that
[VENDOR] had done is they've approached an international manufacturing so there's
one order number associated with the world for that product. So they're looking on
the global basis, which is a lot more, but it's not necessarily true for all manufacturers,
isn't it?
[T] No. But I would say, and perhaps this is where you're going with it, [Name]. When
you build a facility such as this, one of the issues that I would look at far more
strongly than we did in this case in that is your aftermarket support. A lot of these
guys come in and build these plants. Their model is based on that. And once they had
completed that, then of course, you gotta make other sales. As opposed, when
[COMPANY] had this concept years ago and did very, very well with it, and that is
that aftermarket, to be able to service, to be able to come back and sit there and say,
"Nick doesn’t find out that the gearbox had become obsolete and here are our
options," as opposed to them saying, "Here's a year's heads up, guys. You might want
to be budgeting and figuring in but what it looks like is this. Or, here's certain
software upgrades."
And they stay with you after this plant's been built and you're up and running. And I
think from a business model, as [COMPANY] proved, it could be very financially
successful. So when you look at it, I think I heard the equipment operators tell me and
say, "Look, I might buy a Caterpillar from the salesman, but the next sale is sold by
that maintenance man who comes and works on it because he keeps me going. And if
that support isn't there, I'm going to be looking at another equipment." And perhaps
you're headed in that direction from someone with business perspective on a large
capital expenditure and have you look at it. I think that is one. And once you have it
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out there, you want to be less out there on your own. It is a very complicated facility.
Highly automated, I don't know if you've been through it …
[N] No, no.
[T] [Inaudible 00:44:23] and you need some support, especially when you're a small
business such as us. We compete against the Warren Buffetts and these other huge
companies. And for us to be able to do that, we can't have a staff like you would have
or a large company like that. So we're depending on the OEM to be able to give us
follow-up and to let us know your upgrades. Here's a better way. This was designed
in 2005. Four years later, whatever, this is what the new design. We can retrofit it for
you, and this is what it will do. That is huge in my mind. And then you got people
like Nick who know precisely how all these things work. They've added it up pretty
good and I’ll say it's a good idea or not on our list. Let somebody else do it first. So
…
[I] You're talking about your plant 1. It's kind of based on in 1970s technology. But in
order to keep things running, you just have to keep it where it is for the most part.
You're talking about, you know, keep that system operating as efficiently as it can.
What happens at some point where that's just kind reached the end of its life?
[N] Well, I think that's good point for Ted, really. Because if you look at… I was
struggling with the amount of people we have in 1…. So based on 2 and the capacity
and how that …
[T] Plant 1 requires about 48 personnel. Plant 2 requires a dozen. Huge difference.
Obviously, a higher cost facility in plant 1. So it sounds like your question is so when
does that plant become obsolete? Generally speaking, plant's life is 35 to 50 years.
Eighty-five percent of your cost is in design. So you're looking at 1970 something
design and you have gone these many years, and 85% of your variable cost is
dependent on that. This downturn that we've just been through cleaned up a lot of our
industry. I don't mean to sound flippant about going to clean up a lot. About a third of
our industry went away for good. Will the next downturn get our plant 1? Probably
so. Do we realize that? Absolutely.
So what are you doing about it? You gotta come up for replacement capacity because
the next downturn, you know. It was better than the other guys. It got that level of
inefficiency. And next we're now - now we're going to get them rise up to a more
automated level, this being semi-automated. What we've been able to do is
differentiate the product. Therefore, there was pull in the market. We can get the
margins, financially makes sense. Day is coming where that thing is going to be gone.
You'll take a harvest approach to it, and then you [inaudible 00:47:03] you're figuring
in right a replacement capacity. I mean, right now as we're coming out in this
downturn, the thinking is getting ready for the next downturn.
It's a good time to take care of yourself. You look out after that, you're going to take
care of yourself. But right now, you have to be focused on what you're going to do
over in that old plant or what the cost is to replace is and what the decision is going to
be. So if you're banking on it, you're going down the wrong path.
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[I] How much are you guys regulated with federal regulations, EPA stuff, all that?
[T] Huge.
[I] How so?
[T] Well, everything. Anytime it rains around here, you've got the Clean Water Act.
Storm runoff all of our pits, also covered on the Clean Water Act. Everything that
comes out of our stacks is also regulated under national ambient air quality standards.
And right now, there's a suit pending. We've got a dry limestone absorber over in
plant 2. We're regulated on emissions in plant 1 if we keep it below a certain level.
And right now there's a case in the court system that they want to go ahead and say
that you did not use the proper [Mac 00:48:12] technology back when the regs came
out in 2001 or 2002, I wasn't sure, that the [DLA, dry land absorber 00:48:20].
Yes, it's good. We need all the air standards, but they're saying you could do better
with maximum achievable control technology by having lime injection and so forth,
which for business for this size is horrible because you spend $600,000 of this DLA
that meets all the levels on all emissions, and now you want to come back and make
us spend a million-five on something that doesn't do anything from the standpoint of
improving emissions.
[I] They said you need - you're going to shift to it.
[T] Yeah, absolutely. … you're still going to meet it, but you're going to take out a
perfectly fine scrubber, put in another scrubber and …
[I] And that's just some regulations …
[T] Sierra Club is suing EPA. They're saying when you listened and you wrote this rule,
here's where you went wrong, and therefore we're suing you.
[I] Wow.
[T] Yeah. Yeah.
[I] So how long has that been in the court?
[T] Put it this way. We are renewing our air permit right now. Air permit is good for five
years. The air permit that we're just rolling off, the suit started shortly before that. So
you're looking at five, seven years it's been tied on the court system.
[I] And maybe there another …
[T] We think they'll make a decision in a year or two. What we're fighting right now is a
“sue and settle” idea, is that they will not allow. What they'll do is EPA and Sierra
will not ask our opinion. If they'll decide how we ought to be, without asking any
manufacturers, they'll decide on what our limit should and what control technology
should be there. So we're fighting that saying at least give us a voice.
[I] Because you have no voice.
[T] We have no voice. If they'll “sue and settle”, which is tactic of a lot of these, you
know, the Sierra Clubs and people like that of the world, they got EPA sue them.
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Therefore, “sue and settle” because you and I will work it out, he doesn’t have a sayso.
[I] Right. And then we'll just, "Okay, you gotta do what we just did … "
[T] Exactly. That's right. We know better than you. You don't have a say. So it doesn't
matter what it does. And that's it. And it's a huge issue.
[I] Wow.
[T] We think we've got a Congress that's detached a little bit. The owner of this business
testified. He had a small business. Administration also, owner side because a million
and a half and, yes, seven years of downturn, that's huge.
[I] Yeah, yeah. That's …
[T] The killer to me, quite frankly, as you - our big thing is hydrogen fluoride. I know
you’re an electrical engineer, I don’t know how much you know about emissions. But
hydrogen fluoride, the big deal on HF coming out of your stacks is that your pine
trees and things like that, it will kill them, okay? The needles all turn brown and they
die. We have got ceilings growing up around this plant right next to our stacks,
everything around here is green as it can be. And somebody tell me where the impact
is. I mean, if we're killing, I agree. That's fine. We're wrong. We need to do
something.
But you tell me when you look at these volunteer pines growing up all around our
facility and you're cutting them down so the wind doesn’t blow them on your plant.
Somebody give me the evidence. I understand and I totally HF is bad. But if it is so
bad and the absorber of ours is so inefficient, why is nature flourishing around the
facility? That never enters into any discussion, but that's just - and you go to any brick
company, pretty much across the United States. It's easy if you won't get on Google
Earth and you look at the [brick sewers 00:51:38], then you can just see what
prevailing winds are and you'll see if there's any vegetation. It should be dying on a
direction prevailing wind from all these stacks [inaudible 00:51:45], right?
[I] Right.
[T] Not the case. And then also on the safety side OSHA and [inaudible] issue in here.
And then you have the state levels with all these agencies too. So you have federal
and state agencies.
[I] So you have a lot of outside influence over what you can and can't do from that
perspective, which affects the technology, when we get back - come to technology as
to what you can implement and how that affects the process of what you're doing.
You had a couple of examples. You talked about the gearboxes. You said you had
another example of …
[N] I was trying to think of one that was… I think one of the aspects that we did was to
utilize some of the way we handle the project, wasn't it? for argument's sake, on the
de-hacker where we had flexibility within the process. So that was using the existing
control principle but applying a different principle of control, just rewriting software
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[I] So it's more of a software solution to …
[N] It's more of a software but we have - within that process, we had flexibility. Whereas
in some of the other processes, we haven't. But that again if you go back to the point
of the plant being a generic kiln, for argument's sake, generally, bricks come in
various sizes. But within the manufacturing facility here, we only really run two sizes.
And associated with that, really, plant 2 is one size, isn't it? So in some cases, that
flexibility and the amount of complexity for that flexibility was detrimental to
running the process. And some of that was against that 30-year-jump between
technology. Do I hit it with a hammer or do you press a button to [inaudible
00:54:09]. So …
[I] How long did that process take? Was that a fairly …
[N] It seemed like it because we had to do it outside normal manufacturing time. So you
could say, well, if we could stop the process, it would have been also - it seemed
lengthy at the time. But again, the benefits were, again, applying or having the
capacity to do it ourselves, or whatever. The support is a huge factor.
[T] And I think oftentimes people underestimate the value of your vendors. It was all the
customer, the customer, the customer. I couldn't agree more. They're the ones that pay
us. But don't you forget your vendors. They're the ones that support you, keep you
going. And all you want to do when you - all they want to do is beat on them on price
then shop around. I think that's a horrible flaw, frankly. If I have a good supplier, I
want him to be financially healthy. I don't need to beat him over price, and don't try
and stick me on anything. We're going to have to have a good relationship. I need
you. And you need me. And we need to understand this. So don't beat me on any
pricing, and I'm not going to beat you up on pricing neither. You deserve a fair
margin as do I, but I need your support.
[I] So would you say you rely on your vendors a lot for keeping you guys informed of
trends and new changes to process or anything like that?
[T] Absolutely. I mean we do a lot on our own. Don't get me wrong. We'll see things, and
this is pretty lame, but I got a [VENDOR] conference with Nick. My background is
geology, so you're talking about lost ball on high winds. I'm a lost ball on high winds,
but I love it because there's all sorts of ideas and things coming out that I can ask. I
can bounce off Nick. I bounce off these other guys. “[inaudible],” but that's a pretty
stupid question, but that's okay, you know.
And you get ideas, so it's good. And you learn along the way, not that I could ever be
an electrical engineer in automation. I wish, but I'm not. But to be able to get those and then you go back to the guy, say out of [CITY], who’s helped immensely on a
project on a simple trip up there. And we were in [CITY] to see this conference. And
then that vendor goes, "Yeah, I can do that. Let me introduce you to this guy over
here." And then a harebrained idea starts to take some shape, and then it's executed.
So it works. I mean, you bounce it and if one out of five ideas stick. I think that's a
great batting average.
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[I] How about end users of your product? How do you keep up on just building trends? Is
that again just from your vendor base or how do you find out what customers are
wanting to put on their houses?
[T] It's pretty boring. It's a mature industry, you know. It's not like there's a whole lot of
innovation. “Dumb as a brick.” You’ve hear of that? What else are you going to do?
It's a rectangle. The big deal as far as being innovative with wall systems and so forth,
you know, is dealing with R-value and perhaps some things like that. But those are
structural engineers that are using that, and the architects being able to improve upon
it. What do we have? You know, we make a clay body that's fired to a couple
thousand degrees. And it's going to be there a hundred plus years.
The big thing for us is color, you know. What's in? Earth tones are in. Earth tones are
hot as fire right now. In the '80s, early '90s, pastels are popular. And so you have to
have the looks. The wife usually makes the decision. She comes in, "Oh, I like that."
And then, you know, I like what's on the Simpson's house down the street. And that's
it. Why does she like it? Because it's aesthetically pleasing. They could care less
about the structural benefits, the R-value and everything else. Pictures sell our
products. So what do we do? We do some innovative things. Don't get me wrong. It's
just not…just boring same thing, same thing, same thing. We are always trying to
think of different ways to get a particular look.
The best thing you can do is to make a new brick look old. No one can really knock it
off that well. We come pretty close. And there are a couple of processes we use.
We're not going to tell anybody about, but it's all aesthetics. But it all builds in the
manufacturing line and the creativity in staying ahead, because everyone else is going
to knock it off. Once they see it out there, oh, we're going to go make the same
product. So you always keep your product development one step ahead. It never ends.
You're always working. If you don't, you're going to get rolled up. It's not just no
doubt - even if it's boring and it's not coming out with new tablets or innovative
things like that, it's all aesthetics.
The fun thing, for those of us that are in, is we go out here, we remove the clay out of
the earth. We grind it, we take it to 2,000 degrees, and we can see it on somebody's
home. We just don't make this component that goes off to another guy. It goes off to
another guy. So you can go out and you can look at this house, but you're involved
with that whole process. And you can look at it, and there is I sense, I think people in
this business are kind of half artistic and half engineers. Because you look at it and
go, "That's a really good idea. You guys did a great job."
And homeowner, most people that save most of their lives to build a home, and so
you can really help fulfill their dreams. Or the worst thing is to go there and his wife
is in tears because you're gave him a sorry product. What are you going to do? You
apologize, number one. What do we need to get? You want the brick torn down?
We’ll tear the brick down. Oftentimes, they'll say they make bad buying decision
saying, "What do you think it will look like?" Well, that's a little bit different. But
when you know you messed it up, when you look at it and you go you didn't do that,
it's horrible. But when you see a good one and they're happy, that's good.
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So there's a lot of fulfillment in it from the standpoint of coming up with products,
new products. Oh, this looks great. People are happy. And you know that you went to
[CITY] [STATE] and you scooped up some clay here and scooped it up, mix them
together, take it, and somehow they come out dimensionally dead on and the colors
match. You have this automation that just “choo, choo, choo,” flies right through
there. It's kind of cool.
[I] How long does it take the process from when you start mixing clay, grinding it, to it's
coming out of the kiln?
[T] A week. Generally speaking, a week.
[I] Wow. It's pretty fast. How many bricks you guys churn out in a month?
[T] Oh, a month, about 12 million. We're small. We make 120 million a year. Okay, the
big companies make 1.4 billion, okay? So that's where we are.
[I] Wow.
[T] But I will tell you this. Although based on value, we don't mind competing against
them.
[I] You're doing all right, yeah.
[T] We're able to make it somehow.
[I] That's good. I want to go back to one of these technology decisions. We'll talk about
the gearboxes as an example that you gave. So when you guys decided, okay, this is
what we need to do, and you said you were kind of the champion of that solution …
[N] Well, I was just …
[T] He was the champion. I'll tell you right now.
[N] I think the first part of this for everybody, you have to step over the boundary. From
Ted's perspective, if Ted hadn't come to the [VENDOR] automation summit, they
wouldn't have a greater appreciation of what's involved on the control side. And that's
helped with certainly some things now to have a better understanding of that product.
And that was a leap for you to come over, wasn't it for that?
[T] Well, no, that was great.
[N] And partly, they aspect of some mechanical aspects I can see and some I don't really
appreciate and some of them I don't want to know. So this is a game where it says we
rely on our supplier in this case, which is actually in England, for this particular
component. And that comes on business associates over the years. And so we rely on
that content to be one more piece in the puzzle.
[I] Sure. That's kind of the relationships that you built over time.
[N] If you look at one of that 16-year jump of when plant 2 went in, in technology, at the
time, there wasn't really the understanding within [FIRM] for the automated
technology that they had on site at that time. You were relying on all the vendors
coming in and relying are they available? So, really, the aspect of myself coming on
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was to have somebody, a resident, who had the knowledge associated with different
levels. And …
[I] So how did you present the idea to Ted that you said, "This is what we gotta do"?
[N] Well, one of the things from the gearbox aspect, we had an inkling associated with a
failure. And then that brought up the concept of, well, how much is it? And then we
went through the process, well, we can't actually get one. And again it was only the
creative thinking associated with the owner and Ted to turn around and say, "Well,
this could be a real problem associated with the business." And I want to say that that
highlighted the whole thing, but because these other companies and these
multinationals in the same industry that are not looking at the problem. So are they
not aware? Do they think they can buy their way out?
[T] Or there are too many layers of management in between them and those out on the
plant floor?
[N] And that's one of the aspects of to say I was the fourth generation and [inaudible
01:04:35] he's out within the process, or he does the morning walk-through. There's at
least two, maybe three or four, walk-throughs of the process every day he's physically
[T] And he's done so much himself, from a standpoint. He understands when you go there
is a piece of machinery called slug cutter. I saw the video. It took two seconds. It's
like done. You don't have to justify. You look and you go - and you know. That's the
beauty you have in small business for people who know what's going on. Because
you don't have to explain it. I mean, Nick has got to explain a lot to me on this
automation, but certain parts of the process, you'd go, "How much is it?"
[I] So given the relationship and the size of this firm, you're able to come in and say,
"Hey, this is a solution we have. This is what we need to do." You're going to say,
"What's it going to cost? And let's go down and look at …"
[T] Sometimes I say a little other question. We will get to that question.
[I] But let's see how does this solution work. You've given the nuts and bolts of how the
solution is going to work and what the ultimate advantage is. And then you're going
to kind of work through how that impacts the business from a financial standpoint.
[T] Oh, well yeah. Everything you have to do on cash flow, everything, and just
understand, "Nick, well, come on. We got an issue. Come here." We'll walk in the
plant and look. And that's going to be an issue and so forth and so on, and usually, I
come back and say, "What are you thinking? Where are you on this?" And he'll say,
"Well, I'm thinking this. I'm going to talk to Paul. I'm going to talk to … " you know,
or somebody else. Or I'm going to make calls. So just like you do with your friends
and associates. You massage it and you go there and you go, "I'll sleep on it." And it's
like okay. Then you realize it's a critical nature, so what are we doing about it? And
then you got confidence on people like Nick and the vendors, and you know they're
going to give you a good solution. That's easy.
[I] So you would say trust is a big component of knowing what to do.
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[T] Huge. Huge. Huge. I trust the guy's opinion. If there was anyone else here, you’ve got
a problem. I can't fix it. He’s as good as I get.
[N] We got that aspect with …
[T] And I'm not pumpin’ him up either. This is the way it is. I'm just being honest here.
That is how it is. Isn't that true, Nick?
[N] I would say so. We tried, you know, if you look at labor. You can't get the labor of a
very particular skill level on the electrical side or the engineering side within the area.
And if you look at different industries coming in the area, they all struggle, as I'm
sure you're aware.We got a good engineering school 30 minutes away over here, and
you can't get one to save your life or, you know, before you get somebody who wants
to move back home because they like [UNIVERSITY] football and hunting and
fishing. Or their wife is from here and she misses mom.
[I] Exactly. Okay, I've gotta get to the questions here. How do you measure the success of
the gearbox decision? How do you say that was the right choice, that was good?
[N] Well, we had in one case and we had, you know, let's say a rumbling noise coming
from the gearbox.
[I] One of the new ones?
[N] No, no, the old ones that we had as a plant replacement, and we replaced the gearbox,
the rumbling went away. I just replaced the motor gearbox. So is there an impending
failure associated with it? We thought so because to back it up, we had another
gearbox, which would have the same rumbling type and associated problems with the
action. It failed. So associated with which one we picked and we had a spare in the
process that we went through. And some of it was on a PL budget. And as I said, is an
ace higher than a two with the pack of cards, which one was going to fail? We made
certain decisions, and at the moment we're in the process of implementing those. But
I tell you in this case, we made the right decision.
[T] I now based my own on uptime, no scheduled downtime.
[I] And you can attach a dollar figure to that.
[T] Oh yeah. It's very easy.
[I] Anything about that process when you're looking at alternatives for the gearboxes,
how do we implement this? Anything about that through that decision process that,
you know, what do you think went right with that? What do you think went wrong?
Looking back, maybe we would have done something different if we had …
[N] I think there's one aspect with that initially that we thought one of our major suppliers
was on rocky ground. And if we followed a particular solution from them, where
would we be? And is it the right decision to step back and say, well, we can apply the
same principles, but we'd look at engineering ourselves, develop all the relationships
to support ourselves?
[I] And did that supplier, did they wind up in … ?
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[N] No, no, they're still going. But parts of that is the same consideration with other parts
of the process.
[I] But you decide not to go with them just based on concerns over their …
[N] Well, obviously, it's a factor, and the cost was also another factor.
[I] So going back, if there's anything you could change about the way you went through
the decision process from [VENDOR] calling saying, "Hey, there's a problem with
this gearbox that you ought to be thinking about," to you ultimately, you know, the
day you're out there swapping out the box, anything about that whole process that you
would …
[T] But you know it's more than just swapping out a box. I mean, that's a motor gearbox
that affects drive. It just didn't sit there on this, slip this baby in and we're good.
[N] Right, right. So going through that whole process. Right.
[T] A little more complicated than that.
[N] And we changed the control, I said that.
[I] So if you can go back, was there anything in that whole process from going through
that that you would say if we could go back, if we had the time machine and we could
go back, what will we change about how we approached that? And maybe there's not.
Maybe …
[N] Well, the level we are at the moment, the level of control, we're happy. But our next
phase of implementation of a similar project requires a different level of control. At
this point, we're making every effort to be as comfortable as possible associated with
that principle of control before we implement the change.
[I] So you're taking what you're learning from this process and we're going to …
[N] That's right. And the introduction what was the, you know, we had that aspect of the
familiarization and general comfort factor. So what we're doing within the next
project is we're adopting more of approach of let's split the project phasing. Let's do
more of an electromechanical change and leave the control philosophy and principle
in place so we're dealing with one variable, split the project into two and then adopt
the second control principle knowing we can fall back to the first principle if
necessary. So I would say that came out of the first exercise. But from a point of
operational smoothness, it went very well. But it was planned, and there's other
aspects.
I think that we've learned off that, you know, associated with a couple of points. And
as Ted said, you can't just say here's one less 50. These are the components. So we
couldn't go, for argument's sake, to [VENDOR] and say we'd like that motor and this
gearbox and be able to fit it because there are all these other components. But also
one of the aspects that's come up with that is should we change some of the
characteristics of our plant and the way we handle certain things as part of that? I
mean, that's something at the moment we're balancing out. But I think we're on a road
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now as a progression of change where we're in control and not the other way around.
We're not being forced.
[T] And I guess we're looking for more flexibility and more capacity. So whatever you
do, you're probably not going to go - [in time 01:14:25] you're going to get yourself
more flexibility and more capacity because you know you're always going to be
working on lowering your cost and that's usually function of getting your capacity up.
[I] Would you say that your level of planning that you put into that particular process
changed given the enormity of how that affects the whole process, you know,
affecting downtime and everything else? And you said they went pretty smoothly and
it went the way that you planned. Would you attribute that to the depth of planning
that you put into solving this problem on pen and paper before you went out and said,
"Okay, now we're going to implement"? Would you say that's a key to the success in
your given situation?
[T] Coupled with the quality of the people working on it.
[N] Now I had to agree with that.
[I] You can give it to me. I wouldn't …
[N] [Crosstalk 01:15:30] with this occasion. But there were different challenges, and you
were relying on different disciplines, but you're also relying on people that are of a
skill level to either one, make something apparent, you know, not just commit, in
general, not just I'll do it and will just hit it with a large hammer and make sure it
goes together. So that aspect is certainly another factor.
[I] Well, my last question is, and I'll just open it for either of you, anything that we talked
about, anything we didn't talk about maybe that you feel is important when you think
about the importance of technology to your business and the process of adopting new
technology and the changes a transformational technology might implement, whether
it's an overarching idea or something just based on your experience that you think is
important to understand for me in understanding how this process works.
[T] I'll be glad to kick it off, Nick. That is to create a culture that welcomes change and
the improvement in technology. And although I'm not inclined whatsoever to be able
to do any of this, I'm sincere in enjoying watching and wanting to learn about it, but if
you didn't, you better do that as far as doing what I do for a living. Otherwise, if he's
going to get ticked off with me, and say “That guy, oh he's a moron.” “How come he
didn’t,” you know, and not just to me, just totally stifles any sort of innovation, any
sort of creative thinking, and frankly, wanting to have fun at work.
Everyone thinks work's got to be such drudgery. No. Why is it like that? I love going
in the field. a field of clay… because I've majored in geology, you know. And it's still
fun. Nick will play with this… that’s why he go into it because he liked it. Keep that
atmosphere. The worst thing that I think that I can do for it is to stifle anyone's
passions. And so to do that, Nick, [NAME], and I wish we had more, is to create an
environment where people can play and give them the money to do it within reason.
And don't you dare get in their way. So … I can't answer the technical side …
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[N] No. I think a lot of that, really, is understanding. If you look at the principle now of
things that we're being forced to adopt just to support particular items. So if you go
back to that Windows NT computer that's been there since 1970, we went through,
again, a specific set of disciplines. In doing that, I went outside my comfort realm, but
we resorted to, it turns out again, somebody in [COUNTRY] that came up with a
solution for us to put together a PC or to source in the end a PC that was compatible
hardware-wise with the software platform that we could replace that computer with.
So the point was you can't just go down to Walmart and buy one and bring it back,
you know, with a Windows 8 and say, "Oh, well, it will work." It doesn't work. So
there's various stages associated with that.
And so with that development now, it changes your philosophy. We had a problem
the other day, and it's because we've come up with a solution that was generic,
because as I mentioned, the kilns are the heart of the processes. So we went through
the same process associated with kiln 3 in plant 2. So we've got a box like that one
that was generic. The idea was to run it on both. But within that 1970s technology or
1970s approach of that operating system and the 2000 operating system, there was a
difference in processing capacity. So what we found out is that one process works,
one doesn't. Or it does for 98%, not the whole project.
So that now leaves us with another gap. And part of that, and the way we have to
adopt is that we've come up - and now we're bringing [NAME] from
[UNIVERSITY]. His discipline, you know, PCs, he manufactured for us, which isn’t
a straightforward a virtual machine application. So we’ve put that into play now. And
part of that aspect is for Ted and the other people to appreciate not really what we're
involved in it; that's not the important part, but we have to go down that route. We
can't stay in the same technology. And one of the points now, really, if you look at
everybody - that's why I've got three computers here. I've got a Mac because I had a
very severe virus once, and that cost me nearly a month to get everything back
together. So I wasn't going through that experience again.
[T] It wasn't good.
[N] It wasn't pretty. We've got a Windows XP machine now, which as you know from
April the 8th there's no support. Unless that article today, did you see that? That
Microsoft were offering a $2 million support contract for 10,000 XP machines. They
dropped the price two days later because people weren’t adopting this $2 million;
$250,000 now. So imagine if you signed that contract. But the point is that because
that software platform is basically the industry's platform, that's changing everything
else now. So it's Windows 7 that really came up and was adopted. Is it stronger now?
What do we have to do? So is virtualizing this hardware now and putting it onto the
platform where we should be going?
[I] Well, then it has a lot, you know, with all the cloud computing and everything else, all
are kind of in the virtual because it's changing so fast you can't keep up with it.
[N] And some of the problems is once the periphery, if the periphery only works on a
serial interface, you can only go so far. And that was one of the things that we
overcame. So that's really is a case of being close enough and small enough that I'm
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happy. If I said to Ted, "Oh, we need to change this computer for this to do that, to
support the simulating." "Well, how much is it going to cost?" And we said, "Well,
we haven't really got the figure on it totally because we haven't got, you know." And
he said, "Well, we're not spending that or we're not doing that." Or we've not been
close enough to have this point and say, okay, it sounds expensive, but let's break it
down and let's appreciate it, associate it with the task. Which you can't do in these
multiple layers. But if I didn't really enjoy coming in here, I won't be coming in here
anymore. One of those aspects is bigger isn't always better. And so that crosscommunication is very important.
[I] So both of you, I really appreciate your time today. This has been very helpful. And I
know I probably took up more time than I said I was going to. I have one more
question. It's just demographics. Can I get a year of birth for you, Nick?
[N] Nineteen-sixty.
[I] Nineteen-sixty, and Ted?
[T] Fifty-seven.
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Table D.1
Code
S01
S02
K01
K02
K03
K04
K05
A01
A02
A03
A04
T01
T02
T03
D01
D02
D03
D04
D05
D06
D07
D09
D10
F01
F02
F03
F04
F05
F06
F07
F08
M01
M02
M03
M04
Age
CEO
Size

Interview Code Book

Description
Technology Turbulence
Market turbulence
Market Knowledge
Environment Knowledge
Product/Service Knowledge
Technology Knowledge
General Knowledge
Events/Training
Direct Contact
Media
Internal
Assimilation
Transformation
Exploitation
Perceived Compatibility
Relative Advantage
Trialability
Observability
Complexity
Cost
Scope/Objectives
Perceived Risk
Vendor Relationship
Centralized
Decentralized
Technological Responsiveness
Market Orientation
Innovativeness
Coalition building
Framing
Operations
Use Behavior
Satisfaction
Competitive Position
Financial/Performance Metrics
Age of stakeholder
CEO Support
Firm Size

n
13
2
99
30
94
160
19
51
104
23
92
102
79
75
83
92
31
33
64
66
63
32
80
51
33
86
107
68
89
58
147
17
20
39
26
4
3
2
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Figure E.1

Pretest Informed Consent (page 1)
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Figure E.2

Pretest Informed Consent (page 2)
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Figure E.3

Primary Data Collection Informed Consent (page 1)
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Figure E.4

Primary Data Collection Informed Consent (page 2)
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Figure E.5

Primary Data Collection Procedural Modification Approval (page 1)
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Figure E.6

Primary Data Collection Procedural Modification Approval (page 2)
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Drivers of Technology Adoption Success in Manufacturing
***Management Level Employees ONLY. If you do not have
decision-making authority regarding new technology
adoption and/or implementation in your firm, please do not
complete this survey.***
THIS IS A REPOST OF A PREVIOUS HIT. IF YOU HAVE ALREADY TAKEN THIS SURVEY, PLEASE DO
NOT RETAKE IT.
The purpose of this research is to examine the dynamic processes involved in organizational adoption of
transformational technology.
Respondents must be 18 years or older to participate. In this research, respondents will be asked a series of questions
regarding a recent technology adoption decision made by their firm, the processes utilized by the firm when
considering the adoption of the technology, and questions regarding the overall success of the adopted technology.
The entire survey will take approximately 15-20 minutes to complete.
For complete details, follow the link to the online survey and review the informed consent document on the first
page of the survey.
You will be offered one dollar ($2.00 US) for your time and effort. In addition, all respondents who complete the
survey will be entered into a drawing to receive an Alumni Fan Kit, full of fan gear from YOUR favorite team!
Also, each firm that participates will receive an Executive Summary of the survey results PLUS a free Comparative
Analysis of your firm's performance on key metrics as compared to the entire sample.
If you have questions about this study, e-mail Kenneth W. Graham, Mississippi State University at
kwg57@msstate.edu. If you agree to participate in the study, and you meet the stated prerequisites, please open the
Qualtrics link below in a new window or tab (since this will allow you to navigate easily back to this page):

Survey link: http://bit.ly/1hXPMfQ
At the end of the survey that you'll find at this address, you'll be asked to enter a valid email address to be entered
into the drawing for the Alumni Fan Kit and to receive your copy of an Executive Summary of the study results and
free Comparative Analysis for your firm. To receive your $2.00 compensation, you MUST enter the same email in
the text box below after completing the survey, and then select SUBMIT to complete the HIT. If you do not wish to
be entered into the drawing or receive the analysis, enter your MTurk ID instead of an email address into the space
provided on the survey and in the field below.

THANK YOU FOR YOUR PARTICIPATION!

Figure F.1

Pretest Sample Recruitment
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Technology Adoption Success in Manufacturing
***Management Level Employees ONLY ***
DO NOT TAKE THIS SURVEY IF:
1. Your firm HAS NOT adopted new technology within THE PAST 10 YEARS with the
expectation that it would either materially change the way your firm conducts business, your
competitive position or the value proposition offered to your customers.
2. You DO NOT have decision-making authority regarding new technology adoption and/or
implementation in your firm.
3. You have taken this survey previously. MTurk IDs are used to identify those who have already
taken the survey. You will only be compensated for completing the survey once. (see list below)
The purpose of this research is to examine the dynamic processes involved in firm decision-making
regarding the adoption of transformational technology. Respondents must be 18 years or older to
participate. In this research, respondents will be asked a series of questions regarding a recent technology
adoption decision made by their firm, the processes utilized by the firm when considering the adoption of
the technology, and questions regarding the overall success of the adopted technology. The entire survey
will take approximately 15 minutes to complete.
For complete details, follow the link to the online survey and review the informed consent document on
the first page of the survey.
You will be offered two dollars ($2.00 US) for your time and effort to complete the survey. In addition,
all respondents who complete the survey are offered an Executive Summary of the survey results PLUS a
free Comparative Analysis of your firm's performance on key metrics as compared to the entire sample.
If you have questions about this study, e-mail Kenneth W. Graham, Mississippi State University at
kwg57@msstate.edu. If you agree to participate in the study and you meet the stated prerequisites, please
open the Qualtrics link below in a new window or tab (since this will allow you to navigate easily back to
this page).
NOTE: As an added incentive, the researchers offer respondents an Executive Summary of the study's
findings and a free Comparative Analysis of your firm's performance on key metrics as compared to the
entire sample. To receive these reports we request you provide your company name and email address.
THIS IS COMPLETELY OPTIONAL AND NOT REQUIRED TO PARTICIPATE IN THE STUDY.
Collected information is used ONLY to supply you with the requested reports and is not retained, sold, or
used for any other purpose. In compliance with the Institutional Review Board of Mississippi State
University, all identifying information is deleted from our dataset upon delivery of the requested reports.
Survey link: http://goo.gl/Xa1cBK
At the end of the survey you will find a field for you to enter your MTurk ID. To receive your $2.00
compensation, enter your MTURK ID in the survey and in the field below and select SUBMIT at the
bottom of this page (below the list of Worker IDs).

THANK YOU FOR YOUR PARTICIPATION!

Figure F.2

Primary Data Collection Sample Recruitment
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Figure G.1

Pretest Survey Instrument (page 1)
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Figure G.2

Pretest Survey Instrument (page 2)
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Figure G.3

Pretest Survey Instrument (page 3)
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Figure G.4

Pretest Survey Instrument (page 4)
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Figure G.5

Pretest Survey Instrument (page 5)
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Figure G.6

Pretest Survey Instrument (page 6)
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Figure G.7

Pretest Survey Instrument (page 7)
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Figure G.8

Pretest Survey Instrument (page 8)
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Figure G.9

Primary Data Collection Survey Instrument (page 1)
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Figure G.10 Primary Data Collection Survey Instrument (page 2)
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Figure G.11 Primary Data Collection Survey Instrument (page 3)
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Figure G.12 Primary Data Collection Survey Instrument (page 4)
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Figure G.13 Primary Data Collection Survey Instrument (page 5)
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Figure G.14 Primary Data Collection Survey Instrument (page 6)
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Figure G.15 Primary Data Collection Survey Instrument (page 7)
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Figure G.16 Primary Data Collection Survey Instrument (page 8)
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Figure G.17 Primary Data Collection Survey Instrument (page 9)
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Figure G.18 Primary Data Collection Survey Instrument (page 10)
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Figure G.19 Primary Data Collection Survey Instrument (page 11)
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Figure G.20 Primary Data Collection Survey Instrument (page 12)
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